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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explicates the rhetoric of liberty and slavery in the novels of 

Robert Montgomery Bird (1805-54). Bird, now largely forgotten and ignored, was 

prolific, popular, and at the center of Philadelphia culture and national politics from the 

1830s until his death. His work represents a particularly clear intersection of political 

ideology and fiction at a time of cultural growth and conflict. Like many of his 

contemporziries. Bird saw his fiction as fulfilling a patriotic mission as he attempted to 

define and defend the nation's history, emergent identity, and contemporary political 

agenda. It is this mission, evident in his countless meditations on rights and rebellion, 

freedom and slavery, captivity and bondage, that I explore. Despite repeated scenes of 

unjust captivity. Bird's eloquent celebrations of liberty ultimately work to deny the 

freedoms they evoke, rationalizing instead the conquest of indigenous populations, slavery, 

and national exfjansion. 

This analysis of Bird's rhetoric of freedom is grounded in an exploration of the 

natural law tradition. I trace the evdution of this philosophy from 17th-century England to 

its conservative manifestations in antebellum America. Within this context. Bird's 

conservative reworking of terms such as "freedom," "slavery" and "rights" is neither new 

nor unusual, but constitutes merely cxie episode in the ongoing adaptation of such terms in 

natural law. Natural law emerges as an exceedingly pliable thec«y, capable of serving both 

radical and conservative agendas, rebellion and the maintenance of the status quo, the 

defense and the denial of rights. 

In addition to natural law, my discussion of Bird's eight novels explores literary 

traditions from the historical romance to the captivity narrative to the satire, and historical 

contexts from the Spanish conquest of Mexico to 18th-century American frontier struggles 

to Southern slavery. I also place Bird's fiction into the context of contemporary political 
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discourses, including prosiavery and abolitionist ideologies, the discussion of Indian 

removals, and debates over national expansion. Finally, I substantiate my conclusions 

with original research from the University of Pennsylvania's archives of Bird's 

manuscripts, notebooks, letters, and political journalism. 



"Liberty." . . .. 

What is it? License? the freedom that beasts possess? the independence of 

savages, without any restraint save that of our own will? Men use the word 

without attaching a meaning to it: it is a slogan—a catch-word,—a bodiless, 

unimagined phantom. Its only true meaning, and reality, is exoneration 

from tyranny.—from unjust interference,—oppression. ... Is the liberty of 

the Mexicans [x^ferable to the slavery of the Russians? The slavery of our 

negroes is preferable to it; for they are both happier and more virtuous.. . . 

Is there liberty in the US.? No: we do not yet understand the word. 

Robert Montgomery Bird 
Essay draft, "The Howling of IDogs" 

U Penn Collection 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES BIRD MAKE?' 

In the summer of 1996, in a cabin 20 miles from the nearest small town in northern 

New Mexico, I was asked a crucial question. The situation was unlikely: this small 

afternoon gathering of university colleagues included some out-of-town visitors, including 

a stylish, Oxford-educated African woman, now a rather bored airforce wife and mother of 

an energetic toddler. She peppered me with sharp questions about my fledgling 

dissertation: "Who're you writing about?" "Who was te?" "What are you saying about 

him?" I fielded these basic questions with relative ease: "Robert Montgomery Bird." "An 

early nineteenth-century American author." "I'm focusing on his rhetoric of freedom and 

slavery." But then she asked one that left me mumbling vaguely into my plastic cup of 

ginger ale. "What have you discovered that will make a difference in your field?" "Well," 

I stalled, "I don't know. Good question; I guess IH have to think about that" 

Since that party I've forgotten this woman's name, but not her questions. I've had 

plenty of opportunity to "think about that," to clarify what it is that justifies writing an 

entire dissertation about an obscure American author, dead for edmost 150 years, who has 

received scant critical attention in this century.^ In fact, I suspect that this nagging 

question, posed at such an early point in my writing, helped shape and focus the 

dissertation as it developed. At many stages of thinking and writing I found myself 

returning to this conversation, rephrasing her questions and asking myself: Why Bird? 

What difference does he make? What difference does a focus on his use of the natural law 

^ Bird's works are all currently out of print Schdariy attention in this century consists two critical 
biogr^hies and two unpublished dissertations (the latest published in 1978), intermittent essays on his 
novel Nick of the Wnndt and rare mentions of his other work. 
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tradition make? What follows, several years after the fact, are some answers to these 

questions. 

The most elementary explanation for my project is that Bird, while largely forgotten 

and ignored, was prolific, popular, and at the center of Philadelphia culture and national 

politics. From an influential Delaware family. Bird was a medical doctor who turned to 

writing dramas and novels in the 1820s and ISSOs, then went on to journalism, politics, 

farming and even photographic experimentation. Bird was well-read and personally 

acquainted with prominent figures from literature, art, medicine and politics, including 

Edgar Allan Poe, William Gilmore Sinmis, sculptor Hiram Powers, Dr. Samuel George 

Morton and Whig leader John Qayton. 

Bird's central position in the literature, politics and culture of his time leads to my 

next point. Like many of his contemporaries, including Irving. Cooper, Emerson and 

Simms, Bird was consciously attempting to declare literary and political independence from 

England. Due to his lifelong study of political philosophy and strong Whiggian beliefs. 

Bird's work represents a particularly clear intersection of political ideology and fiction. In 

other words, his work embodies the "cultural work," to use Jane Tompkins's term, that 

literary texts can be seen to perform. In a manner perhaps more blatant than his 

contemporaries. Bird was fulfilling a patriotic mission, attempting to define and defend the 

nation's history, emergent identity and contemporary political agenda. It is this mission, 

evident in his countless meditations on rights and rebellion, freedom and slavery, captivity 

and bondage, that I explore in this dissertation. 

What held my interest in Bird's "rhetoric of rights," as I began to call his main 

ideological strategy, was the fascinating coexistence in his fiction of what appeared to be 

contradictory impulses. For despite all his scenes of unjust captivity, all his eloquent 

celebrations of liberty and rebellion. Bird consistently defends policies which deny such 

freedoms—the conquest of indigenous populations, the enslavement of Africans. As my 
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work progressed, though, I came to see that this apparent discrepancy between the defense 

and denial of rights was not a contradiction to Bird or many of his colleagues, but rather a 

pair of complementary arguments, driving home to me the meaning of Toni Morrison's 

crucial observation in Playing in the Dark that "Nothing highlighted freedom—if it did not in 

fact create it—like slavery" (Playing 38). Freedom and rights, in other words, depended for 

their very existence on their denial when it came to slaves and Native Americans; as Joan 

Dayan argues, "racist discourse needed the rhetoric of natural servility to confirm absolute 

privilege" ("Poe" 110).2 

As I realized, through reading nineteenth-century treatises on freedom and slavery 

and more recent scholarly studies of slavery, that Bird was not alone in positing freedom 

and oppression as complementary conditions, I came closer to what has become the heart 

of my dissertation. I decided to trace Bird's notion of rights, looking at the tradition of 

political philosophy which informed his work in order to determine how he adapted this 

rhetoric to suit his own ideological agenda. This took me into territory which was new to 

me, into the political and philosophical world of eighteenth-century England and colonial 

America, to the natural law theory of Locke and Filmer and, later, revolutionary American 

colonists. What I found was that Bird's conservative reworking of terms such as 

"freedom," "slavery" and "rights" was not new at all, but was only one episode in the 

ongoing adulation of such terms in the natural law tradition.^ I discovered that natural law 

theory, like most political philosophies, is exceedingly pliable, capable of serving both 

^Barbara Babcock notes that for structural anthropologists, "the central categories of culture are dialectically 
defined by the posidng of an opposite"("Ihtnxluction" 27). 
^Such manipulation of terminology is not unique to political philosophy. Joan Dayan has discussed the 
"strange but instructive metamorphoses," the "convertibility" of terms in the language of slavery, 
sentiment, and Poe's fictioa (see Dayan, "Race." 105-7). Without having read her work it is likely that I 
would not have noticed such "convertibility" in the natural law tradition. Barbara Babcock's work on 
"symbolic inversion," to which I was exposed in my first semester of graduate school, has also been 
influential and invaluable. See Babcock's introduction to The Reversible World 13-36. 
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radical and conservative agendas, rebellion and the maintenance of the status quo, the 

defense and the denial of rights. 

So another answer to my long-lost party acquaintance is that Bird's fiction, so 

heavily imbued with his political agenda, offers a revealing lesson about not only the 

convergence of politics and literature, but also about the malleability of the natural law 

tradition, and political philosophy in general. It explains how so many Americans in Bird's 

day could proudly defend "liberty and justice for all" and just as proudly—using the very 

same reasoning—defend the enslavement of Africans, the removal or extermination of 

Indians, and the emerging tenets of manifest destiny. It illustrates the role of political 

ideology in the literary genres on which Bird drew: the historical novel, gothic, romance, 

even satire. This ideology transcends the boundaries of these genres and makes possible a 

political interpretation of their shared features, including c^ture and confinement, servitude 

and hierarchy, revenge and violence, justice and injustice. 

In addition to my research in political philosophy, this dissertation has been shaped 

by a number of critical approaches, including feminism, post-colonialism, cultural studies 

and new historicism. Such theories have influenced me in a multitude of ways, some of 

which I can probably no longer identify; they are often at cross-purposes with each other 

but share some important assumptions which I have used to frame and justify my project 

The main area of commonality among these theories, at least as I have employed them, is 

the assumption that literature is political. Drawing on these approaches, I view the literary 

text as not merely an aesthetic object, but as a politically charged artifact that reflects but 

more importantly engages with the politics of its day. I align myself with critics such as 

John Bender, who in Imagining the Pfenitentiarv describes novels as "cognitive instruments 

that anticipate and contribute to institutional formation" and "the vehicles, not the 

reflections, of social change" (I). 
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Recognizing the political and cultxiral function of the literary text requires a second 

position, that of questioning the literary canon. The intersection of ideology and literature 

raises questions about the politics underlying definitions of quality which determine what 

gets defined as a classic and what gets rejected. For example, the requirement that a classic 

"stand the test of time," a literary litmus test known to virtually every high school student, 

means that a work heavily engaged with the political and/or cultural issues of its day will 

have a hard time transcending such a specific, "limited" context Such a work will likely be 

eliminated from the canon in favor of texts with more "universal" and "transcendent" 

themes—works which downplay or disguise their political agenda. What is lost, then, both 

in canon formation and in the traditional interpretation canonical works, is an insight into 

localized issues of politics and culture which the outcast texts would reveal. In many 

cases, precisely those texts that have failed the test of time will offer the most valuable 

sense of our ideological tradition, and of the literary role in forming this tradition. Bird's 

work is significant in just this way, constructing a literary justification for a conservative 

political agenda as he self-consciously imbues his fiction with political and philosophical 

theory, making overt references to freedom, slavery, and the preservation of what his son 

called "the sacred edifice of Liberty & Union" (Frederic Bird, U Penn). 

A common objection to any redefinition of the canon is an aesthetic one—the 

question of literary quality. This question can certainly be applied to Bird; I have often 

told strangers asking about my dissertation that I'm writing about an obscure, mediocre 

nineteenth-century author. But then I go on to talk about the value of his work—not despite 

the feamres I flippantly call mediocre, but because of them. Yes, his work recycles stock 

characters and plot devices from the traditions and authors he was familizu* with: fair 

fainting maidens and cruel dark villains, elaborate disguises and unlikely cases of mistaken 

identity abound. But these tropes serve a vital purpose; as Tompkins says, the seemingly 

"sensational and contrived" elements of novels such as Bird's are "a means of stating and 
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proposing solutions for social and political predicaments," and are needed to "delineate. . . 

problems concerning the relations among people of different sexes, races, social classes, 

ethnic groups, economic levels" (xvii). Often the most valuable insight into Bird's project 

springs from quite predictable and mediocre devices designed to operate on the popular 

beliefs of a wide audience. 

I am sometimes asked what someone with a background in contemporary literary 

theories such as feminism, post-colonialism, and cultural studies, interested in multicultural 

literature and rethinking the canon, is doing writing about a conservative white man. After 

all. Bird may have been excluded from today's canon, but he wrote from a "canonical" 

standpoint, a position of social and political privilege denied to other noncanonical writers 

whose work went ignored for reasons related to race, class or gender. One important way 

of redefining our literary tradition is to return to works by writers in these "marginalized" 

categories. But to resurrect such texts without also re-examining canonical works and 

other works by authors in positions of relative privilege would leave the ideological 

framework of the canon intact, "pass[ed] . . . off as immutable, natural and 'innocent'" 

(Morrison, "Unspeakable" 8). I hope that my examination of Bird's work, illustrating how 

a philosophical tradition defined as "natural" through its very name could be used to 

preserve existing power structures, contributes to the "denaturing" of the canon by 

foregrounding its ideology in ways less visible in more famous works.^ 

If, as I maintain. Bird's importance lies in the immersion of his fiction in the 

politics, philosophy and culture of his day, the first thing I must do is to demonstrate his 

[lersonal exposure to such influences. Chapter 2 therefore consists of a biographical sketch 

^ My reasoning here is influenced not raily by Morrison, but also by bell bote's call in Yearning for "a 
persistent, rigorous, and infonned critique of whiteness" (54). In a similar move, Dana Nelson's The Word 
in Black and White focuses on the construction of race by white American authors from the colonies to the 
Qvil War in order to expose the strategies of the dominant culture (1-3). 
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which documents Bird's life until the end of his literary career. Among his earliest 

influences I include his patriotic, conservative and politically active family; his traumatic 

early education at the hands of a tyrannical schoolmaster, and his subsequent self-

education which exposed him to philosophical and legal tracts in the local library. Of his 

early adulthood I outline his medical training and brief career as a doctor, along with early 

poetry and dramas. To establish Bird's early literary engagement with the natural law 

tradition, I briefly outline his major plays—all but one of which concerns itself with slavery 

and rebellion—and their critical reception. I set up the personal context behind Bird's 

novel-writing period as well: a period dominated by illness, overwork and financial 

disappointment, lightened somewhat by friendship with a variety of gifted and influential 

figures, and by his marriage to Mary Mayer. I include excerpts from Bird's notes, 

unpublished manuscripts and letters during this time, as they illustrate his political 

convictions, his exposure to and opinions on slavery and Indians, his fears of excess 

individual liberty and his preoccupation with naticxial stability. 

With Bird's literary and cultural position established, I place him in a wider 

politico-philosophical context by tracing the evolution of the natural law tradition. I pick up 

this tradition in Chapter 3 in the mid-seventeenth century England with John Locke and his 

context, tracing it through the Glorious Revolution in England, its conservative trends in 

post-Lockean England, its more radical manifestation in Revolutionary America, and its 

subsequent conservative swing in this country. Here I elalx»ate on versions of natiual law 

theory in the early nineteenth century: its role on both sides of the slavery debates, and its 

use in supporting frontier ideology as it was fused with the developing manifest destiny 

credo. By Bird's time, natural rights were either rejected or redefined into a defense of 

hierarchy and subjecticxi; blacks and Indians were depicted as lazy, violent and in general 

incapable of handling the responsibilities of liberty. Bird's party, the American Whigs, 

were particularly suspicious of "too much liberty," favoring law and order above individual 
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rights. I end this chapter by introducing Bird's position on natural law: his lifelong 

exposure to politics and law, his many references to natural law and its tenets in his notes, 

drafts and correspondence. The picture of Bird as aware of the natural law tradition, as 

intensely patriotic and conservative, sets up the explication of natund law in his novels in 

the succeeding chapters. 

My discussion of Bird's eight novels explores his conservative adaptation of natural 

law tenets as he creates literary arguments in favor of social hierarchy and in opposition to 

the chaotic world of excess liberty. The linear evolution of Bird's literary interests has 

allowed me to arrange my analysis of the novels in three chapters, divided according to 

setting and genre and (with only one exception) in chronological order. Chapter 4 

explicates what I call a "continuum of rights" in Calavar and The Infidel. Bird's romances 

of the Spanish conquest of Mexico. I argue here that Bird's ambivalent stance toward the 

conquest and indigenous rights is reflected in the tension between genres: the historical and 

gothic elements of the text criticize the conquest, while the romantic element neutralizes that 

criticism, transforming the conquest into a harmonious, romantic interracial union of 

lovers, races and nations. Paralleling this manipulation of genre. Bird's elaborate 

continuum of rights in these texts blurs the definitions of natural rights and builds a case for 

obligation and subjecticxi. To the already conflicted arena of inalienable rights. Bird adds 

versions of natural subjection philosophy and contemporary proslavery arguments to 

suf^rt his insistence on faithful obedience. He grants noble and resistant nonEuropeans 

eloquent speeches about universal rights, but as the subversive elements of their 

declarations threaten his own conservative scheme, he reasserts ideological supremacy by 

depicting the consequences of such resistance. By the end of each novel, obedient Spanish 

knights and servants alike are rewarded with praise, riches and women; of the disloyal 

Spaniards and resistant nonEuropeans, the men are killed, the women absorbed through 

marriage or conversion to Christianity. 



Following both the appetites of his audience and his own interests. Bird soon 

replaced "exotic" settings with more domestic ones. Chapter 5 traces what happens to 

Bird's rhetoric of natural rights as he adopts North American settings in his three frontier 

romances. Hawks of Hawk-Hollow. Nick of the Woods and A Belated Revenge. These 

romances, drawing heavily on captivity narratives, offer a less sympathetic portrait of 

indigenous cultures in the American Indian, applying the principles of natural law to the 

turbulent setting of the Revolutionary frontier to justify acts of violence against Indians on 

both a national and an individual level. The Indian refusal to obey terms of the social 

contract and civil law is met with more brutal grassroots forms of enforcement such as the 

Regulators, Lynch Law and Bird's most famous literary creation, Nathan Slaughter, the 

Fighting Quaker. Underlying Bird's tales of settler suffering and revenge is a translation of 

natural law into an emergent manifest destiny ideology which reframes violent settlers as 

passive instruments of divine will. 

In the final period of his literary career Bird turned to social satire, and here his 

politics take on an undisguised, sometimes harsh character unsoftened by romantic plots or 

historical settings. Chapter 6 addresses the insistence on social order in Bird's picaresque 

satires Sheppard Lee. The Adventures of Robin Day, and his collection of smaller pieces, 

Peter Pilgrim. These texts, set in more immediate times and places, present a variety of 

disorderly characters—criminals, lynch mobs, abolitionists, rebellious slaves, and 

hypocritical or corrupt politicians—to invoke Bird's doctrine of order and submission. 

Whereas his frontier narratives condoned settler violence as a necessary answer to Indian 

brutality, here Bird condemns any unlawful or immoral act as detrimental to social order 

and national stability. Sheppard Lee delivers this message in a tale of transmigration in 

which a title character inhabits six different bodies, finding only misery and oppression 

except when he inhabits the body of a black slave. Bird makes the moral of this tale quite 

explicit: one must be contented with one's lot, whether a slave or a gentleman. Robin 
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Day, similarly episodic and somewhat autobiographical, features repeated instances of 

oppression and rebellion even more prominent than in the previous works. In these texts. 

Bird accompanies metaphorical bondage with images of real chattel slavery as the hero of 

each satire becomes a slave through disguise or transmigration. These portraits place 

slavery in line with other governmental instituticms which favor the liberties of the republic 

over individual freedoms. In his collection Peter Pilgrim. Bird moves away from slavery 

but condemns various forms of corruption, lawlessness and sectionalism. Social injustice 

and widespread unrest are blamed not on institutions but on individual abuse of them, often 

by those who hypocritically call themselves patriots; as one character puts it, "liberty [is] in 

less danger from the aristocracy... than frcxn the democracy itselP (1; 139). 

After Peter Pilgrim. Bird abruptly abandoned writing fiction, exploring a range of 

other professions before his death in 1854. He did not abandon his political interests or 

positions, however. In working towards a conclusion. Chapter 7 discusses Bird's life 

after fiction, emphasizing his political ambitions and the journalistic career which 

dominated his later years. As an editor of the U. S. Gazette and North American Review, a 

prominent Whig mouthiaece, from 1847 to his death in 1854, he was an integral part of the 

formation and circulation of party platforms; he was close friends with Whig leader John 

Clayton, delivered political speeches in favor of his friend and the party platform, and 

nearly ran for political office. I see Bird's political and journalistic careers as intertwined 

with his earlier literary one; it is not difficult to see the movement of his increasingly 

conservative, increasingly "realistic" and political fiction as a reflection of a growing 

political involvement which dominated his attention to the end of his life. Not 

surprisingly, it is here that Bird's acceptance of the Whigs' reworking of natural law theory 

is most obvious; in fact, he frequently found himself even more conservative than his 

colleagues at the North American. 



One last issue: while I have not set out to highlight my personal feelings about 

Bird's politics, it is no doubt obvious that I am working with ideological stances with 

which I disagree. Bird and I are both products of our times, both immersed in the politics 

of our times. Researching a figure to whom I am politically opposed has caused me to 

consider the ethics of the situation. He may have been a conservative apologist, yet in 

studying his life and work for six years now I have developed a feeling of closeness and 

obligation to Bird and his family. I have read and re-read each of his novels, and have 

collected almost all critical work on him. At the Robert M. Bird Collection at the 

University of Pennsylvania I have rummaged through almost 30 boxes, donated by his 

great-grandson and namesake, of Bird's handwritten manuscripts, letters and notes; 

lingered over his sketchbooks and recipes; held his wife's wedding bouquet. I have 

received informative, chatty letters from his great-grandson, who has earned a reputation 

for generosity to Bird scholars. A framed reproduction of Bird's daguerreotype looks 

over my shoulder as I work. In short, I do not criticize Bird lightly. But approval or 

disapproval of Bird is not the point; judging the politics of a literary text in terms of "good" 

and "bad" produces little more insight than judging aesthetic quality as I discussed earlier. 

Regardless of any judgments about the quality of his writing or the defensibility of his 

politics. Bird clarifies the role of nineteenth-century literature in constructing a national 

identity and political agenda. In offering another reminder of the intimate relationship 

between literature and politics. Bird makes just enough difference. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DOCTOR, WRITER, PATRIOT: THE MANY CAREERS OF ROBERT BIRD 1 

Robert Montgomery Bird (1805-54) was a successful Philadelphia playwright, 

novelist, editor, poet and hymnologist whose tragedies and novels brought him 

considerable literary fame in the lS30s. A physician, he abandoned his practice after only 

one year in order to become a professional writer. He was also an amateur painter, 

musician and inventor, and later in life became involved with politics, agriculture, 

chemistry and photographic experimentation. Between 1830-39 he completed four major 

dramas and eight lengthy novels, along with a number of poems, short stories, essays, and 

many unfinished worlcs; his most famous works are The Gladiator, an early tragedy, and 

the frontier novel Nick of the Woods. Bird shared a publisher, Carey and Lea, with 

Cooper, Irving, Poe, William Gilmore Sinmis and John P. Kennedy (Oberholtzer 345-6). 

Vernon Parrington has termed him the "most brilliant successor" of Charles Brockden 

Brown, and "probably the ablest man of letters that Hiiladelphia produced" (Parrington 

183; see also Oberholtzer 268). Horace Smith, son of short story writer and playwright 

Richard Penn Smith, placed Bird among the "literary magnates of Philadelphia," including 

Edwin Forrest, Edgar Allan Poe, Louis Godey, Robert T. Conrad, Morton McMichael and 

others, who surrounded Smith in his youth (qtd. in Quinn, Edgar 344); Bird's 

correspondence indicates that he knew Nathaniel P. Willis and even Longfellow (U Penn). 

His other interests put him in touch with other prominent figures: well-known artists such 

as Hiram Powers and John Grimes; doctors such as John Redman Coxe, Philip Syng 

iThanlfg to Jennifer Brown of The WUmingtoa Library in V^lmington, DE. for sending me copies of 
several bard-(o-find historical documents on the Van Oyl^, the New Castle Library Ccnnpany and Delaware 
history that I have relied on in this chapter. 
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Physick, George McClellan and Samuel George Morton; and influential politicians 

including Whig Senator John Clayton. 

After a brief but productive career. Bird gave up writing literature in 1839 because 

of poor health and fmances. He moved to a Maryland farm with his wife, Mary Mayer 

Bird (1809-68), and their only child, Frederic Mayer Bird (1838-1908). He briefly 

returned to medicine as a lecturer in 1841 and later entered politics under the influence of 

his friend Senator John Clayton, considering but losing a nomination for a Congressional 

seat and writing campaign txographies for Whig candidates Zachary Taylor and Delaware's 

Major Thomas Stockton in the late 1840s. In 1847 he became part-owner and literary 

editor of the North American and United States Gazette, an influential Whig newspaper. 

Bird was a strong supporter of slavery and a loyal Whig who favored a strong federal 

government over any form of partisanism or sectionalism; these attitudes are evident in 

both his literary and editorial writings. Plagued throughout his life by ill health and 

exhausted by his editorial duties, he died in Philadelphia in 1854 at the age of 48. His 

obituary in the North American read, "With all his love for elegant literature he had ever 

been a severe student of science and philosophy" (U Penn). 

Even this short sketch of Bird's life reflects his signiflcance as a active and 

prominent member of many facets of his literary and cultural world. To overstate matters 

only slightly, to study Bird is to study American culture in the flrst half of the nineteenth 

century. But despite his reputation in the literary, cultural and political scenes of his day. 

Bird's place in nineteenth-century literature has been tenuous at best While his plays were 

widely produced throughout the nineteenth century and his Nick of the Woods has seen 

more than thirty editions (the most recent in 1967, edited by Curtis Dahl), the bulk of his 

literary work and the entirety of his manuscripts were unavailable until the early twentieth 
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century.^ As a result. Bird scholarship is relatively scarce. A memoir written by his wife 

and two biographies make up the entire body of full-length published Bird studies; the 

most recent was published in 1963. 

But Bird has not been entirely ignored, either. The 1910s was the most significant 

period of interest in Bird since his death, begiiming when Arthur Hobson Quinn discovered 

two of Bird's dramas. The Broker of Bogota and Oralloossa. in a safe at nineteenth century 

tragedian Edwin Forrest's home near Philadelphia (Quinn, Introduction to City xx. 

Introduction to Broker 196). A professor at the University of Pennsylvania interested in 

establishing "a genuinely American dramatic tradition," Quinn included The Broker of 

Bogota in his Representative American Plavs in 1917; Traister calls Bird "one of Quinn's 

major discoveries" (Traister case4, case2). Clement Foust, a doctoral student in English at 

U Penn working under Quinn's direction, became interested as well, and found that Bird's 

grandson had a large collection of the author's notes and manuscripts at his home. Foust 

worked there in researching his dissertation on Bird, The Life and Dramatic Works of 

Robert Montgomery Bird (1919). Foust's work is notable for being the first published 

biographical work on Bird, and for its inclusion of four more never-before-published Bird 

plays. According to the current Robert Bird, Foust's difficulties in conducting research 

prompted the family's 1915 donation to the University of Pennsylvania of a large collection 

of Bird materials.^ After several more family donations, this collection has grown and 

now occupies 31 boxes in the Van Pelt Library, Department of Special Collections.'^ 

^The renowned actor Edwin Fomst was partly to Uamc for the lack of attention to Bird's work, as he 
refused to allow any of Bird's [days to be printed during his lifetime, rejecting even the 1869 request of 
Bird's son Frederic. Forrest had acquired all rights to the plays because at that time the "actor or manager 
possessed the play by right of performance" (Harris, "Young" 9). 
^Following what appears to be a family tradition of generosity to Bird schcdars. the current Robert M. Bird 
has been kind enou^ to cotiespond with me and encourage my w(»k. He wrote to me in October 1997: 

Qement Foust was long dead before I got interested in the 'old boy' as I think of the first 
R M B .  F o u s t  w a s  p o i n t e d  t o  h i m  f o r  h i s  F h . D .  s u b j e c t  b y  D r .  H o b s o n  Q u i n n  . . .  a t  a  
t i m e  w h e n  t h e  t r u n k  f u l l  o f  B i r d  m a t e r i a l s  w a s  w i t h  m y  f a t h e r  ( a l s o  a n  R \ 1 B )  . . . .  
Foust had to do his research there in less than ideal conditions. As a result my father 
gave the bulk of the manuscripts and literature related papers to the University of Penn. 
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The late 1930s and early 1940s saw the next flurry of interest in Bird. Cecil 

Williams accompanied his 1939 edition of Nick of the Woods with a valuable introduction 

detailing the historical background of the novel and providing some new material on the 

author. In 1941 another U Penn English professor, Edward O'Neill, published Bird's 

News of the Night in The Cowled Lover and Other Plavs. a volume of the America's Lost 

Plays. Mary Mayer Bird's Life of Robert Montgomery Bird, written shortly after her 

husband's death in 1854, was published for the first time in 1944-45 in five installments of 

the University of Pennsylvania's Library Chronicle: this biography includes selected 

poetry and letters. More of Bird's correspondence has been made available in the Library 

Chronicle: letters detailing his travels in 1833-4 (1939), letters from painter John Grimes 

written between 1829-37 (1945), and between Bird and sculptor Hiram Powers in 1835. 

The most recent published full-length study of Bird is Dahl's 1963 Robert 

Montgomery Bird, a biography and brief critical analysis of his poetry, plays and novels. 

Two unpublished dissertations focused entirely on Bird have been written since then: 

Richard Harris's The Major Dramas of Robert M. Bird—A Critical Analysis of their 

Structure and Development (1966), and John Collins Kilman's Robert Montgomery Bird: 

Physician and Man of Letters (1978).^ Valuable chapters addressing various aspects of 

Bird's work have been included in several dissertations: R. L. Bloom's The Philadelphia 

'North American': A History. 1839-1925(1952). Cynthia Steele's Literature and National 

A great deal of the more personal letters and other material he kept Eventually they 
found their way to my attic. 

'̂ The library's Bird collection has been recvganized several times; Foust, Williams. Dahl and others offer 
different box counts. My figure is based on the August 1996 catalogue of the Bird Papers, processed by 
Rebecca C. Smith of the Van Pelt Library, and on my own use of the catalogue and collection in 
September 1997. 

Other than reviews and mentions in historical or literary surveys, I have encountered only one 
piece of scholarly critictsm which predates the 1915 donatioQ. Killis Campbell's 1910 article The Source 
of Poe's 'Some Words with the Mummy"* points to a lilcely influence of Bird on Poe's work, but is likely 
based more on textual comparison than a knowledge of Bird's life. 
^Another dissertatioo. The Life and Works of Robert Montgomery Bird, was apparendy begun by Henry B. 
Rule in the late 1950s, but his entry in Dissertation Abstracts International, tonv in the Works of Henrv 
Adams (I960), indicates that he changed his plans. 
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Formation: 'Indieenista' Rction in the United States (1820-1860) and in Mexico (1920-

1960) (1980), Joanne Yates' American Gothic: Sources of Terror in American Fiction 

Before the Civil War (1980), Peter Sands' 'A Horrid Banquet': Cannibalism. Native 

Americans, and the Rctions of National Formation (1996), and Barbara Jean Johnson's 

The Narrative of Captivitv: Changing Voices on America's Literary Frontier (1996). 

In addition to these biographies and dissertations, chapters or short segments on 

Bird (usually discussing Nick of the Woods) have appeared in several prominent critical 

studies. Earlier works include Vernon Parrington's Main Currents of American Thought 

(1927), Alexander Cowie's The Rise of the American Novel (1948) and R. W. B. Lewis' 

The American Adam (1955). Notable books which have discussed Bird in the last three 

decades include Richard Slotkin's Regeneration Through Violence (1973), Richard 

Drirmon's Facing West: The Metaphysics of Indian Hating & Empire Building (1980). and 

most recently, Dana Nelson's The Word in Black and White: Reading 'Race' in American 

Literature 1638-1867 (1992). Roughly twenty miscellaneous articles have appeared in this 

century as well; I will not list them here, although I will refer to most of them in this and 

later chapters. 

It is possible that recent additions to the available material on Bird will inspire 

studies of Bird's artistic and scientific interests. In 1992, the Library Company of 

Philadelphia acquired from the current Robert M. Bird a collection of prints, negatives and 

manuscripts related to Bird's 1850s experimentation with photography. Until then, this 

aspect of Bird's career was largely overlooked, having been mentioned only briefly in 

Mary Bird's biography, and the collecticm itself was completely unknown to Bird scholars. 

In 1996 the same Robert M. Bird temporarily loaned a collection of his great-grandfather's 

sketches, drawings and watercolors to the U Penn Library. While Bird's letters contain 

occasional mention of his artistic activity, his work had never been shown publicly until the 

library's exhibit, "Robert Montgomery Bird; Writer and Artist" in the Kamin Gallery that 



same year. Curator Daniel Traister created an on-line version of the exhibit, featuring 

selected biographical and critical commentary in addition to forty sketches and watercolors 

of local sights and Bird's travels, ten of Native Americans, and three photographs. These 

collections are particularly valuable for students of art and photography, but also offer 

literary scholars new insight into Bird's intellectual and artistic pursuits, his views of 

Native Americans, and perhaps his 1853 edition of Nick of the Woods, since during that 

period he was pursuing his photographic experiments and revising paintings he had 

produced much eariier in his career (Traister case9). 

A Family History 

Bird was bom in New Castle, Delaware on February 5, 1806, a member of a 

prominent and politically involved family o( English, Irish and Dutch descent. New Castle 

had seen commercial success in early colonial times, but as nearby Philadelphia expanded 

in the eighteenth century, the town became known primarily as a traffic artery and a "court 

town" during Bird's youth (Kilman 2). A family tradition claims descent from a "Jail-

Bird," since "its founder had been banished to Virginia, on the Restoration of Charies 2nd, 

for his liberal opinions" (Mary Bird 73). Bird was the sixth of seven children of John Bird 

and Elizabeth Van Leuvenigh Bird; his father was a prosperous merchant in the shipping 

business, a landowner, legislator and amateur poet^ Mary Bird wrote that John Bird was 

"kind and indulgent to wife and children" and "somewhat addicted to politics (he was on 

the democratic side)" (Mary Bird 77). Apparently as a result of "a sad story of treachery 

and wrong" involving the financial ruin of his business, John Bird died in the spring of 

1810 at the age of 42, when his next-to-youngest son Robert (often called "Monty") was 

^For more on New Castle history and Bird's father, see Kihnan 1-7. 
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only four years old.^ The family (the widowed Elizabeth and six boys; the only daughter 

died in 1807) was forced to separate. Of the three eldest, one was sent to the navy, two to 

Philadelphia in search of employment; two of the younger boys remained with their 

mother. Monty, who had been given a small legacy from his namesake, was sent to live 

with his uncle, renowned lawyer and Congressman Nicholas Van Dyke IV. 

Through the Van Dykes, Bird was exposed to a strong tradition of politics and law. 

Nicholas Van Dyke III, a great-uncle by marriage, was a lawyer and politician whose 

career featured lengthy service in the state legislature and the Continental Congress 

(Munroe 208). He was President of Delaware State from 1783-86, only "the second . . . 

of the chief magistrates elected by the commonwealth after the declaration of independence" 

(Munroe 208; Huffington 255). According to John Munroe's article on the Van Dykes, 

Nicholas III "rejoiced" at the Revolution and independence (Munroe 208). Later he 

supported a strong central government, writing to conservative Delaware politician George 

Read in 1786 that "The hands of Congress are too weak" and adding "the sooner 

Congress, by their conduct, give evidence of economy and wisdom, the sooner will they 

be intrusted with all necessary power" (qtd. in Munroe 210). He died in 1789, and so was 

not able to participate in the new federal government 

His son Nicholas IV, Bird's uncle and guardian, took after his father in both 

vocation and political leanings; his Federalist sympathies and love of literature would in 

turn be absorbed by his nephew Robert Bom in 1770, he studied at Princeton with Rev. 

John Witherspoon, who called him "the first in his class" in 1786, and graduated in 1788. 

He studied law with his brother-in-law Kensey Johns, who would soon spend 32 years as 

Delaware's Chief Justice.^ Nicholas IV was himself a strong Federalist, as was Johns; 

^Wfaile Mary Bird suggests her husband was too young to remember this event, a few years later Bird wrote 
a vivid poem about his father's death and burial, included in her account 77-8. 
^When Nicholas' sister Ann married Johns at the Van Dyke home in 1784, General Washington attended 
(Munroe 209). 
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while Munroe concedes that there is no evidence about Johns' influence, he points out that 

"The influence of attorneys on their law clerks has been traditionally strong in Delaware 

and often has explained political alignments" (Munroe 211). Nicholas IV began practicing 

law in 1791, and his "profound legal knowledge," good reputation, integrity and patriotism 

are stressed in several sources (Conrad 3; 1017; Huffington 255). He married Bird's aunt, 

Mary Van Leuvenigh, in 1792. He was elected to the Delaware legislature in 1799, to the 

U. S. House of Representatives in 1809, to the General Assembly of Delaware in 1815, 

and served in the U. S. Senate from his election in 1817 until his death in 1826, when Bird 

was twenty (Conrad 3: 1018; Munroe 220). His voting record reflects a consistent 

Federalist platform, which was unpopular at the time; in 1799 he declared the first 

Kentucky Resolution (which proposed a strict interpretation of the Constitution and 

supported states' rights to nullify Congressional acts) "a very unjustifiable interference" 

with governmental authority (qtd. in Munroe 214). At the same time, he owned slaves, 

and in a long speech defending slavery in January 1820 he argued that "unless the 

Constitution were to be changed," Congress lacked the power to abolish slavery in any 

state "against the will of the people of that state" (Munroe 223).^ 

Bird's Early Education 

According to Mary Bird, Bird's life with the Van Dykes was pleasant and 

comfortable. Pfe formed a close relaticxiship with his cousin Dorcas, who was near him in 

age and apparently similar to him in appearance. His school experiences were far less 

^Henry Conrad's History of the State of Delaware offers a local perspective (m this issue. Conrad notes that 
a fierce debate over slavery broke out in 1820, prompted by the qtwstion of whether Missouri, a newly 
admitted state, should be "free or slave." A well-attended puWc meeting in Wilmington resolved to su{^n 
the prohibition of slavery's extension, but a «nial1 group of Congressmen including Bird's uncle, Nicholas 
Van Dyke IV, composed an open letter opposing the Tes<duti<ni and declaring that "Congress did not possess 
the power to prohiUt the introducdm of slavery into the Territocies" (Conrad 1: 176). 

^^^Doicas married the grandson of duPcmt de Nemours in 1824; General LaFayette attended the ceremony 
(Munroe 219). 
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than ideal, however. Bird attended New Castle Academy, where his uncle was a trustee, 

and suffered under an abusive schoolmaster. ̂  ^ Shy and quiet. Bird was perhaps an easy 

target, as "scarcely a day passed that his hands or his back did not testify to his unmerited 

sufferings as well as his master's vigour" (Mary Bird 81). Rather than disciplining him, 

such treatment apparently fueled a sense of injustice and desire for revenge which would 

resurface in Bird's fiction; Mary Bird describes a "mingled fear and resentment" and a 

"thirst for vengeance" which prompted the peaceful boy to take "a solemn oath to kill his 

persecutor as soon as he was old and strong enough to do so" (Mary Bird 82). The 

suffering went chi until his uncle Van Dyke discovered a cousin treating Monty's bleeding 

back; he was withdrawn from the school immediately. A few years later Bird reconciled 

with his schoolmaster, but would recount his traumatic experiences in vivid detail in his last 

novel. The Adventures of Robin Day (1839). 

Released from the honors of New Castle Academy, Bird was apparently allowed to 

pursue his own intellectual interests; Kilman estimates this period as lasting from 1816-

1820 (BCilman 13). A main source of diversion came in the form of the local New Castle 

Library Company, which had been established in 1811-12. Mary Bird writes that "Every 

shelf was ransacked, and volume after volume called in requisition, and, especially those of 

history, travels, biography and romance, devoured with eagerness" (Mary Bird 83). 

Richard Mumford and Rodney Allen detail the establishment and funding of the 

subscription library by local citizens including Bird's mother Elizabeth, who renewed her 

deceased husband's library shares in 1811 (Mumford 286). Membership was made up 

primarily of "mercantile and legal elements of the community, many of whom were active 

politically" (Mumford 286). In 1812 the library listed 1,000 books; in 1820 a catalogue 

^ ^Dahl dates Bird's attendance at Mew Castle Academy at 1821-22 (Dahl 11). Neither Fbust ncnr Mary Bird 
provides a date, but the latter notes that the entire episode at New Castle Academy was over by the time 
Bird was twelve, which would have been 1818. 
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was published (and sold in a fund-raising effort for the financially troubled library) with 

over 1,700 books listed (Mumford 290-3). Several prominent lawyers, including Kensey 

Johns, Thomas Stockton and James Booth, contributed books from their own libraries in 

exchange for library shares (Mumford 287). With a "decided numerical bias towards 

works in history, biography, and travel" (Mumford 290), listings included biographies of 

political and patriotic figures such as Edmund Burke, Charles Fox, Patrick Henry, William 

Perm, Thomas Paine, Lx)rd Nelson, Washington. Chief Justice John Marshall, Thomas 

Jefferson, Benedict Arnold, Napoleon, Peter the Great and Louis XVI, as well as literary 

figures like Scott, Voltaire and Robert Bums (Mumford 291). Philosophical and political 

works included Locke's Essay on Human Understanding. Montesquieu's Spirit of the 

Laws. Sir Thomas More's Utopia. Seneca's Morals. Rousseau's Emilius and Madame de 

Stael's works on the relation between politics and literature. The library's literary 

selections were important to Bird, featuring authors, texts and genres he discussed in his 

notes and letters, and whose influence appears in his literary work: Cervantes, Scott's 

Waverley novels, Relding's Tom Jones, seventeen volumes of Shakespeare, 25 volumes 

of British Theatre, Chaucer, Milton, Pope, Goldsmith, Virgil, Dryden and Swift (Mumford 

292). Literary works included in my copy of the catalogue include several novels of 

Charles Brockden Brown, Ivanhoe. Last of the Mohicans. Marmontel's Tales. Modem 

Chivalry. Robinson Crusoe. Rob Rov. Romance of History. Tales of the Alhambra. Tales 

of the Crusaders, and Pilgrim's Progress. 

My own review of the library catalogue yielded additional titles in history, politics 

and philosophy which would have influenced Bird if he indeed read them: Lives of the 

Signers of the Declaration of Independence; Holmes' Annals of America; several histories 

of the American and French Revolutions; histories of the U. S. by Pitkin, Robertson and 

Bancroft, among others; Hume's History of England; Jefferson's Notes on Virginia 

(Bird's notes on which survive in the U Penn Collection); Brackenridge's Views in 
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Louisiana; several histories of the West Indies; Works of Lord Boiingbroke; several 

works by Hume and Burke, including the tatter's Reflections on the French Revolution; 

Burlamaqui's E'rinciples of Natural and Political Law; Chalmers on the Constitution of 

Man; Clarkson on Slavery; Conversations on Natural Philosophy; Wheaton's Elements 

of International Law; The Federalist; Ferguson's Essay on Civil Society; Franklin's 

Works, Political, Philosophical, Politics and Political Economy; Godwin's Political 

Justice; Gregoire's Inquiry concerning the Intellectual and Moral Faculties of Negroes; 

Herschel's Discourse on Natural Philosophy; Dick's Improvement of Society; Irving's 

Conquest of Grenada; Kaime's Sketches of the History of Man; Legends of the West; 

Sketches of Western Adventure; Mackintosh's Defence [sic] of the French Revolution, and 

his Ethical Philosophy; Ogilvie's Philosophical Essays; Thomas Paine's political writings; 

Paley's Moral and Political Philosophy; philosophical and political dictionaries; Count 

Rumford's Essays Political, Economical and Philosophical; Rush's Essays Literary, Mcxal 

and Philosophical; Say's Political Catechism; Smellie's Philosophy of National History; 

Adam Smith's Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations; Samuel 

Stanhope Smith's Essays of, on the Causes and Variety of Complexion and Figure in the 

Human Species, his Princeton lectures on Moral and Political Philosophy; collections of 

American and British parliamentary speeches; Stewart's Philosophy; Story's On the 

Constitutions of the United States, Sullivan's Lectures on the Constitution and Laws of 

England; Vattel's Law of Nations; Vethake's Political Economy; and several works by 

Swift including Politics and Gulliver's Travels. 12 in addition to the many full-length texts, 

^ ^My copy of the library catalogue bears no date. It bears close resemblaiice to the catalogue mentioned by 
Mumfwd, but lists works written later than 1820, including all of Bird's own novek. While 1 cannot claim 
that Bird read specific titles from this list, this information remains significant, first, because it is likely 
that Birdread many of these texts either here or in Philadelphia, and second, because it reflects what were 
seen by a new, small, relatively rural library as texts important enough to be availaUe to the townspeople. 

I have followed the library catalogue's entry for each title; titles may be therefore be incomplete 
and descriptive. In most cases it is sufficient to identify the text or its focus. With a few exceptions my 
selections follow the order of the odgiiial catalogue. 
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the library offered a variety of pamphlets with similar themes; Observations on American 

Revolution; On Civil Liberty; Paine's Rights of Man; On the Administration of Justice in 

Pennsylvania; Bayard's Speech on the Judiciary, and his Essay on Capital Punishments. 

During this period of intense reading and self-education at the New Castle Library, 

roughly the late 1810s, Bird made his first attempts at writing. Mary Bird offers an 

account of the young Monty writing and hiding "quite a long poem" which was discovered 

and cruelly exposed by a cousin; though the family was impressed, the author was 

"mortified." He apparently burned the poem and wrote no more for several years (Mary 

Bird 83). Instead, frequently alone because of his uncle's "almost perpetual absence in 

Washington," he spent much time exploring nature and turned to music and drawing, two 

interests which he would never abandon (Mary Bird 88). He devoted considerable 

energy to copying quotations, songs, poems and the like from his reading; several bound 

volumes of his early copywork remain in the U Penn Collection. 

While Bird was under the care of his uncle, his mother remarried but was widowed 

once again in 1818.^^ She went to Philadelphia to live with James Madison Bird, a 

brother nine years Bird's senior, and in 1820 Monty joined them. Van Dyke was still 

officially his guardian, however, and his letter to James Bird reflects concern about the 

younger brother's behavior 

It is essential that he be kept constantly at school and that his growing habit 

of morning indulgence be at once corrected.... His education was at first 

calculated for a profession to which he always expressed an inclination until 

Although I will pay little further attention to his musical accanpiishments. Bird played the flute and 
wrote music and lyrics for "a great number of songs" (Dahl 37). He composed a series of patriotic woiks 
in the 1830s; Dahl states that Bird planned to issue a "quarto v<dume" of these hymns entitled Hvmns of 
America (Dahl 37-8). One of those hymns, "God Bless America" (1834), was re[Hinted in George Morris's 
American Melodies (1840) and The Gift Book of American Melodies (1854). Ifis son Firederic became a 
noted hymnologist as well. 

'̂̂ Elizabeth Bird's second maniage was to the Rev. Samuel Barr. the man who had perfonned her first 
marriage. 
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I fear too much indulgence last sununer suffered his exertions in study to 

languish and his ideas changed and I was pained to learn from his mother 

that he could not pursue a profession, but would prefer, some other 

business. 

The intelligence changed entirely my course and since that time he 

has been employed at English School. But his attainments I fmd are yet far 

below my wishes even for the mechanical business and I therefore direct 

that he be placed at some good school to be taught again, arithmetic, 

geography and some branches of mathematics with English grammar and 

writing. He should also be occasionally exercised in spelling as every 

scholar should be an adept in that part of educaticsi. (qtd. in Foust 17-18) 

In Philadelphia, Bird was sent to a neighborhood school nm by Pardon Davis, which made 

little impression on him (Mary Bird 87). A drawing-school taught by Jeremy Coxe was 

more inspiring, due not only to the curriculum but the kindness and encouragement of the 

teacher; Foust mentions still-existing, promising sketches produced during this time (Foust 

20). 

A year later, the young Bird grew more serious about his studies and career plans. 

He returned to New Castle in order to prepare himself for college through private study 

with his former cruel schoolmaster, a classical scholar. After a frank discussion of past 

wrongs, his teacher was consistently "kind and faithful," and Bird excelled at his studies. 

His work at this time is reflected in several items included in the U Penn Collection and 

mentic«ied by Foust a manuscript entitled "Rhetoric"; a composition book featuring "The 

Bell of Justice," "Anecdotes of the Grecian Philosophers" and "Anecdotes of the Roman 

Emperors"; and a frontier story entitled "The Whitewashed Cottage of the Susquehanna" 

(U Penn; Foust 20). 
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In 1823-24 Bird finished his college preparation at the reputable Germantown 

Academy under Walter R. Johnson, a Pennsylvania educational reformer who became 

Bird's lifelong friend. Despite recurrent illness. Bird was a diligent student and earned 

Johnson's praise. A certificate issued at the end of his program there lists his areas of 

study and attests to his success: 

he has attended to the following branches of study viz: of the Latin 

Classicks Horace and Cicero de Repubiica; of Greek Classicks, Graeca 

Minora and Homer's Iliad; Mathematics, Euler's Algebra and Legendre's 

Geometry; Elements of Logick; Stewarts [sic] Philosophy of Mind; 

Elements of Chemistry; English Composition in prose and verse and 

translations into Greek and Latin Languages. His general deportment has 

been correct and exemplary; his habits of study unexceptionable and he this 

day leaves the institution with a distinguished literary rank among his 

fellow-students, (qtd. in Foust 22-23) 

A Rrst Career 

By this time. Bird had settled on medicine as a profession—all accounts agree that 

he had no special interest in this field but felt compelled to choose some profession—and 

soon after finishing at Germantown Academy he began studying medicine in Philadelphia 

with a renowned Quaker doctor, Joseph Parrish. That fail he entered medical school at 

the University of Pennsylvania and the College of Pharmacy. He worked in a druggist's 

l^Foust reports thar Johnscm was Chemist of the Smithsooian Institution when he died in 1S52 (Foust 
22). 
^ ^This decision was apparently not without its opponents; Van Dyke naturally suggested that his nephew 
study law, odier family members encouraged him to became a preacher, and Bird himself considered a life as 
a painter (Mary Bird 91). 

For mere on Efcr. Parrish, refer to George Woods's A Memoir of the Life and Character of the Late 
Joseph Parrish. M. D. (1840). 
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shop, and became an associate of the Academy of Natural Sciences in 1826 (Mary Bird 

104). He also formed close friendships with fellow medical students and doctors including 

James Roberts Black, Samuel George Morton and George McClellan, and also with the 

painter John Grimes. With Black and Grimes especially. Bird traveled, sketched, and 

learned of regional legends which inspired his Hawks of Hawk-Hollow and Nick of the 

Woods. 

Bird attended medical school during a time of dramatic growth and change in the 

United States. In deciding to become a doctor he joined a nationwide trend, stimulated at 

least in part by the loss of doctors in the Revolutionary War and national expansion 

(Bordley 16). The University of Pennsylvania became the country's first medical school in 

1765; five existed in 1810, and by 1820 the number was up to thirteen (Rothstein 93; 

Bordley 15). Graduates of medical school proliferated as well: 221 students graduated in 

the thirty years between 1769-1799, while in the 1820s alone more than 4,000 received 

their degrees (Rothstein 98). 18 One physician in 1834 termed this growth "medical school 

mania" (qtd. in Cassedy 68). Despite—and perhaps because of—this growth, doubts about 

the efficacy of medical knowledge were growing as well. EUchard Shyrock emphasizes the 

"critical pessimism" and "implied recognition of the superiority of European medicine" 

behind the transition from the established medicine, exemplified by a belief in humors and 

^ ^Moitoa was already accumulabng skulls for his phrenological smdies such as Crania Americana (1839), 
and frequently relied on Binfs artistic skills for help with illustration (Mary Bird 104 fn. 14; Kihnan 35). 
McClellan, the father of General George McQeUan. founded PhiladelpMa's Jefferson Medical College, 
which lasted from 1825-39 (Mary Bird 104 fn. 15; Kilman 30). 
1 Spor more oa the proliferation of medical schools in the early nineteenth century, see Richard Harrison 
Shyrock's Medicii^ and Society in America 1660-1860 (130), James Cassedy's Medicine and American 
Growth. 1800-1860 (67-72). and James Bordley. Ill and A. McGehee Harvey's Two Centuries of American 
Medicine. 1776-1976 (15-17). Bordley and Harvey reveal the continued dominance of the U Penn medical 
school: in 1810 the total nimiber of medical students nationwide was 650, of whom 406 attended U Penn, 
and by the 1830s the size of each graduating class averaged 450. with over 100 graduating each year (15-
17). 

An ongoing debate over medical school standards and requirements led to several cumcular changes 
during this period; a detailed description of the typical medical school curriculum and pedagogy can be 
found in Rothstein 88-93. For speciflc information on U Penn's requirements, curriculum and fees, see 
Bordley 11.17-1& 
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excessive bloodletting championed by U Penn's own Benjamin Rush, and toward a 

recognition of qiore systematic French pathological approaches (Shyrock, Modem 217 and 

223; see also Shyrock, Medicine 123-24 and Kilman 33-35). 

While nationwide standards in medical school were increasingly inconsistent and in 

a state of change, in Philadelphia Bird had access to some of the best professors and 

facilities available. During his attendance from 1824-27, he studied "chemistry, anatomy, 

midwifery, materia medica. pharmacy, surgery, institutes and practice of medicine, and 

clinical practice" (Hamilton 323). Professors of note included John Redman Coxe, editor 

of The Emtxprium of Arts and Sciences, and Philip Syng Physick, inventor of the needle 

forceps (Kilman 28).^^ Still mourning the 1826 death of his uncle and guardian, Nicholas 

Van Dyke, Bird graduated in April 1827, having written a thesis on consimiption. Phthisis 

Pulmonalis (Fbust 27). In the literature on Bird, the sole comment cm the thesis is Foust's; 

"That Bird would have shared the superstitions of his time is to be expected, and, in this 

respect, he is neither better nor worse than his age" (Foust 27). 

Though Bird set up practice in Philadelphia immediately after graduating, he gave it 

up within a year. An unfinished letter to his brother Henry dated May 20, 1827, only a 

month after graduation, suggests that he was already experiencing a conflict between his 

profession and his literary ambiticxis.^^ Mary Bird contends that her husband was popular 

but opposed to charging for services and medicines, unwilling to "sell his humanity, as he 

^^Botdley anH Harvey offer a thmough discussioa of Benjamin Rush's the<»ies, which "continued to be 
practiced, with some modifications, fw several decades after his death" in 1813 (34-38). In his last letter to 
Bird befofe his death from tuberculosis in 1837, artist John Grimes credits "copious bleeding" for extending 
his life so far ("Itinerant" 131). 

^^See John Collins Kilman 28-9 f<v m<xe details on the interests and accomplishments of Bird's professors. 
Many of these professors were interested in both the reading and writing of literature. 
^ ^ The letter dramatizes his struggle between the Genius of Phyac and the poetic Muse; enchanted by the 
angelic beauty and silvery voice of the Genius, he renounces his Muse, whan the Genius calls a "slattern 
huzzy." His lovely Genius quickly exposes her "trtie" and monstrous nature: "her belly swelled out. her 
legs and feet magnified themselves; her face was white Uoated; her bosom hung flabby and dangly" 
(Mary Bird 109-10). 
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called it" (Mary Bird 108). She hints that Bird was frustrated at medicine's frequent 

inability to alleviate suffering, a likely sentiment given the field's contemporary conflicts as 

described above (see also Kilman 3S6 and 41). In quitting his practice Bird was also 

apparently part of a trend; Cassedy notes that "medicine had become so 'crowded with 

candidates' that many were abandoning the field almost as soon as they had taken their 

degrees," and those who remained contended with dwindling practices and incomes 

(Cassedy 69). 

From Physician to Writer 

While Bird did not declare writing his main occupation until he quit medicine in 

1828, he had been writing and publishing throughout medical school and his year as a 

physician. Large quarto books from 1826-27 remain as evidence of his vast reading and 

writing during this time. One, entitled "Quotebook," includes quotations from Milton, 

Coleridge (with long passages from "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"), Bums, Beaumont 

and Fletcher, the Bible, and Aphra Behn's Qroonoko. a text which employed an aristocratic 

hero to legitimize slavery (U Penn). Dahl notes that Bird may have published some poetry 

in 1823 "for private distribution," and that in 1825 he compiled—and then bumed-a 

complete volume of poems (Dahl 32; Mary Bird 101). A few eariy poems remain in the 

handwritten "Juvenile Poems," still available in the Bird Collection. Mary Bird's 

biography includes four previously unpublished poems. Bird's career as a dramatist also 

overlapped with his medical work. His tragedies The Cowled Lover and Caridorf. or. the 

Avenger are dated June and August 1827, shortly after his graduation from medical school. 

Foust and Dahl date two domestic comedies. News of the Night and the incomplete Twas 

All for the Best, in 1827 as well. 

Bird's first publishing opportunities came from another physician. Dr. Isaac 

Clarkson Snowden published the Philadelphia Monthly Magazine beginning in late 1827, 
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and included seven of Bird's early poems (see Kilman 48-50; Mary Bird 111). These 

included "Saul's Last Day" in the magazine's first issue, and in later 1827-28 issues, two 

translations from Horace; original poems "The Death of Meleager," "The Dying Bride," 

"Friendship," "Brunette," "The Miniature" and "Great Shakespeare Tells Us: Address for 

the Opening of a New Theater"; and the songs "Rest in Thine Isle, Young Hero, Rest," 

"Changing Heart, Away from Me" and "The Love-Sick Minstrel" (Dahl 33-4). Snowden 

also published three of Bird's short stories in the same magazine: "The Spirit of the 

Reeds," "The Ice-Island" and "The Phantom Players" (Mary Bird 111).-2 As implied by 

their titles. Bird's poems offered conventional treatments of sentimental themes such as 

love and death. Dahl's judgment of Bird's poetry is typical: "Although in his own time it 

was praised for its 'great delicacy, simplicity, and sweetness' and was fairly widely 

anthologized." it is "not of high distinction" (Dahl 32-33). 

Bird also spent many hours sketching and painting during the 1820s and 1830s, 

having smdied drawing with Jeremy Coxe in 1820. Traister notes that some surviving 

pieces date to his teenage years; the University of Pennsylvania's exhibit of Bird's artwork 

contained watercolors produced while a medical student (Traistercase9). Bird's friendship 

with John Grimes offered him additional training, both through sketching outings and an 

ongoing correspondence. Letters from Grimes, written between 1829-37, are full of 

replies to Bird's technical questions such as color mixing and a realistic rendering of 

dr£^ry. as well as the financial struggles of an itinerant artist^ From Grimes' letters, it 

appears that Bird had confessed to spending six to eight hours a day painting in 1829 

^^Bird's younger brodwr Henry collaborated with him on "The Ice-Island" (Mary Bird 111). Foust's 
attribution to Bird of another poem. "The Dead Soldier." is apparently inaccurate, as this was written by 
Henryonhisown(Mary Bird 111 andfn. 18). 
^^Grimes lamented in May 1831 that "Painting, to make the best of it. is a kind of a dogs [sic] life and 
poverty at the best appears to be its (nly reward, for the little fame that attends it is not worth one mug of 
Hollobans beer... indeeda bare present subsistance appean to be the extent of the fairest prospects that I 
can see before me by following it" ("Itinerant" 111). During this time Grimes considered going into both 
the apothecary and bookselling business; he tried the latter, unsuccessfully. 
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("Itinerant" 104). Subjects ranged from pxsrtraits of local townspeople and Native 

Americans to landscapes of New Castle, the Schuylkill and the Wissahickon; of 

Mississippi, Alabama, and Niagara Falls observed during his 1833 travels; and of 

England, which he visited in 1834. The exhibit's website offers a representative range in 

subject; the manuscript collection contains a sketchbook as well. Bird's wife Mary was 

also a skilled painter, having studied under the renowned portraitist Thomas Sully (Traister 

case9).^ Bird's letters to her during their courtship and engagement in the mid 1830s 

make repeated references to his painting, and to hers as well (see letters in "Traveling" and 

Mary Bird). 

When Bird officially gave up his medical practice and defined himself as a full-time 

writer at the age of twenty two, he laid out ambitious plans for his literary career-

numerous lists of projected works, each slightly different, can be found in the U Penn 

Collection. While he never completely abandoned poetry, his main ambitions lay in the 

drama, romance and history.^ Bird planned to first focus on dramas, listing at least 55 

ideas for tragic and romantic productions (Mary Bird 112). He would then turn to 

romances (novels), and finally to histories. He plaimed his research as well, consisting of 

vast reading and travel (Xi the topics and locales he intended to portray. He rented a house 

with two brothers and his mother and began his studies, filling numerous portfolios with 

notes, extracts and translations from Greek, Latin, Spanish and French "on matters in any 

way connected with the civil or natural history" of the countries and cultures he intended to 

write about, especially the U. S. and Spanish America (Mary Bird 112-3; Foust 32-3). He 

^"^6 current Robert M. Bird has told me that six family pcxtraits painted by his great-grandmother bang in 
his house. 
Z^since I don't intend to focus on Bird's poetry, I will mention here that several of his poems from the 
early 1830s were popular and anthologized The Beech Tree" appeared in The Adantic Qub-Book (1834): 
"The fTiina Tree" and "Tbe Romance of Qd Ramon" (a ballad from his novel Calavar) in The Young 
Lady's Bopif "f Pleganr Poetry (1835^: To an Old Sycamore, on the Banks of the Ohio." "An Evening's 
Ode" and To a Child" in The Young Man's Rook of Heeant Poetrv (1835); and "Serenade" in The Book of 
Rubies (1866. reprinted in 1874) (Dahl 37). 
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finished the comedy The City Looking Glass^^ and began work on a variety of texts which 

he did not complete: the plays King Philip, or The Sagamore (some say Stone's Metamora 

plagiarized this fragment),27 The Three Dukes and Giannone. and a historical novel The 

Volunteers. He also began a romance entitled Men of the Hills, which would evolve into 

his third published novel. Hawks of Hawk-Hollow. 

Exhausted by his hard work. Bird became ill in 1829; he spent that summer in 

New Castle, painting several hours a day, and traveled to the west in the fall, through 

Kentucky and Ohio. He had planned a trip to Mexico and Peru but his poor health kept 

him from extending his travels. He spent the winter in Cincinnati with his painter friend, 

John Grimes; here he met Hiram Powers, the sculptor then known for his "Chamber of 

Horrors" waxworks at the Dorfeuille's museum in Cincinnati (Dentler 63).28 Bird 

apparently enjoyed his stay in Cincinnati, but his health saw no improvement. Convinced 

he was dying, he returned to Philadelphia in the spring of 1830 by steamboat and 

stagecoach. During the trip he became delirious and went temporarily blind; he was, as he 

put it, "fitter for a coffin than a castle" (qtd. in Mary Bird 8). As he began to recover and 

"look more like a Christian" in I%iladelphia (Mary Bird 9), Bird returned to his writing 

with renewed determination. In fall, 1830 he completed his tragedy Pelopidas. or the Fall 

^^Quiim notes in bis incrodiictitn to The Citv Looking Glass that its first productioa was not until 1933. 
when it was perfonned by the Zelosophic Society of the University of Pennsylvania (Quinn xii). The full 
text of Quinn's edition is available online at'<±ttp;//www.library.iipenn.edu/etext/bird/index.html>. also 
accessible thioughTraister's "Bird as Artist" website. 

Hanis's Maior Dramas 64-112 discusses these and other dramatic fragments in some depth. 

^"^See, forexamjde, Dahl 19. Bird had presented Sajgmm to Stone in 1829, seeking criticism (Foust 61. 
Harris 30). 
28in the next few years Bird would help Powers establish his reputaticm; by the mid 1830s Powers was 
creating busts of prominent statesmen including President Jackson. Calhoun, Chief Justice Marshall and 
Webster (see Bird-Powers letters in Dentler). Powers wrote that the Chief Justice "sat like an angel" (qtd. 
in Dender 78). One Powers's most famous sculptures was The Greek Slave"; Mary Bird writes that 
one of her husband's rare was "the purchase of a share in a Western Art Union, in which The 
Greek Slave' was the conspicuous prize. He bought it. he said, because it recalled forcibly the pleasant 
passage in his early life with Powers, and he thought he ought to secure The Greek Slave,' t '̂ he had not 
the slightest idea he should" (Mary Bird 88). 

http://www.library.iipenn.edu/etext/bird/index.html
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of the Polemarchs. Though never produced, this work led to an involvement with the 

American actor Edwin Forrest which would first ensure Bird's fame and later make him 

reject the theater entirely. 

The Tragedy of Edwin Forrest 

Edwin Forrest, a Philadelphian the same age as Bird, had already achieved fame 

and fortune as an actor. In The American Stage. Oral Sumner Coad calls Forrest "the first 

great native American start" characterized by an "imperious braggadocio and selfish vanity, 

intensified by his self-conscious Americanism." When he refers to Forrest's "imtutored, 

savage spontaneity, which, though accidentally effective and thrilling at times, inevitably 

descended to cheap bathos and mouthing," Goad's description of Forrest's acting style 

reflects most critical commentary, even some in the 1830s (Coad 93; see also Harris. 

Major Dramas 24-8). William Gilmore Simms called Forrest's style "revolting" and 

"urmatural," and poked fun at the actor in Border Beagles (1840) by alluding to the 

"guttural growl of Forrest when, with singular bad taste, he imitates the death rattle in the 

throat of the obese Vittelius" (qtd. in Simms, Letters 188). Nevertheless, Forrest was 

hugely popular. He was also a clever businessman, adopting from fellow actors a che^ 

and easy scheme of finding original works to star in.29 Beginning in late 1828, he 

sponsored a series of annual contests for original plays by American writers, promising 

more than $500 to the winner.^O While this was a substantial prize, and Forrest apparently 

^^See Dahl 48 and Obeiholtzer 243 fcv similar observations; Hauls. Major Dratnaa 30 includes this 
perspective along with other explanations. 
^®The advertisement for the contest, appearing in New York's Weekly Critic.read: 

To the author of the best Tragedy, in five acts, of which the hero or principal character 
<hal1 be an abcxiginal of this country [this requirement was soon eliminated], the simi of 
five hundred d<^ars. and half of the proceeds the third representation, with my 
gratuitous services on that occasion. The award to be made by a committee of literary aod 
theatrical gentlemen, (qtd. in Kilman 68). 

The judging committee included William Leggett from TTie Critic. William CuUen Bryant, Htz Greene 
Halleck, Bird's fiiture friend James Lawson, I^osper Wetmore, and J. G. Brooks from the Morning Courier 
(Harris, Major Dramas 29). 
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spent $20,000 supporting American drama over the years, his profits far exceeded such 

figures. These dramas were popular, and the prize was actually a purchase price, since 

actors at that time owned the rights to the dramatic works in which they starred. John 

Augustus Stone's Metamora had won the 1829 contest.^! Bird's Pelopidas. a tragedy 

drawn from Plutarch's account of the liberation of Athens, won in 1830. His brother 

Henry wrote of the play in a January 1831 letter, "What room you have to display 

ragamuffinly democratic sentiments! I hope you have gone whole hog with republican 

feelings. The wiser Democracy is the more it is liked" (U Penn). 

While Mary Bird contended that Pelopidas was one of her husband's personal 

favorites, it was never produced. Forrest apparently demanded a number of changes-''a 

little more incident" and "bustling" in the early acts—and Bird's friends Black and 

McClellan handled the negotiations (qtd. in Foust 37). Perhaps unwilling to make the 

required revisions. Bird withdrew the play and offered The Gladiator in its place. 

According to Dahl, the manager of Philadelphia's National Theater made Bird a generous 

offer involving the production of Pelopidas in 1840, "on the same night on which Forrest 

was opening in Robert T. Conrad's Jack Cade* (Dahl 54). By this time Bird had severed 

his relations with Forrest and had stopped writing literature entirely; he refused the offer, 

wanting to compete with neither Forrest nor Conrad.^^ 

While Pelopidas met an obscure fate. The Gladiator became Bird's ticket to literary 

fame. Forrest immediately approved of the play, and paid Bird $1,000 for it in May 1831 

(Harris, Maior Dramas 33). The September opening in New York met with enthusiastic 

critics and packed houses despite many imperfections, and there were similar successes in 

^ ^Other Fhiladelphian authors who won Forrest's contests over the years include Richard Penn Smith and 
Bird's future feilow-editor Robert T. Conrad. See Oberfaoltzer 243-50 for an overview of the winning 
pieces, including those by Stone and Bird. 

Stone committed suicide at the age of 30 by throwing himself in the Schuylkill fiver. Bird would 
later attribute Stone's death to Fcwrest's mistreatment (Dahl 71). 
^^Hanis includes the text of Bird's refusal, and interprets Bird's reluctance as a condemnation of his play 
(Harris, Maior Dramas 32, fn. 44). 
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Philadelphia and Boston. The New York Standard called it "the best native tragedy extant" 

(qtd. in Harris, "Young" 12). Though he criticized his own work as "full of blood and 

thunder" (Mary Bird 13), Bird's sense of patriotic mission is evident in his journal; he 

wrote in his "Secret Records" of the Philadelphia opening that "An American feeling was 

beginning to show itself in all theatrical matters. The managers of the Arch Sl Theatre 

were Americans, all their chief performers were Americans, and the play was written by an 

American" (U Penn; qtd. in Harris, "Young" 19). Boston's The New England Galaxv 

praised the tragedy in November 1831 as "a genuine tragedy of native birth" which "forms 

an era in the literature of our country" (qtd. in Foust 43). In his History of the Philadelphia 

Stage. Charles Durang later recalled the intensity of the Philadelphia opening: "the entire 

male portion of the audience rose to its feet, and gave at least nine cheers. I never saw in 

my experience any theatrical applause so wildly and impulsively given" (qtd. in Foust 

44) .33 Goad's The American Stage includes a playbill for The Gladiator dated 1864, with 

Forrest still in the leading role (Goad 94). The tragedy became the first play written in 

English to have seen more than one thousand productions ("Bird" 287). 

The Gladiator owed its success to a variety of factors. In its time the tragedy was 

praised for its poetic qualities; Forrest's forceful delivery and impressive physique also 

suited the role of the hero, Spartacus. As Bird himself admitted in his journal, "Forrest is 

undoubtedly the best man for Spartacus in Ghristendom" (qtd. in Harris 19). In addition, 

the play's emphasis on liberation from unjust bondage no doubt inspired an audience still 

celebrating its victory in the War of 1812 and seeking patriotic affirmation of its democratic 

ideals.34 Dahl observes that Spartacus represents "the eternal struggle of the common man 

^^Fch' extensive excerpts from the reviews, including its cooler reception in London and later years, see 
Hanis. MajorjDr^as 33-45 and actor Lawrence Barrett's Edwin Forrest 54-6. A lengthy cridcal dialysis of 
each of Bird's dramas exists in Hanis's Major Dnw"a« 

'̂̂ Harris mentions the influence of the recent War of 1812 (Major Dramas 215). For a list of other 
American dramas in this patriotic, rebellious vein, refer to Dahl 50. 
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for freedom from tyramiy" but contains as well "anti-imperialistic and therefore . .. anti-

British" sentiments (Dahl 58). The tragedy is set in Rome in 73 b. c., during the decline of 

the Republic. Spartacus, a Thracian prisoner of Rome, is forced to become a gladiator; he 

agrees "only in order to free his wife and child from slavery" (Dahl 57). His designated 

opponent, Phasarius, turns out to be his brother, and together the reunited brothers 

organize and lead a gladiatorial revolt Their success lasts until the brothers face strategic 

disagreements; the rebellious armies are slaughtered, along with Spartacus' wife and child. 

Rejecting a Roman pardon, Spartacus dies fighting. The New York Standard review 

conveys not only the intensity of the drama but its celebration of insurgency: 

Spartacus is not only presented to us in the attitude of a slave of sturdy 

frame and ruffian aspect, degraded by bonds and stripes, but he is lashed 

into fury by repeated injuries. . . . until stung to desperation and madness, 

he carries the sympathies and passions of the audience by storm, and while 

the blood runs quick through your veins, with clenched hands and half erect 

frcxn your seat in a paroxysm of feeling, you view him rushing, in combat 

from the stage, crying, in his terrible voice, while pursuing his retreating 

enemy, Idll! kill! kill!'.... We delight to see the cruel, the oppressor, the 

proud and arrogant conqueror of the world, humbled by her captive. (U 

Penn) 

It was inevitable that the play's strong theme of liberty would elicit a discussion of 

American slavery. Walt Whitman proclaimed in an 1846 essay that The Gladiator was "as 

full of 'Abolitionism ... as an egg is full of meat" (qtd. in Dahl 59). The play has been 

labeled anti-slavery in this century as well; Lorenzo Turner claimed in Anti-Slavery 

Bruce McConachie noces that Fairest was a life-long Democrat, and suggests that his prize plays' 
popularity was partly due to their "Democratic sentiments" and Forrest's own similarity to Gene^ Jackson 
(4). His article on Forrest contains a cogent analysis of natural rights in the prize-wiiming plays by Bird 
aiKi others. 
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Sentiment in American Literature Prior to 1865 (1929, reprinted 1966) that The Gladiator 

was "a more severe arraignment of slavery than that made by Dimlap, Paulding, or Bryant" 

and that "it very probably was intended to influence the abolition movement in this country" 

(Turner 41). As recently as 1966, E^chard Moody noted in Dramas from the American 

Theatre 1762-1909 that Bird "deplored ... the unnatural belief that the Creator had 

destined one race to be inferior to another, that any religion. . . could sanction the practice 

of sla,very" (Moody 239). While such interpretations of Bird are clearly inaccurate. Bird 

did sympathetically portray the fate of the slave—especially in a context far removed from 

his contemporary scene. Richard Harris provides valuable information on Bird's sources 

for The Gladiator, some of which may have influenced this portrayal of slavery. In 

addition to numerous historians included in Bird's notes for his tragedyHarris finds a 

reference to John Stedman's Narrative of Rve Years Expedition Against the Revolted 

Negroes of Surinam (1813). a text detailing eighteenth-centuiy slave revolts in Surinam. 

According to Harris, Stedman's text criticizes Dutch treatments of their slaves, which 

featured "punishments and excruciating executicsis inflicted ... for capricious reasons." 

In addition, Stedman emphasizes the intelligence and "comparatively exemplary" demeanor 

of the slaves as they obediently endured such treatments (Harris 216-17).36 

While Bird had clearly completed The Gladiator before the Tumer rebellion began, 

Harris observes that the slave rebellion in the U. S. was hardly a new phenomenon; citing 

Herbert Aptheker's Negro Slave Revolts in the United States. 1526-1860. he records 153 

uprisings before 1831 (Harris, "Young" 10). As Dahl, Williams, Harris and others have 

determined, the liberatory sentiments of Bird's tragedy were not intended to apply to the 

^^Hairis lists as additional sources Appian. Caecilius, Eutropius, Florus, Livy, Paterculus. Plutarch. 
Sullust, Tacitus. Hook's Roman History and Ferguson's History of the Roman Republic (Harris. Major 
Dramas 21g>. 
^^See Mary Louise Pratt's discussico of Stedman in Imperial Eves (90-102). I will return to Stedman in 
my chapter on Bird's Mexico romances. 
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contemporary practice of Southern slavery.37 Harris rightly concludes that "while Bird 

championed the cause of individual liberty among the enslaved gladiators of ancient Rome, 

he looked upon the institution of slavery in his own country with a mixture of tolerance and 

dread" (10). Bird recognized the potential abolitionist interpretation of his Roman tragedy, 

and meditated upon slave rebellions in his "Secret Records," a Journal he kept while 

awaiting production of The Gladiator. He wrote in an August 27, 1831 entry of the Nat 

Tumer rebellion of the previous week: 

consider the freedom of an American author. If The Gladiator were 

produced in a slave state, the managers, players, and perhaps myself into 

the bargain, would be rewarded with the Penitentiary! Happy States! At 

this present moment there are 6 or 800 armed negroes marching through 

Southampton County, Virginia, murdering, ravishing, and burning those 

whom the Grace of God has made their owners~70 killed, principally 

women and children. If they had but a Spartacus among them . .. what a 

blessed example might they not give to the world of the excellence of 

slavery! Some day we shall have it, and future generations will perhaps 

remember the horrors of Hayti as a farce compared with the tragedies of our 

own happy land! The vis et amor sceleratus habendi^S will be repaid, 

violence with violence, and avarice with blood. I had sooner live among 

bedbugs than negroes. (U Penn; qtd. in Harris, "Young" 16-17) 

An even mcM« widespread slave insurgency than Turner's is likely, according to Bird, but 

he caimot support a rebellion against what he accepts as a divinely sanctioned institution. 

^^See also Daniei Bronsoa's article on Qralloossa and Bird's views on slavery. While it adds little to what I 
have included here, it offen a concise synthesis of the pertinent material. 
^^Harhs identifies this passage as frtxn Ovid's Metamorphoses (Book 1 verse 131), and translates it as 
"Force, and the base love of gain" (Harris. "Young" 23, fn. 24). 
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Inspired by the wild success of The Gladiator. Bird completed another tragedy in 

February 1832, one designed to showcase Forrest's talents. In Oralloossa, Son of the 

Incas. he offered a sympathetic portrayal of the Incas' resistance against the Spanish 

conquest of Peru. Complicating the plot—many critics said too much—were infighting and 

treachery among both the Incas and Spaniards. In writing this play Bird drew on his vast 

knowledge of Spanish American history and culture culled from texts by Bemal Diaz del 

Castillo, E>e Solis, Gdmara, Ward, Clavigero, Bullock, as well as a rising interest in Indian 

plays such as Stone's M^anK)ra.39 Critical commentary of the play reveals the accepted 

"wisdom" on civilization, "savagery" and native peoples, including North American 

Indians. Bird stated one of his primary goals in writing OraJlocssa as portraying "the 

portraimre of a barbarian in which is concentered all those qualities both of good and evil 

which are most strikingly characteristic of savage life," phrases which appeared verbatim in 

a September 1832 review in the Evening Post (Bird qtd. in Foust 53; review in U Penn 

Collection). John Frost's review in the United States Gazette^ commended such a 

portrayal, remarking of Oralloossa that "In this degraded situation the great moral features 

of the savage character are faithfully retained. He is a savage still in duplicity, cunning and 

deadly hatred of his country's enemies; and a man in his natural affection for countrymen 

and kindred." Stressing the "realism" of this depiction in terms Bird would later echo in 

defending Nick of the Woods. Frost contends that the hero exhibits the 

genuine traits of the Indian character.... He is none of your philosophical, 

sentimental, drawing room savages, such as we read of in certain novels 

and romances; but a genuine son of the forest, actuated by strong passions 

39nahl 62-3 ctmtains a comprehensive and entertaining list of early nineteenth century American plays 
featuring hidians. 
^^^A hand-written note on this anonymous review in the University of Permsylvania Collection identifies 
the author as Bird's friend John Frost 
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and exhibiting Herculean energy in every great movement of his soul. (U 

Penn; portions qtd. in Harris. Major 50) 

The Mercantile Advertiser stressed the play's tension between savagery and civilization, 

calling Oralloossa 

a savage—not like the child of the North American woods, who drops upon 

the bare earth to repose wherever night overtakes him—but one who dwells 

in palaces and worships in temples, yet lives in a state of society where the 

passions are the guides of action, and the gratification of animal wants 

constitute the business of live—and where nature is nevertheless modified by 

incipient civilization. (U Penn). 

Forrest eagerly accepted Oralloossa. and it opened in Philadelphia in October 1832 

with lavish costumes and sets. Despite an auspicious beginning, the play did not fare as 

well as its predecessor. Audiences and critics were again appreciative, with reviewers in 

Philadelphia and Boston pronouncing it a brilliant success, "the best tragedy ever produced 

by an American" (qtd. in Harris, Major 50).^^! But expectations after The Gladiator were 

perhaps unrealistically high, and this second play was said to lack the drama of the first, to 

climax too early and to lack interest near the end. Mary Bird observes that production costs 

were excessive due to the impressive mise en sc6ne (Mary Bird 18). Whatever the reason, 

Forrest dropped Oralloossa from his regular repertoire after the first season, apparently 

complaining that it "was unworthy of the author, and would never produce anything but 

mortification to the actor" (qtd. in Harris. Major Dramas 46) 

Before writing his next drama. Bird and Forrest traveled together to the South and 

West in the spring of 1833. Their original plans were much more ambitious, 

^See Hanis 46-54 for more reviews of Oralloossa. 
^^There is some uncertainty as to whether Oralloossa was produced after its initial closing. Mary Bird 
maintains that it was "never subsequently induced," while Dahl states that Forrest continued to produce it 
occasionally until 1847 (Maiy Bird 18; Dahl 65). 
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encompassing Cuba, Mexico and Peru, but were curtailed by a severe cholera epidemic in 

the South as well as a shortage of supplies.According to Foust, Forrest went quickly to 

New Orleans, where he had an engagement; Bird wound his way through Savannah, 

Augusta, Warrenton, Milledgeville, Macon, Columbus, Montgomery, Selma and Mobile 

before arriving in New Orleans on May 6 (Foust 56). Mary Bird's biography includes 

excerpts from several letters Bird wrote during the trip; he complains at some length about 

the "privations and sufferings" of travel and the unpleasant realities of Southern life, 

including the raging nullification controversy in South Carolina.'^ He also kept a diary, 

apparently in hopes of publishing a book entitled Sketches of America. Physical. Moral, 

and Political, bv a Man of Leisure (Foust 56, fn, 1), also entitled in his manuscripts 

America As She Is (U Penn). Together, the diary and letters provide valuable insight into 

Bird's political views at this time, particularly his thoughts on Indians, slavery and forms 

of political instability such as nullification and widespread urban violence. They confirm 

that while he was somewhat sympathetic toward the plight of the Indian and opposed to 

cruel treatment of slaves. Bird was generally anti-Indian and proslavery even while he 

wrote his early dramas about bondage and rebellion. These complementary attitudes would 

recur repeatedly in Bird's writing. 

Bird's comments about various tribes in the South both acknowledge the 

mistreatment of Indians and foreshadow his later depiction of them as brutal savages. His 

letter to Mary Mayer and her sister Caroline from New Orleans on May 8, 1833, offers 

both sympathy and contempt for the plight of Southern tribes. The trip from Macon to 

"^^Bird had widi him a letter of introductioa to Mexico's General Gdmez Pedraza. The author. Wiiliam 
White Chew, presented Bird as a patriotic writer, appealing to the general's "devotirai to the cause of 
literature, as one of the pillars necessary fw the establis^ent ̂  a great and good government" (U Penn). 
'̂ Many of the letters included in Mary Bird were actually published first in 1939, in four installments 
entided Traveling with Robert Mraitgomery Bird" in the Umversity "f Ppntiaylvanin T ibrarv Chronicle: 
her biography did not appear in the library Chronicle imtil 1945. Though many of these letters appear in 
both places, the excerpts arc by no means identical. The full text of the letters is available in the U Penn 
Collection. 
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Montgomery went directly through the Creek nation, and Bird spent a night among that 

tribe. His first reference to them admits their exploitation: "Even the deserts here blossom 

like the rose; and the steril [sic] woodlands, which the hand of oppression is this moment 

wresting from the poor Creeks, are all full of beauty" (qtd. in Mary Bird 23). He leads 

directly into an anecdote intended to amuse the sisters by ridiculing a proud Creek man: 

As this creature approached me with the strut and port of a god, his head 

elevated, his eyes neither seeking nor shunning me, but shining now to the 

right and now to the left, as if he felt himself the guardian spirit of his uibe . 

. . and had nothing to do with looking after white men—it struck me there 

was something in his carriage very like such a swagger of self esteem as I 

had seen in Fomasari [Luciano Fomasari, an Italian opera singer who 

visited New York in 1832-33], the last time I saw him glorifying himself in 

Broadway. The very oddity of this resemblance between two such men 

rather inclined me to merriment; and when I had saluted the gentleman, and 

received no other return than a most magnificent and imperial grunt (for 

really the savage was too proud to look at me, or to move his hand) I was 

so tickled at his vainglory that I burst into a laugh. This insult, for which I 

was instantly sorry—for his pride was the only possession of which my 

countrymen had not robbed him—stung him. He halted, wheeled half 

round, falling into an attitude really majestic and Apollo-like, and gave me a 

look of such fierce and fiery intensity that I began to wish I had my pistols 

about me. (qtd. in Mary Bird 23-4) 

Ten days later, a letter to Mrs. John Frost (also written in New Orleans) repeats the pattern 

of a romantic fantasy undercut by bitter realism which characterizes his later writing about 

Indians: 



Then thought I, In the solitudes of the pine-barrens of Georgia, I shall feel 

very poetical; and among the Muscogee groves, I shall see wandering red 

men, and verify mine old visions of romance. In those solitudes, I saw the 

green forest kings. . . . And in the Muscogee groves, I saw the proud 

warriors; but they always came to sell green strawberries, and beg tobacco, 

(qtd. in Mary Bird 21)^^ 

In the South, Bird also witnessed the extremities of Southern slavery. While he 

never advocated abolition, he was sympathetic to the horrendous conditions he 

encountered. A boat trip from Charleston to Savannah in April 1833 took him through rice 

plantations; he wrote in his diary that they were "so deadly to a stranger that some places 

will give an overseer $1000 per an., who commonly dies. Those bom on them, when 

adults, have a yellowish, pallid colour, and are often clav-eaters. . . . which some think an 

antidote to the miasmic poison" (qtd. in "Traveling" 18). In an April 22 letter to the Mayer 

sisters from Augusta, he described that city as "surrounded with cultivated plantations, 

where the proprietors loll on sofas and the overseers trounce the negroes" (qtd. in 

"Traveling" 21). The next day he contradicted a popular apologist trope when he added to 

the letter, "One ludicrous consequence of slavery is staring me in the face. On the door of 

the sleeping apartments of our hotel, are pasted up certain regulations; in one of which the 

proprietor cautions his guests to beware of his negroes, and keep their trunks and chambers 

locked" (qtd. in "Traveling" 21). In New Orleans in mid-May, he reflected on such 

inconveniences brought on by slavery, "It is hard to enjoy freedom in a land of slaves. 

Slaveholders are said to be the freest men on the earth. They are, next to their own 

'̂ ^The flrst draft of Bird's letter to the Mayer sisters is similar. Here he says of the "squalid and wretched" 
Creeks that "Their are poor, and they ate reckless. Some sell wild strawberries to travellers, or beg 
tobacco; some, met on the road, turn moodily from you into the forest; some are driving catde on 
horseback. Some have slaves and good farms, and are thought rich" (qtd. in Traveling" 37). 
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bondmen, the greatest slaves" (qtd. in "Traveling" 80). This theme would figure 

prominently in his future work, especially Shepoard Lee (1836). 

The South in general fared little better in Bird's letters. In his diaries he referred to 

its cities as "squalid" and "ludicrous," its inhabitants "quarrelsome," "cowardly" and 

"ferocious" ("Traveling" 35). Always opposed to instability and sectionalism, he strongly 

disapproved of the nullification struggle, writing in his diary of Charleston that "The 

Nuiliflers and Unionists went armed, scowling, and so ripe for fight, that it was feared a 

single personal fisticuffrng between two would have led all into a general combat" (qtd. in 

"Traveling" 13)."^ Noting the financial devastation wreaked by nullification, he claimed 

that South Carolina "will not recover her lost ground in 4 or 5 years—perhaps never" (qtd. 

in "Traveling" 14). Maccm, Georgia was dominated for him by young men "shooting each 

other in a dastardly manner, only taking care to make it seem probably that they shot only 

in self defence. They are always acquitted, unless poor, when the law acts righteously 

enough" (qtd. in "Traveling" 35). In an outline of America As She Is. based on this uip, 

he complains of South Carolina and Georgia that "The lowest & poorest white man insists 

on being a gentleman, & is full of {nide & quarrel. All are kings, & have the same regard 

to their dignity, & the same fear & sxispicion of its being attacked" (U Penn). The May 8 

letter to the Mayer sisters describes homicides in New Orleans as "thick as hops," and 

relates the violent antics of a "sprightly Creole rascal" ("Traveling" 49). Tennessee was no 

improvement; from Nashville he wrote the sisters on June 14, "I think Hoogers, Roarers, 

and, in general, all the geniuses of the river and prairie are mighty dull stupid rascals" (qtd. 

in Mary Bird 28). 

As Bird and F<>rrest made their way back north. Bird spent five days in Mammoth 

Cave with his friend John Grimes; many of his works feature cave scenes inspired by this 

'̂ ^That his future wife shared his views on political stability is suggested by her June 1834 Letter to Bird 
which describes "the misrule of the Kitchen" under Jackson's "Kitchen Cabinet" (qtd. in "Traveling" 18). 
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trip, and he would later write about the cave in an essay of the same name. His last letter to 

the Mayer sisters on this trip is written from Cincinnati on June 26; in it he details his 

remaining itinerary: Detroit, Indian battle grounds, Tecumseh's grave, Niagara Falls 

(which he would write about in "A Night on Terrapin Rocks"), and New England (Mar\' 

Bird 30). He returned to Philadelphia in late July and immediately resumed writing, 

beginning his first novel Calavar and completing his last drama, a domestic tragedy called 

The Broker of Bogota, in January 1834. 

The Broker was a considerable departure from Bird's earlier tragedies, abandoning 

his trademark "blood and thimder" for the complicated domestic disputes of a middle-class 

Colombian family. The play was nevertheless successful. Bird received his fourth prize 

from Forrest for this play, and it opened in mid-February 1834 at New York's Bowery 

Theater. This time Forrest was enthusiastic; after the first performance he wrote Bird, "I 

have just left the theater—your tragedy was performed and crowned with entire success. 

The Broker of Bogota will live when our vile trunks are rotten" (U Penn; qtd. in Foust 

57^ 47 The play was a favorite of Bird's and many critics, including those who were able 

to read itafter its 1917 publication in Quinn's Representative American Plavs.^ In 1919, 

(Dral Simmer Coad called The Broker "the greatest American tragedy prior to the Civil War, 

with the exception of George Henry Boker's Francesca da Rimini" (Coad, "Life" 370). 

James Rees concurred in his 1929 biography of Forrest, calling it in Dahl's words 

"superior to all American plays as King Lear is to all British plays" (qtd. in Dahl 67). 

In early 1834, while he was correcting proofs of The Broker. Bird took on another 

project, that of revising Stone's Metamora for Forrest Mary Bird claims that changes were 

so substantial as to make it virtually "a new play" (Mary Bird 35). He also exhausted 

'̂ '̂ Hanis's asseitioa that Fofiest disliked the play and rarely peifonned it is outweighed by all other sources' 
contrary claims (see Harris 55, and for examples of the opposite view. Fbust 58, Oberholtzer 250. Coad 95. 
and Quinn's introduction to The Broker, xvii). 
"^^See Harris. Major Dramas 54-7 for a sampling of early reviews. 
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himself forging travel letters for a literary friend who had contracted to publish a "series of 

letters from abroad" but failed to produce any such material (Mary Bird 35). As a result. 

Bird made no copy of his Metamora before giving it to Forrest, who was leaving for 

England. He charged Forrest $2,000 for his work, but was never paid (Harris, Major 

Dramas 31). Forrest accepted Bird's revisions but kept the manuscript, and later refused to 

return it to either Bird or his descendants (Foust 61). As late as 1869, when Bird's son 

Frederic wrote the actor to inquire about the play, Forrest replied. The heirs of the late Dr. 

R. M. Bird have neither right, title, nor any legal interest in the plays written by him for 

me. These plays are my exclusive property, by the right of purchase and for many years 

by the law of copyright" (qtd. in Quinn, Introduction to City xix). 

It was this conflict over Metamora which ended the relationship between Bird and 

Forrest Bird had long been frustrated over inadequate compensation, since the "law of 

copyright" Forrest referred to did not apply to playwrights at that time.'^^ ^.s I have 

mentioned, this meant that after paying the author an initial price, the actor or manager 

essentially owned a play and had no further obligation to the author regardless of earnings 

(Quinn. InOroduction to Citv xix: Foust 68; Harris, "Young" 9). Accordingly, Forrest 

paid Bird a total of $3,000~a thousand each for The Gladiator. Qralloossa and The Broker 

(Pelopidas won a prize but Bird received no money for it, since he submitted The Gladiator 

in its place). A verbal agreement apparently promised an additicxial $3,000 if The Gladiator 

was successful, but this pledge went unfulfilled. Bird's $2,000 charge for revising 

Metamora was similarly ignored. With other financial arrangements taken into account. 

Bird calculated that Forrest owed him $11,000, with $6,000 outstanding (Foust 69; 

Harris, Major 31). His frustrations were deepened by Forrest's phenomenal profits from 

the plays, estimated by Bird in 1837 at $21,000 and by Mary Bird in the 1850s at 

wrote to playwright George Boker in 1S53 that he would not have given up theater if a copyright 
law had existed in the 1830s (Dahl 71). 
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$100,(XX) from The Gladiator alone (Harris, Major 31, fn. 39; Mary Bird 73, fn. 38). At 

a meeting in 1837, Bird made a last attempt at a settlement Forrest refused and stormed 

out after an angry encounter, leaving Bird calling him a "scoundrel" unfit for ladies' 

company (Foust 71). Bird never saw Forrest again; more importantly, he never wrote 

another play,^ and his wife recalls only one visit to the theater during his lifetime (Foust 

71).51 

While the break with Forrest undoubtedly finalized Bird's turn away from the 

drama, it would be oversimplifying to place all blame on the actor. Bird had long ago 

planned a move toward novels, and had embarked on his fictional career years before this 

final conflict As early as 1831, during rehearsals for The Gladiator, he had fantasized 

about the comparative ease of the novelist's job: 

What a fool I was to think of writing plays! To be sure, they are much 

wanted. But these novels are much easier sorts of things, and immortalize 

one's pocket much sooner. A tragedy takes, or should take, as much labour 

as two romances; and one comedy as much as si.x tragedies. How 

blessedly and lazily, in making a novel, a man may go spinning and snoring 

over his quires! here scribbling acres of fine vapid dialogue, and there 

scrawling out regions of descriptions about roses and old weather-beaten 

houses. I think I could manufacture a novel every quarter..... a dramatist 

deserves honour far above a romancer. (U Penn; qtd. in Harris, "Young" 

17) 

^^ervey Allen's Isiafel notes a "scenario of a tragedy that he [Poe] projected about this time [1843] with a 
Philadelphia friend. Dr. Bird. About this 'play* nothing more is known" (Allen 2: 574). Allen cites 
Howard Paul in Vfiins<»-y'g Mayayine SepL 1892 (573. fn. 640). 

^ ^ Foust includes a fragment of Mary Bird's manuscript which explains Bird's one attendance as "for the 
purpose of doing honor to a new play of Mr. Boker's [Bird's frioid and playwright George Boker]—from 
which be returned home sickened by tte heat and crowd" (qtd. in Foust 71. fn. 1). 
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As for the problems in the theatrical world, Forrest was only a part of a larger 

gloomy picture. In addition to the lack of dramatic copyright protection faced by authors, 

all of American theater faced hard times in the early nineteenth century. As Elichard Harris 

notes, a "puritanical prejudice" towards the theater lingered from colonial times, critics and 

literary figures often expressed contempt for drama, and most audiences and actors favored 

English drama (Harris, "Young" 9). Financial difficulties stemming from this lack of 

appreciation spawned price wars, poor management, and frequent bankruptcies (Harris, 

Major 21-3). This unsettling context meant pandering to existing audiences; Bird had 

written in his "Secret Records" in August 1831 that "Our theatres are in a lamentable 

condition, and not at all fashionable. To write for, and be admired by the groundlings! 

villains, that will clap most, when you are most nonsensical, and applaud you most when 

you are most vulgar!" (U Penn; qtd. in Harris, "Young" 16). 

A Life of Fiction 

Bird began his first novel, Calavar. when he returned from his travels to the South 

and West in 1833. He finished the novel at the same time as his last drama. The Broker of 

Bogota: it was accepted in February 1834 by Carey and Lea, the same month The Broker 

opened. The agreement with Carey and Lea was made final in mid April.52 Bird sailed to 

England the next day in hopes of selling the novel there, thus thwarting British publishers' 

attempts at piracy before the American edition appeared in October. He reached London in 

late May, armed with letters of introduction to Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer, Sir Walter 

Scott's friend James Hogg, and other influential figures of the day (Foust 82). Letters to 

the Mayer sisters were full of praise for England's beauty and disdain for its old-world 

^^The contract promised Bird half of the profits after various expenses were deducted (Fbust 78). While 
actual profits were comparable to what he received from Fooest, t^ arrangement had the potential to bring 
Bird coosideTably more income than what he could expect as a diamatisL 
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aristocracy. Eton Hall he labeled "a piece of superfluous magnificence and pomp, which 

kindled my plebeian wrath, and made me more of a republican than ever" (qtd. in Mary 

Bird 41). He was even less appreciative of Lx>ndon, calling it "too tedious to mention," the 

House of Commons "most contemptible looking hole" (qtd. in Mary Bird 42). 

After a month of sightseeing and networking. Bird was discouraged, having failed 

with his literary contacts and elicited only hurried praise from Bulwer. In late June he 

wrote the Mayers of his difficulties in entering the literary market: 

they will have Calavar from me for nothing, or not have him at all. I hear 

on all hands how necessary it is that an author should sacrifice his first 

work, especially a foreign one; and I begin to perceive that I must fall into 

ranks, and do as my betters have done before me. 

. . . .  I t  s e e m s  t o  m e  c e r t a i n ,  t h a t  i f  I  p e r s o n a l l y  e n t e r  t h e  a r e n a  o f  l e t t e r s  i n  

Lx)ndc«i, I must expect to do many things, and submit to many, not at all to 

my mind; and this too without the assurance of any immediate profit. To 

this I cannot consent; I prefer to follow the plan that Mr. Irving and Mr. 

Cooper were obliged to adopt—that is, give them a book, and claim pay for 

the second, (qtd. in Mary Bird 43) 

Bird's instincts were right. Immediately after Calavar's American publication, the British 

publisher Bentley republished the novel under the title Abdalla. the Moor. As 

compensation, he received only four copies of the book (Mary Bird 47). 

Embarrassed and disappointed. Bird was determined to return home quickly, and 

he boarded his brother's ship, the Carroll of Carrollton. in late July. His homesickness 

manifested itself in a nostalgia for even the traits of his homeland he despised; "though ... 

I see new evidences every day that America is a detestable place, and its institutions odious; 

though I know our country is a wilderness, and yourselves barbarians, yet, oh murder! oh 
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murder! how homesick I am!" (qtd. in Mary Bird 44). His dislike of England extended 

itself to an uncharacteristic populist critique of its economics: 

I am afraid if I stay here longer, I shall become a Jackson man! I begin to 

feel like a democrat, and for the first time in my life to think that God will 

lead the foot of the poor man to the neck of the rich, and that, in this, there 

will be justice. I can't look about me here, to the right or left, before or 

behind, to the window above or the gutter at my feet, without seeing an 

evidence of the corruption and misery that follow in the steps of privilege. 

If you could but look into some of the wretched hovels which make up the 

mass of London, or dive into some ancient alley, and witness the 

degradation and suffering of the creatures that inhabit them; then peep into 

the nearest palace, and behold the ugly, puny, monkey looking magnificoes 

who are there dying of ennui, you would wish to be men, your blood 

would boil, and you would become reformers, radicals, agitators—that is to 

say Jackson men, undoubtedly, (qtd. in Mary Bird 44-5). 

Bird admits here that his sense of injustice is fueled by his imsuccessful trip; on the other 

hand, such an attitude does not necessarily contradict his otherwise conservative politics, 

since such criticisms of British inequities were at the core of the American patriotic tradition 

and rarely extended to American institutions. 

When he returned to [Philadelphia in the summer of 1834, Bird resumed his novel 

writing at a furious pace. He finished The Infidel in February 1835, and the book appeared 

in May.^ Several of his poems appeared in anthologies during this time; he published 

characteristic fashion. Bird mapped out the course of his writing. He aimed to write 35 pages a week, 
and to finish the book on February 13,1834. He finished a week ahead of schedule, on February 6 (Dahl 
23). 
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several more in the Knickerbcx:ker. ̂  His anti-nullification poem "To Governor M'Duffie" 

appeared anonymously in the New England Magazine and was reprinted in the Essex 

Gazette, attributed to aboUtionist John Greenleaf Whittier.^^ Here he rejected sectionalism 

as a threat to freedom, insisting on absolute Ioyalty~"Duty, the freeman owes always,— / 

Duty and Iove~no other fetter"—to a unified nation: "One peopIe~ONE, and undivided!" 

(Bird, "To Governor" 140-41).56 He visited the Delaware Water Gap in July 1835; 

inspired by the setting, he reworked his drafted Men of the Hills into The Hawks of Hawk-

Hollow which appeared only two months later, in mid September. In October the 

Knickerbocker published Bird's article on copyright law, "Community of Copyright 

between the United States and Great Britain." Here Bird argues based on rights and 

property, working with the definitions of property as he would soon do in Sheppard Lee: 

"The poverty of authors has become a proverb. But why are they poor? Because their 

property is taken from them" (qtd. in Kilman 147). An undated draft of this or a related 

article, entitled "The Effect of American Copyright Laws upon American Literature," lays 

similar stress on property rights, equating the need to protect a growing national literature 

with the "self-evident" truths put forth in the Declaration, and asserting "the natural right of 

a Fulton to the exclusive, perpetual possession of his great invention" (U Penn).^ 

According to Kilman, the published article is perhaps the first call for international 

copyright law (Kilman 147). It was quoted in an 1837 British petition to the U. S. 

'̂'HZofTespoadence fiom die Knicketfaocker's Willis Gaylord Qaik in 1835 contains repeated solicitations for 
material, invitations to dinner, and mentions of mutual acquaintances including Nathaniel P. Willis and 
Longfellow (U Penn). 
^-^The attributioa to Whittier apparently stuck; Lillian Gilkes notes that several bibliographies of his work 
include the poem (79). GUkes's article includes Bird's letter oi acceptance from New Fjiyland Magazine's 
editor Samuel Howe; the letter laments the predominance of "dear self interest" over "naticmal feeling and 
national pride" and promises to obey Bird's "injunction of secrecy" (80-81). Howe paid Bird ten dollars for 
the poem. 

slip of paper headed "Lines to Gov. NfDuffie" in the U Ptenn Collecticm makes the point that "The 
piece is not personal. It satirizes, not an individual but a class, through its official organ & representative." 
^^An undated draft of "An Act for the Relief of Dramatic Authors" similarly asserts that the "natural right" 
of dramatic writers to compensation has not been "properly recognized and secured by law" (U Penn). See 
Foust 29-32 for additional discussion of the state copyright law in Bird's time. 
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Congress, and again in 1888 in a successful adoption of an international copyright act 

(Kilman 147; see Foust 101-4). 

This was also an active time for Bird socially. Sometime during 1834 he became 

engaged to Mary Mayer, whom he had met in the winter of 1831-2. In 1835 he began a 

book exchange with William Gilmore Simms, helped Hiram Powers establish himself as a 

sculptor, and traveled to Kentucky and Virginia with his artist friend John Grimes (Dahl 

23). The trip allowed Bird to collect material for his upcoming novel Nick of the Woods. 

and included a lengthy exploration of Mammoth Cave. Letters to his fiancde reflect on the 

particular brand of "democracy" practiced on the frontier. From Three Forks, Kentucky, 

Bird wrote in October 1835, 

Oh, democracy! oh. Liberty and equality! we don't understand the terms in 

Philadelphia. The first supper I sat down to was in company with one 

waggoner and three stage-drivers, all exquisites of Kentucky chop, out at 

elbows and knees, with unwashed faces and mud-coloured hands, among 

whom I, unworthy that I am, looked, though in my seediest clothes, like 

Hyperion among satyrs; nevertheless, every raggamuffm [sic] was helped 

first, and I was very properly neglected, as I was nothing more than a 

gentleman. However, this put me on my good behavior; I made love to the 

rascals, lit my pipe . . . puffed and sputtered, talked big and Crocketish 

[sic], told all the grand stories I could invent to their capacities, and was 

considered a rowdy of inestimable worth and agreeableness.. .. Never was 

such a conquest made by maid or widow, (qtd. in Mary Bird 51-2). 

In the fall of 1835, Bird returned to Philadelphia and to work. First he completed 

four cantos out of his anticipated nine on his unpublished poem "The Cave," an allegory on 

the history and fate of the nation. The poem's hero, "the Wanderer," is a typical character 

for Bird, what his son called "an ardent but disgusted patriot. . . who turns his back on a 
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civilization he has lost faith in" (U Penn).58 Corruption and enslavement are dominant and 

linked themes; near the end Bird warns, "Nations shall fall, as oft before they fell, I Cities 

shall crumble at the conqueror's steps, / And bondage look from out her place of weeds, / 

When freedom follows where corruption leads" (U Penn). In remaining cantos Bird 

planned to depict the pilgrims, the colonies, the American Revolution, the slave trade, 

various patriotic heroes, and the evils of Nullification (Dahl 39, Kilman 156). Bird's son 

Frederic attempted to publish the poem under the patriotic title "Centennial Poem," most 

likely in 1876. Frederic's drafted commentary, probably designed as an introduction to a 

published version, reflects on the strong "ethico-poUtical element" evident in the allegory of 

what his father considered God's "second chosen people" (Frederic Bird, U Penn). 

Frederic writes of his father's concern for national stability that "In his [Bird's] view the 

sacred edifice erf" Liberty & Union was delicate enough to crumble at the first serious attack 

from within" (U Penn). Therefore, Bird took nullification "very seriously, discerning in it 

the promise & germ of future strife" (U Penn). 

Bird never finished "The Cave"; according to Dahl, he wanted the poem burned 

when he died (Dahl 40).59 Instead he turned to Sheppard Lee, adapting his theme of the 

Wanderer's experiences in a corrupt society to the satirical novel.^ For this radical 

departure from his previous works he selected a new publisher. Harpers of New York, and 

published the w(xic anonymously in the fall of 1836. Perhaps the only person who knew 

the author's identity was James Lawson, who had counseled him about the change in 

^^The Wanderer figure manifests itself in nearly all Bird's novels; the mysterious knight Calavar of his 
first novel, Nathan Slaughter in Nick. Ipsico Poe in Belated. Sheppard Lee. Robin Day. and several 
characten from his collection Peter Pilgrim. Bird is drawing <xi a strcmg romantic tradition; the Wanderer 
appears in Coleridge, Shelley. Byron, Maturin, Goethe and Schiller among others. See David Punter's The 
Literature of Teiror A History Gothic Hctions from 1765 to the Present Day, especially 100-112. for a 
valuable analysis of the Wanderer in romantic and gothic ficticm. 
^^Mary Bird hints that illness and "severe duties" kept him from finishing the poem (Maty Bird 53). 
^^See Mary Bird 53 and Kilman 157 for similar suggestions about onmections between the Wanderer and 
Shq>pardLee. 
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publishers (Kilman 158). Even Edgar Allan Poe, who had reviewed Bird's earlier novels, 

failed to recognize him as the author. The novel did relatively poorly, however, due to its 

anonymous publication and a depressed economy. 

Bird's work began to earn him widespread recognition in 1836-7. In March 1836 

he was named by the Literary and Theological Review as one of the leading American 

prose writers, along with Irving, Cooper, Paulding, Simms and Kennedy (Mott 408). In 

October he was made a member of London's Dramatic Authors Society, a rather ironic 

honor since he was no longer writing dramas. A year later, in November 1837, George 

Tucker of the Southern Literary Messenger grouped him with the country's most notable 

novelists, accompanied by Cooper, Sedgwick and Kennedy (Mott 409). He lectured in 

December at Philadelphia's Athenian Institute, a society of prominent citizens of which 

Bird was a member (Dahl 26). During this period Bird received numerous requests for 

contributions to periodicals. He regularly contributed to Henry Vethake's The United 

States Review, beginning with its first issue in January 1834.^1 He rejected other offers, 

however. In November 1836 Thomas C. Clarke of the Philadelphia Saturday Courier 

offered him a position as managing editor of a new Philadelphia magazine; Bird considered 

the idea and then refused (Kilman 193-4). Louis Godey asked Bird for articles for his 

Lady's Book, and Poe repeatedly requested a piece for the Southern Literary Messenger. 

referring in a June 1836 letter to 

a kind of demi-promise made some months ago, in relation to an article.... 

We have, just at this moment, a conspracy on foot, and we would be happy 

to engage you in our plans. We wish, if possible, to take the public opinion 

6 ^Sidney Hsher sent Bird a prospectus for the Review in November 1833. That document identifies 
Vethake as a late I^ofesstH' of Natural FfaUosopby" and pmauses that the revieweis (such as Bird) "have an 
anxious desire for the advancement of American literature, and for the honour of the country in general." It 
pledges to exclude party politics but to include "Politics and Pblitical Economy, consdmting, as they do. 
two of the most important of the Moral Sciences" (U Penn). 
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by storm in a single number of The Messenger which shall contain a series 

of articles from all the first pens in the land. Can you not aid us—with a 

single page if no more? I will trust to the chivalric spirit of him who wrote 

The Infidel for a reply, (qtd. in Foust 101) 

Bird declined to submit articles to either journal, actions indicative of both his demanding 

schedule and his rising status.^^ In November he was approached by Harriet Martineau; 

she sought his help in pushing an international copyright petition which cited his earlier 

article on the subject Bird refused to help, writing her in January 1837 that the petition 

was too argumentative.® 

Meanwhile, Bird was immersed in writing what would be his most successful 

novel, Nick of the Woods. He wrote the bulk of the novel during the winter of 1836-37, 

and it appeared in March 1837. Nick was based on a story Bird had heard years before 

from his friend Dr. Black, and enlivened by local color picked up diuing his 183S trip to 

Kentucky. The conventional romantic storyline is overshadowed by the gruesome tale of 

Indian brutality and a Quaker settler's revenge. Kilman speculates that Bird's harsh 

depiction of Indians in Nick of the Woods is connected to his resentment of Forrest, who 

favored the noble Indian tradition (Kilman 179). 

As he neared the end of Nick. Bird was once again able to consider an editorial 

position. In January 1837, diaries Femio Hoffman asked Bird to become the Philadelphia 

editor for another new publication, the American Monthly Magazine. This time Bird 

agreed; he would earn $500 a year for his editorial duties, with an additional two dollars 

^^Biid's decisions were also due to his preference for writing longer pieces. Foust quotes an undated letter 
from Bird to Samuel Howe nf FnolanH Mayayine. yet another refusal to contribute an article: 

Neither my habits nor my inclinations as I will fianidy confess have ever led me to write 
for periodicals; and the very few pieces of mine which have been printed were given, in 
all cases, at the request of personal friends. I am entirely of too discursive and diffuse a 
turn... to shine in a nutshell; and I have always felt more disposed to count by acts and 
chapters than by lines and paragraphs, (qtd. in Foust 112-13) 

^^Foust 102-4 contains the text Martineau's letter and an excerpt from the petiticHL 
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per page for original work (Kilman 195). These responsibilities kepi him busy, but he 

contributed few of his own articles. His essay "Mammoth Cave" appeared in May and 

June 1837, and would later be included in Peter Pilgrim. "A Tale of a Snag," the story of a 

steamboat wreck, was published in August and also in the later collection. In the spring he 

began another frontier novel, A Belated Revenge, but wrote only 14 chapters. The later 

sections remained in outline form until his son Frederic, an editor at Lippincott's Magazine. 

completed and pubUshed it in 1899 in his magazine. 

In the midst this work, and [)erhaps encouraged by the small but steady income 

from the American Monthly. Bird finally married Mary Mayer, after a several-years-Iong 

engagement^ The small, private wedding took place in Philadelphia on July 13, 1837. 

Mary's father. Rev. Philip Mayer, was a Lutheran pastor, and performed the wedding 

ceremony in his own church; her dried wedding bouquet remeiins in the University of 

Pennsylvania's collection.The couple returned to Bird's house in Philadelphia, joining 

his mother and servant Kitty, who both lived with Bird until their death.^ In November 

the momentous conflict with Forrest took place at this home, their raised voices reaching 

Mary (then in the early stages of pregnancy) upstairs. In December, Bird learned that his 

friend John Grimes had died of tuberculosis, holding his last letter from the author on his 

death-bed. Bird's brother-in-law had died Just months before, and his favorite cousin 

Dorcas died soon after Grimes (Mary Bird 62). 

64y;innafi attributes the long engagement to Bird's financial difficulties (Kilman 179). 
Rev. Mayer led the services at St. John's Church in Philadelphia for 52 years, and was the first 

clergyman to conduct the Lutheran service in English rather than the traditional German. He was also an 
influential member of the community, serving as a trustee of the University of Pennsylvania. President of 
the Philadelphia Dispensary, and Prudent of the Institution of the Deaf and Dumb (Fc^t 109-10). 

have not been able to detennine Kitty Thompson's race, but Mary Bird's brief mention of the family's 
life-long servant repeats the conventions of the day in its emphasis on devotion and love: "She loved them 
all... [Bird] was her idol, her model of perfection. For him no service was too burdensome, no sacrifice 
too great To promote his comfort was her study; to save him from harm she would have willingly met 
any dangers or difficulties. Need it be said such devotion was appreciated, and she [was] held in honour and 
esteem by those she so faithfully loved and served" (Mary Bird 15). 
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At this point. Bird began to consider giving up a literary career altogether. Several 

factors came into play here, mostly concerning his poor health and fmancial situation, and 

made more urgent by his new responsibilities as a husband and father-to-be. The untimely 

deaths of three close friends and relatives were no doubt unsettling; Dorcas was Bird's age 

and Grimes only seven years his senior.Bird's work habits and unrelenting pace made 

him continually ill; for years he ate two meals a day, exercised rarely, and worked at night 

because of the comparative quiet Mary Bird describes him at this point as "Pale, 

emaciated, a victim to the most aggravated form of dyspepsia, nearly blind for weeks in 

consequence of this disorder," and recalls that concerned family and friends encouraged a 

radical change in lifestyle (Mary Bird 56). As for his fmances, profits from his novels 

were too insufficient and unpredictable to support a family, and the breakup with Forrest 

guaranteed that he would receive no more money from the actor.^ Bird owned no 

property, as he was only renting the house in Philadelphia. Accordingly, in January 1837, 

less than a month after hearing that Grimes had died. Bird wrote to John C. Groome about 

buying a farm in Maryland. His letter is significant not only as it confirms his interest in a 

career change, but as it reflects his opposition to Pennsylvania's evolving policies toward 

free blacks: 

1 had then some thoughts of turning clod-hopper and setting up my stakes 

on the Hkton Shore; and I have now a stronger tendency that way than 

^^Biid may have also considered his own father's early death; he was all too familiar with the consequences 
of such an event for a young wife and child. 
^^Foust includes information on sales and profits taken from Carey and Lea's semi-annual statements. 
Totals as December 31. 1836 (profits rounded to the nearest dollar): Calavar. 2,037 sold, $692 profit; 
Infidel. 1,859 sold, $745 inx>fit; Hawks. 2,108 sold, $863 profit SheppardLee was published by Harpers 
and is not included here; Bird had not yet seen any profits from Nick. As of March 1839, the last 
statement included by Foust, additional sales and profits totaled: Calavar. 512 sold, $86 profit; Infidel. 234 
sold, $51 profit; Hawks. 313 sold, $70 prc^t; hfidc 2,728 sold, $1,295 profit. For a more detailed 
breakdown of these figures, see Foust 106. Bird's novels were aU published in England, with Nick seeing 
many editions and translations, but again due to the lack of international copyright law, he received no 
money from these sales. 



ever; for our blackguards . . . are actually debating the propriety of 

admitting the negroes to the right of suffrage, a measure that will drive me 

out of Pennsylvania, were the alternative the other side of the Rocky 

Mountains, and the very thought of which—though I believe there is not 

much fear of its occurrence-sharpens my desire to be off. (U Penn) 

Bird did indeed "turn clod-hopper," purchasing a farm on Maryland's eastern shore 

south of Elkton, but not until 1839. First he relinquished his editorial duties, leaving The 

American Monthly—and a steady income—in November 1837. He wrote two last books 

while fighting severe digestive troubles and chronic acute tonsillitis. For Peter Rlerim: A 

Rambler's Recollections, he wrote and revised various essays and stories on the American 

landscape and culture; several pieces had been written in the early 1830s, and two were 

previously published. The Birds' only child, Frederic Mayer Bird, was bom on June 28, 

1838. Even before F^ter appeared in October, Bird began work on his last novel. The 

Adventures of Robin Day; it came out in April 1839. Bird had rested and traveled between 

previous novels; Kilman calls his unceasing pace at this point perhaps "the biggest mistake 

of his literary career" (Kilman 208). Whether Robin's quality is due to illness, failure to 

take time off, a desire to wrap up his literary affairs quickly and move to the country, or a 

combination of these fact(xs, Robin is generally judged to be Bird's poorest work. It has 

received little attention even from Bird scholars, apart from minor interest in 

autobiographical details such as his boyhood relationship with his cousin Dorcas and his 

mistreatment at New Castle Academy. 

Once Robin was ready for publication in the spring of 1839, the Birds prepared to 

move to the Maryland farm they had purchased. They gave up the house in Philadelphia 

but were forced to spend a year in New Castle, waiting for tenants to vacate the farm. 

Bird's health immediately improved in New Castle, and by March 1840, when they finally 

occupied the farm, he was better (H'epared fw the physical challenges of farm life. 
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Bird's move to coastal Maryland clearly signified the end of his literary career. 

Even so, he continued to participate in the culture of his day through journalism, politics, a 

position teaching medical school in Philadelphia, and experimentation in agriculture and 

photography. My conclusion will address the last years of his life, during which he 

continued to recast the political ideas latent in his literary works. Since my discussion of 

Bird's novels will emphasize their ideological content, an overview of his later political 

writings and activities may provide a fitting resolution, analyzing in his editorials and 

speeches what is inherent all along in his fiction. 
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CHAPTERS 

BIRD'S PLACE IN THE NATURAL LAW TRADITION 

I love independence. 

Perfect, natural liberty or so, sir. 

Which means the liberty of knocking me on the head 

Whether one will or no, sir. .. 

(Bird, draft of poem "A Chapter, Concerning the Nullifiers") 

Bird refers, often quite explicitly, to philosophical discussions about the rights of 

man, detailed in the writings of John Locke and reflected in later documents connected to 

the formation of the United States, from Samuel Adams' "A State of the Rights of the 

Colonists" (1772) and "Declarations and Resolves of the First Continental Congress" 

(1774) to the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and Bill of Rights. In doing 

this he was entering into a centuries-old discussion of natural law. In this chapter I will 

examine the natural law tradition in detail, creating the thecvetical basis for my later analysis 

of the philosophical and political elements of Bird's fiction. I first introduce Bird's 

knowledge and use of the natural law traditic« as seen in his unpublished notes, letters, and 

drafts. Next I attempt to trace and contextualize Bird's ideas by outlining the evolution of 

the natural law tradition in England and the United States. Here I move from the early 

seventeenth-century British credo of subjection to the monarchy to Locke's philosophy of 

rebellion against unjust tyrants, and from the American colonists' adaptation of Lockean 

natural liberty to the nineteenth-century return to a theory of subjection. Because of their 

significance to Bird's work-and their potential challenge to a theory of natural rights~I 

examine the manifestation of natural law in early nineteenth-century issues of national 

expansion, slavery and Indian removals. Since Bird was a loyal Whig from the party's 
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inception in the U. S. in 1834 until his death twenty years later, I will also sketch that 

party's political platform, paying particular attention to its position on natural law and the 

political issues mentioned above. 

In examining the development of the natural law tradition in this chapter, I have 

three goals. Hrst, to reveal the intricacies of natural law, illustrating through its evolution 

how it can be adapted to suit a variety of political and literary agendas, how a radical 

philosophy can evolve into a conservative one, how a rhetoric of rights can be used to deny 

those same rights. Second, to provide insight into nineteenth-century uses of natural law, 

especially in the debates over national expansion, slavery and the removals of Native 

Americans. Last, to ground my analysis of Bird's own use of the natural law tradition, to 

suggest that his own conservative rhetoric of natural rights was not unique to him, but i)art 

of both a long historical tradition and nineteenth century ideology in particular. 

Bird and Natural Rights 

A medical doctor by training and a fiction writer by trade. Bird was nonetheless 

acutely aware of politics and political theory, both contemporary arguments about slavery 

and Indian removals, industrialization and territorial expansion, and the long tradition of 

natural law theory. This exposure to politics began at an early age. To repeat some 

material from my previous chapter. Bird's great-uncle by marriage, Nicholas Van Dyke, 

was a lawyer and governor of Delaware before Independence, participated in the 

Revolutionary War, signed the Articles of Confederation, and served as a U. S. Senator 

(Biographical 1: 67). Bird spent his childhood and adolescence in the house of his uncle 

and guzu-dian, Nicholas Van Dyke IV, a prominent lawyer, Delaware representative and U. 

S. Congressman from 1809-26, which includes the time which the young Bird spent under 

his care (Biographical 1: 130-31). Bird's early schooling, like most boys of his day, 

included an exposure to philosophy and history, strongly flavored with American 
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ideology. ^ His early school compositions include "Anecdotes and fables of the Grecian 

Philosophers" and "Anecdotes of the Roman Emperors"~"aIl very bad men, but still there 

were a few good ones." He writes of Roman citizens, "How base must the people have 

been, who could submit to the tyranny of such inhuman beasts! But the people, alas! were 

nearly all as bad as their wicked emperors" (U Penn). 

As an adult. Bird was a loyal Whig who edited the prominent Whig newspaper the 

North American and United States Gazette from 1847 until his death in 1854. He was 

close friends with Whig leader John Clayton, and was himself urged to run for office. In 

addition to his many editorials for the NcMth American (characterized by Foust, Dahl and 

Williams as espousing the traditional party line on virtually all issues). Bird wrote two 

campaign biographies: the Sketch of the Life. Public Services, and Character of Major 

Thomas Stockton of New-Castle. The Candidate of the Whig Party for the Office of 

Govenror of Delaware (1844) which prompted a reader of the Delaware Journal to declare 

"without it the Whigs would have lost their Governor." and A Brief Review of the Career. 

Characterand Campaignof 7af'harvTavlor (1848). His politics, as expressed indirectly in 

his literary work and more clearly in both private notes and political journalism, reveal Bird 

as a conservative Whig: a vocal advocate of abstract "liberty" who replaced a rhetoric of 

natural rights with a platform of natural subjection through his fear of license and chaos, 

his defense of hierarchy, and his resultant distaste for any group threatening the "natural 

rights" of the developing nation: blacks, American Indians, mobs, the working class, even 

the New Woman.2 As his son, Frederic Mayer Bird, noted, "In his view the sacred edifice 

^ For a list of Bird's school textbooks at Germantown Academy, see Foust 23. 
^In most cases I have used the contested temis "Indians" or "American Indians" to refer collectively to the 
tribes more often called "Native Americans." I do this both to correspond to nineteenth century 
terminology and to avoid confusion with the racist Native American party which developed during this 
period. When appropriate. I use the names of specific tribes and nations. 



of Liberty & Union was delicate enough to crumble at the first serious attack from within" 

("Centennial" 1). 

Bird's early thoughts on politics, natural rights, slavery zmd Indian policy are 

evident in not only his literary texts, which Frederic Bird observed contained "abundant 

reflections 'on man, on nature, 8c on human fate'" ("Centennial" 2), but in his private notes 

and correspondence, boxes of which have been collected and preserved at his alma mater, 

the University of Pennsylvania.^ Many of his notes apply to particular novels he would go 

on to publish; these I will introduce in the chapters which follow. Other comments, 

written in reference to unpublished works or as part of his general research, provide 

enough background to establish Bird's political and philosophical leanings.^ 

Fortunately for scholars. Bird kept copious notes on his research and plans. 

Literally hundreds of lists remain in the Bird collection: lists of works he had written and 

plaimed to write, lists of books he had read and used as background for his own writing. 

Among these lists are numerous references to texts focused on or derived from the natural 

law tradition: William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765), 

Vattel's Law of Nations (1758), J. H. McCulloh's Researches. Philosophical and 

Antioxiarian. Concerning the Aboriginal History of America (1829), Pitkin's Civil and 

Political History to 1797 (1828). and others. Bird took careful notes on Jefferson's Notes 

on the State of Virginia. Hamilton's The Federalist, the Hartford Convention, and an 

unnamed text's discussion erf" the social compact as central to the Constitution. 

^Most of Bird's notes are undated and untitled, often aiqiearing on loose scraps of paper or written in the 
margina of literary drafts. I jHOvide as complete a documentation as possiUe in each case; where possible, 
letters, lengthy notes and manuscripts are included in my bibliography, while loose notes and lists are 
omitted there. All this material resides in the Robert M. Bird Collection in the Rare Book Room. 
Department of Special Collections, Van Pdt Library, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; this 
coOecdon has been invaluable in my research. 
'̂ While no records remain in the Bird Collection of his activities. Bird was a member of the Athenian 
Society in Philadelphia from at least 1838, and was dected to the American Philosophical Society in 1853. 
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Bird's political interests are evident in his less systematic notes as well. An entry in 

his travel journal dated April 20, IS33, includes notes on Georgia's laws concerning 

runaway slaves: The law of Ga (& perhaps other Slave States) allow a white m. to shoot 

a runaway who refuses to stand." His literary drafts are in several places accompanied by 

political queries, questions of legal procedure and Constitutional law to be answered 

through his reading and by his friends: "Lynch's Law—Find out the origin of it," "What 

was the form (temporary) of government in Pa. before its Constitution was ratified?" or 

"can a lawyer be called upcHi to serve on a jury?"^ 

Bird's notes and drafts for both fiction and nonflction works reveal a consistent 

interest in natural law and other politico-philosophical issues. One undated list simply 

entitled "Essays" encapsulates his interests: 

On—Liberty— 

Natural-

Conventional 

of Conscience 

Speech &C&C 

Independence 

Political 

Country 

Individuals 

^Binfs friends included judges and lawyers, but even his doctor and artist friends apparently shared his 
interest in political philosophy. Bird's friend from medical school. Or. Black, wrote Bird in 1834 of his 
philosoptucai endeav(»s in Lcndon: 

Place is always very much engaged, but he is out and out my friend. .. I showed him a 
sort of skeleton of my philosophy human society as I drew it up a long while since. 
He could hardly believe that unaided by books on politics and philosophy I could have 
done it . . . Then he got up on a chair in his library, pulled down upwards of thirty 
volumes, principally by Bentham, and said, liere Master, here is some fine company for 
you.' He sent them all home with me, and has since presented me with many others. 

Bird's lists of queries include Black as a source fm answers. 
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Patriotism— 

Partizanism— 

Laws— 

Naticxial 

Of the land 

Custom &c &c 

Constitutions 

The rest of the outline addresses related concerns: political duties, voting, political morals, 

glory and freedom (See Fig. 3.1). 

Bird's interest in forms of liberty and political forms was accompanied, as in the 

natural law tradition, by a preoccupation with civilization and its progress. In a page of 

notes for a work called "Three Pictures" Bird planned an essay called "A Peep at the 

Prairies," which he envisioned as "a sketch of human nature in its primitive stages—What is 

the true State & consitin. [sic] of a Savage. ... the virtues, & vices of barbarism—the 

crimes of savages &c. . . . (To be contrasted with those of civilized man)." In another, 

more detailed outline entitled "liuman Nature' (Namral History of Man)," Bird sketched 

five stages in the progress of civilization, what he called "Man in every stage of 

civilization": the "State of Nature (The Hunting Savage)" which was to include "The 

Savages of New Holland" and the West Indies, the Hottentot and "the American Indian"; 

the "Pastoral State" with reference to Rousseau and Gibbon; the agricultural state of 

ancient Rome; the Civilized state of Greece and Rome, Persia and China, and "The 

Religious, or Christian State. 

^This sketch is similar to John Millar's 1771 concepdon of society evoiving through "hunting, pastoral, 
agiicuitural. commeidai, and manufacturing" stages (Davis 435). 
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This interest in "primitive" civilizations, shared by so many in Bird's day, was at 

heart a study of modem humanity—a definition of the Self through the Other. An article 

included in the Bird Collection (perhaps written by Bird and certainly reflectmg his 

background and sentiments), "On the Character of the Delaware Indians" (1827), justifies 

the study of North American Indians as a study of modem humanity; 

The analysis of the human emotions is best performed among the simpler 

and unadulterated specimens of the species. Physicians tell us that one of 

the richest sources of physiological facts, consists in the study of those 

inferior animals which nature presents to our sight, in a progressive series; 

so, in a less involved state of civilization, we see man, as it were, 

unravelled. (67) 

Bird's many portrayals of supposedly "inferior" groups—Aztecs, North American Indians, 

and black American slaves—can be seen as fulfllling this project of self-examination, 

constmcting a national self-identity through contrast to those less "civilized." 

Like Hobbes and his own Whig colleagues. Bird believed that man was inherently 

cmel at each stage of development; he followed this outline by noting that "in all ages" the 

great passions were the love of "pleasure," "cruelty," "power," "fame," and "Money. 

which means the love of all the others." In "A Chapter of Preliminaries" to an unidentified 

piece. Bird's pessimistic view of human nature, and his awareness of the mixed blessings 

of civilization, are especially clean 

Human nature, as philosophers have long since determined, is a bundle of 

contradictions, as is plainly enough shown in its advancement from a 

savage to a civilized state; for this is but an advance from virtue to virtue, 

and from vice to vice. The end of civilization, (or rather the effect,) is to 

refine and debase,—to brighten the nobler, and darken the fouller 

characteristics of humanity; and it will perhaps be found, that in each and 



every grade of his progress, the virtues of man are equipoised by his vices, 

and his enjoyments by his miseries. (U Penn) 

Bird's notes and drafts for unfinished fictional pieces address the natural law 

tradition in even more detail—and often more directly—than his nonfiction reading, writing 

and plarming. Here it becomes even more apparent that he defmes natural rights in ver\ 

limited terms, and points a mocking finger at endless abuses of the rhetoric of freedom. 

His lists and notes for stories and novels, often including short summaries or "lessons," 

are particularly clear about such messages. His notes for "The Story of Leggar the Lx>afer; 

The Philosophy of Numbers" describe the point of the story as depicting natural liberty in 

mocking terms: "The loafmg spirit, an instinct of the natural liberty... to be a naked man, 

wander up & down at liberty" (U Penn). The beginning of an essay draft called "The 

Howling of Dogs" reads, 

'Liberty.' What is it? License? the freedom that beasts possess? the 

independence of savages, without any restraint save that of our own milk? 

Men use the word without attaching a meaning to it: it is a slogan~a catch

word,- a bodiless . . . phantom. Its only true meaning, and reality, is 

exoneration from tyranny.—from unjust interference,—oppression. (U 

Peim) 

His sketch of a stcxy to be called "The Sultan of Babylon" similarly satirizes the notion of 

natural freedom, causing the breakdown of a refined philosophical society—consciously 

reflecting the U. S.~when taken too seriously: 

Nebuchadne2:zar, the king—the age of super-refined, ultra, philosophy-

which has brought king and people to the belief (pure reason) that man is a 

mere perishable animal, like brutes; and therefore free, like other brutes, to 

enjoy life as well & sinfully as possible. . . . The king and people are 



suddenly deprived of all rational faculties, and become the brutes they 

fancied themselves.. 

Object illustr.: the unfittedness [?] of man the beast for the life and 

condition of man the intelligent being;... the moral--, man without reason-

-the demoralization of Amn. untrammelled—too free. ("Useful Works" 28-

29) 

Bird aimed similar criticisms at civil laws derived from the laws of nature; the mere 

existence of legal institutions was insufficient, in his eyes, to guarantee protection and 

order. His draft of an incomplete novel. The Sagamore, contains a list of sources in the 

margin, which includes Vattel and Blackstone; the first page criticizes the law of nations 

for its lack of higher authority in which "the parties [are made] the accusers & judgers of 

each others' conduct, without reference to the arbitration of a third person, whereby the 

trial commonly ends in blows" (U Penn). 

Bird's perspective on natural rights and related issues is nowhere addressed in such 

detail as his unfinished draft of an epistolary novel. The Letters and Memorials of the 

Celebrated Mrs. Munchovv: Illustrating the Progress of the New Philosophy. Bird 

introduces the title character as an idealistic but seriously wrong-headed female philosopher 

and philanthropst, a member of "the Young Sex." Other characters include the Savages, an 

eminently civilized family ironically named in this topsy-turvy worid. Mrs. Munchovy's 

pet project in the draft involves her caretaking of a young [nonwhite] boy called "Snub, the 

Wild Boy" who is "a fancy of Mrs. Munchovy's." Her designs on Snub are characterized 

as the natural law philosophy gone wrong: 

It has always been one of the opinions of that sublime woman, that man, in 

the state of nature, is in his natural and noblest state, from which civilization 

removes and degrades him into a condition the farthest removed from his 

proper sphere, or the sphere of his Perfectuality[?]. According to Mrs. 
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Munchovy, the natural state is the state of the Celestial Propinquity or 

Apocalyptic Naturality, in which the instinct of wisdom takes that place 

which is occupied, in the civilized state, by the chimeras of reason. ... A 

man, therefore, reared in the state of nature, free from every taint of 

civilization, would, in her view, form an Oracle of Nature, in whose 

instincts reasc» might read the revelations of wisdom. (U Penn) 

Bird is clearly poking fun at these musings, and at Rousseau's primitivism as well. Mrs. 

Munchovy's letter to Miss Angelina Savage reveals her philosophical passion (and her 

interests in universal suffrage) as a result of sheltered naivete, even stupidity; "I shall love 

philosophy above all things! .... I declare, I shall love philosophy—and philanthropy, 

too; because my aunt tells me that,~or philosophy, I do not know which,~will make 

women free; and I hate all slavery,--if it is like that we had at the boarding-school" (U 

Penn). 

Part of Mrs. Munchovy's "problem," for Bird, is her inversion of the social order, 

her mistaken sense of values and progress. This includes a backwards sense of racial 

progress and degeneration; Bird's ironic tone towards his heroine's ideas suggests that he 

accepted contemporary arguments about racial hierarchies based on color aad anatomy:^ 

Indeed, she was not at all satisfied that negroes were to be regarded as one 

of the degenerated races; but, on the contrary, as we had seen repeated 

instances, in our own country, of black men turning white, and not a single 

occurrence of a white man turning black, she was inclined to look upon the 

negro as the original stock of the human family, and the whites, reds. 

^Bird attended medical school, and later taught with. Dr. Samuel George Morton, whose renowned 
collectioa of mote than 1,000 skulls in the 18303, and whose monumental study Crania Americana (1839) 
were considered "proof" of white superiority and the inferiority of Indians and blacks. See Reginald 
Horsman's Race and Maniffi^ rvatiny fw mote oa Moftoo. 
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olives, and browns, as the degenerated races, transformed by disease. (U 

Perm) 

By the end of the draft, of course, Mrs. Munchovy has literally "seen the light" and is 

forced to admit that her New Philosophy is all wrong. 

A subplot of this novel which incorporates issues of gender and class involves the 

Smart sisters, Margaret and Pattie, two white servant girls. Pattie is apparently unhappy in 

her service to the Savage family, and Margaret's advice to her sister makes what Bird sees 

as a false claim to freedom and equality with "ladies"; 

Remember, although you are a bound-girl, that this is a land of freedom. 

and a land of equality, and that a girl who behaves herself is a lady, and as 

much a lady as any lady. Yes! and, if we had our rights, girls have as 

much rights to sit in the parlor, and eat dinner with the family...as the lady 

of the house that hires us! (U Penn) 

Margaret continues by admonishing her sister to "remember that you are a lady, although a 

poor bound-girl.—a lady, mind you, Pat, and not a servant . . . there are no servants in 

this free land, except the blackies—Remember that. Pat: the blackies is servants, and we 

girls is girls" (U Penn). She repeats that, as a white girl, Pattie has rights and can demand 

Justice if denied her rights to fair treatment, adequate clothing and food. But Margaret (and 

Bird) shies away from outright rebellion, instead counseling a respectful, orderly behavior 

while asking for better treatment: she cautions her sister "whatever you do, Pat, don't run 

away" and tells her to be a good giii, stay home, read the Bible, go to church." Even in this 

more sympathetic situation of white women asserting their rights. Bird is careful to counsel 

obedience. Too much freedom once again is equated with chaos. 

As seen in Mrs. Munchovy. Bird applied his thoughts on natural law to specific 

political circumstances. While here he used an exaggerated, satirical version of natural 

rights to belittle contemporary conflicts of race, class and gender, his condemnation of 
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universal rights is more serious elsewhere. He took voluminous notes on the forms and 

problems of government in the United States. In a notebook he called "Useful Works~if 

well prepared," Bird included notes for an unpublished essay entitled "The Seventy-Sixer." 

The essay was to provide "illustrations of the true nature and objects of our Constitutional 

compact—exposition of our true national interests, &c~and scrutiny into our practices, 

prospects, &c" ("Useful" 36). Another article, "The Necessity of Universal Education in 

the U. S.," sketched on a loose slip of paper, was to address weaknesses in both citizens 

and government: "the real ignorance of the people of their political interests—their 

government, their history, . . .—How easily imposed upon ... by Demagogues" (U 

Penn). 

Like most Whigs (and most Americans in his time). Bird was a firm believer in 

abstract political liberty, but he saved such liberty and political rights for educated white 

men, particularly those familiar with civic duties and institutions. At the end of his journal. 

Bird penciled notes with the faint heading "Disquisition" which began with an inquiry "Into 

the E)efects of the Am. Constitution—a. Universal suffrage-the only way to remedy this is 

to spread information-educatiCTi." His notes for an unpublished story entitled "Tony" 

remark that "No man should be allowed to vote, who has not gone thro' the schools A 

(readg., writing <& arithmetic) & B (Geog^^>hy, Granunar & the Civil & Pblitical History 

of Ama. With Constitutional Law.)." His draft of the same reiterates the notion that "The 

destinies of a great nation, the honour and virtue of a people, should be committed into the 

hands neither of the mob vulgar nor the mob of the drawing-room. 

^The connecdoa between rights and educadon (or intellectual capacity) was popular. John Jeffries made 
this explicit in 1869 in his Natural ffistorv of the Human Races: 

Nations and races are graded according to the degrees of intellectual endowments-the 
greater the development of mind, the more capable they are to enjoy political freedom. 
Though freedom is a natural ri^t, flowing to every individual, it requires intellect to 
enjoy it properly and consistent with the ri^ts of odiers. The greater the development of 
thou^t, the higlwr will man rise in the scale of being. (346-47) 

Later he reiterates: "All men have natural tights; but they can only expect to enjoy those rights in 
proportion to the degree of intelligence they possess" (359). 
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As for the black population. Bird favored slavery and was shocked at the liberal 

sentiments in Pennsylvania. In his self-titled "Secret Records" of 1831, Bird wrote of the 

recent Nat Turner rebellion that "there are 6 or 800 armed negroes marching through 

Southampton County, Virginia, murdering, ravishing, and burning those whom the Grace 

of God has made their owners—70 killed, principally women and children. ... I had 

sooner live among bedbugs than negroes" ("Secret" 3; see also Harris 17). Writing to 

John Groome in 1837 of his interest in moving to Maryland, Bird commented, "our 

blackguards... are actually debating the propriety of admitting the negroes to the right of 

suffrage, a measure that will drive me out of Pennsylvania, were the alternative the other 

side of the Rocky Mountains" (U Pfcnn). 

This strong pro-slavery stance later evolved into a more distanced political 

perspective when Bird saw that civil war was inmianent and slavery politically doomed. 

He wrote to John Clayton in July 1848 that 

I don't think any compromise will be accepted by the North. It is now the 

age of liberty,-of the very fanaticism of liberty; and Slavery will not be 

allowed to increase in the U. S. or elsewhere. ... I believe the South . . . 

has reached the end of her rope,-that her day is over. (U Penn) 

Notes for his "Disquisition," mentioned above, reflect his reluctant realization of slavery's 

demise; here he wrote "abolition certain-inevitaWe-though far off—the consequences... . 

miserable." On the back of an envelope addressed to his brother Henry, Bird sketched a 

plan for the cdonization of black slaves which paralleled the Indian removals: 

Slavery is the moral canc^ which is eating its way into the vitals of 

this otherwise healthful country; and, like the physical disease, will, if not 

in time, extirpated,. . . put a period, & a dreadful one, to its existence-

Slavery should not be merely abolished,—there should be no negroes in this 
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country. Few of their greatest friends would be willing to allow them aU the 

privileges of the white man: but in time they may demand them. 

Plan to get rid erf" our negro poplm: 

March them west of the Stoney Mountains and form a colony & nation at 

the mouth the Ccdumbia. Build them towns—furnish them with agricultl. 

implts. &c &c. Give them a white governor, to preside in a council of their 

own representatives—(Establish schools, &c.) And in a few generations 

when they will be able (as they soon will) to take care of themselves, 

recognize them as an independent nation, and ratify with them a treaty of 

eternal amity. They will make good friends-they are bad foes... 

The expense of this colony would be comparatively nothing; its 

difficulties few; its disadvantages incalculable... (U Penn; ellipses Bird's) 

At the bottom of the page Bird added a chilling comment which confirms that his changing 

position was due to perceived necessity and not a change of heart, and echoes the option of 

annihilation seen in Indian policy: 'This plan is good-^There is only one that would be 

easier or more effectual and that is to murder 'em all." 

Bird's views on American Indians were not so different from those on slaves; in 

his eyes they were members of inferior races and societies. Many of his notes on Indians 

are relatively noncommittal, consisting of chronologies and general plans to write essays 

called The Indian in Philadelphia" or "Character & Destiny of the Amn. Indians." But his 

anti-Indian sentiments (quite apparent in his novels) do come across. In notes for "A 

History of the United States of America," Bird drafted his ideas on past occupants of North 

America, claiming Europeans to be the first civilized inhabitants: 
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Every thing in America is indigenous,~its animals and plants as well as 

languages. And this is prcx)f positive that it could not have been colonized 

by any civlzd. or semi-civilized (maritime) people-Northmen, Welshmen, 

Carthaginians, Chinen[sic] Mongols, or Malays. (U Penn) 

On the back of these notes he added, "There is nothing in N. Am. proper to indicate the 

existence at any previous time of a civilized race." His first chapter of this planned history 

was to cover the country's "adaptation to a vast population—yet. . . 6000 years in the 

possession of a few barbarians"—a clear justification, given the Lockean emphasis on 

progress and land cultivation, for rejecting Native American claims to property rights. 

Two things are clear from Bird's private correspondence and unpublished 

manuscripts: first, as his son confirmed. Bird was nothing if not patriotic, forever 

concerned with the fate and well-being his country and its citizens. He believed strongly 

in Lockean notions of freedom from a variety of forms of tyranny, and in the value of 

civilization and continual progress. Second, he was nothing if not conservative. While he 

embraced abstract terms of freedom and rights, he also valued order and the status quo, and 

joined in the long tradition, very much alive in his day, of defining terms derived from 

natural law in such a way as to defend hierarchy and deny universal rights. In the next 

section I will review the development of natural law in England and the United States, 

exploring the rhetorical manipulations inherent to that tradition and aligning Bird's own 

affinity for natural subjection with the ideology of other conserA'atives such as Rimer and 

Burke. 

Locke and the Natural Law Tradition 

Bird doubtless derived his philosophical and political ideas from a variety of 

sources, absorbing it both consciously and subconsciously through his upbringing, 

education and inmiersion in his culture; his views were certainly not unique in his time. 
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The ideologies he encountered in reading and popular sentiment alike were themselves 

steeped in a long-standing and far-reaching tradition of natural law which an 1830 article in 

the North American Review argued was "itself the fountain and standard of all other law" 

(Cruise 136). Works such as Jay Fliegelmeui's Prodigals and Pilgrims. Carol Kay's 

Political Constructions, and Frederick Keener's The Chain of Becoming have demonstrated 

the influence of Locke, Hume, Hobbes, Burke and Montesquieu on writers Bird read, 

including Defoe, Swift, Richardson and Sterne. 

While I will focus on Locke's The Second Treatise of Government because of its 

extensive influence on American ideology, Locke (1632-1704) is himself a part of a long 

tradition of natural law theory.^ His work draws on philosophers as far back as Aristotle 

and Cicero, and including Thomas Aquinas (1225-74), Dominican priest Francisco de 

Vitoria, Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), John Selden (1584-

1654), Samuel Pufendorf (1632-94), and Sir Robert Filmer (1588-I6S).10 While the 

historical and political contexts, aims and effects of these theorists' works vary, their 

^Vaiious scholars dispute or qualify Locke's influence on American philosophy. See, fen- example, Frank 
Coleman's assertion in Hobbes ap<< Ammrj- Exploring the Constitutional Foundations that Hobbes is the 
essential shaper of American ideology and that "Locke does not belong in the nattual law tradition" 
(Coleman 3 and 107); and John Ph^p Reid's argimient in The Concept of Liberty in the Age of the 
American Revolutioa rtmf ngynliirimtary prinHpIt^ "would mote accurately be described as Cokean" (10). 

Since I refer repeatedly to the terms "natural rights," "natural law" and "natural law theory." a brief 
clariiication a( the difference may be useful. Locke defines natural law in terms of God's mor^ dictum, 
"the decree of the divine will discemable by the light of nature" (qtd. in Simmons 16); natural rights are 
intrinsic, prepolitical and usually individual rights which grow out natural law and exist in the state of 
nature; natural law theory (what I also refer to as the natural law traditioa or natural law philosophy) is the 
definition and systematizatioa of natural law. Different philosophers and critics have defined the terms and 
their rdationship variously and often interchangeably; where the distinction is unimportant it is likely that 
1 have treated these as synonyms. For mcxe on the definitions of natural rights and natural law. see 
Hobbes' LeviaAm Chapter 14 (189); Simmons 89-91 and lOS. 
^ ®See Yves Simon, The Tradition of Natural Law: A Philosopher's Reflections and espedally Richard 
Tuck, Naniial Rights Theories: The<f Oriyin and Development for overviews of the natural law tradition. 
See also James TuUy, chapter 1 at An Approach to Political Philosoohv: Locke in Contexts for a brief 
survey of natural law theory as it established Locke's context George H. Sabine's A Historv of Political 
Theory (1937. reprinted 1%1) (^ers an early but valuable analysis of the natural law tradition beginning 
with Greece and Rome, as well as its relation to other political traditiaas. 
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writings do address certain issues in common: the power of the state and the individual, 

the balance between rights and obligations, and the importance of preserving those rights. 

Within the complicated tradition of natural law which the United States and Bird 

inherited, one can tease out two basic opposing positions, which James Tully calls "natural 

subjection" and "natural freedom" (16-17). Tully defmes "natural subjection" as locating 

unlimited, "natural" and hence legitimate political power in the monarch; hence no form of 

rebellion is justified. This theory, embraced by the English Tories before the Whigs' 

Glorious Revolution of 1688 and seen in Filmer's P&triarcha (written between 1588 and 

1653 and republished posthumously in 1680), relied on arguments of de facto and/or 

divine right H. T. Dickinson calls this position the "theory of order" and lists as its tenets 

a defense of "absolute monarchy, divine ordination, indefeasible hereditary succession, 

nonresistance and passive obedience" (15). Dicidnson stresses this theory's opposition to 

what Tully calls "natural freedom," as it "explicitly rejected the notion that subjects 

possessed certain inalienable rights which they could defend against an arbitrary tyrant" 

(15-16). Filmer insisted that all royal actions were lawful, and that a king "could never be 

punished by his subjects even if he broke the law of God" (14). The doctrines of non-

resistance and passive obedience prohibited subjects from actively resisting royal 

commands "even to protect their lives, liberties and properties"; the most one could do was 

"refuse to act" and "submit passively to . . . punishment" (15). In clear opposition to the 

natural freedom tradition, Filmer argued that "no theory of natural liberty and consent can 

support a stable regime; only natural subjecticm can guarantee order" (Tully 289). 11 

Rejecting the conservative holdings of their natural subjection opponents, the 

natural freedom theorists maintained two basic principles: that "people are naturally free" 

and that "political subjectic«i must be based on scxne kind of convention: consent, contract. 

^ ^See Jerome Huyler's Locke in America- The Moral Philosophv of the Founding Era, chapter 3, for more 
on Hlmer and Locke's [^csopfaical context 
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trust, or agreement" (Tully 17). Within this tradition, Tully identifies two different 

tendencies, onq (seen in Grotius, Hobbes, Pufendorf and Locke's early Two Tracts) more 

conservative and "absolutist" which moved from a state of freedom into a state of 

subjection not too different from the above position. This subtradition held that the people 

"consent to alienate completely political power to the monarch and to renounce the right of 

self-defence. The monarch is sovereign, above the law and therefore absolute" (29). The 

people are expected to rely on God to punish the ruler's transgressions and can only resist 

in extreme circumstances, such as in the case of a "murderous tyrant" (18). The second 

natural freedom subtradition, seen in Locke's more influential Two Treatises of 

Government and upheld by radical English Whigs in the Glorious Revolution and by later 

American Whigs in the American Revolution, held that the people "consent or contract to 

conditionally entrust political power to the monarch When the ruler abuses the trust it 

is broken and power devolves back to the people" (30). 

At this point a more detailed discussion of Locke, as perhaps the most influential 

proponent of Tully's tradition of namral freedom, is in order. Locke wrote his Two 

Treatises (published in 1690, two years after the Revolution but mostly written before that 

event), as a direct attack on natural subjection philosophy and especially on Filmer's 

popular Patriareha (Tully 16). The Tories, bolstered by resurrecting Filmer's arguments, 

were defending the imminent succession of James II, a Catholic, to the British throne. The 

Whigs, with Locke as their radical mouthpiece, opposed the idea of a Catholic monarch and 

agitated for reform and rebellion. As Tully explains, Locke's Two Treatises are an attempt 

"to delegitimate James' ascension by undermining its Fnlmerian justification, to justify the 

Whigs' political aims by advancing his theory of liberty and popular sovereignty, and to 

justify the Whigs' political activity by writing his theory of revolution" (290; see also 

Laslett 89). 
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How did Locke achieve these goals in the Two Treatises? Unlike Filmer, who 

claimed that "no Man is Bom free" (Locke 177), Locke argued that men are originally bom 

into a state of nature characterized by "perfect Freedom" and equality; all are "equal one 

amongst another without Subordination or Subjection," with the obligation under the law 

of nature to preserve their God-given natural rights—"Life, Health, Liberty, or 

Possessions"—as well as the natural rights of others (309, 311). In the state of nature, no 

one may assert power over another, and "Men are not bound to submit to the unjust will of 

another" (317). 12 a. John Simmons notes that even in the state of nature, Lockean rights 

and duties are "roughly coextensive" (69). 

But the state of nature has certain limitations, namely the lack of higher authority to 

appeal to in case of conflict or infringement on one's natural rights. Locke theorizes that 

men thus leave the state of nature and enter into political or civil society. Here individuals 

create a compact and voluntarily give up their "Equality, Liberty, and . . . Executive 

Power" (398) in exchange for peace and security; the move to a political society creates an 

authority to mediate conflict, preserve property and punish offenders for "the publick 

good" (369). Once a political society is established, and as long as the majority of its 

members still consent to its existence, everyone must obey the laws so created; as Locke 

stresses, "No man in Civil Society can be exempted from the Laws of it" (373-74). 

Locke devotes much of his argument in The Second Treatise to the issue of 

property: its defmition, justification and significance to men both in the state of nature and 

a political society. Even in the state of nature, man comes to own property in himself 

and in the fruits of his labor, such as fruit he picks and animals he hunts. What Locke 

foUow Locke's use of "men" here, since the discussion of tights at that time was not conceived to 
include women. 
^^Discussing Locke's views of property, Robin Blackburn ommencs in The Making of New World 
Slavery that "Locke regarded the defence of colonial property against arbitrary encioadmient as no less 
worthy a cause than the vindication metropolitan liberties" (265; see 263-7). 



terms "this original Law of Nature for the beginning of property" thus consists of 

"Whatsoever then he removes out of the State that Nature hath provided, and left it in, he 

hath mixed his Labour with, and joyned to it something that is his own, and thereby makes 

it his Property" (Locke 331,328-9). Property rights in the state of nature also share with 

property in political society the stipulation that one can only appropriate as much as one can 

make use of; as much as one can cultivate, consume, improve without waste in execution 

of God's plan (332). As Locke reminds his readers, God gave the earth "to the use of the 

Industrious and Rational, (and Labour was to be his Title to it;) not to the Fancy or 

Covetousness of the Quarrelsom [sic] and Contentious" (333). Industry and labor thus 

create property rights, which allows Locke to link "subduing and cultivating the earth" with 

private property; "The one gave Title to the other. So that God, by commanding to 

subdue, gave Authority so far to appropriate" (334). 

The political compact, rather than superseding individual property rights, actually 

functions to protect and expand private property. In the state of nature, a man could 

rightfully claim only the small amount of food he could consume and the land he could 

cultivate without waste (see 338 and 341 where he applies this to Indians and waste), but a 

"more advanced" political society which has introduced money (and other nonperishable 

accouterments of civilization) as part of its social contract increases its right to property~ 

money, after all, does not rot The excess and infringement on others' rights, under 

Locke's definition, lies not in the accumulation of property but in the perishing of goods, 

"the exceeding of the bounds of his just Property not lying in the largeness of his 

Possession, but the perishing of any thing uselesly [sic] in it" (342). The accumulation of 

private property and the unequal distribution of wealth in political societies is justified, 

according to this view, as being the result of the social contract made "by a tacit and 

voluntary consent" to use money "which may be hoarded up without injury to any one, 

these mettalls not spoileing [sic] or decaying in the hands of the possessor" (344). Locke's 
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definition of property rights thus allows him to move from the universal equality he 

preached in the state of nature section to a state of agreed-upon inequality through a social 

contract which allows the accumulation of property. As Dickinson observes, "The 

preservation of liberty and the protection of property were ideals which co-existed in a 

fruitful and surprisingly stable relationship" which was unquestioned even by radicals 

(318). 

Locke builds his chapter "On Tyranny" on property rights as well, noting that a 

tyrant's actions "are not directed to the preservation of the Properties of his People" but 

instead to personal or "irregular Passion" (446). Locke sees a tyrant as one who exerts 

power beyond his rights, asserting that "Where-ever Law ends Tyranny begins" (448). 

But he is careful here to restrict the citizens' right to rebellion as well, allowing the 

preceding quote to also imply that the people should not disobey the law in resisting a 

tyrant Resistance to every perceived insult must be avoided, as it "will unhinge and 

overturn all Polities, and instead of Govenunent and Order leave nothing but Anarchy and 

Confusion" (449). Instead, force is to be used only as a defensive measure against a 

tyrant's unjust force, which creates a state of war and alone justifies rebellion (449-51). 

Similarly, in his chapter on the dissolution of government, Locke argues that rebellion 

against a govermnent is justifiaUe, but only in extreme circumstances, after "a long train of 

Abuses, Prevarications, and Artifices" is endured (463). 

Even at this point the notion of Locke as the great defender of human rights begins 

to appear incomplete. In other texts Locke stresses not so much rights but, like his 

opponents, obligations. Jerome Huyler, in Locke in America: The Moral Philosophy of 

the Founding Era, outlines the duties and obligations found in different Lockean texts. 

Citing Essays on the Law of Nature. Two Treatises. Some Thoughts Concerning 

EdMcation. and The Reasonableness of Christianity. Huyler includes in Locke's 

"'foundations of the moral virtues'" concepts such as "'sentiments of respect and love for 



the deity, obedience to superiors, fidelity in keeping promises and telling the truth,'" 

reciprocal duties between parents and children, and obligations to the poor (93). In Essavs 

on the Law of Nature. Locke argues that "Since man has been made such as he is, 

equipped with reason and his other faculties,. . . there necessarily result from his inborn 

constitution some definite duties for him.... if he is a man, he is bound ... to fulfill [the 

duties] appropriate" to his nature (qtd. in Huyler 92). While Locke does make some radical 

statements (given his time) about human rights and the right to rebellion, he himself limits 

and qualifies these rights, at times approaching Tory philosophy and the traditional 

doctrines of non-resistance and passive obedience. As Dickinson observes, in eighteenth-

century England, "Whigs shared many of the prejudices, assumptions, and . . . objectives 

of their Tory opponents" (57). 

A lengthy exploration of Locke's authorial intent in his Two Treatises is less useful 

than sketching the evolution of political appeals to Locke and natural rights in England and 

America until Bird's time. Like any influential text, his statements were frequently used-in 

England and the American colonies, and later in the United States—to justify either radical 

or conservative agendas, to bolster rebellion or the status quo. This mixture of radical and 

conservative ideas has led to various scholarly perspectives on Locke, including Frank 

Coleman's characterization of the philosopher as a manipulator of natural law rhetoric in 

order to protect the "propertied elite" and "purchase political quiescence" by the "not-so-

well-off within society" (101, 150). In the next sections I will first outline interpretations 

of Locke in England during and after the Glorious Revolution, then colonial American 

appeals to Locke and natural law theory, and finally post-Revolutionary adaptations of 

Locke, including their manifestation in American Whig, expansionist and proslavery 

ideologies during Bird's time. 

t James TuUy for a similar intetpretadoa of Locke. Jerome Huyler offers an overview of major trends 
in schoiariy interpretadoos of Locke. 
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Biidsh Natural Law after Locke 

While Locke was certainly a central figure in the Glorious Revolution and its 

aftermath, the question of his influence on the ideology of the Whig party specifically or 

British politics generally is harder to answer. British Whigs certainly supported and 

exploited Locke's principles of the social contract, popular sovereignty and natural rights, 

but most mainstream Whigs tended "to reject the radical implications of Locke's political 

theory while accepting [its] most conservative features" (Dickinson 71). Definitions of 

liberty and property, following Locke, were limited to 'men of substance"; John Toland 

noted in 1698 that "By Freemen I understand men of property, or persons that are able to 

live of themselves" (qtd- in Dickinson 88-9), and Henry Fox later cautioned of the right to 

vote that "when we talk of people with regard to elections, we ought to think only of those 

of the better sort, without comprehending the mob or mere dregs of the people" (qtd. in 

Dickinson 128). Radical Whig ideology was moderated to the point of abandonment after 

the Glorious Revolution, replaced by "as much or even more emphasis on authority and 

obedience as it did on liberty and the rights of subjects" (58-9,126). Locke, even with all 

his qualifications, had been useful to justify rebellion against authority, but the 

establishment Whigs of the mid-1700s needed to justify themselves as members of that 

authority. While they retained their emphasis on the protection of private property (with its 

many qualifications as seen above), mainstream Whigs reverted to oddly Hlmerian notions 

of natural subjection, arguing that while an ancient social contract may have been agreed to, 

"all men now alive had been bom in a state of subjection and were obliged to submit to the 

established and duly constituted government" (130). They insisted that rebellion would 

dissolve society and destroy the ""benefits and blessings'" of government, that the "excess 

of liberty was the bane of civilized society" (131, 136). 
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In the latter half of the 1700s, the Whigs became increasingly factionalized, splitting 

into the radical Country Whigs and the more conservative Court Whigs. Fearing the 

corruption of their conservative counterparts, the Country Whigs resurrected Locke's more 

radical notions (sometimes in more radical form than Locke) of equal creation, natural 

equality, and the right to resist and rebel against authority, and they argued for a variety of 

political reforms (Dickinson 198; see also 228). This version of Locke was more 

obviously influential on the American colonies, as it extended the notion of property rights 

to taxation, and held that taxation without representation was a form of robbery and even 

slavery (215-16). Thomas Paine's extension of Locke. Rights of Man, was "the most 

popular work" among radicals of the 1790s (260). Yet, Dickinson notes, even radicals like 

Paine didn't suggest the redistribution of property; the equality they had in mind was 

political rather than economic in nature (255). 

While the Country Whigs' revival and radicalization of Locke was influential on the 

rhetoric of the American Revolution, it had little effect on politics in England, where the 

Court Whigs maintained their influence and their conservative rhetoric. After seeing the 

results of the French Revolution, the conservatives saw even more reason to reject notions 

of "natural equality," instead viewing man from Hobbes' perspective, as inherently sinful 

and selfish, tending toward violence and anarchy (292-3), Edmund Burke's version of 

natural law predominated, according to which freedom was "'not solitary, unconnected, 

individual, selfish liberQr, as if every man was to regulate the whole of his conduct by his 

own will'" but rather "'social freedom. It is that state of things in which liberty is secured 

by the equality of restraint This kind of liberty is indeed but another name for justice, 

ascertained by wise laws, and secured by well-constructed institutions'" (qtd. in Dickinson 

286). 15 Still calling themselves Whigs, conservatives including Burke returned to what 

I ^See especially Burke's "A Vindication of Natural Society" (1756) and "Appeal frran the New to the Old 
Whigs" (1791). 



sounded much like divine right rhetoric, claiming that "the right to govern and the duty to 

obey derived from the will of God" and that the "submission of the individual was a 

religious duty which every man owes to God" (296). Like Filmer, Burke argued for 

natural subjection, maintaining that "'We are all bom in subjection, all bom equally, high 

as well as low, govemors and govemed, in subjection to one great, immutable, pre-existent 

law ... by which we are knit and connected in the eternal frame of the universe, out of 

which we cannot stir*" (314). 

Locke's ideas are themselves fraught with what seem to be contradictions, 

combinations of radical and conservative ideas. I have shown, briefly, how his ideas fared 

in the ongoing debate in England about natural law, rights and obligations, liberty and 

property—influential during the Glorious Revolution, watered down and dismissed by 

conservative Whigs, resurrected by radicals, shaped and reshaped until they resembled 

nothing more than his original opponent, the patriarchal Hlmer. While his ideas gave way 

in England in the eighteenth century to Burke's recycled theories of natural subjection, they 

were resurrected in a more radical form in the American colonies to justify a new 

revolution. 

Natural Law in the Colonies 

The nature of Locke's influence in America can be looked at in several ways. First, 

Locke was knowledgeable about colonial affairs and influential in shaping British colonial 

policy. Tully reports that Locke's library contained many books on European exploration, 

colonization, and American Indians (l'^)- In the 1670s Locke served as secretary to Lord 

Shaftesbury, secretary of the Lord Proprietors of Carolina and secretary to the Coimcil of 

Trade and Plantations, and invested in the slave-trading Royal Africa Company; in the 

1690s he became a member of the Board of Trade; and he wrote laws and constitutions for 

Carolina, reform proposals for Virginia, various colonial policy recommendations for the 
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boards of trade and manuscripts on a range of topics related to government and property in 

America (Tully 140-41). 

For my purposes, more important than Locke's biography and writings on the 

colonies is the popular use and interpretation of his ideas—and of natural law in general—in 

America, from pre-Revolutionary radicalism to the increasing conservatism in the first half 

of the nineteenth century. Most scholars who write about Locke in America balance a claim 

for his widespread influence with the disclaimer that most Americans, whether pre-or post-

Revolution, hadn't actually read Locke and often didn't understand his ideas, but instead 

derived their version of "Lockean" natural law from political rhetoric contained in 

Revolutionary pamphlets, in governmental documents such as the Declaration of 

Independence, and from its adaptation in popular culture in plays and novels. I will 

focus first on what appear to be explicit, informed references to Locke based on a 

familiarity with his texts, especially the Second Treatise. I will then examine the looser 

versions of Locke and natural law theory (which seemed to occur with increasing 

frequency as time wore on) as they evolved until Bird's time. What I hope will become 

evident is that, in America as in England, Locke's ideas assumed a life of their own, being 

adapted and applied in a variety of circumstances for a variety of purposes, until they were 

all but uiu'ecognizable, having been turned into a mish-mash of stock phrases concerning 

rights, liberty and property, and then applied opportunistically to the political conflicts in 

Bird's time. 

^^ully notes 'hat Caroliiia had the largest slave trade of the English colonies, and that Locke and 
Shaftesbury "assumed leadership" of the proprietors Carolina in 1699 (143). See Wayne Glausser. 
Three Approaches to Locke and the Slave Tr^." for a moie in-depth look at Locke's invdvement v^ith 
slavery, and a review of scholariy perspectives on the relation between this involvement and his political 
philosophy. 
1 ̂ On the popular American versions and perversions, uses and misuses of Locke, see the influential Bemanl 
Bailyn. The Ideological Orioin-s of the American Revolution, also Forrest McDonald. Novus Ordo 
Seplnnnn- The Inteli«^ '̂a» Origiiia of the Constitution. John Phillip Reid, The Concept of Liberty in the 
Age of the American Revolutioa. Albert Weinberg, Manifest Destiny: A Study of Nationalist 
Fxpansinnism in American History, along with Tully and Hujier. 
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Locke's concepts of liberty, natural rights, and property, as outlined earlier, were 

of course central to American adaptations of natural law theory. While these concepts are 

largely developed in the abstract, referring to events in England or America only as 

illustration, Locke did allude to America with some frequency in his influential Second 

Treatise. Locke repeatedly uses America as an example of the state of nature (or at most a 

less civilized society), noting in his chapter "On Property" that "in the beginning all the 

World was America" (343). He also portrays America as a land of vacant spaces, 

essentially unpeopled, certainly uncultivated, and ripe for appropriation. 18 Tully, in a 

chapter devoted to Locke and "Amerindians," suggests that Locke describes "the system of 

modem states and commercial property... in explicit contrast to American Indians" (164). 

In other words, Locke defines America as a state of nature in order to justify appropriation 

of its land and conquest erf" its native inhabitants (320). 19 

By including America as an image of the state of nature, Locke manages to 

transform the notions of original equality and natural rights into their opposite, a 

18See Locke 318.335^. 343,371.379. 381-83. 
I ^uily details the method of placing Ameiican in state of nature in Locke's chapter on property; 

Hrst, Amerindian political organization is disregarded and replaced by a so-called natural 
system of individual self-government, thereby dispossessing Amerindifin governments of 
their authority and nationhood and permitting Europeans to deal with them and punish 
them on an individual basis. Second, the Amerindian system of property over their 
traditional territory is denied and it is replaced by a so-called natural system of individual, 
labour-based property, thereby dispossessing Amerindians of their traditional lands and 
positing a vacancy which Europeans could and should use without the consent of the first 
nati<MU. . . . this 'agricultural' dispossession argument was usually advanced with the 
qualification that... at the time of first European appropriation there was enough and as 
good land left fw the aboriginal peoples. (151) 

He connnents about other sections in Locke that: 
It seems clear... that the central sections (Hi labour, value, and commodities are designed 
to legitimate and to celebrate the superiority of English colonial market agriculture over 
the Amerindian hunting, gathering, and replacement agriculture that it forcibly displaced. 
The destruction of centuries-old native American socio-econcHnic organizations and the 
imperial impositi<m of commercial agriculture is made to ^>pear as an inevitable and 
justifiable Ustotical development It is justified, according to Locke, because native 
Americans had no rights in the Itmd, consented to the market system in agreeing to the 
use of mooey. and desired the change because the use of money changed their motivation. 
(162) 
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justification of colonization. Although less overtly connected with America, two other 

issues in Locke need to be addressed in which Locke similarly moves from liberty to 

justified subjection: the states of war and slavery.^O These issues had an understood 

connection to the colonies; more importantly, Americans relied on Lockean principles of 

war and slavery as they formed and carried out their policies regarding American Indians 

and African slaves. 

The states of war and slavery constitute two ways in which natural rights can be 

taken away in the state of nature, allowing Locke to qualify his notion of universal equality. 

The state of nature is transformed into a state of war through aggression, with one man 

trying to take away the freedom of another, imposing "Force without Right, upon a Man's 

Person" (Locke 321). In the state of war one may rightfully kill the aggressor, who has 

forfeited his own rights through his own acts of violence (320). Locke leads from the state 

of war directly into a brief chapter on slavery which further limits natural rights. Repeating 

that a man cannot voluntarily revoke his rights and enslave himself (325), he justifies 

slavery by referring back to his state-of-war reasoning. He argues that a slave is presumed 

to have conmiitted "some Act that deserves Death," perhaps an act of violent resistance in a 

war (325). The victor has the right to either kill the slave outright or "delay to take it [his 

life], and make use of him to his own Service, and he does him no injury by it" (325). 

And, while no one has the right to take his own life, an unhappy slave does have a way 

out: "whenever he finds the hardship of his Slavery out-weigh the value of his Life, 'tis in 

his Power, by resisting the Will of his Master, to draw on himself the Death he desires" 

20Locke's chapter entitled "CDa Conquest" is more problematic, since it is critical conquest, denying the 
conqueror any right over the inheritance and childrra of the conquered. Laslett notes that this chapter was 
written separately, as much as ei^t years before the rest of the Two Treatises, and was addressed to debate 
at that time over the Norman Conquest If this is so. the defense of conquered people's rights in "On 
Conquest" is to defend the rights of British citizens, rather than American hidians or the inhabitants 
of other "uncivilized" countries. (See Laslett 431-2) 
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(325). In this view, the slave deserves death from the outset; the master is lement to 

"merely" enslave him rather than kill him outright21 

Locke was certjiinly not the first natural law theorist to attribute colonization and 

slavery to the violence and "uncivilized" behaviors of other nations; Tully includes 

Francisco de Vitoria, Francisco Suarez. Hugo Grotius, and Samuel Pufendorf in this 

tradition as well (143-4). Nor was he the last Similar reasoning was used by Emeric de 

Vattel in his classic The law of nations or the principles of natural law (1758), which did 

much to shape modem international law. Locke and Vattel were regularly cited in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries "to legitimate settlement without consent, the removal of 

... aboriginal nations, and war if the native peoples defended their property" (Tully 169). 

Natural Law in the Revolution and Early America 

Here I will turn to American political and popular uses of Locke and Lockean 

ideology, examining how concepts of liberty, property, slavery and the state of nature/war 

were employed to support political agendas from Revolution to slavery. The point which 

should become apparent is that what appear as contradictions in Locke, and later 

misinterpretations of his philosophy (touting universal rights and denying them at the same 

time) were really all a part of the same system.^' Liberty and subjection depended on each 

other; expansion and freedom for a chosen race "destined" to carry out God's commands 

depended on the removal and slavery of other races. Ideologies which now appear 

contradictcMy and hypocritic<d (and probably were felt, on some level, to be so at the time), 

were at least attempted to be made coexistent and complementary in natural law, from 

^ ^See Oriando Patterscm, Slavery and Social E)eath 106-15 for a historical, cross-cultural view of slavery as 
a result of warfare. 
^^Here I join David Brion Davis in taking what Glausser calls the "Integral" approach to Locke, seeing not 
contradiction but interdependence between his views on slavery and natural liberty. See Glausser 210. 
Davis 119-20. 
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Lx)cke and his predecessors to his American successors. As George McDuffie boasted to 

the South Carolina legislature in 1835, "E)omestic slavery ... is the cornerstone of our 

republican edifice" (195). 

Of the various circumstances in which American colonists applied Lxcke's rhetoric, 

the two most significant for my purposes are the support of the Revolution—the affirmation 

of natural rights for some—and the justification of the treatment of Indians and African 

slaves—the denial of natural rights for the "others." While the exhortations of liberty may 

seem to contradict the use of the same rhetoric to Justify the denial of that liberty for others, 

the "radical" nature of the Revolution has itself been questioned fcx* some time. It may have 

employed the rhetoric of freedom and revolution, but scholars such as Frank Coleman 

contend that the Revolution was a "conservative colonial rebellion" in which colonists 

"were merely attempting to restore the status QUO ante" (26, also 119). For Coleman, the 

Declaration of Independence "does not set forward novel rights or principles of 

government;" instead, it merely "seeks to preserve existing rights against an unpopular 

monarch" (73). Whether used to support or to deny liberty, from this perspective, the 

ideology of natural rights was used to support the rights of only a select group of people. 

Denying the rights of some secured the rights of that select group; as historian Edmund 

Morgan put it, "the rights of Englishmen [were] supported on the wrongs of Africans" 

(29). 

One qualification I should repeat here is that Locke was not the origin of natural law 

theory, in America any more than he was in England. Colonial writings in the 1630s and 

1640s reflect an awareness of the natural law tradition well before Locke, often echoing 

Hobbes and Filmer in their advocacy of natural subjection.23 The reliance on natural law 

to defend Indian policy precedes Locke as well, going back to the 1630s in property 

^^See, for example, John Wintfarop's "Little Speech on Liberty" (1645), in which man's propensity for evil 
can be controlled only through regiilation and restraint, and libeity consists only in submission. 
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disputes between John Winthrop and Roger Williams, and to wars against the Mohegans 

(1670s), Pequots (1636-37), Narragansetts (1674-75), in which "arguments and the very 

terms used" to justify land appropriation are "strikingly similar" to Locke (Tully 149). As 

John Cotton put it, "'he that taketh possession of [the land], and bestoweth culture and 

husbandry upon it, his right it is'" (qtd. in Tully 151). In addition, as I've said before, 

Locke was not always a primary source, but was alluded to, absorbed through yet other 

sources and allusions. Bernard Bailyn has observed that Locke was sometimes cited 

precisely in Revolutionary pamphlets, but just as often "referred to in the most offhand 

way, as if he could be relied on to support anything the writers happened to be 

arguing'"(28).24 

But Locke's work itself was indisputably formative. Qergyman Samuel Johnson, a 

follower of Locke's philosophy and pedagogy, introduced the philosopher to the Yale 

curriculum in the 1710s and wrote Elementa Philosophica (1752) which was "Lockean in 

substance and style" (Huyler 199-200). In 1725, the Reverend John Bulkley of 

Connecticut wrote "An inquiry into the right of the aboriginal natives to the land in 

America," a denial of Mohegan property rights which Tully describes as "based in its 

entirety on Locke's Two Treatises. . . . illustrating each step in the argimient with a 

quotation from Locke" (166). Like Locke, Bulkley equates industry with right, asserting 

that England has an "'imdoubted right to enter upon and impropriate all such parts as lay 

waste or unimproved'" (167). Locke's work, especially on education, became more 

influential throughout the eighteenth century; his Thoughts concerning Education saw 

^Likewise, John Dunn's aiticie The Politics of Locke in England and America in the Eighteenth 
Century" concedes the influence cf Locke but qualifies the nature of this influence: "The use of his name 
was more a feature of . . . aHiective life than a guarantee of any energetic conceptual exploration. It 
belonged to the rhetoric not to the analysis of politics For the most part Americans found no need. . . 
to ascend to a level more theoretical thm that o( the Federalist*" (qtd. in Huyler 176). Huyler attributes this 
to the fact that "by 1787 there was near total consensus r.f>nr.^ing the authority of Lxxke's moral and 
political teaching" (251). 
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twenty or more reprints by 1761 and "formed the principal influence on a legion of literary 

transmitters" (Huyler 201).^ Trenchard and Gordon's Lockean-influenced blockbuster 

Cato's Letters, which appeared in England in 1720 and was republished and recycled in the 

colonies, came to rank "with the treatises of Lx>cke as the most authoritative statement of the 

nature of political liberty" (Bailyn 36). 

The ideology of natural rights in philosophical and popular form took on increasing 

relevance in the colonies as Revolutionary impulses developed. British actions such as the 

Stamp Act were perceived as infringements upon colonial liberties—in Jefferson's words, 

"a deliberate and systematical plan of reducing us to slavery" (qtd. in Bailyn 120). 

Jefferson was not alone in equating an injury to liberty with slavery. Bernard Bailyn's The 

Ideological Origins of the American Revolution and John Phillip Reid's The Concept of 

Liberty in the Age of the American Revolution both reveal the extent to which 

Revolutionary thought revolved around the rhetoric of liberty and slavery. Bailyn includes 

example after example from Revolutionary pamphlets which use this rhetoric. John 

Dickinson, with many others, called taxation without consent "slavery" and concluded that 

"We are therefore—SLAVES"; John Adams called colonists "the most abject sort of 

slaves"; Josiah Quincy proclaimed that "Britons are our oppressors: . . . we are slaves" 

(Bailyn 232-3). Reid, citing similar material, notes that the terms "liberty," "arbitrary 

power" and "slavery" are the words "most appealed to in eighteenth-century legal and 

political literature" (38; see also 92). He observes that American Whigs (like their English 

Whig predecessors, the party behind the revolution) were not doing anything new in 

describing their situation in terms of slavery; they were using this rhetoric "precisely as it 

was used by their British contemporaries in the mother country, cmd all of them inherited 

^^See Huyler 201-2 for a more detailed account of Locke's educad<Hial ideas in literary fcmn. For a full-
length study on the relationship between Locke and popular literature in the late 1700s. see Jay Fliegelman. 
Prodigals and Pilgrims: The American Revc^ution Against Patriarchal Authority. 1750-1800. 
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that usage from the political and legal vocabulary of their English ancestors," including 

Locke (39). He explains that this tradition defined slavery not as chattel slavery, but as 

political slavery, the opposite of political or civil liberty (45). Several writers, including 

Montesquieu, argued that political slavery was "harsher than the chattel slavery of blacks" 

(45-6). This definition of slavery was, in other British and American texts in the eighteenth 

century, applied to those who are "living under arbitrary rule" (55), who are "guided by 

the will of another" (47), and to those "who have no property" (92).26 in this context, it is 

less surprising that the Parliamentary acts which prompted the Revolution were accused of 

having "'a direct tendency to reduce the free and brave Americans into a state of the most 

abject slavery and vassalage'" (95). 

Attempting to counter this revolutionary rhetoric, the American Tories or 1-oyalists 

drew on the same tradition, relying on Hobbes, Burke and others and linking natural law 

and liberty to warnings of slavery, tyranny, chaos and licentiousness. Isaac Wilkins 

cautioned that licentiousness "invariably leads to slavery" (Reid 36). Daniel Leonard, a 

Tory lawyer, followed Hobbes in contrasting, in a 1775 letter, the protection offered by 

civil society with the dangers of the state of nature: 

Allegiance and protection are reciprocal. The subject is bound by the 

compact to yield obedience to government, and in return, is entitled to 

protection from it. . . . But when government is laid prostrate, a state of 

^^ailyn notes that 
'Slavery' in this sense, far from being mere exclamation and hyperbole, was a term 
referring to a specific political condition, a condition characteristic of the lives of 
coDtemporaiy Frenchmen, Danes, and Swedes as well as of Turks, Russians, and Poles. 
And it appli^ equally to die black plantation laborers in the American colonies, for their 
conditicHi was o^y a m<xe dramatic, m<xe bizarre variation of the condition of all who 
hsui lost the power of self-determination. ... it made little difference whether one's 
bondage was private or public, dvil or political, or even whether one was treated poorly 
or well. (234) 

For mere discussion of tbe rev^utionary use of tbe ihetonc of slavery, see Forrest McDonald's NovusOrdo 
SecloruTO" Tin; Tnrellectual Ori^nna f>f the Constitution. 
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war, of all against all, commences; might overcomes right; innocence itself 

has no security. . . . This is what is called a state of nature. (P^ngton 

213) 

The Anglican clergy, made up of loyalists, was also opposed to rebellion. Samuel 

Seabury, later the first bishop of the Episcopal Church in the U. S., preached in 1774 that 

"Every person, then, owes obedience to the laws of the government under which he lives, 

and is obliged in honor and duty to support them" (Bailyn 312). That same year, Thomas 

Bradbury Chandler declared that God demands that we "submit to every ordinance of man 

for the Lord's sake: and require[s] us on pain of damnation to be duly subject to the hieher 

powers, and not to resist their lawful authority" (313). Jonathan Boucher's sermons, 

delivered in 1775, defined slavery as sin, liberty as service to God, insisting that "His 

service is perfect Freedom." and echoing Chandler almost verbatim as he urged his 

listeners to "submit yourselves to every ordinance man, for the Lord's sake" (344,352). 

The Revolutionary rhetoric of rights, with its constant references to liberty, slavery 

and property, was applied by some—certainly not all—Americans to the institution of 

African slavery. While slavery was often used in a traditional "abstract" sense mentioned 

earlier, some began to recognize the connection—what Winthrop Jordan calls the 

"monstrous inconsistency"—between the rhetoric of universal freedom and the fact of 

slavery in America (Jordan 289).27 Philadelphia's E^chard Wells thus stated in 1774 that 

we cannot "reconcile the exercise of SLAVERY with our professions of freedom" (Bailyn 

239). The same year, John Allen accused "trifling patriots" of "trampling on the sacred 

rights and privileges of Africans" because "while you are . . . remonstrating, resolving, 

and pleading for a restoration of your rights, you at the same time are continuing this 

lawless, cruel, inhuman, and abominable practice of enslaving your fellow creatures" (qtd. 

^^McDooald reports tfaat the Census of 1790 recorded 697.000 slaves in the U. S. (McDonald 50). 
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in Jordan 290). Quakers added a religious Justification to natural law theory, creating 

organizations like the Society for the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Kept in Bondage 

in 1775 (Jordan 290). 

Of course, for each person who extended natural rights to African slaves, there was 

another who used the same rhetoric to ignore or deny this possibility. In 1766 the 

Reverend Stephen Johnson of Connecticut preached on the evils of slavery, using 

references to Holland and the Bible, French and English history, but never once 

mentioning slavery in America (Huyler 238). Whig John Dickinson, too, omitted African 

slaves from his picture of American slavery, insisting 

that he could not conceive of 'an idea of a slavery more complete, more 

miserable, more disgraceful, than that of a people where justice is 

administered, government exercised, and a standing army maintained AT 

THE EXPENSE OF THE PEOPLE, and yet WITHOUT THE LEAST 

DEPENDENCE UPON THEM.' (Huyler 238) 

Huyler concludes from such examples that, despite their beliefs in equality and liberty, 

Americans in the late eighteenth century "continued to assume .. . that a healthy society 

was a hierarchical society, in which it was natural for some to be rich and some poor, some 

honored and some obscure, some powerful and some weak" (303). 

The Whig rhetoric of rebellion against slavery became the guiding ideology of the 

American Revolution, winning out over the Tory definition of liberty as the acceptance of 

submission, at least temporarily. Virtually all the major documents of the Revolution and 

establishment of a new government are based on natural rights. Samuel Adams' 1772 "A 

State of the Rights of the Colonists" is, according to Huyler, "Lockean through and 

through, and . .. liberally quotes from Locke's Second Treatise* (Huyler 222) ; the 1774 

"Declaration and Resolves of the First Continental Congress" has a similar emphasis on 

Lockean rights, especially the fruit of one's labor (223). Forrest McDonald makes 
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essentially the same claim regarding the Declaration of Independence's premises of equalit> 

and inalienable rights (ix).28 The resemblance between other prominent documents needs 

no analysis: George Mason's 1776 Bill of Flights of Virginia (from which Jefferson 

borrowed as he wrote the Declaration) read "all men are by nature equally free and 

independent and have certain inherent rights . . . namely the enjoyment of life and libeny, 

with the means of acquiring and possessing property" (Huyler 223). The state convention 

of New York held that "the enjoyment of Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness are 

essential rights" (qtd. in Huyler 278). John Adams, early in life a "disciple of Locke and 

the natural-rights school" and an "orthodox Whig" (Parrington 324, 321), declared in the 

Massachusetts Bill of Rights that "All men are bom free and equal, and have certain 

natural, essential, and unalienable rights; among which may be reckoned the right of 

enjoying and defending their lives and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing and protecting 

prqserty" (qtd. in Huyler 223). The Constitution maintains this emphasis on natural rights, 

and especially liberty and property. The Preamble notes that the Constitution was created 

"in order to ... secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity;" Amendment 

V in the Bill of Rights ensures that "No person ... shall be ... deprived of life, liberty or 

property, without due process of law." 

While the documents surrounding the establishment of independence and a new 

government shared a common rhetoric of natiual rights, debate about these rights-what 

they consisted of and who could have them—continued. As did Locke, Americans still saw 

property as a central right, and its definition and nature affected other rights in turn. What 

this meant in practical terms was, of course, up for debate. Some citizens maintained the 

revolutionary spirit in a generous interpretation of rights. James Madison, feeling in 1792 

^^McDonald traces the political theory of the Framers, noting that Locke was cited rq)eatedly, often 
without attribution; Framers also cited (with and without attributioa) Himie, James Harrington, 
Montesquieu, and Blackstone (McDonald 7). 
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that early governmental programs catered to the wealthy, defined property as "everything to 

which a man may attach a value and have a right" (497). Madison made rights and 

property almost indistinguishable: "As a man is said to have a right to his property, he may 

be equally said to have a property in his rights" and affirming that government must protect 

"property of every sort" (498). Other Framers of the Constitution held more conservative 

views. John Adams, while paying lip service to universal rights, was careful to protect 

"equal rights" for the rich: 

it must be remembered, that the rich are people as well as the poor; that they 

have rights as well as others; that they have as clear and as sacred a rights 

to their large property as others have to theirs which is smaller; that 

oppression to them is as possible and as wicked as to others, (qtd. in 

Huyler296) 

Such a range of positions extended well into the next century. 

Natural Law in Nineteenth Century America 

As 1 have shown, the period surrounding the Revolution and the formation of the 

new national government featured a celebration of rights, and prompted at least some 

thinkers and activists to acknowledge hypocrisy in the concurrent denial of rights to 

American Indians and black slaves, as well as to the white working class. But, as had 

happened in England after the Glorious Revolution, the fervor of rights died down and the 

former rebels became more conservative as they became more powerful. A growing 

interest in national expansion made western (Indian-held) lands more attractive and fueled 

debate over slave status with the addition of new states;  the invention of the cotton gin 

made Southern slavery seem economically sensible after all, and the passage of the Slave 

Trade Act in 18(]7 which outlawed the African slave trade made many feel that the worst 

aspects of slavery had been eliminated. These and other factors contributed to a renewed 
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qualification or whittling away at the system of natural rights. Governor James Hammond 

of South Carolina reflected on this ideological shift as he taunted the President of the 

British Anti-Slavery Society in 1845: 

There was a time when such doubts and scruples [about slavery] were 

entertained. Our ancestors opposed the introduction of slaves into this 

country, and a feeling adverse to it was handed down from them. The 

enthusiastic love of liberty fostered by our revolution strengthened this 

feeling. And before the commencement of the abolition agitation here, it 

was the common sentiment that it was desirable to get rid of Slavery. .. . 

When that agitation arose, we were driven to a close examination of the 

subject..., and the result has been an universal conviction that in holding 

slaves we violate no law of God,—inflict no injustice on any of his 

creatures. (169-70)29 

In turning now to the versions of natural law theory endorsed in the 1820s and 

1830s, the decades of Bird's literary career, I will focus on three discourses in which 

natural rights figured: the debate over slavery, the debate over western expansion and 

Indian removals, and the rhetoric of the new Whig party, of which Bird was an 

increasingly active member. As before, what I hope to show is that, while the historical 

and cultural context for the discussion of natural rights was changing and evolving, the 

basic arguments regarding rights were mostly recycled versions of positions established 

29compare Thomas Cobb's statement in "An Histoiical Sketch of Slavery" (1858): "[Slavery] would have 
doubtless remained a problem perplexing the thoughts and paining the hearts of the good and wise to this 
day. had not the Nottbem and ft»eign fanaticism forced upon dw South an investigation of the stand-point 
which was then occupied" (clxxii-dxxiii). 

An interesting perspective on HnminnnH is to be found in Bird's unpuUished travel journal. While 
traveling through South Carolina in April 1833 Bird wrote of a Mr. Hammond in Silver Bluff with "an 
extensive plantation"~a "poor lawyer, enriched by marrying a rich girl 2 yrs. ago. Notcniously severe to 
bis slaves: 70 lb. cotton are coosid. a good days work, picking for one man; but a negro of his returning 
at sunset without 100 lb. is well whipped." The time, place, and occiq)ation name make it likely that this 
Hammond (or a close relative) would be Governor tea years later. 
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long ago in the conflict between Hlmer's natural subjection and Locke's natural rights. 

What is interesting about the American versions of natural subjection theory which were 

employed with increasing frequency and fervency in the nineteenth century is that they are 

framed as an adherence to natural rights. In other words, whether or not they refer by 

name to Locke or his natural rights colleagues, the proponents of natural subjection—like 

Bird, proponents of slavery, Indian removals, and members of the Whig party—insist that 

their position will guarantee and secure those vital American rights of liberty and property 

enumerated in the Declaration and the Constitution. The denial of rights is thus passed off 

as a patriotic defense of rights. 

Slavery and Natural Rights 

The facts of slavery in the U. S. have been documented and analyzed by a number 

of eminent scholars, including Winthrop Jordan, Orlando Patterson, David Brion Davis 

and others. In general, as I have noted, studies of slavery suggest that abolitionist 

sentiment was strong during and after the Revolution, then died down in the early 

nineteenth century before gaining renewed, polarizing energy in the middle of that century, 

with the northern states becoming more strongly abolitionist, the southern states more 

strongly proslavery.^O My point here is not so much to reiterate the findings of such 

^^intlirop Jordan notes that by 1784 all northern states except New York and New Jersey made plans for 
abolition of slavery between 1777; the other two states followed by 1804. During that same time 
Southern sentiments were abolitionist until the 1790's, but after 1800 quickly became strongly prosiavery 
(Jordan 349). In The Neglected Period of Anti-Slaverv in America (180^1831). Alice £)a^ Adams 
documents antislavery activity, most notaMy in Pennsylvania where Bird studied and worked. Adams cites 
an 1831 Register of Pennsylvania which lists 17 men's societies and 27 women's societies, almost all 
organized between 1810 and 1830, that called themselves Iwneficiary societies of colored persons" (73). 
Philadelphia also saw three conventions ot Uack men held yeariy between 1830 and 1832 (Adams 92-3). a 
regular series of American anti-slavery conventions between 1794 and 1829 (15S). and the establishment of 
the American Anti-Slavery Society in 1833 (Turner 48). Lorenzo E)ow Turner, in Anti-Slavery Sentiment 
in American Literature I^or to 1865. similariy notes that abolitionist activity was weak in the eariy 
nineteenth century, picking up force in the late 1820s. His reccnrd of antislavery societies reflects the 
Southern response; in 1827. an estimated 130 antislavery societies existed, with 106 in slavehoiding 
states. By 1837. none remained in any slavehoiding state (Turner 47-8). 
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scholars, but to locate the rhetoric of the slavery debates in the early iSOOs within the 

natural law tradition, showing how both abolitionists and apologists drew on theories of 

natural rights and natural subjection to defend their positions. 1 will first review the 

abolitionist use of natural rights, then look at how the defenders of slavery countered the 

abolitionist attacks with reference to the same tradition. 

Abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison maintained a similar position to their 

eighteenth-century predecessors, making clear references to the Decleuation of 

Independence and pointing out the contradictions between its ideals and the reality of 

slavery. Speaking on July 4, 1829, Garrison told his listeners "I do not claim the 

discovery as my own, that 'all men are created equal,' and that among their inalienable 

rights are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness'" and announced that he was "sick of 

our unmeaning declamation in praise of liberty and equality; of our hypocritical cant about 

the inalienable rights of man* while slavery continued (304-5). In 1827, an editor of the 

Delaware Weekly Advertiser in Wilmington refused to run an advertisement offering a 

reward for a runaway slave, defending himself print by quoting verbatim the first sentence 

of the Declaration (Adams 44).31 Pastor John D. Paxton, forced to leave his position 

because of his abolitionist views, published his "Letters on Slavery" in 1833. Paxton 

argued directly from the Declaration and natural rights theory, calling slavery 

COTtrary to:-I. The fundamental principles of our civil institutions, (a) The 

right to personal liberty, and the other 'inalienable rights' contended for in 

our Declaration of Independence. .. . (c) The right to have the child free 

from the results of the parents' crimes or misfortunes, (d) The right to 

31 Adams notes that Ddawaie, Bird's home state, was usually "the least slave-ridden of the Southern states"; 
the 1830 census showed slaves making up 4% of the population. In oxitrast, Pennsylvania bad .03% and 
Maryland had 23% slave populaticm in 1830 (Adams 10,7). 
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property. II. Natural relations: —Husband and wife; parent and child; and 

the relation of the human being to God. (Adams 18) 

Albert Barnes' later An Inquiry Into the Scriptural Views of Slavery (1846) took on typical 

defenses to slavery, including arguments based on natural rights. He argued, against 

apologists, that slavery "was never the result of compact or voluntary agreement" (50). He 

insisted that "the power over [the slave] is an usurped power; it deprives him of the rights 

of a freeman" (42). He stressed that slavery involves the treatment of humans as property, 

thus depriving the slave of all human rights (47). 

In response to increasing abolitionist criticisms in this vein, reflected in Garrison's 

influential The Liberator and other popular tracts such as David Walker's "Appeal" on 

behalf of free blacks (which went through three editions between 1829 and 1830, the third 

edition "openly advocating] a slave insurrection" (Adams 94)), and to events such as Nat 

Turner's rebellion in 1831, Southern slaveholders and their Northern sympathizers 

employed all their rhetorical skills, coming up with a variety of arguments defending the 

institution. Defenses ranged from divine ordinance and Scriptural precedent to "the lights 

of nature and reason" (McDuffle 192). Recurrent arguments developed, such as the happy 

slave who was far better off than free blacks and many free whites; the sentimental 

affection between master and slave; the "imlocked door defense" which avowed that slaves 

were so content and docile that their masters left their doors unlocked at night; the 

justification of slavery as the only suitable alternative to exterminating an uncontrollably 

violent race; the claim that slavery was the basis of civilization, and its corollary, that 

abolition would ruin society and injure blacks and whites alike.32 But the most frequently 

^^Since these tropes are not directly related to the discussion of natural rights. I will not detail them here, 
but provide an informal catalog of their q>peatance in the proslavery documents I encountered. The 
documents I focused on here included Zepfaaniah Kingsley's "Treatise" (1829) and speech to the Flcmda 
Legislature; essays and letters by Chancellor William Harper. Governor James Hammond. William 
Gilmore Sinuns a^ Thomas Dew, collected in The Proslaverv Armment- As Vfaintained bv the most 
Distinguished Writers of the Southern States (1852), Albert Taylor Bledsoe's An Essay on Slavery and 
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occurring arguments centered around natural law. In some cases this meant refuting 

abolitionist arguments from natural law and reasserting RImerian arguments about natural 

subjection; in other cases it meant reinterpreting and redefining concepts and documents 

from the natural law tradition in sometimes creative ways. 

When the proslavery tracts directly referred to natural law, Locke, and/or the 

Declaration of Independence, the main rhetorical moves involved a rejection of natural 

rights and a defense of hierarchy and submission. Natural liberty was associated with 

"natural tyranny," with the "wild, dark, fierce spirit of licentiousness" and "lawless 

violence" (Bledsoe 18, 32; Dew 300). Dismissing "that much lauded but nowhere 

accredited dogma of Mr. Jefferson," these writers painted the theories of "natural" equality 

and civil liberty as "the most... artificial [of] institutions" (Hammond 139, Harper 9; see 

also Simms 251). Instead, they argued, man is "naturally" hierarchical, prone "to 

domineer or to be subservient" (Harper 9). After citing the Declaration, Chancellor Harper 

asked, "Is it not palpably nearer the truth to say that no man was ever bom free, and that no 

two men were ever bom equal? Wealth and poverty, . . . strength or weakness, . . . 

power or subjection, mark the endless diversity in the condition of man" (6). Playing on 

the idea of equality and freedom, Albert Taylor Bledsoe asserted that "men are not bom 

equally free and independent, but equally without freedom and without independence" 

(132). William Gilmore Simms held that "natural" rights are in fact contingent upon duty 

and submission, stressing that 

liberty f 1856). Governor George McDuffie's The Natural Slavery of the Negro." and Thomas Cobb's .An 
Inquirv into the Law of Negro Slavery (1858). My review these sources finds the argument from divine 
will in Harper, Hammond, Dew, Bledsoe, McDuffie and Cobb; the "happy slave" and the "unhappy 
freenum" in Kingsleys treatise, Hammond, Simms, Dew, Bledsoe, McDuffie and Cobb; the affection trope 
in Kingsley, Harper, Hammond, anH Simms; the "unlocked door" in Kingsley's speech and Simms; 
slavery as an alternative to exterminatitni in Harper. Simms and Dew; slavery as the basis of civilization in 
Harper. Hanunond, Simms and Dew; aboliticm as destructive to society in Kingsley's treatise. Harper, 
Hammond, Dew, Bledsoe, McDuSie and Cobb. 
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our natural rights depend entirely upon the degree of obedience which we 

pay to the laws of our creation. All our rights, whether from nature or from 

society ... result from the performance of our duties. (259-60) 

Proslavery writers sometimes chose to redefme rather than to reject natural rights 

outright Bledsoe thus conceded the existence of "inherent and inalienable rights." but then 

maintained that "among these is neither liberty nor life." These rights can be sacrificed for 

one's country, he contended, "but conscience, truth, honor may not be touched by man" 

(ill; see also 38). With a new set of intangible, immaterial natural rights in place, 

Bledsoe could state that slavery "interferes with none of the natural rights of man" (39,34). 

Harper, also dismissing life and liberty's inalienability, asserted that the only natural right 

is happiness; Thomas Cobb did the same (Harper 13; Cobb, An Inquiry. 17 and 51). 

And who would question the "fact," proffered in text after text, that a "merrier being does 

not exist on the face erf" the globe, than the negro slave of the U. States" (Dew 459)? 

After rejecting and perhaps redefining natural rights, most proslavery writers 

proceeded to demonstrate the virtues of natural subjection. Here, as elsewhere, they 

repeated arguments used in the seventeenth century by English Tories opposing Locke's 

Glorious Revolution, and in the eighteenth century by English and American opponents of 

the American Revolution. It is interesting that these writers seldom introduced slavery itself 

into this particular thread of argimient, preferring the abstract "law" to more blatant forms 

of subjection. Whereas excessive liberty was portrayed as a threat to order, security, and 

property, subjection was put forth as a mechanism of protection and self-defense. Bledsoe 

thus placed the protection of "true" liberty in the hands of subjection, contending that law 

"recognizes [man's] natural rights, and secures his freedom" (19). In a transparent attempt 

to create a hypothetical situation. Harper argued similarly that: 

If the possession of a black skin would be otherwise dangerous to society, 

society has the same right to protect itself by disenfranchising the possessor 
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of civil privileges.. . . Society inflicts these forfeitures for the security of 

the lives of its members; it itiflicts them for the security of their property, 

the great essential of civilization. (11) 

One of the most interesting and lengthy proslavery discussions of natural rights and 

the Declaration appeared in Simms' "The Morals of Slavery" (1837), a caustic review of 

Harriet Martineau's Society in America which was published the same year. I will discuss 

it in some detail because it illustrates another significant move in the proslavery use of 

natural rights rhetoric: not a rejection of natural rights, but a new interpretation of them. 

Simms devotes ten pages to an explication of the "real" intent of the Founding Fathers, 

focused on the Declaration, in which he adapts the meaning of that text until he can embrace 

it wholeheartedly. 

Much of Sinrnis' interpretation of the Declaration rests on explaining the emotional 

context of 1776. Citing the passage "all men are created equal," he tells his readers: 

Our excellent forefathers, when they pronoimced this truth to be self-

evident, were not in the best mood to become philosophers.... There were 

much excited,... rather angry, in the days of the 'declaration,' and hence it 

is that what they alleged to be self evident then, is, at this time, when we are 

comparatively cool, a source of very great doubt and disputation. But, the 

truth is, the phrase was simply a finely sounding one, significant of that 

sentimental French philosophy, when so current (251)33 

Here Simms inserts his own view of "reality," the evidence of natural inequality discussed 

eariier. The notable point about Simms, though, is that he continues to reconcile his 

337]]OQI3S Cobb expressed much the same view in "An Historical Sketch of Slavery" (1858). where he 
explains the "free and equal" clause thus: "This announcement was not a fixmal inc(xporati(Mi of an abstract 
tn^ into a diplomatic paper. It was the reflecti(» c{ the feelings of the anient espousers of the cause. It 
was the natural result of the exdted state of the public mind. We should expect to find such a declaiatioa 
from men about to engage in such a struggle" (Cobb. "Histcxical" clxix). See also John Jeffries' remarks 
in Nafiiral Tfistorv of Wiiman Races which explain his argument that the Declaraticm of hidependence 
"had reference only to the white people of the American Colonies" (351-52). 
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philosophy of natural subjection with the spirit of the Declaration. Instead of rejecting that 

document, he seeks to prove that the Founding Fathers didn't mean what they said (or what 

we think they said): 

The very nature of man is in conflict with this law of universal equality... . 

It was never the intention of the fathers of the country to . . . bring about 

that dead level condition in society, in which everything but stagnates. . . . 

The democracy which they asserted not only recognized, but insisted upon 

inequalities—its laws declaring, not the fimess of all men for any place, but 

that all should be secured in the quiet possession of their individual right of 

place. . . . Neither their acts nor their declarations, properly read and 

understood, asserted anything beyond the simple and reasonable law, that 

each man should enjoy the place to which he is justly entitled, by reason of 

his moral, his intellect, his strength, or his resource. Of the thing or 

position proper to him, that should he enjoy without molestation. Their 

understanding, and . .. their definition of true liberty, is the enjoyment of 

that place in society to which our moral and intellect entitle us, and of the 

fruits of those efforts and enterprises, which we owe to our own 

I)erformances. (257-8) 

By redefining the intent of the Declaraticn, Sinmis is able to accept it on what have 

become literally his own terms. His next strategy, like the apologists discussed above, is 

to create new definitions, making liberty and slavery into philosophical abstractions which 

will appear in Bird's fiction. He submits: 

He is in the enjoyment of freedom, whatever his condition, who is 

suffered to OCCUPY his proper place. 

He. only, is the slave, who is forced into a position in society which 

is below the claim of his intellect and moral. 
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He cannot but be a tyrant—a wrone-doer at least—who forces or 

makes his way into a position for which his moral is unfitted or unprepared, 

and for the duties of which his intellect is unprepared. (258)^ 

Simms follows these definitions with a compelling suggestion which intersects strangely 

with Coleman's recent argument (coming out of a quite different political agenda) cited 

earlier 

That such were the definitions democracy, in the days of the declaration, 

is fairly inferrible from the fact, that they left the condition of their social 

world precisely as they found it They might, indeed, have held, as an 

abstract notion, that, in a state of nature, men were bom equal—equally 

helpless, of themselves, certainly, and equally dependant [sic] and 

incapable—but they certainly never held that they must of right continue 

equal. (259) 

While the defenders of slavery woriced to dismiss or reinterpret natural rights, even 

those who still supported natural law theory were unable to act on those beliefs. Robert 

Cover's Justice Accused: Antislavery and the Judicial Process examines the decisions of 

antislavery judges in the early nineteenth century, noting the conflict between their training 

in natural law theory and their obligation to carry out the established laws of the U. S., fair 

or not While these judges, including John McLean and John Marshall, accepted that 

slavery was contrary to natural law, they saw their role as following not natural but 

"positive" or municipal law, their duty as "to declare the law, not to make it" (Judge Read 

of Ohio, qtd. in Cover 120). Caught between their beliefs in natural rights and their duty to 

preserve order even if it meant injustice, these sympathetic judges held, with McLean, in 

favor of natural subjection: "If the law be wrong in principle, or oppressive in its 

'̂̂ Note that Simms' definitions are not very different from traditional English (and American 
Revolutionary) notions of liberty and slavery disctused earlier. 
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extractions, it should be changed in a constitutional mode... . But the law, until changed 

or abrogated, should be respected and obeyed" (qtd. in Cover 247). 

The centuries-old theories of natural rights and natiiral subjection continued, then, 

to be used in the debates over slavery in the first half of the nineteenth century. As in 

England and colonial America, the two theories were used and reused in so many ways to 

justify both criticisms and defenses of slavery, imtil the very terms of the debate—rights, 

liberty, equality, tyranny, subjection, hierarchy, obedience, restraint, and even slavery-

became largely interchangeable and meaningless. "[AJbstract liberty" had become, or 

perhaps had always been, "the merest phantasy that ever amused the imagination" 

(Hammond 104). 

American Indians and Natural Rights 

Such monsters of barbarity ought certainly to be excluded from all the 

privileges of himian nature, and hunted down as wild beasts, without pity 

or cessation. 

Mary Smith, An Affecting Narrative of the Captivity and 

Sufferings of Mrs. Marv Smith. 1815 (qtd. in Derounian-

Stodola and Levemer 51) 

The concept of natural rights has already been shown to be a malleable one, capable 

of being interpreted and applied in a variety of often contradictory ways. At the same time 

as the riietoric of natural rights was used to discuss slavery in the U. S. (as it had been in 

Lxx:ke), it also figured heavily in the conflict with American Indians. The two discussions 

were contemporary and interconnected, often overlapping as dialogues on the "Indian 

problem" or the "slavery problem" would refer to each other to illustrate whatever point 

they happened to be making. Here I will outline the main ways in which natural rights 
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manifested itself relative to native tribes in the early nineteenth century, the age of 

Jackson's Indian removals. 

While this period saw much heated debate over slavery, the scene was at least as 

dramatic when it came to Indian policy. After years of treaties and ordinances, the 

Cherokees in the late 1820s refused to give up £my more land, and appealed to the U. S. 

Supreme Court for help. Andrew Jackson, an aggressive expansionist elected in 1828 on 

the slogan "JACKSON, CALHOUN, and LIBERTY" (Remini, Freedom 131), 

immediately moved to convince the tribe to submit. Jackson's address to the Cherokees in 

1829 stressed that the tribe lacked any rights as a sovereign nation and that the only 

alternative to annihilatioa was removal (Remini, Freedom 201). In 1830 Congress passed 

the Indian Removal Act, which sanctioned the removal of all Indians from their land east of 

the Mississippi River to designated land farther west. The Cherokees still refused, which 

prompted intense debate both in Congress and virtually every newspaper in the country 

(Maddox 15). A treaty was signed in 1835 but most Cherokees refused to comply until 

1838, when federal troops forced the tribe westward in the notorious Trail of Tears in 1838 

(Maddox 18). The Seminoles signed a provisional treaty in 1832 but, like the Cherokees, 

engaged in guerrilla warfare from 1833 until 1842. Resistance was not received kindly; 

Jackson said of the military's cruelty in the Black Hawk War of 1832, "Severe is the lesson 

to the Indians .... it was rendered necessary by their unprovoked aggressions" (qtd. in 

Remini, Freedom 278-9). Other tribes gave up more easily; the Choctaws signed a treaty 

in 1830 and were removed in a corrupt and mismanaged operation (Remini 273), the 

Creeks and Chickasaws in 1832. Robert Remini estimates the number of Indians removed 

during the Jackson administration at nearly 46,000; according to Lucy Maddox, the 

commissioner of Indian Affairs said by 1838 that 81,00 Indians had been moved west of 

the Mississippi; (Remini. Freedom 279: Maddox 28). 
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The version of natural rights theories directed at Indians shared certain 

characteristics with the dialogue on slavery. Defenders of Indian rights seem to be scarcer 

than the abolitionists, as even sym{)athetic whites saw the removals as inevitable. Still, 

some applied the principles of the Declaration to the Indian situation and found the same 

hypocrisies as their antislavery colleagues. In 1843, Unitarian minister William Henry 

Channing deplored "our savage robberies of the Indians, our cruel and wanton oppressions 

of the Africans, our unjust habits of white serfdom" and urged his readers to carry out the 

doctrines of "universal rights" and "universal brotherhood" (Channing 109). 

The central argument of the many proponents of Indian removal was that like 

slaves, Indians were uncivilized and therefore incapable of handling the responsibilities of 

liberty and self-govemmenL^S This tenet brought together several threads in natural rights 

theory.36 Many writers referred to the "laziness" of the Indians (much like the indolent 

slave, who had to be "forced" to work), who had made no improvements on the land after 

hundreds of years; this referred back to the Lockean edict that property rights depended on 

^^Many proslavery writeis held that slavery would be good for Indians as it was for African slaves, and 
lament^ that this had not happened. See Haiper "Savage and civilized man cannot live together, and the 
savage can only be tamed by being enslaved or by having slaves. By enslaving alone could he had preserved 
them" (Harper 14-15); and Dew; "Slavery ... seems to be the only means that we know of... by which 
the ferocity of the savage can be conquered, his wandeiing habits eradicated,... by which, in ^e. his 
nature can be changed" (Dew 333). 
^ ^Here natural rights theory bmowed from the naturalists' inquiries which "proved" the great chain of being 
by purporting to detennine the relative advancement of various ethnicities according to their jriiysiognomy. 
For an overview a[ this school of thought, see Reginald Horsman's Race and Manifest Destiny. For 
e x a m p l e s  o f  t h i s  r h e t r a i c  i n  u s e ,  s e e  G e o r g e  C o m b e ' s  A p p e n d i x  t o  M o r t o n ' s  C r a n i a  A n ' g " ( 1 8 3 9 )  
which e;q)Ucidy linlra the cq»city for independence with specific types of cranial development; "Permanent 
subjection to a foreign yoke, is tte result of an inferior aggregate development of brain, animal, moral and 
intellectual, in the people subdued'-hcre he includes Penivians, Mexicans and Hindus—while "hideoendence. 
civilisation, and political freedom, are the results of large aggregate size (rf brain, the moral and intellectual 
regions predominating This combinatiw characterises the British, Anglo-Americans, and Swiss" (282-
83). See also Hugh Brackenridge's "A Negative View of Indian Rights" which declares Indians have no 
more land rights than swine, buffaloes, elks, devils or "ringed, streaked, spotted, and speckled cattle." all of 
which he compares to faHinna (Brackenridge 582), and Thomas Cobb's An hiouirv into the Law of Negro 
Slavery, which features a heavily documented discussion of contemporary naturalists' "{vooP of black 
similarities to various animals (see especially 21-32). 
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labor and productivity. John M'Clung claimed in his Sketches of Western Adventure 

(1832) that 

Nothing but the pressing call of hunger, will rouse them to much exertion. 

In the month of August and September, when roasting ears are abundant, 

they abandon themselves to laziness, dancing and gaming, and can rarely be 

roused even to hunt, so long as their cornfields will furnish them food. (25; 

see also Simms, "Morals" 241, 259) 

Governor Lewis Cass combined the advance of civilization argimient with divine will to 

justify white land appropriation in his 1830 article "Removal of the Indians," holding that 

"the Creator intended the earth should be reclaimed from a state of nature and cultivated;. . 

. the human race should spread over it, procuring from it the means of comfortable 

subsistence, and of increase and improvement" (Cass 77). And Judge James Hall, who 

wrote and edited many of what he proudly called "Indian-Hating" works in journalistic and 

literary forms in the 1830s, used the "savage" nature of the Indians to deny the existence of 

Indian ix)litical OTganization and justify U. S. domination. He characterized the Indian tribe 

as "a mere collection of individuals" who "cannot have collectively any political existence." 

Into this poUtical vacuum, of course, he placed the United States government; 

any nation ... has a clear right to extend its authority over them. ... It is 

necessary, for the common advantage and security of mankind, that all men 

should belong to some government; and those who neglect to organise 

themselves into regular civil communities, must expect that existing 

govenunents will impose their laws upon them. (qtd. in Drinnon 207)^^ 

The frequency with which pro-removal texts affirmed Indians' uncivilized ways 

itself attests to the importance of this belief to the nationalist project of expansion; the 

'̂̂ See also Andrew Jackson's argument on Indian inability to form a social compact or government in 
Remini 227-28. 
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nature of its significance is revealed by interactions with the Cherokees. That nation had 

become quite civilized in the 1820s, even by white America's terms: they had their own 

alphabet and newspaper, a written constitution and bicameral legislature, schools; 

considerable cattle, horses, fanning equipment and mills; and more than 1.200 black 

slaves (Maddox 17). While Indians had been told for years that to "earn" their rights they 

must show signs of progress, the Cherokees' actual progress posed a problem. The 

Cherokees were told, in the words of their lawyer, that they had "no right to alter their 

condition" (qtd. in Weinberg 86). The message was now reversed, as Senator King of 

Georgia urged Congress that "the wild Indian of the woods had more nobleness of 

character than the half-civilized Indian, who... were as unfit for the duties appertaining to 

civilized life, as they were for that courage and enterprise which distinguish the true Indian" 

(qtd. in Weinberg 88). And, while Indians' right to land possession had actually been 

acknowledged until then—even formally recognized by Chief Justice John Marshall in 

1823~Georgia immediately created a legal doctrine which denied that right, insisting that 

the Indian was only a "tenant at will" (82), The logical relationship between 

"backwardness" and lack of rights is apparent here; white Americans needed the Indians to 

be and remain uncivilized in order to deny them rights. This allowed them to believe, as 

Representative Cushing told Congress in 1830, that in his support of Indian removal he 

had "advanced no principle inconsistent with the most rigid morality" (qtd. in Weinberg 

73). 

Another natural rights element of the "lack of civilization" tenet, cme which played a 

relatively minc»- role in the discussion of black slaves but became prominent in pro-removal 

ideology, was the state-of-war argument. Indians' "savage" behavior, according to 

popular knowledge, was characterized by laziness, but laziness punctuated by episodes of 

extreme violence and uncontrolled vengeance. Captivity narratives of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth century highlighted scenes of torture and murder; Derounian-Stodola and 
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Leveraer's work on the captivity narrative documents the "stock propaganda device[s]'' 

which appear in countless such texts: white women captured while pregnant or while 

recovering from childbirth (sometimes minutes or hours after giving birth), and infants 

killed, especially by knocking their heads on trees (72). Images like these served to make 

the connection between Indian violence and a just war of self-defense, made clear in an 

1832 book advertisement: "War! War!! War!!! Women and Children Butchered" (qtd. in 

Derounian-Stodola and Levemer 25). Brackenridge argued that Indian brutality makes 

them "murderers" who had "depart[ed] from the law of nature" and deserved 

"extermination" (583).38 

Whatever its perceived role at the time, the image of Indian violence invoked the 

state of war doctrine, claiming aggression as justified self-defense. This kept the stakes of 

the conflict high: because Indians were not cooperating with the expansion effort, were not 

enslaved (the other option in the state of war), and because whites were determined to get 

Indian land, the solution was consistently framed in terms of Indian removal or 

extermination.^^ Highlighting Indian atrocities made it easier to accept the "inevitability" 

of white victory and the terms of the solution—extermination was seen as entirely justified 

according to natural law as well as popular sentiment, so allowing Indians to leave their 

lands became an act of benevolence. As Jackson told Congress in 1830, 

^^Wasiangtoa Irving's Astoria offers an alternative, apparently rare reading of the rfaetotic of just war 
In this way outrages are frequently committed on the natives by thoughtless or 
mischievous white men; the Indians retaliate according to a law of their code, which 
requires Mood for Mood; their act, of what with them is pious vengeance, resounds 
throughout the land, and is represented as wanton and unprovoked; the neighborhood is 
roused to arms; a war ensues, which ends in the destrucdon half the tribe, the ruin of 
the rest, and their expulsi<Mi from their hereditary homes. Such is loo often the real 
history cf Indian warfare, which in general is traced up only to some vindicdve act of a 
savage; while the outrage of the scoundrel white man that provoked it is sunk in silence, 
(qtd. in Keiser 62) 

^^Since it is less direcdy related to natural rights. I will not document the innumerable times the "choice" 
between removal and exterminadon appeared. For an overview of this argument see Maddox (especially 
rtmpter 1), Detounian-Stodola and Levemer, fw examples of this rhetoric in practice, see comments in the 
proslavery arguments of Harper, Simms, and Dew. 



the policy of the general government toward the red man is not only liberal 

but generous. He is unwilling to submit to the laws of the states. ... To 

save him from this alternative, or perhaps utter annihilation, the general 

government kindly offers him a new home, and proposes to pay the whole 

expense of his removal and settlement (420)^ 

An important development in the discussion of natural rights which allowed the fate 

of the Indian to be seen as inevitable, the white man a mere benevolent bystander, was a 

change in the definition of such rights. While white Americans had tended to focus on 

personal rights and liberties (since they were protecting themselves from governmental 

oppression), much of their rhetoric now began to emphasize national rights (since they 

were now protected by the government). Natiiral rights thus took on a new abstract 

character which applied to an entire nation—a nation destined for greatness, blessed by 

divine approbation. By framing the idea of national progress once again in terms of 

fulfilling God's will, white Americans were able to assume the role of servants carrying out 

divine orders which they understood only dimly but must obey. They could make 

comments like that of Thomas Dew, who stated "The hand-writing has indeed appeared on 

the wall. The mysterious decree of Providence has gone forth against the red man" (333). 

Science affirmed this view, with George Combe concluding from phrenological evidence 

that "it seems certain that the North American Indians ... are destined to flee at the 

approach of civilised man, and to fall before his renovating hand, and disappear from the 

face of the earth" (272). 

Natural rights thus turned into national rights, soon to be given the name of 

manifest destiny. Albert Weinberg, in his Manifest Destiny: A Study of Nationalist 

Rxpansinnism in American History, notes that the rhetoric of rights was applied to 

'̂ ('Congress appropriated $500,000 for the removals (Remini 263). 
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territorial expansion soon after the American Revolution, when the 1788 declaration of the 

Convention of Kentucky centered on "the natural right of the inhabitants of this country to 

navigate the Mississippi," and was invoked to justify ever-widening definitions of 

boundaries—first the Mississippi River, then Florida, the Rockies, later all the way to the 

Pacific Ocean and Mexico (25). By 1803 an article in the New-York Evening Post could 

declare, "It belongs of right to the United States to regulate the future destiny of North 

America. The country is ours: ours is the right to its rivers and to all the sources of future 

opulence, power and happiness" (qtd. in Weinberg 31). Weinberg articulates what 

happened to natural rights at this point, illustrating another episode in this philosophy's 

evolution: 

[manifest destiny] transmuted natural right from a doctrine of democratic 

nationalism into a doctrine of imperialism. . . . Gaining control over the 

doctrine of natural right, it in effect changed the impartial law of nature into 

the unique code favorable to the rights of one nation. In the end natural 

right was not a right universal, moderate, and innocuous, but a right 

special, exorbitant, and potentially aggressive. (41) 

American Whigs and Natural Rights 

Whenever it is safe and practicable, I desire to see every portion of the 

human family in the enjoyment of [liberty]. But I prefer the liberty of my 

own country to that of any other people, and the liberty of my own race to 

that of any other race. 

Whig leader Henry Qay, 1839 (qtd. in Howe 134) 

I hope that by this point it is clear that the theory of natural rights, from the time of 

Locke and the Glorious Revolution until the first half of the nineteenth century in America, 

went through countless cycles and manifestations as it was interpreted and applied for 
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conservative and radical purposes, to justify and oppose rebellion, to justify and oppose 

slavery and Indian removals, and finally to support national expansion in the form of 

national rights and manifest destiny. It should also be apparent that these cycles were not 

clear-cut; at any given time natural rights were applied in contradictory ways, fostering and 

underlying debate about each issue. Such a review of the historical use of natural rights 

theory points toward the complications and internal contradictions in this rhetoric. The 

political issues of his time, particularly those focused on the "rights" of non-white 

populations, generated much debate and divisiveness, and Bird was exposed to many 

different subtraditions and manifestations of this theory. As a final section in this chapter, I 

will sketch the ideology of the American Whig party with which Bird was affiliated, 

examining how its own rhetoric and political platform rested on the natural rights doctrine 

of not only Locke, "the evangelist of whig doctrine" in the U. S. (Williams 3), but the 

natural subjection tenets erf* more conservative thecnists. 

The Whig party formed in the United States in 1834, in opposition to the powerful 

Jackson Democrats who had won easy victcxies in 1824 and 1828. The party was made up 

primarily of conservative businessmen and professionals, of former National Republicans, 

Anti-Masons, and southern Democrats who opposed Jackson (Mott 254). The Whigs, like 

their British predecessors and their Democratic rivals, stressed progress and the betterment 

of mankind; but while the Democrats equated progress with territorial expansion and 

manifest destiny, the Whigs sought economic development in the form of domestic 

industry, technological advances, a national bank and what they called "internal 

improvements" (Howe 9-21). The peuty drew on Old Whig ideas of the eighteenth 

century, on Lxxke, Cicero and Burke as they criticized governmental corruption and 

centralized power. Howe notes as well their "moral absolutism,.. . paternalism, and . . . 

concern with imposing discipline" (20). 
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That tendency towards paternalism and discipline hints at the Whigs' place in 

natural law theory. While they accepted Locke's views on rebellion against oppression 

(and certainly shared his concern for the security of property), they leaned more toward the 

natural subjection of Filmer in England, Boucher in America.^1 They believed in a brutal 

Hobbesian state of nature, and valued order—even amidst progress—to avoid such chaos 

(Howe 34, 74). Society as a whole was seen as more important than individuals. They 

spoke more often of duties than of rights, stressing that "freedom brought with it 

responsibilities and duties" (30). Rufus Choate, for example, disliked Locke and other 

social contract theorists for favoring individuals, rights and liberty over order, duties and 

law, and called the Declaration of Independence an assortment of "glittering and sounding 

generalities" (qtd. in Howe 227,234). 

How did this philosophy translate into the Whig position on slavery and Indian 

removal? As in any political party, its members disagreed; the party split up in 1854 

primarily over slavery. Former anti-Masons such as William Seward remained the more 

radical element, favoring abolition and eventually merging with the Republicans in 1854. 

But party leaders such as Henry Clay defended slavery (joined in 1850 by Daniel Webster), 

and Leonard Richards documents a prominent Whig presence in anti-abolitiomst riots in the 

1830s (148). Howe's conmients on Clay should sound familiar by now, as they tap into 

the ccnnmon dismissal of natural rights: 

Clay regarded the statement 'All men are created equal' as an abstract truth 

applicaUe to humanity in the state of nature. Once society was constituted, 

inequality became inevitaUe as a consequence of diverse social roles. Large 

numbers of people, such as 'women, minors, insane, culprits, [and] 

^Howe observes that one finds "remarimbly few references to John Locke" in Whig writings. "Still." he 
continues, "it would be a mistake to conclude that Locke had no influence on their thinking about history 
and politics" (Howe 81). 
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transient sojourners,' were always subject to others. By the same token, 

when two races lived together, one would inevitably subjugate the other. If 

the blacks were set free and left to live with the whites, a 'struggle for 

political ascendancy' between the races [would lead to] bloodshed and war. 

Clay was defending slavery ... on the grounds of a hierarchical concept of 

society and sheer prescriptive authority" (134). 

Choate held a similar perspective. Combining his contempt for "equal rights" rhetoric with 

his deference of property rights, he held that "one's duty to help the slaveholder pursue his 

property was greater than one's duty to help the fugitive" (Howe 233). 

The Whigs were generally opposed to Indian removals, though some former 

Democrats still supported Jackson's actions. This position probably had more to do with 

the Whig economic plan than their views on natural rights. Howe observes that in addition 

to their moral distaste for the Indians' treatment, "sympathy for the Indians was congruent 

with [the Whig] preference for restrictive land policies that would keep the white population 

relatively concentrated in the East" (42). But "sympathy" is a relative term. Clay, for 

example, agreed with the popular idea of Indians as inferior and incapable of civilization, 

commenting that "their disappearance from the human family would be no great loss from 

the worid" (qtd. in Remini, Freedom 258). 

In the next chapters I will look closely at Bird's published fiction, asking how his 

politics manifest themselves in his literary work. In particular, I will examine how Bird 

draws on the natural law tradition in each work: where he places himself within this 

option and how natural law informs and shapes each narrative, many of which include 

black slaves and American Indians, and all of which work a condemnation of bondage and 

praise for liberty into a conservative defense of natural subjection. As in the ideological 

tradition on which he drew. Bird's constructions of freedom and slavery are consistent in 
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their inconsistency; this terminological chaos both transforms bondage into the apologists' 

"abstract phant^y" and illustrates the negative implications of excessive freedom. Both 

moves belong to the natural law tradition, and both are employed here to assert the order of 

hierarchy over the chaos of equality. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE POWER OF ROMANCE: GENRE, POUTICS AND RIGHTS 

IN BIRD'S NOVELS OF MEXICO 

Calavar: or. The Knight of the Conquest and its sequel. The Infidel, or The Fall of 

Mexico, represent Bird's first ventures into fiction, marking his methodical progression 

from poetry to drama, on to novels, then to social satire and finally history. Curtis Dahl 

notes that Bird planned to write at least eight novels set in Mexico and Peru, and credits 

Bird with initiating a "subtradition" of historical romances about the Aztecs and early 

Spanish America (72-73). Bird never visited Mexico (although he planned several trips), 

but his work was thoroughly researched, often from original sources, as he read Spanish 

well. James Rees, in The Life of Edwin Forrest with Reminiscences and Personal 

Recollections, claims that Bird was in his time the most learned man in the U. S. about the 

history of South America and Spanish North America (Dahl 75). Bird's surviving notes 

include boxes of abstracted histories and Uravelogues of Mexico and South America, 

including Bullock's Six Months in Mexico. Bemal Diaz del Castillo's Historia Verdadera. 

Clavigero's Mexico. Lyon's Residence and Tour in Mexico. De Solis's History of the 

Conquest of Mexico. Schmidtmeyer's Travels into Chile. Stevenson's Twenty Years' 

Residence in South America. Ulloa's A Voyage to South America and Ward's Mexico in 

1827. Additional lists for sources include titles such as Gdmara's Crdnica de la Nueva 

Espaiia. 

Bird's contemporaries stressed the American-ness and patriotic function of his first 

two novels, finding in them another contribution to the growing body of U. S. fiction. 

Poe's review in the Southern Literary Messenger calls Calavar "certainly the very best 

American novel, excepting perhaps one or two of Mr. Cooper's which we have ever read" 

and "an American production, which will not shrink from competition with the very best 
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European works of the same character" (315). His review of The Infidel makes similar 

claims. James Hall, again ranking Calavar among America's best novels, invites "all the 

novel-reading public of our continent" to read Calavar and experience "patriotic pride" upon 

reading the work of "American genius" (49). 

What was so popular, and so American, in these works has to do not only with the 

fairly common features of adventure, love and intrigue, but with the celebration of the 

nineteenth-century American rhetoric of freedom and rights which also supported slavery, 

Indian removals and national expansion. Calavar and The Infidei maintain the focus on 

oppression and rebellion which figured heavily in Bird's popular dramas of ancient Greece 

and Rome, creating a complicated, interiocking chain of command which derives not only 

from my focus—a network of rights and obligati(Xis derived from the natural law tradition— 

but also from the conception of Christian duty, the code of knightly chivalry, and the 

submissive rhetoric of romantic love. ̂  The tension at the heart of natural law—between 

freedom and submission, rights and duties—is perhaps most troubling to Bird in these two 

texts, as he devotes numerous and eloquent passages to the doctrine of universal freedom. 

While in his Mexico novels, as I will show. Bird eventually replaces this egalitarian 

philosophy with an elaborate hierarchy, his later novels refuse to even consider the freedom 

of North American Indians and African slaves as a serious possibility. 

Bird's focus on liberty and bondage in Calavar and The Infidel relies heavily on the 

natural law tradition and its popular manifestation in nineteenth-century America as outlined 

1 In "An Essay on Chivaliy." Sir Walter Scott, perhaps Bird's greatest literary influence, notes that: 
tfaeloveoffreedoin,andtbeobligatioDtomaintainandd^enditinthepers(Misof others 
as in their own, was a duty particularly incumbent on those who attaint the honour of 
Chivalry. . . . But as. in actual practice, every institution becranes deteriorated and 
degraded,... the devotion of the knights often degenerated into superstition,~their love 
into licenliousness.-dkeir spirit of loyalty or of freedom into tyranny and tuimoil.-their 
generosity and gallantry into hare-btabed madness and absurdity. (10-11). 

Scott specifically includes the Spaniards in the perversion of Quvalric ideals, due mostly to the "intolerant 
bigotry" displayed in die Moorish wars (19). Scott's depiction of Oiivalry and its demise was clearly 
adapted by Bird. 
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in ray previous chapter. At times he approaches Lockean tenets of natural freedom 

(though, as we have seen, even Locke balanced freedom with obligation), but by the end 

he adapts the natural subjection philosophy seen in Filmer, Hobbes and Burke. Bird 

constructs his version of rights-through-subjection through a systematic analysis of the 

legitimacy of various characters' claims to inalienable rights. He creates images of those 

who have natural rights, for whom servitude is an ignoble and unjust fate, along with those 

for whom servitude is considered appropriate. The picture becomes more complicated, 

however, when Bird evokes what Barbara Babcock calls "topsyturvydom" ("Introduction" 

17) through repeated images of hierarchical inversion: masters who are themselves 

servants of their superiors, and master/servant relationships which change and reverse 

themselves, the "servant" asserting power (usually only temporarily) over the "master." It 

is in this complex portrayal of order and chaos, freedom and servitude, that Bird's 

conservative take on rights becomes apparent. After a brief review of the nineteenth-

century perceptions of Mexico's history and ongoing struggles, I will isolate the ideological 

role of the various genres Bird employed in these texts, showing how history, romance and 

the gothic contribute to Bird's transformation of freedom into subjection.^ With the 

disparate tendencies in genre and ideology identified. Bird's reworking of natural law 

becomes clearer; I will examine his elaborate continuum of rights in the final section of this 

chapter. 

^Theae three genres overlap perhaps by nature, and do so prominently in Bird's novels. WMle I will present 
a variety of sometimes ccHnpeting definitions in this chapter, in general I distinguish between the gothic 
and the romance following Robert Hume's "Gothic Versus Romantic" (286-89), Leslie Hedler's Love and 
Death in thi> Ameriram Novel (106-27) and Richard Chase's The American Novel (ix-xi, 12-13). As these 
and other critics describe the two genres, the gothic removes the narrative from the realm of the everyday 
and c^ers the supernatural and transgressive to illmtrate the dark, morally suspect side human nature for 
(usually) subversive ends; the romance similarly eschews the everyday, but offers a transcendent, often 
abstract and morally redemptive image of admirable heroes and heroines for conservative ends. To make 
thifigg oKxe complicated, in Bird's day the "novel" was usually understood as a realistic endeavor o{q>osed to 
romance (see Chase 12-13; Scott 129); in my dtscussioa I use the term "novel" more loosely, often as a 
synonym for "romance" in referring to Bird's narratives of Mexico. 
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U. S. Representations of Mexico in the Nineteenth Century 

While Bird was among the first fiction writers in the U. S. to write about Mexico, 

he was not alone in using natiual law to discuss the confiict between Europeans and 

Mexicans. He was influenced by the developing U. S. rhetoric of expansion and manifest 

destiny, as well as by prevailing, mostly negative, perceptions of Mexico's recent 

independence. These American perceptions were shaped partly by Mexicans themselves, 

especially those with reason to question the "freedoms" engendered by the revolution. 

Carlos Monsivdis, in "Travelers in Mexico: A Brief Anthology of Selected Myths," notes 

that American travelers to Mexico in the early nineteenth century communicated primarily 

with the ruling classes, who were themselves terrified by recent events and prone to cling 

to "apocalyptic sensations" (54). Monsiv^s records the aristocratic statesman Jos^ Marfa 

Tomel y Mendfvil declaring shortly after his country gained independence in 1820: "Alas! 

.... Should we curse the day the Republic was bom? Do I dare execrate the night when 

the news of its political concepticm was announced to the world?" (Monsivlis 54). 

The criticism by conservative, former aristocratic Mexicans of the problems 

involved in the transition to independence did not go away; Monsiv^is quotes the 

Calendario de M. Lara Izunenting the negative effects of independence in 1839: 

Independence itself, that should be the origin of our happiness and the 

inexhaustible source of all good, is considered by some, not without 

reason, as another Pandora's box that has released every calamity among 

the unfortunate Mexicans. Within the space of nineteen years we have run 

the gamut of all forms of government without having enjoyed the good, 

while suffering all the evils to which each of us is susceptible. (Monsivdis 

53) 

Monsiv^s defines four stages of the uavelers' "invention/ re-creation of "Mexico'" 

(57). The first stage, 1820-1867 (from independence to the inception of the Restored 
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Republic), corresponds to the years during which Bird was researching and writing his 

Mexican dramas and romances. During this period, Monsiv^is asserts, travelers 

overlooked Mexico's brewing political transformation, choosing instead to exoticize the 

country and its inhabitants, usually negatively. The country was depicted as dirty and 

uncivilized, with bad roads, bad food, bad lodgings; "all that was not civilization" (58). 

At the same time that Mexicans were portrayed as being too uncivilized to handle 

democratic freedoms, they were also represented as cowards, not independent enough in 

American eyes. In With the Pars "f Strangers: The Mexican in American Literature. Cecil 

Robinson quotes George W. B. Evans saying in Mexican Gold Trail. The Journal of a 

Fcatv-Niner 

Tis said that this city makes him [Gomaz, an Apache chief] an annual 

payment as  a  peace purchase.  Would Americans suffer  this? No! . . . .  It  

may be thought that too much is claimed for Americans, but a moment's 

reflection, a retrospective view of the fields of Lexington, Bunkerhill, 

Monmouth, Yorktown, and later still, of [Resaca] de la Palma, Sacramento, 

Buena Vista, etc., will convince any doubter that Americans will not submit 

to injustice from any source but under all circumstances defend their rights 

manfully. (47) 

Here, as in many U. S. accounts, commentary on Mexico turns into a reflection on North 

American virtues: independence, rebellion, bravery. Such portrayals supported what 

Monsiv^s calls a "campaign of aggression, contempt and conquest" which involved a 

"calculated operation of physical and moral destruction" against Mexico, beginning with its 

independence and culminating in the war of 1847 (55). 

In spite of setting his romances in earlier times. Bird cannot avoid these early 

prevailing attitudes concerning Mexico. While he criticizes the Spanish conquest and 

preaches pacifism in these texts, he criticizes recent violence in Mexico as well through 
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Father Cristobal, the nineteenth-century curate who is purportedly the "real" author of 

Calavar. Cristobal laments his country's ongoing enslavement despite revolution: 

The bondmen of the old world wake from sleep and live, while we, in the 

blessed light of sunshine, wrap the mantle round our eyes, and perish! 

Revolution after revolution, frenzy after frenzy! and what do we gain? By 

revolution, other nations are liberated, but we, by revolution, are enslaved, 

(xiii) 

The curate calls his contemporary Mexicans "barbaric," "savage," "backward" and "a 

thousand years removed from civilization," concluding to the American traveler he 

addresses, "Your own people . . . are, perhaps, not so backward" (xix). Like his 

contemporaries. Bird seems to say that some cultures and nations—the United States, for 

example—are capable and deserving of independence; others, like Mexico, are not While 

Bird was more sympathetic to Mexico's citizens, past and present, than he was to slaves 

and Indians in the U. S., his views still share in the ideological assumptions which would 

soon grow into manifest destiny. 

Contemporary Definitions of History and Romance 

In his preface to the 1847 edition of Calavar. Bird identified his aim in Calavar as to 

portray what he saw as "the most romantic and poetical chapter in the history of the New 

World'" (Dahl 74). Writing the novel as preparation for his later planned history of 

Mexico, he wrote "'with an attempt at the strictest historical accuracy compatible with the 

requisitions of romance'" (qtd. in Dahl 74). With this conception of his project. Bird 

joined an ongoing dialogue among U. S. writers about literary definitions. In Historv. 

Ideology and Mvth in American Fiction. 1823-52. Robert Qark traces this discussion from 

eadier English writers such as Samuel Johnson and Sir Walter Scott to Bird's peers, 

Americans such as Charles Brockden Brown, Nathaniel Hawthorne, William Gilmore 
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Simms and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Clark reviews Brown's 1800 essay "The Difference 

Between History and Romance," in which the Phiiadelphian offers a narrow definition of 

history which expands the realm of romance. Brown argues that the only "real" historian is 

one "who carefully watches, and faithfully enumerates the appearances which occur" 

(Clark 40). But the far more common histcvian who speculates as to cause and effect "is a 

dealer, not in certainties, but [xobabilities, and is therefore a romancer" (qtd. in Clark 40). 

Once one departs from a purely factual historical account, as most historians do, all is 

romance. Simms takes the opposite stance, dismissing verifiable facts such as dates and 

names as "nothing." In the place of Brown's objective historian, Simms claims that history 

lies in the speculaticHi: 

it is the artist only who is the true historian. It is he who gives shape to the 

unhewn fact, who yields relation to the scattered fragments, —who unites 

the parts in coherent dependency, and endows, with life and action, the 

otherwise motionless automata of history. (Simms, Views 36; qtd., with 

minor changes, in Clark 47)3 

Bird offers his own distinction between history and romance in his introduction to 

Calavar, then complicates the relationship between the two genres as he goes along. He 

begins by defining romance's place within a historical tradition: 

One chapter only of its [the conquest of Mexico's] history (and that how full 

of marvels!) has been written, or preserved; the rest is a blank;... the rest 

is a secret, strange, captivating, and pregnant of possibilities. This is the 

proper field for romantic musings, (iii) 

^Compare Nathaniel Hawthorne's Preface to The House of the Seven Gables (1851). Here Hawthorne 
distinguishes between the Novel, which confonns to "a very minute fidelity ... to the probable and 
ordinary course of man's experience," and the Romance, which may <^er "truth ... of the writer's own 
.^htwring or creation" and "connect a bygone time with the very {Hcsent" (vii). He defines his present woric 
as a Rftmance, as it has "a great deal mote to do with the clouds oveihead than with any portion of the 
actual soil" (ix). 
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Recorded history is seen here as a rational domestication of subject matter which leaves ao 

room for speculation; romance, in contrast, works from the unknown, the secret—what 

Scott called "marvellous and uncommon incidents" (129). The American Quarterly 

Review's review of Calavar begins with the same premise of romance as working from the 

undiscovered and unconquered. Lamenting the problem of universal subjugation, the 

review declares: 

we have approached the end of discovery, geographical and mental. The 

ocean has been ransacked, and so has the brain; and nothing found for the 

last generation, but some few paltry sandbanks and uncultivable conceits. 

The sea is abandoned to petty sealers, and literature to small traders. We are 

in the condition of the Macedonian, when he wept at the spectacle of 

universal subjugation: we have no more worlds left to conquer. (375) 

This disenchantment with the known and conquered world encapsulates the ideology of 

what John McQure calls "late imperial romance," though he locates the subgenre at the end 

of the nineteenth century.''^ 

Clearly, Bird was neither the first nor the only writer to envision the conquest of 

Mexico as a romance. The reasons for this are no doubt complex. A simple answer might 

be that the conquest offered all the trappings of an epic romance—knights, riches, deeds of 

courage if not heroism, an encounter with an unknown and exotic culture and land. At the 

same time, many Americans (like Bird) considered the conquest of Mexico to be morally 

suspect, and a romantic frame perhaps made it easier to justify and even ignore Spanish 

actions by creating such a glorious portrait of grand adventure. This was i)articularly 

"^While Bird's work certainly qualifies as imperial romance, in which the symbiosis of imperialism and 
romance is less problematic than in later texts, his texts contain traces of the emergent enmity between the 
two projects. In fact, McQure's diaracteiizatioo of the late imperial romance provides an qH description of 
Bird's Mexico romances: "imperialism suddenly becomes the enemy of romance. And at the same time, 
the actual history imperial suffiering is curiously rewritten, with 'romance" replacing the human victims 
of imperialism in the story of its expansion" CTate" 115). For a more thorou^ analysis, see McQure's 
Late hnoerial Romance. 
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important, no doubt, for those who recognized similarities between the sixteenth-century-

Spanish project and the nineteenth-century American one. Historians themselves 

participated in this endeavor; John Ernest has explained the romantic conventions used in 

U. S. histories of the conquest, including Prescott's 1849 History of the Conquest of 

Mexico, as working "to advance an ethnocentric vision in which the US can be viewed as 

the culmination of providential history" (232).5 

The tension between history and romance forms the very premise of Bird's novel. 

A Mexican curate entrusts an American traveler with a manuscript containing the "real" 

history of the conquest of Mexico.^ The manuscript's title as given by the curate, Una 

Crdnica de la Conouista de Meeico. v Historia verdadera de los Conouistadores. 

particularmente de esos Caballeros 1 ouienes descuidaron celebrar los Escritores 

Antieuos.^ emphasizes the historical nature of the text, alluding to Bemal Diaz del 

Castillo's famous account of the conquest, Historia Verdadera de la Conouista. But the 

American traveler edits, then retitles and rectefines the curate's history by adding the subtitle 

"A Romance of Mexico." To explain the move from history to romance Bird presents the 

text as commodity, making historical truth secondary to profitability; lest this seem too 

crass, he disavows his former distinction between the genres, claiming that the largely 

undiscovered history of Mexico is itself romance: 

If it should be objected, that he [the editor] has called the Historia 

Verdadera a romance, let it be remembered, that the world likes romance 

^In his journal. Prescott called the conquest "a romance in chivalry" (Ernest 236). Ernest argues 
convincingly, however, that Prescott's History features a dialogue between the romance and "an almost 
legalistic study of historical uncertainty and historiognq^cal method"-not unlike Bird's method (236). 
For a det^ed comparison of U. S. and Mexican histories of the ccMiquest. see Inga Oendinnen's "'Herce 
and Uimaniral Cruelty': CcHtds and the Conquest of Mexico." 
^Scott discusses in "An Essay on Romance" the Romantic trope of the newly-discovered manuscript as an 
attempt to "obtain... a credit for authenticity" (179-80). 
"^Bird translates this as "A Chronicle of the Conquest of Mexico, and true History of the Conquerors, 
especially of those Cavaliers who were neglected by the ancient authors'" (xxvi). 
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better than truth, as the booksellers can testify; and that the history of 

Mexico, under all aspects but that erf fiction, is itself—a romance, (xxviii)^ 

Whereas in Calavar Bird explicitly turns history into romance, in The Infidel he 

takes a different approach. The subtitle again labels the text as a romance, but Bird 

repeatedly maintains that it is ahistcvy. In good scholarly form, he cites historical sources 

such as Diaz del Castillo, Herrera, De Solis and Clavigero to validate his descriptions and 

ground the fictional events in recorded history, and he includes numerous footnotes and 

translations. He attempts to legitimate the text by defining it as not opposed to history, but 

as filling in the omissions and ccxrecting the biases of standard histories, much as he did in 

the beginning of Calavar 

The writer of historical works, like the present, must claim the privilege of 

the poet, and be allowed... [to] expatiat[e] on events of interest so inferior 

that they have been almost rejected by his predecessors.... Our only desire 

is to follow the adventures of two individuals, so obscure and so 

unfortunate, that the worthy and somewhat over-conscientious Bemal Diaz 

del Castillo has despatched the whole history of the first in the few vague 

fragments which we have prefixed to the story; while he has scrupulously 

abstained from saying a single word of the second. (170) 

Bird read Maurice Keatings' 1800 translation of Bemal Diaz's Historia Verdadera: 23 

pages of his notes from that text remain in the U Penn Collection. In a brief passage in 

Bemal Diaz, Bird found the inspiration for The Infidel's hero Juan Lerma; his list of 

historical figures from the Historia includes the notation: 

Sfhe American Review concurred in its review of Calavar's first edition: "the novelty which 
addresses itself to the imagination, whether through the head or the heart, is romance. If this be the true 
philosophy of the subject, die history of the fall of Mexico is essentially and wholly romantic" (380). 
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Lerma, a valiant soldr. who saved C's [Cortes's] life (in the siege). He was 

afterwards obliged to fly... from this very Cortes, 'who was exasperated 

agmnst him, for reasons, which, from regard to his honour, I will not 

mention': 'We never knew what became of him; but our suspicions were 

very bad.' (U Penn) 

Bird tracked down this passage in the original Spanish edition and used it as his epigraph 

for The Infidel.^ 

Given the discussion of genre in Bird's time, it is not surprising that reviews of his 

two works often commented on the relationship between history and romance. The North 

American Review sees Calavar as a successful romance notable for its patriotic reliance on 

new world history: 

Many of our writers have insisted, that the scenery and history of the 

regions of this hemisphere abound in materials for romance, not at all 

inferior to any that the old world has to show; but the author of [Calavar] 

has done still better, he has given us a practical illustration of the argimient, 

which reflects credit on his own ability, emd does no dishonor to the 

literature of his country. If there is any portion of modem history, fertile in 

^Biid went to some length to find this passage in Bernai Diaz's original 1632 text. The U Penn CoUection 
also includes a February 1835 letter from Charles Fbbom at Qunbridge which contains the pertinent 
passage copied from the manuscript folio at Ebeling Library: 

'Pus<Sunesforfadosaldado,quesedeziaLenDa,estefueunodelos que ayudanm a salvar 
la vida ft Cortes, como dicho tengo en el capitulo qtie dello habla; y se fue entre los 
Indios como abuirido de temor del mismo Cntes, a quien avia ayudado a salvar la vida, 
pw deltas cosas de enojo que Cortes contra il tuvo, que aqui no declaro por su honor 
nunca mas supimos dO. vivo, ni muerto, mala suspecha tuvimos.' 

Bemal Diaz del Castillo, ffistoria Veidaderadela Conouista de la Nueva-Espafla. 
Cqntulo COV. fol. 244. (first page of the leaf, Hrst column, at the bottom). 
Ed. Madrid, 1632, folio. (Ebeling library.) 

(UPenn; diacritical marks as in original) 
Bird had apparently written a Bostonian friend, Edward Wigglesworth, asking him to track down the original 
Bemai Diaz; Wigglesworth's own letter indicates that his search was unsuccessful and that he passed the 
request on to Folsom. 
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Fomandc and exciting interest, it is that of the conquest of Mexico by the 

Spaniards. (232-33) 

Many reviews, while acknowledging the presence of both history and romance, 

emphasize the historical accuracy of Bird's works. James Hall's review of Calavar in 

Western Monthly Magazine argues that Bird has been faithful to historical "truth," making 

only necessary changes: 

The author has struck into a rich vein of history, has been content to take the 

pure ore as he found it, and has only rendered it suitable for circulation, by 

moulding it into a convenient form, and impressing upon it the stamp of his 

genius. Montezuma, Cortes, Sandoval, Alvarado, and other historical 

personages, are exhibited in their true colors. (48-9) 

The American Quarterly Review likewise stresses Calavar's "historical fidelity" and the 

successful joining of the "facts of history and the fruits of invention" (393-94). Even 

William Prescott, in his 1843 landmark History of the Conquest of Mexico, attested to the 

accuracy of Bird's portrayals, and positioned the novels' elements as complementary to a 

historical narrative: 10 

He claims the privilege of the romancer; though it must be owned he does 

not abuse this privilege, for he has studied with great care the costume, 

manners, and military usages of the natives. He has done for them what 

Cooper has done for the wild tribes of the North—touched their rude 

features with the bright coloring of a poetic fancy. (430-31) 

Although many comments on the use of history and romance in Calavar and The 

Infidel are positive, harsher criticisms were also directed at the tension between genres. In 

a letter to a mutual friend, William Gilmore Simms calls the historical observations in The 

The Tmaye in Western Thought Q97I). Beojamiii Keen added his praise for Bird's research. 
historiraj accuracy, and die "certain amount of life" present in the novels (see 373-5). 
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Infidel monotonous details which interfere with the romance (qtd. in Dahl 83). Dahl's 

1963 biography takes the opposite stance, positioning the text as a history; he sees the 

romantic aspects as detracting from the excellence of the historical tale—the "real story" 

(76). Dahl complains that "the whole romantic plot and its fictional characters could have 

been omitted and... an historical character.. . been made the hero. As it is, the historical 

characters are much stronger than the purely fictional ones" (77). Poe, alluding to what I 

will call the gothic elements of the text, criticizes Calavar for violating rules of both 

romance and history, declaring that Bird "is entirely too unnatural even for romance" and 

that the repeated unlikely events 'impart to a tale founded upon historical truth, an air of 

oriental fiction which is not agreeable" ("'Calavar"" 315). ̂  ^ 

Why, if Bird saw the body of his work as an evolution in genre from poetry to 

drama to the novel to history, if he saw his historical novels as preparation for later 

histories, would he introduce into a historical setting an intricate romantic plot and unlikely 

gothic twists and turns, likely to be distracting to his contemporary readers? As Bird 

asserts, history leaves things out, and romance puts those things back in. His interest in the 

personal consequences of war, of guilt and remorse, would be difficult to communicate in a 

conventional historical account Whether intentional or not, the addition of gothic and 

romantic subplots to the history of the conquest allows him to interpret the conquest on a 

more perscmal. more critical level, as a menacing, treacherous action. Such resonances of 

gothic treachery in historical conquest are made possible by the combination of genres, 

clumsy though it may often be. But Bird was not all that daring. After setting up his 

critical perspective through the use of each genre, he takes it all back in the same way, 

using the contradictory ideological nature of the romance to question and then reaffirm the 

^ ^Poe biographer Arthur Hobsoa Qidim notes that this review of Calavar was Poe's first review for the 
Messenger (Qmnn, Rfc»ar 243). 
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European (and by extension, the American) "inalienable right" to conquer the world. In the 

next three sections I will look at how Bird does this by examining the ideological use of the 

historical, gothic and romantic elements of his two novels of Mexico. 

The Work of History 

History functions on two levels in these texts: both as a narrative mode (Bird's 

historical account of events) and as a theme, an explicit focus of discussion among his 

characters. Central to the thematic discussion of history in each novel is an ongoing debate 

over historical representation which asks what is real, what is not, what is biased, and what 

is omitted in historical accounts of the conquest of Mexico; this debate not only maintains 

a focus on history but makes way for other genres to supplement its supposed 

weaknesses. Each novel features a central historian figure who has detailed the conquest, 

and the debate in each novel over these historians' representations centers around political 

sympathies, positions on injustice and resistance to oppression, whether the historian 

favors the Spaniards or Aztecs. 

The issue of historical representation is set up in the introduction to Calavar. and 

serves as the justification for the entire text Here a North American traveler encounters a 

Mexican curate. Father Cristobal. The curate gives the traveler a manuscript, begging him 

to translate and publish it in English. The text of Calavar is made up of this purported 

manuscript, an alternative history to the typical glorification of the Spanish conquest of 

Mexico seen in De Solis, Clavigero, Bemal Diaz del Castillo, and Dr. Robertson, whom 

the curate dismisses as "jolterheads" (xv). Days later, the validity of Cristobal's own 

history is thrown into question. A Mexican friend of the traveler calls the curate mad, his 

histories "heathenish" (xxii). 
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Indeed, when the traveler takes the manuscript home and sets to work reading and 

translating, he discovers a troubling perspective on accepted definitions of morality and 

civilization: 

A thousand eccentricities were, indeed, imbodied [sic] in his work, the 

result, doubtless, of a single aberration, in which he persuaded himself that 

men were yet barbarians, and that civilization, even to the foremost of 

nations, was yet unknown. Under the influence of this conceit, he was 

constantly betrayed, . . . and he stigmatized as vices of the most brutal 

character, many of those human peculiarities which the wcxid has consented 

to esteem the highest virtues, (xxvi) 

The manuscript presents a compelling picture of the struggle over historical 

representation, stressing that the Spaniards, as victors, have asserted their version of 

history for generations. Three of his ancestors, Cristobal insists, wrote their own 

corrective histories of the conquest, but with no success, as accepted history belongs to the 

victors: "the privilege chronicling and perverting the history of the land is permitted only 

to Spaniards, to strangers, to Gachupins" (xvii). 

While the historian curate is purportedly the author of Calavar. his character is 

never mentioned again after the introduction; he remains an "absent presence" which one 

remembers occasionally when reading the more critical comments about Cortes. His 

questioning of traditional accounts is continued by another historical character in Calavar. 

De M(xia, whose moderate perspective is key to the transformation of the hero, Amador, 

from hard-nosed conqueror to romantic pacifist. Initially Amador accepts Cortes's 

conquest ideology, thinking that conquering a nation of barbarians and pagans is a good 

Christian endeavor. De Moria, a Spanish soldier mentioned in E>iaz's Historia Verdadera, 

offers an alternate perspective which eventually changes Amador's views. He maintains 

that his story contains "the truth of the assault" on Montezuma, and recounts the "many 
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unjust things" done by the Spaniards. After enjoying Montezuma's considerable 

hospitality, the Spaniards had seized him and "kept him ever since a prisoner, forcing him, 

by the fear of death, to submit to many indignities unworthy his high rank and benevolent 

character" (225). 

While in Calavar the historian figure is relegated to the background, with his 

perspective reinforced by other characters, the historian in The Infidel is a presence 

throughout the text, as both a real historical Hgure and a character in the novel. Bemal Diaz 

del Castillo, author of Historia Verdadera de la Conquista. is an agent in the novel just as 

he participated in Cortes's exploits. His presence generates a continuous debate over 

historical representation. 

As in Calavar. the o[>ening of The Infidel highlights the questionable nature of 

historical accounts. Bemal Diaz sits among a group of Cortes's soldiers, all of them 

competing for the "true" story behind Cortes's recent conflict with our hero, Juan Lerma. 

Diaz is portrayed as boring, humorless and overly loyal to Cortes, with "dull grey eyes 

[which] indicated nothing but simplicity and absence of mind" (36). Taunted by his 

companions, he defends the truth of his historical accounts, based on his participation in 

the events he chronicles: 

what I write will be good, because it will be true; for this which I am 

writing, is not a history of distant nations or of past events, nor is it 

composed of vain reveries and conjectures, such as fill the pages of one 

who writes of former ages. I relate those things of which I am an eye

witness, and not idle reports and hearsay. Truth is sacred and very 

valuable. (39) 

Asked to share his chronicles of a recent feud between prominent Spanish cavaliers, 

however, Bemal notes that he had omitted this chapter to preserve the men's honor (40). 
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Neither has Diaz yet written an account of what happened to Cortes's army after the 

horrible Noche Triste. One soldier, Villafana, expounds on such historical omissions: 

Our dull Bemal, who is so frequent at boasting he tells naught but the truth, 

has confessed that he dares not tell aU the truth.... I told thee before, there 

are those in the army who have another way of thinking; and I am one-I 

will not boggle at a truth, like Diaz, because it is somewhat discreditable to 

Cortes, or to a chief officer. (46) 

Like his characters. Bird uses Bemal E>iaz's blind spots to set up his own story 

about Juan Lermsi, citing the historian's biases as a reason for omitting the account: "as 

Bemal Diaz retained, to the last, a jealous regard for the honour of his leader, this friendly 

weakness... may perhaps account for his failure to complete the story of Juan Lerma" (2: 

227). The weaknesses, biases and omissions of traditional histories once again make room 

for Bird's story. Toward the end of The Infidel, for example. Bird calls Diaz "honest, 

worthy, and single-minded" (2: 227), but undercuts this praise through the juxtaposition of 

historical perspectives. He follows Diaz's description of the evacuation of Aztec women 

and children—"for three days and three nights, all the causeways were full of the wretched 

fugitives, who were so weak and sickly, so squalid and pestilential, that it was misery to 

behold them"~with his own, more sympathetic interpretation: "Three broad highways, 

covered, for the space of three days and nights, by a moving mass of widows and orphans, 

the trophies of a gallant achievement! the first fruits of the ambition of a single individual!" 

(2: 227). Diaz's "wretched fugitives" become in Bird's version "widows and orphans" 

explicitly linked to the conquest, and specifically to the actions of Ccxies. 

While Diaz remains loyal to Cortes throughout The Infidel, he also remains a rather 

minor figure, his perspective rejected far more often than it is accepted. The passages 

narrating the historical events of the conquest stress Aztec innocence and Spanish cruelty 

more often than the reverse. In both texts, then. Bird sets up a focus on historical 
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representation through the use of historian figures, a focus he seems to create only in order 

to dismiss. The curate-historian in Calavar presents a harsh critique of the conquest but 

disappears from the text, while Bemal Diaz remains in The Infidel, only to be portrayed as 

a dull, overly loyal war-monger. And it is here, at the point where history vanishes or 

appears inadequate, that Bird inserts the gothic and romantic into his narrative, expanding 

his poetic license in representing the historical events and fictional creations of the 

conquest. 

The Horrors of Conquest 

While the genre is largely ignored and subsimied under romance in nineteenth-

century discussions of Bird's work. Bird supplements his historical account of the 

conquest with gothic tr^pings. Typical gothic conventions defined in Eve Sedgwick's 

The Coherence of Gothic Conventions-entrapment, immobility, paralyzing guilt, secrets, 

dreams, visions, disguise, disease, incest, adultery, tyrants, anti-Catholic images of 

corrupt nuns and monks—figure heavily in both texts. While the gothic is closely 

intertwined with both the historical and romantic narratives, it adds a supernatural 

dimension to the details of the conquest and ushers in a stronger sense of unrecuperated 

"moral ambiguity' and an 'atmosphere of evil and brooding terror" as outlined by Robert 

Hume (286-89). The position Bird occupes in his gothic subplot confirms Leslie Fiedler's 

contenticxi that 'the writers of gothic novels looked on the 'gothic' times with which they 

dealt... as corrupt and detestable.... they evoked the olden days not to sentimentalize 

but to condemn them' (119). There are no heroes in the historical and gothic elements of 

Bird's narratives. In both texts the Aztecs are often pictured as devils, "or at least of 

devilish magicians," as Amador puts it (Calavar 115). At the same time, though, the 

^ ^See Robert D. Hume's "Gothic Versus Romantic: A Revaluation of the Gothic Novel" for a discussioa 
of the relationship in the nineteenth century between the historical and gothic novel (283). 
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Spaniards' actions are also pictured as superstitious, sinful and unspeakably corrupt Bird 

is unrelenting in providing gruesome details of the fighting and unsympathetic to the plight 

of the Spaniards, implying that the "series of horrors" suffered in the Noche Triste was an 

exercise in divine retribution (2: 240). His aim is similar to what Siebers describes in 

Hawthorne's use of the imaginary; "to supplement history with a moral" (161). 

This critical view of the conquest is maintained by a central figure in the gothic 

storyline, Amador's kinsman Calavar. Don Gabriel de Calavar is a picture of gothic misery 

and decay. He suffers intense grief from unknown causes; some suspect "an unquiet and 

remorseful conscience, brooding over the memory of an unabsolved crime" (50). This 

crime is eventually revealed to be the murder of his Moorish lover during the Crusades~a 

plot twist which ushers in yet another unfavorable historical context, linking the earlier 

Spanish cruelty to Moriscos with their current treatment of the Aztecs. Calavar tells his 

nephew Amador that neither penance, prayer, remorse or priestly benediction can remove 

the sorrow of sin or "the stain of blood-guiltiness," as "God will not always forgive" 

(260). He wanders the streets of Cholula at night haunted by visions, mumbling "Heavy 

was the sin, heavy is the punishment! for even mine own fancies are become my 

chastisers" (263), unable to distinguish reality from products of his tortured imagination, 

unwilling to join the fight against the Aztecs. His torment and illness increase 

throughout the book until he looks like a corpse, with "hollow and bloodless cheeks, 

whereon glittered, black and hideous, a single gout of gore" (2: 73). 

Calavar is a devout pacifist, renouncing his former violent lifestyle and repenting 

his mysterious crimes, and he urges Amador to do the same. Like Lady Macbeth, he 

^ ^Bird's notes for his lecture "On Apparitions" consider the role of visions in revealing crimes. Here he 
tells the story a widow visited by the ghost of her dead husband; the ghost revealed his death was not 
suicide but murder. The magistrate dismissed this, but comm<»eTs exhumed the deceased's body and found 
evidence of murder. The accused man fled. In this case. Bird admits that "the intervention of the ghost 

the ends of justice" by alerting the murderer and aUowing him to escape. "A more important and.. 
. laudaUe. office." he suggests, "may be assigned to the spectre which comes to call the siimer to 
repentance" (U Pemi). 
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envisions blood, spilled in anger, that oozes continually despite ceaseless washing (178). 

On his deathbed Calavar issues Amador a strong indictment of the violent endeavor 

Thou hast drawn thy sword for glory; but the lives that are taken for fame, 

shall weigh upon the souls of men as murders;~for such they are. Thou 

drawest for religion;—give thy purse to the priest, and bid him convert with 

the cross; for the wrath of God will rest for ever upon him who maketh 

proselytes with the sword Wo is me, that the delusions of glory and 

Christian zeal have stained me so deeply! (2:278-79) 

Like Calavar, Amador is tormented by "supernatural" visions of Zayda, a Moorish 

woman he had once loved; the vision appears in his chamber, then as a goddess in an 

Aztec parade. He fears something shared in his and Calavar's blood causes "a small sin 

[to] bring us the pains of deep guilt, and a light sorrow pave the way to madness" (2: 80). 

Amador confesses to the [xiest that he must have deep "sins of pride and vanity." although 

he cannot find them, because he feels "beset with devils, or bewitched" (2: 80). This 

conditicKi is humUing, likening him to a servant; he tells a priest, "there is no menial in this 

palace more given over to doubts and fears, and more superstitious" (2: 85). The father 

advises him, countering Calavar's pacifism, that "We are all. . . beset by devils in this 

infidel land ... these are such devils as thou canst better exorcise with the sword, than 1, 

perhsqjs, with prayers" (2: 80). 

In The Infidel. Bird at times ties the gothic directly to events relating to the historical 

figures, Cortes and his followers. A prime example is Bird's expansion of Bemal Diaz's 

account of the traitor Villafana's punishment, an event related in horrible detail reminiscent 

of Poe's "Hop-Frog." Bird portrays Cortes as a "cruel and brutal master" who terrifies his 

soldiers into submission, dismissing his own actions as committed in service to his master, 

the king of Spain (246). Cortes calls for immediate punishment when he learns of 

Villafana's treachery. The unlucky traitor is himg in the window oC the hall: 
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As he shot up to the top of the window, an intense glare of lightning flashed 

through the alabaster, and his figure, traced upon that lustrous and ghastly 

medium, was seen dangling and writhing in the death-agony. . . . those 

who paused a moment, to look back, could behold the convulsions of the 

dying miscreant giving motion, and sometimes protrusion, to the dark folds 

of the drapery.—When all was silent, in the darkness of the night, the 

watchmen in the vestibule could yet hear the pattering of blood-drops falling 

from his mangled limb, upon the sonorous wood of the platform. (247) 

Not finished, Cortes next displays Villafana's body at a banquet, to discourage 

other soldiers from plotting against him. The banquet takes place at midday but the curtains 

are all closed, the hall lit only by torchlight. Cortes's speech, setting up his display of 

Villafana's body, downplays his own authority, emphasizing loyalty to the king and the 

necessity of using his powers out of obedience to his master the king: 

1 perceive I shall be no more afflicted with the painful necessity of exertion 

of those powers with which his majesty has so bountifully endowed me. . . 

. we have had among us a TRAlTOR,~a Christian man and a Spaniard, yet 

a traitor to the king our master! .... who would have sold our lives for 

silver, and sunk into perdition the interest of his majesty in this opulent 

kingdom. (2: 17) 

Naturally all proclaim their loyalty to Cortes and the king and denounce Villafana. 

Gothic elements are present in the fictional subplots of The Infidel as well, still 

working to condemn historical figures and actions. La Monjonaza (also called Magdalena), 

fnllnwa many rf tha Hefaila of dna ep'aode recotded in ffistoria Verdadera de la Conauista: see Diaz 
388-90. 
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a beautiful and mysterious nun, wields an almost supernatural power over Cortes. 15 

When she finds the General tormented with anger and guilt after his meeting with Lerma, 

he claims he had a nightmare. She knows the cause of his anguish and rebukes him, 

linking his unrest to his widespread crimes: "Thou canst not sleep, thou dost not dream: 

thy head is too full of fame, thy foot too deep in blood, thy heart too black with evil 

thoughts" (110). Stressing Cortes's evils. La Monjonaza likens him to Villafana: "Thou 

differest from him but in this,-that, whereas, in one quality, thou art uplifted miles above 

his head, thou art, in another, sunk even leagues below him" (118). 

In a parallel scene near the end of the book, the mysterious priest Camarga tells 

Cortes a complicated story about a hated Spanish family, the Castillejos, which plunges 

into gothic intrigue and aligns Cortes with another gothic villain. The story, revolving 

around greed for the family fortune, involves the abduction of Cortes's sister (who was a 

nun), suicide, the Inquisition, incest, and attempted murder; it reveals that Camarga is 

really the infamous evil monk Gregorio who initiated the cycle of violence, that Magdalena 

(La Monjonaza) and Lerma are actually brother and sister, Cortes's niece and nephew, and 

that Lerma is the rightful heir to the Castillejo fortune and title. Cortes is skeptical, but 

Camarga insists on both his identity and the corruption of the church: "Dost thou think 

ambition lies not as often under a cowl as a corslet? or that guilt can only be meditated by a 

^°See Kate Ellis's The Contested Castle: Gothic Novels and the Subversion of Domeatic Ideology fo 
feminist analysis of control, imprisonment and the violence of familial bonds in domestic gothic novels. 
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soldier?" (2: 205). The monk also links his sins with those of Cortes: "We are alike 

worthy of detestation,... for we are alike villains,—with but this difference between us, 

that I have preceded thee in the path of remorse" (2: 207). 

Camarga's remorseful revelaticMis mark the end of the gothic's subversive potential, 

and the end of the gothic subplot as well.^^ Just as he reaches to the lowest depths of 

gothic intrigue, with the darkest implications about the sins and guilt of the conquistadors. 

Bird recuperates these elements and converts them into a romantic storyline. Identities are 

worked out happily, the murderous monk turns into a benevolent uncle, supposed terrible 

crimes of incest and murder turn out to be either not conunitted at all (because of mistaken 

identity) or committed by someone else. The gothic devices are thrilling, exciting, and 

bring up disturbing questions about the conquest, playing, as Kenneth Graham notes in 

Gothic Rctions. on fears that "a universe of disorder and transgression lurks on the 

borders of our worlds of order and restraint (262). It is precisely the possibility of disorder 

within a civilized culture, the presence of the barbaric in the highest and holiest ranks of the 

Spaniards, that forces Bird to reject the gothic and assert the more stable, conservative 

vision of the sentimental romance. He cannot end his work immersed in what Hume calls 

the gothic's dailc and "necessary ambiguities," but must revert to the "clear answers to the 

[man's] problems" presupposed by romance (289). Bird's visions of gothic transgressions 

are enactments rather than endorsements of transgression—images to be avoided rather than 

inutaled. 

Even the evil Cortes softens at the moment of transition from gothic to romance, 

realizing that he has been unjust to Lerma. He Anally explains his actions: rumors that 

Lerma had seduced Cortes's wife. E>oiia Catalina had indeed favored the young soldier, 

and "Out of this was constructed a story that tormented me.. . . Thou canst not think how 

^"^Magdalena offers a aimiliir confesaioa which both expresses her repentance and reveals facts which 
absolves her of supposed crimes (2:64). 
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many little events were turned ... into proof and confirmation of my detestable suspicion" 

(2: 212). What had appeared to be adultery turns out, through a series of revelations, to be 

the nurturing of a nephew, and Cortes's discovery of "the truth" allows him, like Camarga, 

to turn into a benign uncle. 

What appears to be gothic corruption and crime is, in each case, merely the result of 

mistmdeistanding and misrepresentation. Both the historical and gothic subplots hinge on 

the issue of imperfect representation, then. Despite Bird's historical criticisms of the 

conquest, he renders history itself as subjective and incomplete, and builds his gothic 

account based on the inaccuracies of traditional accounts. He then undermines his gothic 

narrative on the same premise of inadequacy, with the misunderstandings of events fueled 

by suspicion, superstition, treachery and outright mistake. After the exaggerations and 

inversions of the gothic are exposed as mistakes and ruses, we are back to where we 

started. The remaining version of "truth" is essentially the same one Bird began with: 

Spaniards, even Cortes, are basically good. Christian, and law-abiding. Perfect candidates 

for romance. 

A Romantic Victcwy 

While Bird's historical and gothic narratives present shocking instances of Spanish 

comiptiwi on both the cultural and personal level. Bird's romantic subplot works toward 

resolution and exculpation. His texts resemble Richard Chase's characterization of British 

romances; while all his novels share the American proclivity for the "profound poetry of 

disorder," they move toward the conservative British closure in "harmony, reconciliation, 

catharsis, and transfiguration" (ix). Chase describes the romance in terms that clarify its 

usefulness for the ideological dilemmas posed by Bird's historical and gothic 

representations: "The very abstractness and profundity of romance allow it to formulate 

truths of universal validity, although it perfwce ignores home truths that may be equally or 
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more important" (xi). The sensational, legendary, long-ago-and-far-away aspect of the 

romance ultimately allows Bird to make two inseparable moves: to obscure questions of 

personal culpability involving the conquest, and to construct his own moral scheme of 

servitude and submission. 

The potential harmony between romance and national projects such as conquest was 

certainly recognized in the nineteenth century. Simms, in Views and Reviews in American 

Literature and Rction (1845) makes such a connection explicit; 

the province of the romancer, if its boundaries be not yet generally 

recognized, at least leaves him [the romancer] large liberties of conquest. It 

is difficult to say what seas shall limit his empire—what mountains arrest his 

progress,—or what elements retard his flight... We permit the historian to 

look down from his Pisgah into the land of equal doubt and promise; but 

the other is allowed to enter upon its exploration and take formal possession 

of its fruits. Both, however, are required to recognise a law in common— 

that, namely, which rules that the survey and the conquest shall be made for 

the benefit and blessing of the races which they severally represent. (43; 

see also Clark 45) 

For Simms. the parallel between romance and conquest is only partly metaphorical. Robert 

Clark notes that Simms works here "to legitimise the imaginative activity of the romancer as 

an essential agency in the expansion of the American empire" (46). Clark sees the popular 

historical romances in the nineteenth century as attempts to deal with the hypocrisy of an 

ongoing naticHialist project which exalted human rights while purposefully depriving many 

humans of the very same rights. 

Literary critics in the twentieth century have expanded on the political uses of 

romance such as seen in Simms. Vernon Plarrington, in his introduction to Main Currents 

in American Thought: The Romantic Revolution in America, links U. S. exploitation (of 
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slaves, immigrants, and Mexico, West Indies and India) between 1812 and the Civil War 

with romance: "It was our first great period of exploitation, and from it emerged ... the 

spirit of romance, gross and tawdry in vulgar minds, dainty and refined in the more 

cultivated. But always romance" (ix). More recently, Reginald Horsman's Race and 

Manifest Destiny links American romance to the popular "scientific racialism" of the 1820s 

and 30s, showing how the two disciplines colluded to bolster "new beliefs of racial 

superiority and destiny" (159). Joan Dayan, in "Race and Romance." focuses on the 

connection between romance and slavery, asserting that "the development of romance in the 

United States was linked in unsettling ways to the business of race." She cites the critical 

recognition that "the cult of sentiment with its emphasis on self-denial, piety, and pathos 

signaled a turn away from the ethical problems of slavery" (91) and observes that Poe, for 

one, "knew that the language of rcxnanticism allowed the covert ccHitinuation of inequality" 

(95). 

Calavar and The Infidel display the contradictory nature of American romance in 

the early nineteenth century reflected by Sinuns and outlined by critics such as Parrington. 

Horsman and Dayan: the two texts raise issues of humanitarianism and equality, only to 

undercut these concepts by turning to the imperialist tenets of English romance by 

sanctioning the conquest Throughout much of the text the romantic elements appear to 

further the tendency of the historical and gothic elements to condemn the Spanish conquest 

of Mexico, setting up romantic ideals of liberation, individualism and rebellion against 

oppression. As the romantic storyline nears its end in each text, however, these social 

ideals are transformed into a purely personal story, where conflicts are overcome by love 

t Spaihngtoa traces the European roots of American romance, noting that the Erench, English and Gennan 
romantic theories emphasized individualism (x). French revolutionary theory, with its humanitarian and 
equalitarian message, arrived in the 1770s, infiltrating walks American life from the frontier to 
Uoitarianism (xi). English political i^osophy gave the Pttnch theory an eccmcMnic interpretation, favoring 
individual enterprise and exploitation; as Panington comments, "Thus sanctioned and given free rein, the 
principle of acquisitiveiiess set fctth (MI its triumphant march through western civilizatioa" (xi). 
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and marriage. The story of the struggle between Spaniards and Aztecs, between freedom 

and oppression on so many levels, becomes one of love between a Spaniard and an Aztec 

princess in one case, the love between a Spaniard and a Moorish princess in the other. The 

evil gothic characters are recuperated and redeemed in the romantic resolution, and even the 

biggest critics of the Spanish conquest overflow with praise for the union of lovers. The 

horrible details of the conquest, so prevalent in these texts, are forgotten, seemingly 

unrelated to the happy and fruitful marriages of conqueror and conquered which close each 

romance. Even on the level of romance, then, the exploitation involved in the conquest is 

first debated and questioned, then ultimately resolved and sanctioned. 

In the romantic storyline of Calavar. Abdalla the Moor functions much like his 

sworn enemy Calavar did in the gothic subplot: he delivers eloquent indictments of the 

conquest, setting up romantic themes of rebellion and liberation. A devout Christian (his 

religion is key to his nobility in this text), Abdalla repeatedly draws attention to the 

discrepancy between Spanish practices and true Christianity, at one point asking Amador 

Canst thou, in truth, believe, that these oppressors of a harmless people, 

these slayers, who raise the cross of heaven on the place of blood, and call 

to God for approval, when their hands are smoking with the blood of his 

creatures, are the followers of Christ the peaceful, Christ the just, Christ the 

holy? (2: 132). 

Abdalla also repeatedly reminds us of the history of Spanish cruelty and injustice by 

alluding to his own long history of endurance: 

I remember the days of Granada! I remember the sack of the Alhambra! I 

remember the slaughter of the Alpujarras! and I have not forgotten the 

mourning exiles. ... I remember me how the lowly were given to the 

1 ̂ Calavar, in love widi Abdalla's beautiful wife dming the Crusades in Granada, bad lolled her in the midst 
of battle. 



scourge, and the princely to the fires of Inquisitors.-our children to spears, 

our wives to ravishers and murderers! (2: 133)20 

He is committed to avenging this history of wrongs, plotting and battling with the Aztecs 

against the Spaniards. 

Abdalla's ideological Achilles heel is his "son," Amador's frail page Jacinto, who 

serves—and is protected by—Calavar and Amador. It is Jacinto for whom he fights, hoping 

to change the cycle of oppression for his offspring; the increasing iiffection between 

Jacinto and Amador maintains Abdalla's connection with the Spaniards. And when 

Amador discovers that Jacinto is really the beautiful woman Zayda, his past love, Abdalla 

dismisses his long-standing hatred of the conquerors and wholeheartedly condones their 

union. Mortally wounded in battle by Amador, the dying Moor reduces his passionate 

speeches about freedom, his noble resistance against Spanish oppression to the sentiments 

of a concerned father 

what 1 did, I did fw the honour and weal of my child, knowing that, in the 

hands of the Spaniards, she was in the power of oppressors and villains. 

That I have struck for revenge, is true; I have shed the blood of Castilians 

and rejoiced, for therein I reckoned me the vengeance of Granada. Yet, had 

it been apparent to me, that the feeble maid, who, besides myself, knew no 

other protector of innocence in the world, could have claimed the love of an 

honourable cavalier, and enjoyed it without the shame of disguise and 

the Moriscos. Bird incorporates another episode of sixteenth-century Spanish oppression and 
rebellion. The enslaved Christian Moors of Valencia and Granada were expelled in the eariy seventeenth 
century, after numerous rebellions. See Robin Blackburn's The Making of a New World Slavery for an 
overview of the Moriscos' experience. Its parallels to the Spanish actions in Mexico, and to the nineteenth 
century U. S. agenda, ate notaUe: This final episode in the eradication of religious and racial di^erence 
affirmed Spain's naticHial identity and was acctHnpanied by a new spirit of civic egalitarianism" (53). 

Bird's use of the Moriscos also derives from Cervantes' Don Quixote: the story of the beautiful 
exiled Moorish woman Maria and her father takes up much of chapten 37-41. 
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menial occupation, then had I submitted to my fate, and locked up in the 

c^rkness of my heart, the memory of the Alpujanas. (2: 271-72) 

Amador, one of the "oppressors and villains," becomes in Abdalla's eyes "an honourable 

cavalier" by loving Zayda, and the Moorish prince is happy to forget all past wrongs if 

Amador will protect his "feeble maid" of a daughter. 

In Calavar the object of Amador's love is a Christian from the start; the romantic 

suspense consists of discovering her identity and status as not a servant boy but a Moorish 

princess. In The Infidel. Zelahualla's identity and status as Aztec princess is clear 

throughout; in order to become a "suitable" mate for Lerma she must become a Christian. 

The courtship between Lerma and Zelahualla is emblematic of the religious as well as the 

political conquest of Mexico, perhaps more pronounced because the two lovers belong to 

opposite sides of the contemporary struggle, whereas in Calavar such a conflict occurred in 

the previous generation's persecution of Moriscos, involving neither of the lovers directly. 

Despite Zelahualla's social status and impending conversion to Christianity, her 

identity as a nonEuropean object of romantic love must have been a hard sell, for Bird goes 

to great lengths to defend the relationship. This also allows him to expound on the 

romantic disdain for civilization and admiration for the "uncivilized'*; 

Are the refinements and delicate sensibilities of the spirit confined to the 

highborn and polished? They are undoubtedly the offspring of nature: 

Education supplies their place only by the substitutes of affectation. 

Though poverty may crush, though wretchedness and evil habits may 

corrupt and extinguish them, yet they throb in the breasts of the lowly, 

during the days of youth, and are not always banished even by the rigours 

of manhood. They dwell under the painted lodge of the barbarian, and they 

bum even in the heart of the benighted heathen. (2:72) 
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Bird notes that the love between a Christian and a "barbarian" is the stuff of sentiment, in 

that it is irrational and cannot be explained logically: 

How far a barbarian and the daughter of a barbzuian was worthy of, and 

capable of inspiring, an affecticMi so romantic and noble, we must inquire of 

our hearts, rather than our reason. (2: 47) 

Lerma's courtship of Zelahualla inspires thoughts of the romantic spuming of 

convention, but it has a more conservative aspect as well. While the hero's love for a 

"barbarian" seems to celebrate the romantic rejection of civilization. Zelahualla's beauty 

(like Zayda's in Calavar) is quite European. She has "wonderfully fair" skin, lighter than 

that of some Spaniards (2: 48).^^ More significantly, Lerma's adoration takes the form of 

religious fervor as he attempts to convert his Aztec love to Christianity, telling her to forget 

the "idle fables" which make up Aztec theology (2: 75). Bird observes that "the ambition 

of conversion was inseparably linked with that of conquest (2: 51). allowing a reading of 

Zelahualla's conversion as a romantic and political conquest. Indeed, when Zelahualla 

accepts Christianity, Lerma proclaims both his romantic desires and religious mission to be 

fulfilled. 

With the love stories resolved in each text, the restoration of social order is enacted 

as well, smoothing over the unsettling questions raised in the account of the conquest. 

Amador leaves Mexico and the ethically troubling events still occurring there, having 

become a pacifist At the same time, though, he acquires Spanish property, the title of 

Count of Castillejo, and a wife. He is allowed to marry the servant-tumed-princess 

Jacinto/Zayda with the blessing of the dying Moorish prince. Bird's conclusion shows 

Amador peacefully surveying his land in Spain; the narrator is careful to note that this land 

is Amador's rightful property. 

21 According to Mary Louise Pratt in Imperial Eves, the romantic colonized heroine of sentimental 
European novels was usually fair and often royal (100). 
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the inheritance handed down to him by a long line of ancestors,—not 

snatched away by violence from vanquished Moors, but reclaimed from 

them by a bold knight, whose genealogical tree had been rooted in those 

hills, before Tarik, the Arab, had yet looked upon the Pillars of Hercules. 

(2; 288) 

Since Bird ends the book in the middle of the conquest (not long after the Noche Triste) he 

cannot write away the ongoing violence in Mexico; instead he removes his romantic hero 

and heroine from the action, and imderscores their love, nobility, and '*right" to their rosy 

fate. 

Lerma enjoys a fate like that of Amador at the end of The Infidel: his claims to 

inheritance are accepted, Zelahualla is accepted by the Spanish nobility, and he is not 

blamed for his actions in Mexico, as he was "a subordinate in the act of conquest" (2: 228). 

As The Infidel nears its resolution, even Cortes's villainous traits are modified as he 

becomes the bestower of rightful order and property to the romantic hero. He 

acknowledges Zelahualla's nobility and her fitness to marry Juan, the new Count: "she is a 

daughter of Montezuma, the descendant of a thousand kings; and the Count of Castillejo 

will carry with him to his castle, a bride more noble than ever entered it before" (2: 213). 

He also promises a religious dispensation for Magdalena because of her nobility. The 

General's fate is not so positive, perhaps since Bird conforms here to the historical record: 

Bird informs us that Cortes "lived to subdue other empires, and experience the ingratitude 

of a monarch, whose favour he had so amply merited" (2: 228). 

This resolution also requires the death of figures who cannot be absorbed into the 

romance. The grim description of Guatimozin's murder by the Spaniards ends the book, 

reinstituting sympathy for the fallen king and a critique of Cortes, yet emphasizing his 

other-ness to the very end: 
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torture of fire; nor could his noble character and unhappy fall secure him 

from a death of degradation. ... he was left to swing in the winds, and 

feed the vultures, of a distant and desert land. He merited a higher 

distinction, a loftier respect, and a profounder compassion, than men will 

willingly accord to a barbarian and INFIDEL. (2:228) 

Not only is the king's death a historical event which Bird confirms, but his unrelenting 

resistance to the Spaniards no longer fits Bird's scheme of initial critique and later romantic 

recuperation of the conquest Bird remains sympathetic to Guatimozin's death, noting that 

he deserved better treatment by Christians, but at the same time he ends by returning to his 

romantic resolution, where nobility is finally recognized only through conversion to 

Christiamty and an acceptance of the love between a Spanish conquistador and a beautiful 

Aztec princess. As Dahl observes, despite Bird's sympathy fcx* the Aztecs, 

The author could not, in the nineteenth century, take as his hero a pagan 

who kills Christians and does not suffer for it Nor could he have a 

Christian hero who joined with pagans against other Christians. Though 

his character might sympathize with them, though he might act with them to 

a certain point, though he might even be in love with a beautiful (Christian 

or naturally pious) maiden—at the crucial moment religion and color and race 

must tell, with the result that he must rejoin his Christian comrades in their 

work of devastation and ravage. (78) 

Romance depends here on Bird's ultimate acceptance of Christianity and the Spanish 

conquest The "beautiful maiden" in each text is recuperated along with the hero, after 

being recognized as a noble princess in one case, converted to Christianity in the other. 

What began as a subversive flirtation with the possibility of a Spanish hero's love for a 

woman from a different race, social class, and religion becomes a socially acceptable love 
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for a fair-skinnecl member of another race, who is Christian and of equal or superior class. 

In this way Bird's hero can fulfill both the political and emotional requirements of the 

romance; he can "rejoin his Christian comrades" and get the girl too, with awkward 

discussions of exploitation and the abuse of power brushed aside. 

The Power of Inalienable Rights 

Bird's knowledge of the arguments underlying natural law makes an appearance, 

though a second-hand one, literally at the beginning, with the epigraph to Calavar. Here he 

cites Peruvian historian Garcilaso de la Vega; while the epigraph itself is unrelated to 

natural law, de la Vega's Comentarios Reales de los Incas contains the narrative of a 

Spaniard, Pedro Serrano, who was shipwrecked on a deserted island (de la Vega Book I, 

Chapter 8, 41-6). The connection between de la Vega and natural law evolved through 

Lxxke himself; that philosopher read de la Vega and used the story of Pedro Serrano in his 

Second Treatise to illustrate a voluntary compact within the state of nature (Book 2, 

Chapter 2, §317-18; see also Laslett's footnote to this section). 

Bird goes on to display his knowledge of natural law much more explicitly, 

however. His sympathy for, and perhaps his initial interest in, the Aztec culture is due 

largely to its advanced state; as Bird states in Calavar. "the Mexican empire was not far 

behind some of the monarchies of Europe in that method, purpose, and stability of 

institutions, both pditical and domestic, which are esteemed that evidences of civilization" 

(206), The American Ouarterlv Review locates Calavar's appeal in this very balance 

between the civilized and the primitive, claiming that in "the lands of the South" can be 

found "the spectacle of aboriginal empires, rising among the wildernesses, ... of races 

just stepping upon the threshold of civilization—and hurled back into barbarism by the 

hands of civilized men" (376). The tale of such a problematic conflict between the Aztecs, 

seen as a relatively civilized but despotic people, and the Spaniards, a more advanced but 
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perhaps even more despotic people, is ripe for a meditation on rights and freedom. As 

Locke has said, "Let us see next what Power a lawful Conqueror has over the Subdued" 

(434). 

In Calavar and The Infidel. Bird maps out natural rights philosophy in what is first 

a fairly straightforward manner, exposing the contradictions between natural rights and 

slavery. He shows how some people—in this case, the Spaniards—have natural rights 

which they can choose to give up or can be rightfully compelled to give up, as members of 

civil society, to their superiors. Here it is "unnatural" to be compelled to give up their 

rights by "inferiors" or by those who have no recognized power over them through a 

social contract, for example an enemy of their leader. He establishes Cortes as the dark 

side of Lockean philosophy—the tyrant, the unjust conqueror who abuses those under his 

authority and calls himself a servant to the king in order to manipulate both his followers 

and the Aztecs. 

In his portrayal of nonEuropeans, Bird's play with rights and freedom gets even 

wilder. Not only do the contradictions in Locke's ideas about rights, conquest and slavery 

become most apparent here, but to this already conflicted philosophical base Bird adds pro-

slavery arguments of his own time. He begins with the notion that nonEuropeans have no 

natural rights, and shows the faithful servant who knows his place, then the unfaithful 

servants who erroneously assert their equality and liberty. With the noble Moriscos and 

Aztecs who insist on their natural rights. Bird finds himself in a rhetorical impasse. He 

toys with the idea that they may be entitled to natural rights, allowing them dramatic 

speeches and sympathetic scenes in which they assert universal rights and condemn the 

conquest in good Lockean form, but an apologist for slavery cannot accept the implications 

of such a stance. With no way out for the noble nonEuropeans—they might be entitled to 

natural rights in an abstract philosophical sense, but they can't be given them in the real 
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world—Bird has the men die and the women "converted," brought over to the Spanish side 

through religious conversion and marriage. 

Bird's version (some might say perversion) of natural law consists of an intricate 

chain of command.Locke discusses various power relationships such as husband-wife, 

father-children, master-servant, lord-slave, and state-individual, but says little about the 

specific ways in which these links in the chain of command might be connected. Bird 

shows that a man can simultaneously assert his power over those in his household (wife, 

children, slaves, servants) and give up his rights to his superiors, representatives of the 

higher authority to which he has granted power over him. He is both master and servant, 

one who both has power and lacks it at the same time. Bird thus creates a continuimi of 

rights and obligations which connects animals, nonEuropean slaves and servants, noble 

nonEuropeans, European servants, nobles, Cortes, and finally the king, who is himself the 

servant of God, "the Lord and Master of them all" in Locke's words (309; see Table 4.1). 

His meditations on rights in these texts are based on this continuum: one's position in it, 

constituted by race, class and gender, defines one's rights (or lack of them) based on 

whom one serves and whom one is served In the discussion which follows I will not 

work in a single direction on this continuum, but rather from the middle outward, from the 

ideas about natural rights most acceptable to Bird and his readers to those that might be 

move threatening. 

22Dayan identifies a similarly complex "magisterial hierarchy" in Beverley Tucker's George Balcombe 
("Poe" 118). 
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TABLE 4.1 

BIRD'S CONTINUUM OF RIGHTS 

In Bird's continuum of rights, each position is defined by its rights over those 
beneath it and its relinquishing of rights to those above it Bird does not question the rights 
attendant to the upper and lower positions here; the major struggles over these positions 
occur between the Spaniards and the noble nonEuropeans. I have listed in bold the 
characters who do the most to question or test the limits of this chain of command; of 
these, the male characters all die and the female characters all marry Spaniards. 

CATEGORY 

God 

King 

Leaders 

Knights 

Neophytes, Soldiers 

Servants 

Moors (Christian royalty) 

Aztecs (nonChristian 
royalty) 

Slaves 

Animals 

CHARACTER 

Charles V 

Cortes 

Don Gabriel de Calavar 

Juan Lerma 
Amador de Leste 
Villafana 

Lorenzo Fabueno 
Jacinto 

Abdalla 
Jacinto/Leila/Zayda 

Montezuma 
Guatimozin 
Zelahualla 

Tlascalans 
Tlam^md 

Befo 
Fogoso 

OUTCOME 

killed 

"transformed" 

dies 
marries Amador 

dies 
dies 
converts, marries 
Lerma 
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The argument for natural subjection is generated in each novel by repeated 

imprisonments and assertions of pxswer by individuals and groups over others. In the 

middle of Bird's continuum lie Don Amador and Juan Lerma, both Spaniards with 

undisputed rights to liberty and property. Both are imprisoned by their Spanish superiors 

and by those defined as equals or "inferiors": by supposed friends and family, by women, 

by nonEuropeans, by their own servants. The message seems to be that a Spanish cavalier 

must submit to his superiors—those to whom he has consensually given up his natural 

rights~but should defend his rights against everyone else. 

Bird establishes this interlocking chain of command and obligation by defining the 

Spanish hero of each novel as a master, and a good one. In Calavar. Amador is charitable 

to his timid and inexperienced Spanish guide Lorenzo Fabueno, encouraging the youth 

until he becomes confident and aggressive. He also declares himself the protector of the 

two Moors, Abdalla and Jacinto, recognizing their worthy character despite their heritage 

and defending them from more violent Spaniards. While Jacinto objects to any form of 

servitude, he is happy with Amador, swearing that "I could remain a contented servant to 

the end of my days" (2: 6). In The Infidel. Juan Lerma is also a benevolent master, 

fostering undying loyalty in his dog Befo, who is pictured as the perfect faithful servant 

Like many apologists in Bird's time, Lerma opines that kind treatment of servants and 

slaves will guarantee their affection and continued subservience even when mistreated. 

While the two Spanish heroes are clearly assumed to have natural rights to property 

(shown here in the form of serv£uits) and authority over such possessions, they are also 

seen as having given up certain rights, acting as servants of their superiors. For Amador 

and Lerma, this submission is an honorable fulfillment of their duty. While a good master 

and a proud cavalier who is quick to perceive insults to his honor, Amador defines himself 

as the servant and even slave of Cortes and of his own kinsman Calavar. Amador 

proclaims to Cortes, after the general helps him out of a river, "I avow myself, to the day 
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of my death, enslaved under the necessity to requite thee" (164). He pledges complete 

servitude to Calavar as well: "I acknowledge no duty that is not to thee, and no passion but 

that of serving thee with constancy and truth" (175). These are both represented as 

appropriate, if sometimes conflicting, sources of servitude for a young cavalier. 

Lerma, imprisoned by Cortes for unknown reasons throughout The Infidel, is 

pictured as one for whom such punishment is clearly unjust; at the same time he is a loyal 

prisoner, never questioning the general's motives or considering his situation an 

infringement on his rights. During the course of his imprisonment, several characters 

express sympathy towards Lerma and even attempt to aid his escape. He rejects their 

attempts; affirming his innocence and expecting Cortes's eventual mercy, he refuses to 

take part in any acts of treachery or defiance. One of the jailers compares Lerma's blind 

devotion to that of the dog Befo: "he returns to his master, though he knows the scourge is 

ready" (180). Lerma is eventually condemned to death, and though he begins to see the 

unjust nature of his situation he still refuses to escape. 

Amador and Lerma voluntarily surrender their individual rights to their recognized 

leader, but their willing submission vanishes when the opposite direction as they are 

imprisoned by those they do not recognize as in a position of legitimate authority over 

them. While they accept imprisonment by Cortes, whose power over them they 

acknowledge as part of the social contract, they see any other source of captivity as 

intolerable. Amador is first imprisoned by Cortes's enemy Narvaez for sympathizing with 

Cortes. This submission is enforced by one he does not recognize as his master, and also 

puts him in a position of equality with his own servant Fabueno. Since he sees this 

imprisonment as unjust, Amador escapes, though only through the ingenuity of his 

servant In a more extended episode the wounded Amador is imprisoned not with a servant 

but ^ his servants, Abdalla and Jacinto. With the Spaniards losing in battle. Jacinto 
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insists that the cavalier is safer in bondage than his desperate companions, telling the 

captive Amadon 

give me such obedience as thou wouldst, formerly, have claimed of me. . . 

. if prudent and obedient, (I say obedient, noble and dear master,... for 

now you are my prisoner,) you are safer in this dungeon than are your 

Spanish friends in their fortress,~reduced to captivity, indeed, but 

preserved from destruction. (2: 130) 

Abdalla, too, observes that Amador is being held only for his own protection since he 

would be seized by the Mexicans if he escaped: "I make thee a prisoner, to prevent thy 

becoming a victim" (2: 138). Despite the friendly overtures of his jailer-servants, Amador 

is outraged that he is being held *a prisoner, and not as a guest and friend," by those he 

considers his inferiors. He declares to Jacinto, "it seemeth to me very absurd, that thou, 

who are a boy, and wert but yesterday a servant, shouldst make such a demand of 

subjection to a man and cavalier, and, as I may say, also, thy master" (2: 154). He refuses 

to be held voluntarily, even for his own protection; instead, he demands chains and insists 

that he will escape. 

A similar interpretation of natural rights occurs in The Infidel. Whereas Lerma does 

not question Cortes's right, as an accepted authority, to torment and imprison him, when 

the "enemy" Guatimozin kidnaps him. again for his protection, the cavalier sees this 

bondage as unjust and vows to free himself by any means necessary. His scheme, 

involving "duplicity, nay, even perfidy," is justified by a higher goal of justice and 

freedom: "mine ends [are] all pure, honourable, and humane" (2: 116). He plans to aid the 

Spanish overthrow of the Aztecs, calling it not disloyalty to his protector Guatimozin but an 

act of mercy and salvation for the Spanish king. 

After laying out a scheme of rights and obligations in civil society through his 

Spanish heroes. Bird addresses the dark side of Locke through Cortes. Near the top of his 
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continuum of rights. Bird's portrayal of the general comes close to Locke's definition of a 

tyrant, one who exercises "Power beyond Riaht" and acts not for "the preservation of the 

Properties of his People, but the satisfaction of his own Ambition, Revenge, 

Covetousness, or any other Irregular Passion" (Locke 446). In marked contrast to Amador 

and Lerma's generous treatment of their servants and loyal obedience to their superiors, 

Cortes mistreats Spaniards and Aztecs alike. In The Infidel, having gained the 

endorsement of the Spanish king, Cortes imposes numerous and harsh rules on his 

soldiers, from the humblest servant to the noblest cavalier. As the soldier Villafana puts it, 

"we have commands for exhortations, prohibitions in place of dissuasions, and, withal, a 

plentiful garnishing of stocks and dungeons, whips and halters, all in the king's name. By 

Santiago! there is too much state in this" (26). Given a cruel leader, disillusionment and 

disloyalty run rampant among the Spanish troops. The soldiers, lacking the unconditional 

loyalty of Lerma and Amador, see themselves as subjected to unjust bondage, and rebellion 

as justified: 

They remained with Cortes upon compulsion, and they hated him. . . . 

They burned to be released from what was to them intoleraUe bondage, and 

the means were not to be questioned, even though they might involve 

connivance and collusion with the foe. (160) 

Cortes attempts to excuse his actions as mere obedience to yet a higher authority by 

calling himself a servant of the Spanish king, but most often he uses the trope of servitude 

to assert his power ov^ others, including his loyal Spanish followers. He claims his state 

responsibilities take precedence over personal obligations as he refuses to forgive Lerma's 

actions: 23 "what I may forget as thy friend, I am still boimd to consider as thy general. I 

am now the king's officer, and it becomes me, forgetting all private feelings, to know no 

unfounded susjnciiMi disclosed only at the end of the novel, of an affair with Cortes's wife Dofia 
ratalina 
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friends but those who approve themselves true and valuable servants of his majesty" (95). 

Cortes again defines himself as a mere servant to excuse his actions toward Montezuma 

and, later, Guatimozin. When Montezuma is mortally injured the general dismisses his own 

role in the matter, insisting that he acts only as a representative of his followers and his 

master, the king: "when I have seemed to treat him [Montezuma] with harshness and 

injustice, I have done so for the good of my companions, and the advantage of our king" 

(2: 103). 

In his treatment of nonEuropeans, both Moors and Aztecs, Bird's natural rights 

scheme encounters a major contradiction, one inherent in Locke but exacerbated by the 

ISSOs in the U. S.: the defense of universal and natural rights comes up against the 

systematic denial of these same rights to certain clas^ of human beings. Not only do the 

contradictions between Locke's ideas about natural rights, conquest and slavery become 

most apparent here, but to this already conflicted philosophical base Bird adds pro-slavery 

arguments of his own time. Unlike Locke, who argued that slaves and conquered people 

have rights but forfeit them through unjust acts of violence (325, 434), Bird seems to 

assume that nonEuropeans, as a group, have no natural rights.24 As such, their "nobility" 

consists of accepting their condition and remaining loyal to their masters. Bird clarifies his 

ideas on rights and servitude through the nonEuropean (loosely defined here) side of his 

continuum, one which spans a broad range of social status and reactions to that status, 

from the faithful animal who rejoices in its servitude to the Moorish prince and Aztec king 

who insist that they possess natural rights and resist any form of submission. 

At the bottom of the continuum of nonEuropeans (in a revealing association of 

nonwhites with zmimals) are the hero's faithful animals, Amador's horse Fogoso and 

^"^This view was sucdoctiy (and bnitally) expressed in 1869 by John Jeffries: "All men have natural 
ri^ts; but they can only expect to enjoy these ri^ts in proportion to the degree of intelligence they 
possess" (359). 
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Lemia's dog Befo. These creatures pose little threat to a discussion on rights, since neither 

they nor anyone presumes that they have any. But this is precisely their significance; they 

are "perfect" slaves who love their masters, never complain, never question their own 

status. Lerma boasts that his dog is "incorruptible," with an "irresistible instinct of fidelity" 

(133). (Abdalla makes an identical claim for Jacinto in Calavar "he hath a fidelity which 

nothing can corrupt, and a loving heart which, once gained by kindness, no temptation can 

lure from his master" (111)). Lerma expounds on Befo's loyalty and the strength of bonds 

between a good master and good slave, relying heavily on contemporary proslavery 

arguments: 

Faithful Befo! faithful Befo! there is no friend like him! ... He loves me 

because I have done him good deeds, and treated him kindly. He is like a 

man, not a tiger, he remembers a benefit as long as an injury. . . . Black or 

white, red or olive-hued, whom he once loves, he loves well. Happy or 

wretched, proud or lowly, it is all of one: he asks not if his master be a 

villain. . . . Feed him, he loves you—starve him, he loves you—beat him, 

still does he love you. Once gain his affection, and you cannot cast it off. . 

. nay, he will sometimes pine away on your grave. (2: 31)25 

Dayan has documented this apologist trope of "attachment" and "fidelity," one which she 

recognizes as "central to the apotheosis of the master and slave relation" (Haiti 191). 

Loyal and loving no matter the treatment he receives from his master, Befo gains 

respect and status among the Spanish troops because he knows and accepts his place. He 

becomes a model for all servants in the text, including Lerma himseif~of whose character 

25cOTipaie Melville's chaiacterizatiaii of blacks and dogs in "Benito Cereno" (1855). Melville comments, 
"r'aprarin Delano took to negroes, not piulantiiropicaily, but genially, just as other men to Newfoundland 
dogs" (84). 
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Bird wrote to his friend Lawson, "I was drawing the character of a dog I knew once who 

was a very fine Christian-like animal, for all the hard treatment he had" (qtd. in Foust 87). 

Bird pjays considerably less attention to the Mexican slaves, faithful or unfaithful, 

in these texts. While Bird displays some sympathy for their plight, such as in his brief 

description in Calavar of the Tlamdm^, the oppressed "carriers of Mexico" (83), and the 

Spanish allies the Tlascalans (216), he does not question their status; they are assumed to 

have no rights to liberty and property which servitude would infringe upon. Indeed, the 

Tlascalans see themselves as free, having joined the Spaniards in their fights against the 

oppressive Aztecs, but the Spaniards see it differently. As De Morla—one of the more 

moderate conquistadors—puts it, "though these proud people, the commoners, call 

themselves free republicans, they are to all intents and purposes the servants of many 

masters; a sort of freedom somewhat more questionable than that of a nation governed by 

one king" (216). The Tlascalans, possessing no recognized rights, will not gain any 

freedom by helping the Spaniards; if anything, De Moria predicts, they will be punished 

more severely for treachery to their own countrymen. 

Given the assumption that they have no natural rights, Abdalla and Jacinto's 

assertion of them appears unacceptable. Shipwrecked on their way to Granada, the Moors 

are treated as servants, only saved from slavery because they declare themselves 

Christians. Abdalla repeatedly refuses submission to anyone but the Spanish king, 

insisting, "I am a Christian! the boy is a Christian! . . . and neither of us can be sold to 

bondage, except at the command of his most faithful and merciful majesty, the emperor and 

king" (69). He does prefer servitude to heathenism, however, declaring that he tried to 

return to a life of subjection in his native Granada so that his son would not grow up a 

heathen; "though he might grow up in bondage, he should be free from the thrall of 

darkness: it was better he should be a slave than an infidel" (66). 
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The Moors' bitter aversion to servitude is eloquently expressed. Abdalla defends 

his hatred of the Spanish by outlining the reversal in social position he and Jacinto have 

undergone, a reversal he sees as unjust due to their "pure blood": 

the Zegri that hath sat in the seat of kings, was doomed to be the bearer of a 

match-stick; and the boy, whose blood runs redder and purer than that in 

the veins of the proudest cavalier of all, was degraded into the service of a 

menial, in the house of the bitterest enemy of his people! What was left for 

me? To choose between slavery and exile, contempt and revenge. (2: 164) 

While Jacinto declares himself content as Amadix's servant, he shares his father's aversion 

to submission, telling his master that the Moriscos, always "free and unenslaved," are 

debased by servitude: "I myself. . . could not but sometimes think it had been better to 

have perished . . . than to remain as I was,—and as I am,~a servant in the house of my 

master!" (2; 8). 

This hatred of servitude appears unnatural until the Spaniards realize that the two 

MOCMTS are indeed of noble heritage, of higher birth than most of the cavaliers. Accepting 

this unexpected claim to social status and natural rights, but unwilling to relinquish their 

power over the Moors, the Spaniards resort to the definition of servitude as a noble 

vocation, using their own obligations in Spanish society as an example. As Jacinto 

struggles to dress Amador, the cavalier comforts his page with "think not, though thou 

beest the son of a Moorish Wali, of the noblest blood, that this duty can dishonour thee. I 

have performed it myself, times without number, to my good knight, Don Gabriel" (2: 

182). The chivalric code perfectly embodies the philosophy of natural subjection here; 

rather than being made up of menial tasks performed by a lowly servant, service to a 

cavalier is pictured as an honorable profession. 

The Spaniards offer the same idea of noble servitude to the Aztec kings, telling 

them that they can preserve their rights—their honor, their authority and even their royal 
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titles—by submitting to the Spanish king. Cortes swears to Montezuma, "thy people are not 

mine, but thine, and through thee, as his swom vassal, the subjects of my master, the idng 

of Spain. Confirm thy vassalage to him ... and remain on thy throne for ever" (Calavar 2: 

93-94). Lerma repeats Cortes's rhetoric in The Infidel, advising Guatimozin that he can 

"rule for ever" if he declares himself "the vassal of Spain (2: 80). 

The Aztec kings' resistance to Spanish force is similar to that of the two Moors; 

like Abdaila and Jacinto, Montezuma and Guatimozin see themselves and their people as 

possessing rights which the Spaniards refuse to recognize. Unlike the Moriscos, however, 

who can from the first claim certain rights as Christians, the Aztecs are "pagans," whose 

rights and nobility are recognized by neither the Christian God nor the Spaniards. But 

Montezimia considers himself too noble for submission to the Spaniards, unable to accept 

that "the king of kings was himself the vassal of a king's vassal (2: 33). Guatimozin is 

also resistant to Spanish authority, unwilling to call Cortes or the Spanish king "master." 

His ambassadors deliver an eloquent speech on the evils of slavery and the determination to 

resist enslavement: 

thus says the king [Guatimozin]: 'What is the Lord of Castile, that 

Guatimozin should call him master? .... Guatimozin has called together 

[his people] .... and they have replied: Is not the sword better than the 

whip? is not the arrow softer than the brand? is not the fagot of fire 

pleasanter than the chain of captivity? is not death sweeter than slavery?' 

Thus says the old man,~l am old; wherefore, then, should I be a slave for 

a day?' Thus says the little infant,--'! am a little child; why should I be a 

slave for many years?' (205)26 

26Quatunozm's and Montezuma's speeches are irraiic, however, since their own freed<xn is based on the 
subjection of "the people" they seek to unite. Garcilaso de la Vega's comments on the Perovian Incas' 
structure of vassalage might apfdy to the Aztecs as well: "in moral philosophy they bad attained to a high 
standard, as weU in their laws and customs touching the dealings of their vassals between man and man in 
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In his portrayal of Moorish and Aztec nobility and royalty, then. Bird encounters 

the final collision between the ideology of universal rights and the proslavery/expansionist 

ideology of racial superiority. Moving up to the highest rank of nonEuropeans, the 

Spaniards and Bird himself finally reach a point at which even the Moor and the Aztec must 

be acknowledged to have natural, inalienable rights. But the logical consequences of this 

admission—first, that these nobles should not be deprived of their rights through 

enslavement or conquest; and second, that these rights might be extended to other less 

noble nonEuropeans—are unacceptable to an ideology which is still determined to proceed 

with conquest and enslavement 

What is the fate of these resistant Aztec and Moorish figures? Love and death—the 

stuff of romance.27 With the revelation of the Moors' nobility. Bird gives the storyline a 

violent romantic tug to sidestep the issue of universal rights. Just as his/her identity is 

affirmed, Jacinto is revealed to be Amador's lost love, Zayda; at this news even Abdalla 

gives up his long political struggle in favor of his daughter's romantic happiness. 

Whereas they have resisted even the protection said to acoxnpany servitude, neither Jacinto 

nor Abdalla thinks of objecting to the protection offered through love, even though this 

love is offered by their fcxmer master Amador. 

Whereas Amador is not seen as relinquishing rights in his love for Jacinto/Zayda, 

his fellow cavalier De Moria's love for Montezuma's daughter is framed in terms of 

submission. De Moria speaks of bondage and declares, "now 1 know that my heart is in 

slavery!" (235). De Morla is reduced to "slavery" by Minnapotzin, one who is at once his 

inferior (a woman, a pagan) and his superior (a princess). And in The Infidel. Lerma fails 

confonnity with natural law, as in the duties of obedience and service to the long, and in those of the king 
to do good to the vassals and others his inferiocs" (19&-99). 

discusses a aimilar pattern in cdcnial love stories, although Bird apparently departs from the typical 
outcome in allowing the transradal cou{rfe to stay together. Pratt's scheme, "outccxnes seem to be 
roughly the •mme- the lovers are separated, the European is reabsorbed by Eun^. and the non-European 
dies an early death" (97). 
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to his knees, taking on an "attitude of submissive respect and expectation" when he sees the 

beautiful Aztec princess Zelahualla (2: 49). She too expresses her affection in terms of 

submission: "The king is the Great Eagle's [Lerma's] friend; the daughter of Montezuma 

is his bondmaid" (2: 50). These romantic submissions are at once appropriate and 

inappropriate, bearing military and romantic significance. But the political and romantic 

implications of this love are not identical; submission to Minnapotzin and Zelahualla stands 

in for the assertion of military power over the Aztec women, the appropriation of them as 

(willing) prisoners of war. 

While the nonEuropean women can be successfully incorporated into the romantic 

resolution of these texts, the three resistant nonEuropean male leaders—Abdalla, 

Montezimia, and Guatimozin—cannot To fulfill both the historical and the romantic 

demands of these works, they must die. The death of all three resistant leaders (here I 

include the fictional Abdalla along with the two Aztec kings) makes for eloquent speeches 

and moving scenes about liberty, but ultimately serves the conservative politics of the 

romance. They are resistant to Spanish authority, and since acceptance of the conquest 

would not fit either the historical record or the romantic alliances through marriage to a 

Spaniard, they die. While Bird sees their deaths sympathetically and admits Spanish 

blame, he sees their death as necessary: tragic, but unavoidable. As he wrote to his friend 

James Lawson about The Infidel. "The deepest interest can be drawn from the picture of 

poor, inert, helpless devils, overwhelmed by fate, and sinking passively into the gulf. . . . 

The actors do nothing; but how our tears drop over them! nay, over their memory" (U 

Penn; qtd. in Mary Mayer Bird 47).28 

^^Foust does not mentioa this draft, but quotes the more careful revisim which Bird sent to Lawson: "The 
deepest interest can be drawn from the s^erings of individuals incapable of resisting their fate, and even 
when they attempt no resistance The actors do nothing; but how one's tears drop over tbem;-aay over 
their memcxy" (Fbust 87-88). 
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Bird's comment to Lawson refers not only to the final submission and death of the 

Aztecs in The Infidel, but to his Spanish hero Juan Lerma as well. Like their mutual 

friend, William Gilmore Simms found fault with Bird's characterizations, especially of 

Juan Lerma, calling him in a letter to Lawson "rather a milksop—the sport of knaves & 

fools & ruffians, whose virtue, if that may be considered such, at such a period,—is that of 

passive endurance" (Letters 67). Dahl agrees in his biography of Bird, remarking, "It is 

unfortimate that Bird so often weakened his novels by placing at their centers spineless, 

sickishly noble, and sadly stupid heroes" (84).29 

The question of the heroes' "spinelessness" is not merely one of aesthetics, but one 

of ideology. Why ^ these Spaniards follow Cortes so dutifully if he is an unlawful tyrant, 

a "scoundrelly foe" as Bird called him in a letter (Foust 87)? Just as in the death of the 

noble nonEuropeans, here the concept of inalienable rights collides with proslavery 

ideology. For Locke, rebellion against an unjust authority—whether husband, master, lord 

or king—is justified. But this was a dangerous tenet in nineteenth-century America, 

especially in the furor which followed the Nat Turaer rebellion of 183 L While the heroes' 

"passive endurance" seems incredible at times, their unconditional obedience in the face of 

an unjust master is absolutely necessary in Bird's scheme. Bird is sympathetic to the 

Lockean/American impulse to rebellion and independence, but as a defender of slavery he 

must maintain that an honorable, faithful servant will never disobey one who has the right 

to be his master. And so, in his definitic»i of his Spanish heroes as servants in a continuum 

with slaves, he demands unconditional loyalty to their leader. If they are flawed for this 

reason. Bird might say that at least their imperfections lie in the direction of too much 

loyalty instead of too little. 

^^Dayan reminds us that Poe had a «inii1ar interest in "postures of enfeeblement," although he used such 
images for a different ideological purpose ("Poe" 119). 
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By placing all his characters on a continuum of rights. Bird constructs a platform of 

natural subjectipn in two ways. First, he can blur the definitions of natural rights and their 

absence, erasing distinctions between an Aztec or Moor's subjection to a master and a 

cavalier's obligations to his leader. Second, he can strengthen the notion of obligation, 

making a slave subject to restrictions, duties and codes of honor not unlike those of the 

cavalier. Bird seems to say that slavery should not be abused by the powerful, and that a 

good master will foster an efficient, loyal class of slaves; but that ultimately slaves must 

obey no matter how they are treated. The condition of subjection is natural, after all; as 

Nathaniel Beverley Tucker put it in George Balcombe (1836), "I see gradations in 

everything. I see subordination everywhere" (qtd. in Dayan, "Poe" 118). 

Subjected to Romance 

To gather together the literary and philosophical traditions 1 have explored in this 

chapter, 1 will attempt to clarify the disparate operation of natural rights in Bird's version of 

the historical, gothic and romantic narratives. The historical account suggests that the 

Aztecs possess inherent rights similar to those of the Spanish: they are and should remain 

free, and are entitled to their own land and culttire. The Spanish assertion of power-

involving the physical, political and religious subjection of a noble king and a "free" 

I)eople, and the acquisition of "property" including women, gold and land—is from the 

historical perspective most often seen as an unjust invasion, a robbing of a people's natural 

rights. Like the history, the gothic storyline paints the conquest as immoral and corrupt, 

evddng horror at the unjust treatment of individuals. It works with tropes of physical and 

psychological imprisonment, mostly of Spaniards by other Spaniards, to suggest the 

horrifying inhumanity of such restrictions of freedom. That Spaniards frequently serve as 

both jailer and jailed here further demonizes the conquerors, painting a picture of internal 

corruption of church and state. The gothic narrative also plays with inversions of power. 
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even those apparently sanctioned in the historical perspective: women gaining power over 

men, Aztec over Spaniard, soldiers plotting against Cortes, which questions the "natural" 

order of power relations. 

The romantic continuum of rights worlcs, like the romance in general in these texts, 

in two ways. On one level, it appears to embrace the same ideologies as history and the 

gothic, celebrating universal rights, including Aztecs and women in its recognition of the 

nobility of all humans. On another level, it seems to negate these liberationist implications 

by weaving all three storylines into a love story which stresses submission and bondage to 

one's love. Again, the infringement on universal inalienable rights seen on the historical 

level in the unjust subjection of noble Aztecs to Spanish force, and on the gothic level as 

the unjust imprisonment of Spanish heroes by their evil countrymen and other "unnatural" 

forces such as women, is neutralized in its translation to the romantic level, where the 

union between Aztec (or Moor) and Spaniard represents a happy intercultural union of 

willing mutual bondage, where troubling power relations between master and servant are 

dismissed as the blossoming of love.^^ Intricate, ever-changing definitions and relations 

of freedom, imprisonment, mastery, servitude, property owners and owned are featured 

heavily in all three genres in each text—each plot is full of servants and masters, prisoners 

and jailers who assume and reverse these roles regardless of race, gender or social class, in 

ways similar to the reversals in Poe as well, as Joan Dayan notes in "Romance and Race" 

(104-7). The rhetcxic of natural rights not only furthers the histoncal/gothic (and in part the 

romantic) idea of inalienable rights through questioning the natural order of dominance and 

submission, but also allows for a romantic resolution with two lovers bonded to each 

^^^Pratt outlines a «rin»ilar relationship between John Stedman and the slave Joanna in his 1796 Narrative of 
a Hve Years' Expedition agaimt the Revolted Negroes of Surinam. Pratt comments. "It is easy to see 
transiacial love plots as imaginings in which European siq)remacy is guaranteed by affective and social 
bonding; in whit^ sex replaces slavery as the way others are seen to belong to the white man; in which 
romantic love rather >lian filial servitude or force guarantee the willful submissirai of the colonized" (97; 
see 90-102). 
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other, the Spanish cavalier submitting willingly—but without relinquishing male authority 

over women—to a Moorish or Aztec beauty.^ 1 

To return to my earlier discussion of genre, one can see Bird's overlapping genres 

working in much the same way as his continuum of rights, and for the same ideological 

purposes. Just as Bird collapses distinctions between slaves and cavaliers, he establishes 

one narrative and genre only to collapse it into another and yet another. Just as his rhetoric 

of rights ultimately creates a picture of subjection as a noble occupation worthy of 

unconditional loyalty, his manipulation of genre leaves us with a historical conquest turned 

into a sentimental romance. Moving from the historical events of the ccnquest in which the 

real rights of real people are contested, and from a heightened gothic condemnation of these 

events. Bird slides in both genre and ideology into romance where such rights no longer 

apply. As Pratt puts it, "The allegory of romantic love mystifies exploitation out of the 

picture" (97). Submission here comes to mean not coercion or the denial of rights, but the 

expression of one's highest love and devotion. In these texts the spirit of romance is not at 

all dampened by servitude; rather, it is perfected by it 

3 iThanks to Daniel Cooper-Alaic6n for helping me clarify this point 
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CHAPTERS 

NATURAL VENGEANCE: THE LAW OF THE FRONTIER 

[E]very Man hath a Right to punish the Offender, and be 

Executioner of the Law of Nature. 

Locke, Second Treatise 

While his Mexico romances established him as a reputable novelist, when Bird 

turned his attention to U. S. history he entered the most profitable period of his writing 

career. Between 1835 and 1837 he published two novels of the American frontier. Hawks 

of Hawk-Hollow (1835> and Nick of the Woods, or the Jibbenainosav (1837). and began a 

third, A Belated Revenge (written in 1837 but published posthumously in 1889). 1 My 

contention is that Bird's frontier novels illustrate the transformation of natural law tenets 

into what would soon be called manifest destiny, featuring a strong sense of patriotic 

mission accompanied by and inseparable from the justificaticxi of genocide. In this chapter 

I will examine the role of natural law in the formation of Bird's frontier ideology. Indians 

are depicted as uncivilized, violent savages who disregard the social contract; their 

disorderly conduct both renders civil law ineffective and justifies the imposition of citizen-

based frontier law in the form of the Regulators, Lynch Law, and increasingly violent 

individual action. 

Early nineteenth-century adaptations of natural law which stressed the divine 

approval of civilization and progress allowed for Indian removals and genocide to be 

clothed in the rhetoric of divine will, with both personal and national actions seen as 

passive and "inevitable" enactments of a higher purpose. Bird was clearly aligning himself 

^This set of frontier novels was intemqxed only by the satiiical picaresque SheppaidLee (1836). which I 
will address along with other works in the same genre in the next ch^Ker. 
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with ideas such as those expressed in an 1838 North American Review article which 

insisted that Indians "must either conform to the institutions of the Europeans, or disappear 

from the face of the earth.... Barbarism and civilization were set up, face to face, and one 

or the other must fall in the encounter'" (qtd. in Maddox 26). Bird's version of this 

argument is strikingly similar; in Nick he writes of "misfortune" as "the destiny ... of 

every barbarous race, which contact with a civilized cxie cannot civilize" and of "the mortal 

feud, never destined to be really ended but with the annihilation, or civilization, of the 

American race" (219,290). 

The nationalist sentiment made so explicit in statements like the one above works in 

less obvious ways to shape the entire narrative of Bird's frontier novels. Reading these 

texts as parables of American politics, the connection becomes apparent between the heroic 

complex—honor, reliance on divine will, and an initial aversion to violence followed by a 

final embrace of genocide—and the national rhetoric of expansion. Bird's captive frontier 

hero is a metaphor for not just other settlers, but for the entire developing nation. With the 

settlers' story of suffering and revenge translated into a narrative of nationhood, we can see 

a clear picture of emergent manifest destiny: lands are held captive and abused by 

"uncivilized" Indians, similarly captive frontier citizens are honorable, faithful servants of 

God who are reluctant to use violence but are "forced" into action by destiny and obedience 

to divine orders. 

Moving to the Frontier 

In turning toward frontier settings. Bird was responding to a variety of influences. 

Foremost was perhaps financial pressure; the public's lack of interest in Latin America 
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translated into poorsales.2 As Bird's friend James Lawson wrote him in May 1835, "I am 

not sorry you are done with Mexico. I fear the novel-reading world do not feel the same 

interest in the semi-civilized portion of our hemisphere, which you entertain. We want 

something, though not exactly at our doors, yet near us" (U Penn; qtd. in Foust 89). Bird 

answered Lawson, "You are right about my Mexican subjects; they are too far-offish and 

Hebraic for our Johnny Raws of the States, who know and care as little about Mexico as 

they do about the mocm" (U Peon; qtd. in Fbust 89-90). He assured Lawson that "In the 

thing I am fabricating now ... I intend to be tumultuous and fierce, with at least one 

roaring piece... that shall take your hair ofP (draft, U Penn). But Bird's break with his 

Latin American subjects was not as sudden as it might appear; his interest in U. S. subjects 

had begun while he was still writing dramas. He began work on Hawks after his visits to 

the Delaware Water Gap in 1826 and 1827 with his friends, painter John Grimes and Dr. 

Black. By 1828 Bird had written down ideas for a story, based on Kentucky legend, 

called "Men of the Hills"; by 1830 he had planned it as a romance, and by 1832 he had a 

title page (Dahl 86). Later Grimes drew Bird's attention to what became an additional 

inspiration for Hawks, writing that Judge Hall's Harpe's Head (1833). a historical novel of 

the legendary Tory family whose dispossessed members turned to lawlessness and 

violence, would make a good romance (Dahl 87).^ 

As he had done with his Mexico romances. Bird carried out considerable research 

for his own frontier narratives. According to Cecil Williams, his notes include digests of 

2poe wrote in his "Exordiuin to Criticai Notices" (1842), "A foreign subject, at this epoch, was a weight 
more than enough to drag down into the depths of criticai daninaticMi the finest writer owning nativity in the 
States" (1027-28). 
^Grimes wrote to Bird in November 1833: "Have you read the Harps [sic] head? I have not, but have just 
had a detail of all the particulars of die story of the Haips and their lawless associates, and it ^>pears to me 
to be the ground work for scmething that might be made very good" ("Itinerant" 126). 

Hall was not the odginator of the Harpes legend, but certainly popularized it And Hall, himself a 
lawyer and (temporarily) a circuit judge oo the frontier. iiKluded in his work at least as many references to 
natural law and property rights as Bird incorporated into Hawks. For a rather caustic but insightful review 
of Hall's career and writing, see Richard Diiimon's chapter on Hall in Facing West (191-215). 
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Humphrey Marshall's History of Kentucky (1824), John A. McCIung's Sketches of 

Western Adventure (1832), and Alexander Withers' Chronicles of Border Warfare (1831) 

("Pleuis" 321-22). Bird's notes also mention Joseph IDoddridge's Notes on the Settlement 

and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania, 1763-83 (1824), 

which influenced Withers and, despite its sympathy with the Indians, sided with the 

settlers' interests: ""Let the voice of nature, and the law of nations plead in favor of the 

veteran pioneers of the desert regions of the west'" (qtd. in Williams, "Introduction" Ixix). 

Bird recorded in some detail the tumultuous events in Kentucky from 1773 to 1784, and 

wrote an "extended entry for 1782," the year in which he was to locate two of his three 
t 

frontier novels (Williams, "Introducticm" xxxvii).^ In my own review of Bird's materials I 

found not only numerous detailed chronologies and miscellaneous notes on Indian activity, 

including texts mentioned above, but notes from Bartram on Cherokees and Seminoles, a 

lengthy list of "Works quotes by [J. R] McCulloh in his 'Researches, Philos. & Antiq. 

concerning the Aboriginai Hist of America'" (1829), notes from Heckewelder's American 

Indians, and story ideas involving figures such as Black Hawk and General Braddock. 

In his early notes. Bird made plans to write several more novels of the west, 

including a work featuring Daniel Boone called The Forest-Rover, a Romance. The Blue 

Licks on the siege of Bryant's Station and the disastrous Battle of Blue Licks, and Hark 

Divine, alternately titled The Cohee. on frontiersman Simon Kenton (Williams, 

"Introduction" xxiii, "Plans" 322). Nick, originally titled The Fighting Quaker, was in fact 

envisioned as the last in the series of frontier works ("Introduction" xxiii, "Plans" 322).5 

'̂ This peiiod was also a critical time for Indian-settler warfare, featuring the Battle of the Blue Licks and the 
siege ^ Bryant's Station. Although, as Williams demonstrates. Bird alters the chrcMiology these events 
as he works them into Nick, he was relying heavily on historical documentation. See Williams. 
"Tnfmdiiction* xl-li fn a detailed account of historical and geographical conespondences. 
^Williams contendi in "R. M. Bird's Plans for Novels of the Frontier" that Bird abandoned his plans 
because of several factors: the financial panic of 1837 winch caused poor sales. Bird's failing health, but 
especially the caustic response to his portrayal of Indians, Quakers and frontiersmen in Nick (323-24). 
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Williams refers to a "small workbook" which contains Bird's "notes for a collection of 

stones of 'Indian Adventures' or 'Stories of the Indian Border,'" to include sketches of 

Indian chiefs including Logan, Pontiac, and Tecumseh. Bird also planned a "Romance of 

American History" and a "History of the West" featuring Pennsylvania, Virginia, 

Kentucky, Tennessee and the "'Old Northwest'" ("Introduction" xxix). I found additional 

lists in Bird's notes, some featuring ad^tations of these titles and some including ideas for 

different texts, such as Gnadenhutten. a Novel, presumably to be about the massacre of 

Moravian missionaries in western Ohio.^ 

Bird was certainly not alone in his interest in the frontier and the "Indian problem." 

Puritan captivity narratives dated back to Mary Rowlandson's best-selling A True History 

of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682) and continued in Bird's 

time with such popular texts as John Tanner's Narrative of the Captivity and Adventures of 

John Tanner (1830), a copy of which Bird owned and made references to in his notes 

(Williams, "Introduction" xxxviii).7 The wave of "anti-Indian propaganda" fostered 

captivity anthologies with vivid titles highlighting the tropes of violence and brutality 

outlined in my chapter 3: A Selection of Some of the Most Interesting Narratives of 

Outrages Committed by the Indians in Their Wars with the White People (1808-11) and the 

fact. Bird's interest in the frontier and the Indian predated his adult research and writing. His 
manuscripts include an eady undated story, written in an immature hand, entitled The white-washed cottage 
of die Susquehannali, an Indian story." The story features a mixed-race character called Wingenund who 
attacks setders, explaining his actions by asserting that "I am no Frenchman, I am an Indian. Though my 
father was a Frenchman my mother was an TnHian, and I am bound to revenge the injuries done upon her 
countrymen and mine." In this narradve the father turns out to be alive after all, but the story sets up the 
themes of violence and revenge which would play such a central role in his later frontier narratives. See 
Ronald Takaki's hon Cages for a short discussitm of Bird's early Indian stories: "The White-Washed 
Cottage," "Awossagame" and hfick 04-92). Takald, relying on selected letters and drafts from the U Penn 
Collection, sees Bird as more sympathetic to Indians than most aides, but does not mention some of Bird's 
mote and-Indian statements. 

^My focus on more immediate American sources for Bird's "capdvity nanative" is not meant to deny the 
sigi^cant role the other influences alluded to here. Captivity, passivity and revenge are central images 
in Jacobean drama, the gotUc, historical romances such as in the work Bird's own hero Sir Walter Scott, 
and rtmiances of what E^vidlWter calls "thetoiic of social injustice," seen for example in Schiller. Byron 
and Lewis (Punter 155). Birdwasceitainiyfamiliarwithtliesegenresas well as individual writers. 
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later Indian Anecdotes and Barbarities: Being a Descriptioii of Their Custnms and Deeds of 

Cruelty, with an Account of the Captivity. Sufferings and Heroic Conduct of the Many 

Who Have Fallen into Their Hands, or Who Have Defended Themselves from Savage 

Vengeance: All Illustrating the General Traits of Indian Character (1837) (Derounian-

Stodola and Levemer 35). Bird's contemporaries dealt in captivity themes as well; 

Cooper's Last of the Mohicans is described by James Lewis as "a crazy-quilt of multiple 

captivity events" and by Louise Bamett as "an excellent paradigm of the multiple captivity 

plot" (Lewis 19, Bamett 62).8 

But literary interest in uniquely American themes such as the frontier was not 

limited to captivity narratives or frontier themes. An 1821 book review in the North 

American Review forecast the emergence of literary versions of frontier narratives, 

describing the subject of white-Indian relations as a "wide field ... ripe for the harvest, 

[which] scarce a sickle has yet touched" (qtd. in Bamett 23). The patriotic call for an 

"American" literature, issued by a myriad of literary and political figures by the 1830s, was 

heard, repeated and acted upon by many writers, including Poe, Irving, Cooper and 

Simms, and lesser-known figures such as James Hall and Timothy Flint. Poe began 

numerous reviews with references to the recent Uterary break with England, pronouncing in 

1842 that "We have snapped asunder the leading-strings of our British Grandmamma" ("A 

Few" 405).^ The perspective of Bird's political party, the Whigs, can be seen in an 1833 

^See Susan Sdwckel's foitbcoming Tnmateace of the Indian: Race and Nfationalism in Nineteenth-
Osntiiry Am^fawi Oiltnre for an analysis of captivity nanatives' role in the construction of American 
national faistcxy and destiny. 
^POe was notoriously exacting in bis assessment of American literature, however, insisting on high quality 
work. His 1836 review of Joseph Rodman Drake and Htz Greene Hafleck complained of the "gross paradox 
of liking a stupid book the better, because, sure enough, its stupidity is American" ("Culprit" 5(^; his 
1842 "Exordium to Critical Notices" repeated this sentiment, expressing "the paradoxical dilemma of 
liking, or pretending to like, a stupid bo<jc the better because (sure enough) its stiqndity was of our own 
growth, and discussed our own affairs" (1028). Because of Pm's high critical standai^ as well as the 
quality and formative influence of his literary work. William Carlos Williams recognizes him as the 
foundation of American litetature: "in him American literature is anchored, in him alone, (m sc^d ground" 
(226). 
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lecture by Rufus Choate. In "The Importance of Illustrating New-England History by a 

Series of Romances Like the Waveriey Novels," Choate called for a "ravishing national 

minstrelsy" to supplement American history through historical romances in the style of the 

recently deceased Scott, to create "an immortal and noble national literature" (319-20). 

Such a movement of patriotic literature focusing on pre-Revolutionary times, Choate 

argued, would foster national unity and mold national character, downplay divisive issues 

and "proclaim the law once more" (344). Opposed to the Whigs on most issues, the 

Yoimg Americans also issued loud calls fornauv? literature. Simms demanded in Views 

and Reviews in American Literature History and Rction (1846) that American writers seek 

"intellectual as well as a political independence" from Britain and establish the literary 

"monuments of our nation" (19,47). Despite their disagreements, the Young Americans 

and Whigs, including Bird, sound remarkably alike in their insistence on the role of 

literature in fostering an identity for the developing nation. 

Bird's Frontier Ideology 

Bird's own political-literary agenda as expressed in his nonfiction prose—prefaces, 

speeches and letters—seems to increasingly share the vision of North American literature as 

a way to coalesce the nation and confirm its independence. Cecil Williams, in a valuable 

introduction to the 1939 edition of Nick erf" the Woods, presents Bird's letters and notes as 

evidence of his conception of literature in the service of patriotism and expansion. Included 

in his discussion is a letter (included in Mary Bird's manuscripts) Bird wrote in 1835 to 

accompany a poem commemorating the anniversary of the establishment of Marietta, the 

first Northwest Territory settlement Bird wrote: 

The affection for the land of our birth is strengthened and perpetuated by the 

existence of objects and places endeared to our recollections and pride. . . . 

It was the boast of all the polished nations of antiquity, that they were 



sprung from the soil they occupied; it should be ours, that we return to that 

which our fathers have made habitable. With this feeling, it becomes us to 

trace the footsteps of our progenitors, and do honour to the sites made 

memorable by their labours and sufferings. . . . (qtd. in Williams, 

"Introduction" xxix-xxx). 

A draft of a letter concerning his editorship of the American Mcmthlv magazine in 1837, 

written on the back of a page of his Nick manuscript, emphasizes this patriotic literary 

agenda: 

Novelty and interest—as well as the national character you wish to impress 

on the work—can be looked for only at home. Indigenous subjects ... are 

those I would drive at—the peculiarities of our own character and country-

our vices and virtues—our tendencies social and political ... all that can 

excite public feeling, interest, or curiosity, (xxix) 

Bird's patriotic devotion to his coimtry was accompanied by a distaste for any who 

impeded natic»ial progress. His negative view of Indians, therefore, whom he depicted as 

uncivilized and cruel, was an integral part of his patriotism. Bird's manuscript notes for 

Nick illustrate the workings of this philosophy, in which the "brutalization" of Indians 

allows for a redefinition of U. S. lands as the rightful property of industrious settlers. His 

preliminary notes (which appeared in revised form in his prefaces to the 1837 and 1853 

editions) acknowledge the poetic appeal of the Indian, but favor the philosophical tenets of 

progress and cultivation of the land, tenets clearly reliant on natural law: 

It has ever delighted the imaginations of romantic men, to fmd, in 

the poor barbarians, who romanced the forest and are now fading away 

from the prairies, of America, the relics of a once powerful and civilized 

community. ... 
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It is a nobler and more profitable labour to investigate the origin of a 

people, whose ancestors fought them hand to hand for the possession of the 

wilderness, and purchasing it with blood and tears, gave it, now 

blossoming like the rose, to be an inheritance to their children. 

It is the fashion of poetry to lament the change-to weep over the 

rapacity of the settler and [the] wrong of the red king of the forest. It is 

right that poetry should do so; for there is something deeply melancholy 

and humbling in the fate of the Indian. Nevertheless, philosophy Has no 

sigh for the change: for the earth is the dwelling of man, not the brute, and 

its fair fields are intended for those who will cultivate them and multiply, 

not for those who harvest it for wild beasts, (draft U Penn; qtd. in 

Williams, "Introduction" xxx-xxxi; emphasis added). ̂  ^ 

It is significant that Bird aligns his frontier narrative with the "objective," unforgiving 

perspective of "philosophy" as opposed to the more morally ambiguous poetic vision. 

While he does not rule out a sympathetic view of the Indian experience (he himself 

occasionally expressed such sentiments). Bird gives philosophy the upper hand, calling it a 

"nobler" and a "more profitable" approach, and implying that it is more realistic through its 

opposition to the "imaginations of romantic men." In the shift from poetry to philosophy, 

the details of hand-to-hand combat are accorded the legitimacy of political terms such as 

"purchase" and "inheritance." As Williams comments, for Bird "the real epos of America 

was no glorification of the romantic savage, but the conquest of the savage by a more 

highly developed race" (xxxi). 

^ ^\Zk>mpare Binf s comments to Lawson on The Infidel, noted in the previoos chapter The deepest interest 
can be ̂ wn from the sufferings of individuals incapable a( resisting their fate, and even when they attempt 
no resistance" (qtd. in Foust 87). 
^ ^Note the similarity to GovenKV Cass's 1830 "Removal of the hidiaiis," cited at mote length in chapter 3: 
"the Creator inteiKkr^ the earth should be reclaimed fmn a state of nature and cultivated" (Cass 77). 
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In his preface to the 1837 edition of Nick. Bird met anticipated objections to his 

treatment of Indieuis by joining the captivity narrative tradition in stressing Indian brutality 

and violence towards white settlers; 

We owe, perhaps, some apology for the hues we have thrown around the 

Indian portraits in our picture,~hues darker than are usually employed by 

the painters of such figures. But, we confess, the North American savage 

has never appeared to us the gallant and heroic personage he seems to 

others. The single fact that he wages war—systematic war—upon beings 

incapable of resistance or defence,—upon women and children ... has 

hitherto been and... to the end of our days will remain, a stumbling-block 

to our imagination: we look into the woods for the mighty warrior, "the 

feature-cinctured chief," rushing to meet his foe, and behold him retiring, 

laden with the scalps of miserable squaws and their babes. Heroical? Hoc 

verbum quid valeaL non vident. (5)12 

As in his novels of Mexico, Bird applies "realism" to those he wants to criticize or 

condemn, but while his portrayal of the Spaniards themselves shifted from realism to 

romance, Indians in Nick are never accorded romantic treatment. On Bird's frontier, 

reconciliation 2Uid romance are reserved for white settlers. In The Word in Black and 

White. Dana Nelscxi has concluded from this pattern (shared by Bird, Simms and Cooper) 

that 

^ ^See the North American Review's 1838 aiticle on Thomas McKenny and James Hall's History of the 
TnHian Tribes of North America for a similar image (Felton 138). 

Dana Nelstm compares Bird's vision to that of Simms in TheYemassee: Simms declared his aims 
as to cortect the "vulgar of^ons" of his readers, and to "*remove much that air of mystery' surrounding 
rnriians and to restore histocical veracity" Q8). Melstm notes that even Simms calls the completely debased 
view of Tnriian.«« as Seen in Bird "Hmrealistic" (38). 
^^See Robert Winston's "Bird's Bloody Romance" fw a discussion of the realistic and romantic tendencies 
in Nick. 
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In the case of the frontier novel, 'realism' and 'romance' might be said to 

mirror the two countervailing drives of the frontier itself—one arising from 

and ostensibly committed to depicting real, historical/material conflict, the 

other an ideological apparatus which serves to displace historical culpability 

of the culture of the writer. (39) 

Nick was by far Bird's most popular and profitable book, but his apologies did not 

head off all criticism of the novel. Harrison Ainsworth, editor of the 1837 British 

edition of Nick, detected in his editor's preface the nationalist bias in a text that 

exhibits to us the Aborigines of North America, not as men possessing the 

heroic virtues ascribed to them by Heckewelder and others, but as wretches 

stained by every vice, and having no one redeeming quality. According to 

our author, they are crafty, perfidious, cruel, and dastardly; and are guilty 

of making war on women and children. ... Dr. Bird's views on this 

subject are coloured by national antipathy, and by a desire to justify the 

encroachments of his countrymen upon the persecuted natives, rather than 

by a reasonable estimate of the subject (v-vi) 

In his preface to the revised 1853 edition. Bird replied to such criticisms, referring 

specifically to Ainswcxth. Once again he presents the state-of-war argument, insisting that 

the settler who "with a natural vengeance, retaliated in the shadow of his own wigwam 

some few of the cruel acts of butchery with which he so often stained the hearthstone of the 

settler" is committing an act of just retribution (6). Bird stakes out a position opposed to 

that his contemporaries, contending that his portrayal is mc»« realistic: 

^^Nick was rewritten as a melodrama by at least four different authors, the most popular an 1838 version 
by Louisa Medina that ran for over twenty yean. The novel itself has gone through at least thirty editions, 
aod has been translated into Dutch, Gennan, and Polish (Dahl 91; see Dahl 133-34 for a fairly complete 
puUication history). 
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It may be submitted that such [characteristics of Chateaubriand and 

C(X)per's romantic Indians] are not the lineaments of the race—that they 

never were the lineaments of any race existing in an uncivilized state.... 

The Indian is doubtless a gentleman; but he is a gentleman who wears a 

very dirty shirt, and lives a very miserable life, having nothing to employ 

him or keep him alive except the pleasures of the chase and of the scalp-

hunt-which we dignify with the name of war.... in his natural state, he is 

a barbarian,~and it is not possible he could be any thing else. (7) 

Bird's insistence on the North American Indians' natural and unchangeable "barbaric" state 

is significant not only as it illustrates contemporary discourse which needed such savagery 

to justify the removal-or-annihilation argimient, but as it helps to distinguish between his 

animosity toward nineteenth-century U. S. tribes and the relative sympathy toward the 

Aztecs seen in his Mexico romances. Bird saw the Aztecs as an advanced, settled society 

which had attained both artistic and political sophistication; their destruction by the 

Spaniards was thus more tragic and more troubling than the extermination of what he 

deemed unalterably savage North American tribes. He was not alone; Lewis Cass 

bolstered his influential pro-removal policy with Chancellor Kent's characterization of the 

Spanish conquest as "an act of atrocious injustice" whereas the American colonists' 

treatment of "the natives' was in line with "the precepts of the law of nature" (Cass 95). 

That Bird's perspective is not merely one of public postiuing is evident from his 

private correspondence. His May 6 1833 letter to Mary and Caroline Mayer, written from 

New Orieans, extends sympathy to some disenfranchised Southern tribes, talking of "the 

steril [sic] woodlands, which the hand of oppression is this moment wrestling from the 

^ ^McKeimy and Hail shared this view, arguing that There seems to be an inherent antipathy to the forms 
of civilized life among them [Indians]" (Feiton 137). Some critics have supported this position as well; 
Augustus Able m insisted in 1947 that "Bird showed a hardy and ccxnmendaUe originality by refusing to 
romanticize the Indian after the manner of Cooper" (Able 945). 
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poor Creeks." An extended passage from this same letter reveals a complicated mixture of 

admiration, fear and derision: 

Talking of Creeks, I saw one fellow, one day, stalking near some 

wigwams, who was really as noble in figure and carriage, and as 

picturesque in costume, as I have ever imagined a wild man to be. He was 

full six feet high, admirably made—a fact with which he was well 

acquainted, since he had cased his limbs in tight leggings and wore a short 

tunic, so as to make the most of them. This tunic had all the usual fringes 

and furbelows; and besides garnishing his person with divers pouches and 

beads, he had crowned his flowing hair with quite a gorgeous-looking 

scarlet ttirban; and he carried a rod in his hand that looked like the baton of 

a field-marshal. As this creature approached me with the stmt and port of a 

god, his head elevated, his eyes neither seeking nor shunning me, but 

shining now to the right and now to the left, as if he felt himself the 

guardian spirit of his tribe . . . and had nothing to do with looking after 

white men—it struck me there was something in his carriage very like such a 

swagger of self esteem as I had seen in Fomasari [Luciano Fomasari, 

Italian opera singer], the last time I saw him glorifying himself in 

Broadway. The very oddity of this resemblance between two such men 

rather inclined me to merriment; and when I had saluted the gentleman, and 

received no other return than a most magnificent and imperial grunt (for 

really the savage was too proud to look at me, or to move his hand) I was 

so tickled at his vainglory that I burst into a laugh. This insult, for which I 

was instantly sorry—for his pride was the only possession of which my 

countrymen had not robbed him—stung him. He halted, wheeled half 

round, falling into an attitude really majestic and Apdlo-like, and gave me a 



look of such fierce and fiery intensity that I began to wish I had my pistols 

about me. However I was obliged to put the best face on the matter; and 

so, changing my laugh to a smile, 1 made him a low bow, with a wave of 

the hand as pompous as I could make it, which he imitating, and adding to it 

another grunt which seemed to me to have more of the character of a 

Christian How-d'ye-do, he strode haughtily away. (U Penn; also qtd. in 

Mary Mayer Bird 23-4) 

A letter to Mrs. John Frost, written the same month from New Orleans, posed the same 

tension between the romantic ideal and the sordid "reality" of the Indian: 

Then thought I, in the solitudes of the pine-barrens of Georgia, I shall feel 

very poetical; and among the Muscogee groves, I shall see wandering red 

men, and verify mine old visions erf* romance. In those solitudes, I saw the 

green forest kings. . . . And in the Muscogee groves, I saw the proud 

warriors; but they always came to sell green strawberries, and beg tobacco. 

(U Penn; qtd. in Mary Bird 21) 

Always involved in many different projects simultaneously, Bird also portrayed 

Indians in another medium, painting. An important but ignored aspect of Bird's interest in 

Indians (largely due to lack of availability to previous Bird schcriars), his artwork was made 

public in 1996 at the Kamin Gallery of the University of Pennsylvania in an exhibition 

called "Robert Montgomery Bird: Writer and Artist." Presenting works still held by Bird's 

great-grandson and namesake, and including sketches, drawings and watercolors of 

Indians, landscapes, and Philadelphia life, the exhibit provided a valuable perspective on 

Bird's literary endeavors. Unfortunately, many of the pieces are undated, so it is 

impossible to make direct connections (or contrasts) between Bird's literary and artistic 

portraits of Indians, but his artwork does reveal that Bird's interest in the Indian was far-
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reaching and long-lasting, some pieces showing revision in the 1850s. 16 Daniel Traister, 

Curator for Research Services of the University of Pennsylvania's Department of Special 

Collections, notes in a website commemorating the exhibit that although his novels depict 

"'murderous Injuns' in a fashion that distresses modem readers, .... his artistic 

pwrtrayals of Native peoples show a different attitude." Contrasting Bird's technique with 

that of his contemporary portraitists of Native Americans who approached their subjects 

like "anthropological specimens," Traister contends that Bird's completed works "return 

them, as actors, to the world in which they and he both live." Of Bird's "Alabama Creek 

Boys" (ca. 1830), Traister remarks. 

Perhaps Dr. Bird found criticism of his antipathy to Indians as depicted in 

his writings unjust because he knew his artistic depictions of Native 

Americans—of which this painting is representative-to be sympathetic. His 

figures have clearly attracted his close observation and he presents them 

with neither condescension nor disgust (see Fig. 5.1, "Bird's 'Alabama 

Creek Boys'") 

Traister's interpretation of this particular piece is astute, although I would note that when 

Bird returned his Indians to their world, he often supplied them with guns and tomahawks, 

as seen in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. In "Watercolor of Native American in Natural Setting" (Fig. 

5.2), the lower left comer shows a small figure, perhaps tending a fire. Given the 

foregrounded Indian's apparent desire for secrecy, the background figure is one he is 

pursuing or avoiding, either a white settler or an enemy from another tribe. In "Watercolor 

of Native American in Habtxate Costume" (Fig. 5.3), we see an elevated figure who peers 

down at us with glinting eyes; he is dressed in warlike attire and holding a tomahawk. 

^ ^According to the U Penn website, the works that are dated are usually from the i820s and 1830$, and 
occasionally include a second in the ISSOs, suggesting thar Bird retunied to revise wmks begun much 
eariier. 
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F I G U R E  5 . 1 .  Robert Montgomery Bird, "Alabama Creek Boys." n.d. 
Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Bird. Reprinted from University of 
Pennsylvania's "Robert Montgomerv' Bird: Writer and Artist" website. 
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FIGURE 5.2. Robert Montgomery Bird, "Watercoior of Native 
American in Natural Setting." n.d., untitled. Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert M. Bird. Reprinted from University of Pennsylvania's "Robert 
Montgomery Bird: Writer and Artist" website. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Robert Montgomery Bird, "Watercoior of Native 
American in Elaborate Costume." n.d., untitled. Courtesy of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert M. Bird. Reprinted from University of Pennsylvania's "Robert 
Montgomery Bird: Writer and Artist" website. 
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Such foregrounding and elevation of these figures attest to a clearly threatening power, 

their immersion in nature aligns them with forces to be tamed and acquired. 17 Whether the 

Indians in these two paintings are pursuing animals or humans, their accouterments and 

body lemguage would have reminded viewers of the Native American's propensity for war 

and, at the very least, "uncivilized" habits of nomadism and hunting which precluded 

property rights under the Lxx;kean tradition. 

Natural Law in Bird's Frontier Novels 

Considering his frequently expressed dedication to patriotism and politics, it is not 

difficult to read Bird's frontier narratives as stories of national mission. Complementing his 

sentimental stories with vast historical background. Bird rarely moves far away from 

reminding us of the patriotic context and purpose of his work. In his preface to the first 

edition of Nick, this is especially clear; he notes that Kentucky (the same setting as 

Hawks) is the "first region of the great ultramontane Wilderness penetrated by the 

Saggenah. or Englishman,~the first torn from its aboriginal possessors, and converted 

from a desert hunting-ground into the home of civilized men" (3). He 'tells us that Nick 

will focus on men who laid "the foundations of a great and powerful State," indigent and 

ignorant men who despite all their disadvantages "succeeded in their vast enterprise, 

wrested from the savage the garden-land of his domain, and secured to their conquest all 

the benefits of civil government and laws" (4). He will illustrate, he says, "the early period 

in which those men were busily engaged strengthening and securing their little State,~a 

1 Thg Mayi«tfgfial (ritTti Albeit Boime discusses a trend in the 1840s and 1850s. seen in DeWitt Qintoa 
Boutdle and Asher Durand, in which hidian figures are visually elevated but cleariy defeated, shown looking 
down on encroaching civilizatica; Boime calls this the "stupefied Indian" trope (74-84). Bird's watercolors 
omit such references to "the march of progress," and Indians are clearly more menacing than stupefied; they 
bear closer resemblance to works such as George Caleb Bingham's The Concealed Enemy (I84S). See 
Angela Miller's The Mechanisms of the Market and the Invention of Western Regionalism" for a 
discussion of Bingh^ (another Whig) and his rq)resentation of the frontier (esp. 112-18). 
^ ^A sketchbook in the U Penn collection includes two figures of Indians, one a bust, the other a full-length 
portrait of an man holding a tomahawk. 
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period the darkest cind stormiest in the annals of the Indian border" (4). Continuing this 

nationalistic frame in the narrative, he proposes that the "sanguinary struggle by which 

alone the desert was to be wrung from the wandering barbarian" is a necessary step in 

progress and the fulfillment of "the fumre destinies of the land, when peaceful labor should 

succeed to the strife of conquest" (15). 

Bird places all three novels in a time of great social and political turmoil; Hawks 

and Nick are set in 1782, known as "'the year of blood,'" after the crucial Battle of 

Yorktown and before the British recognition of American independence in the Treaty of 

Paris (Sosin 140). Belated begins in the late 1700s in Virginia, probably slightly before the 

Revolution, as Ipsico Poe, still a young man at the beginning of the narrative, had lost his 

family in a Shawnee massacre in 1758; the climactic scene where Poe kills his Indian 

cousin probably occurs in 1782, and the book moves forward in time until Poe is an old 

man. In any case, all three novels take place during a tumultuous time and in what Bird 

calls a "land of change," an unsettled woods full of traitorous Tories, backward white 

outlaws and lawless Indians. 

Setting these texts in a crucial stage of national development, a time of conquest as 

well as independence from Britain, Bird invokes a world much like the state of nature. 

Under the developing system of government in the colonies, one which rejected many of 

the traditional British institutions concerning social standing and inheritance, rights are 

particularly subject to abuse and infringement—as many Americans were discovering. 

^ Gild's manuscript notes fcr the novel in tiwir chroocdogies several references to Adam Poe's 1782 
battle with Big Foot ("Quote, editorially, the story of Adam Poe and Big Foot") which I assume to 
correspond to Ipsico Poe's killing of Craven. No sudi references remain in the published version. Bird's 
notes state that Poe was bom in 1745, and that his eldest Inother was killed during Braddock's Defeat in 
1755 (U Penn). 
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freedom could be chaotic.20 Thus Bird opens Hawks with a short treatise on the social 

consequences of the volatile American system: 

America is especially the land of change. From the moment of discovery, 

its history has been a record of convulsions, such as necessarily attend a 

transition from barbarism to civilization; and to the end of time, it will 

witness those revolutions in society, which arise in a community 

unshackled by the restraints of prerogative. As no law of primogeniture can 

ever entail the distinctions meritoriously won, or the wealth painfully 

amassed, by a single individual, upon a line of descendants, the mutations 

in the condition of families will be perpetual. . . . This is the ordinance of 

Nature, who, if she scatters her good gifts of talents with a somewhat 

despotic capriciousness, is well content that men should employ them in 

republican and equal rivalry. (3) 

The premise of Nick is also related to inheritance, property rights and the Revolution as 

determining the fate of the Forrester family.21 In the preceding generation, the elder 

brother (who stood to inherit all the family property) had remained a Tory, while the 

younger (therefore disenfranchised) siblings became Whigs, it being natural that the 

younger brothers, "who had suffered under them a deprivation of their natural rights, 

should declare for a system of government and laws more liberal and equitable in their 

character and operation" (36). This early conflict sets up the problems of the young 

^OKichaid Slotldn notes that conservative Nottheast and Southern citizens linked the frontiersmen with 
radical democrats, also known as Jacobins (Regeneration 395). This association is likely in Bird, as his 
later political speeches refened explicitly to the Jacobins as a force diswder and disunity. 

For background on the la^ of governmental protection on the froatier in the late ITOOs, see Jack 
Sosin's The Revo>"rtnnary FnMtier 161-71. 
^ ^Peter Sands notes the "subtle and ironic connection between the plight of the Indian and the plight of 
Roland and Edith Forrester," as both groups are disenfranchised by "legal machinations" (62). It is precisely 
this connecticMi that Bird aiul his contemporaries either failed to recognize or sought to cover over. Indians 
are clearly constructed in oppositioa to natural law's cnteiia for property rights. 
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cousins, Edith and Roland Forrester, who must pay for their deceased fathers' 

revolutionary actions by being left out of the Tory uncle's will, continuing the cycle of 

disenfranchisement. 

To make matters worse, existing laws in these works are inadequate to arbitrate 

conflicts or punish criminals. Traditional notions of rights and Justice are therefore either a 

travesty, as in the dnmkard lawyer Affidavy in Hawks, or completely absent. Threats to 

property and personal liberty are innumerable: settlers are held captive by Indians and 

occasionally by each other, houses are unjustly taken away, inheritances are revoked, wills 

are hidden, and women are bartered unfairly; a forced or false marriage is at the center of 

the romantic i^otof each novel.22 

Such infringements of property rights are only one part of the picture, however. 

The abuses of the emerging political system committed among white Americans are 

outweighed in number and emotional import by the constant threat of Indian violence.^ In 

the frontier novels, recurrent c^tivity scenes acquire additional ideological power through 

their recapitulation of the Indian captivity narratives discussed earlier. Male and female 

settlers are captured by various Indian tribes, deprived of nourishment and rest, and 

narrowly escape various ugly scenarios: running the gauntlet, marriage to an evil chief, 

and burning at the stake. While the lack of an effective body of arbitration itself constitutes 

his draft of anodier frontier novel, Thft Saynmnrg Bird criticizes Vattel's law of nations for the absence 
of an independent authority, similar to what he presents in the published novels: "the parties [are made] the 
accusers & judges of each others'conduct, without reference to the arbitration of a third person, whereby the 
trial commonly ends in blows" (U Penn). 
^Here Bird barrows from popular renditions of natural law such Lewis Cass's 1830 article. 'Removal of 
the Indians." Here Cass remarks that Indians "have no criminal code, no courts, no offlcers, no 
punishments. They have no relative duties to enforce, no debts to collect, no prq)eTty to restore. They are 
in a state a[ nature. . . . Injuries are redressed by revenge, and strength is the security fm right" (74). 
Relying on Blackst(»e's rnmmentqries. Cass dismisses "the loose and frail, if not absurd tide of wandering 
savages to an immense continent, evidendy designed by Providence to be subdued and cultivated, and to 
become the residence of civilized nations" (77) and offers instead that the "Indians are entitled to the 
enjoyment of all the rights which do not interfere with the obvious designs of {Evidence, and with the just 
claims of others" (76). 
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a state of nature, there are degrees of disorder the Indians' physical aggression and capture 

of the settlers threatens the settlers' lives and liberties and, according to Locke, escalates the 

situation into a state of war. This condition justifies any degree of violence in the name of 

self-defense; as Locke declared, "he, who would take away mv Liberty. . . . has put 

himself into a State of War with me, [and I may] kill him if I can" (320-21). Violence 

toward Indians is therefore considered necessary, even honorable. Describing the settlers 

scalping their Indian victims. Bird calls those actions "a measure of retaliation, compelled, 

if not justified, by the ferocious example of the red-man. Brutality ever begets brutality" 

(Nick 291). 

Bird does not deny that the frontiersmen have themselves become savage; in a 

curious twist of logic, he asserts that their barbaric actions are necessary to ensure the 

progress of civilization. 24 The very fragility of the balance between savagery and 

civilization, seen so clearly in the settlers, is what gives Bird's argument its urgency: as 

Joaime Yates has noted. Bird suggests that "even the most civilized member of society is 

not free the savagery that lies within all men.... Only a strong social structure can keep 

it in check" (127). And so the rhetoric of captivity and bondage continues in the frontier 

novels, sometimes among the settlers for comic relief, romance, <*• to illustrate the tentative 

natiu-e of civilization, but more often describing white captivity by Indians, as a 

justification for the settlers' revenge in the name of progress. 

disagree here with the assertions of Dana Nelsoo and H. Daniel Peck that Bird creates a unified white 
identity, what Peck calls "an all too simple contrast between white 'civilization' and red 'savagery" (see 
Nelson 55-56, Peck 241). While Bird clearly uses the Indians as a backdrop and even a cause for 
"unavilized" white actioos, and clearly aigues for such a unified and civilized nation, his argument is based 
on the very lack (rf such cohesion. 

Cynthia Steele's discussion of Nidc makes more mileage when she isolates the frontiersman's 
symbolic/philosophical role: "As a civilized man,... his duty is to ccHnmit acts o{ civilized violence, in 
order to combat savage violence. ... When, in his guise as Indian-hater, the frontiersman commits an act 
of savage violence, it is seen as a necessary, if regrettable, measure of retributive justice" (see xii-xiii and 
78. 81). 
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In answer to the various assaults on settlers' rights and liberties. Bird shows us 

justice imposed through extra-legal sources. Individual acts of violence are sanctioned, 

with brutal, maniacal revenge seen as entirely justifled. Informal laws and groups, such as 

the Lynch Law and the Regulators, are formed as a replacement for externally-imposed 

laws. Divine or supernatural intervention sometimes works to supplement these forms of 

justice as curses, predictions, dreams and the supernatural empowerment of violent acts 

remind us that the settlers' acts are divinely sanctioned; "God is the avenger," says Hyland 

Gilbert in Hawks (46). The resolution of the conflict in each text continues the focus on 

rights and justice, and is marked by the reinstatement of freedom and property (except in 

Belated, in which the resolution is less complete but the hero remains the most unrepentant 

of his violent acts). In the sections which follow, I will explore the logic of natural rights 

as it approached manifest destiny in these works: an emphasis on Indian violence and an 

assertion of white retaliation as justified and patriotic. 

The Indian on Bird's Frontier 

Bird's depiction of Indians as the murderers and tormentors of hapless settlers was 

well-received by many reviewers and readers. The Southern Literary Messenger's review 

of Nick applauded Bird's "corrective" view of Indians (Williams, "Introduction" Ixi fn. 

145). In terms very similar to Bird's preface, an 1838 North American Review airticle 

attacked American writers for their falsely romantic treatment of Indians. The article posits 

a "realistic" view of the Indian as having "an inherent antipathy to the forms of civilized 

life," revealing nothing "pleasing to the imagination in the dirty and smoky cabin of the 

Indian chief;. . . nothing romantic in his custom of sleeping away the days[;] ... not a 

particle of chivalry in the contempt with which he regards his squaw'" (Felton 138). 

While the main action in Hawks occurs between white settlers, Indian violence 

serves as an essential backdrop to the narrative. Captain Loring, father of the love interest 
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Catherine Loring, is a gocxi-natureci, bumbling veteran of many Indian conflicts, having 

fought the Delawares, Mingoes and Shawnees, and having been severely injured serving 

under General Braddock (14). Oran Gilbert, the leader of the family of Tory outlaws, is 

said to have scalped his first victim in a war between the Delawares and Shawnees, and to 

have been adopted by the Delawares. The family histories of all the main families (Loring, 

Gilbert, Falconer) have also intersected with the Indian destruction of the Moravian 

settlement in Gnadenhutten (23-24). The Gilberts' actions are continually associated with 

Indians; the brothers were initiated into tribes, are said to have been captured and scalped 

white men, and their appearance throughout the novel is likened to Indians.^ An early 

description of Oran presents "a man . . . very dark and fierce of aspect, with long black 

locks of hair hanging from his temples, wild, Indian-looking eyes, and a mouth expressive 

of as much inherent ferocity as was ever betrayed by the visage even of a red man" (64). 

Like the Indians, the Gilberts have been ill-treated by their "fellow countrymen," forced to 

leave their home for the wilderness because of their political leanings. 

Indians play a more central role in Nick, both through their physical presence and 

their role in the formation of frontier ideology. In this novel the Forrester cousins26 have 

been disenfranchised because of their fathers' participation in the Revolution; as they 

venture into the wilderness to seek their fortunes on the frontier they are captured by 

Piankeshaw Indians. This captivity has been instigated by the treacherous lawyer Braxley, 

who has found and hidden the will which would restore their inheritance. Braxley hopes to 

kill Roland and hold Edith captive until she will many him; he threatens that shell have to 

marry him or the "savage" chief Wenonga. Assistance comes in the form of Nathan 

^^Because of the British use of Indian ^es. Tones were often associated with Indians. 
^^everal critics, rightly confused by Bird's convoluted plot and shifting terms for the Forresters' 
relationship, have called the Forresters lovers, and some have asserted that the two many at the end. Edith 
and Roland are cousins who. though intimate and loving with each other, remain romantically unattached 
throughout the novel. 
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Slaughter, the reticent Quaker who reluctantly—then eagerly-accepts physical retaliation 

against Indians, and is finally revealed to be the mythic Indian murderer, Nick of the 

Woods. Nathan and the Regulators free the Forresters and the evil Braxley, disguised an 

Indian, is killed and scalped by Regulators. The entire novel is punctuated by instances of 

Indian violence which emphasize their barbarity and injustice. Describing their mutilation 

of a corpse. Bird comments on the lack of civilization in their "natural" state: 

Such is the red-man of America Individual virtues may be, and indeed 

frequently are, found among men in a natural state; but honor, justice, and 

generosity, as characteristics of the mass, are refinements belonging only to 

an advanced stage of civilization. (219-20) 

The role of Indians in both the plot and in fostering a ruthless frontier ideology is 

similar in Belated. Bird's notes for the novel include a small slip of paper in which the 

account of Indian brutality echoes contemporary frontier ideology, rivaling in its extremity 

Hugh Brackenridge's statements seen in chapter 3. The note speaks of Indians 

killing & scalping women & children. It was this that made him [Ipsico] 

hate the race as the most barbarous & brutal of all the himian family . . ^ 

other man, civilized or savage, (African?) was ever known to kill w. & ch. 

with such zest & system. (U P&nn, ellipses Bird's) 

The published text of Belated omits this comment, but its characters hold the same 

sentiment Numerous Indian wars are mentioned in Belated, involving the Shawnees, 

Cherokees. Seminoles, Muscogees, and Occonostota. Ipsico's parents and siblings, as 

well as Craven's, are said to have been killed by Shawnees. Ipsico's brother, "fighting 

Gregory," is away at the beginning of the narrative, having stayed in South Carolina to 

perform "missions among the Indians" after completing a campaign against the Cherokees 

(603). And while, by the time of the narrative, Ipsico admits that "whites and Indians were 

then nominally at peace," he contends that the fighting continued, mostly because of 
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Indians, since peace "mattered nothing to the knaves of either side, and most redskins are 

knaves" (647). Ipsico himself is captured by Shawnees and later the Chickamoggas after 

Craven abandons him in a beaver pit (655). Much later Ipsico returns from captivity to find 

both his father and his betrothed Fanny dead as a result of Craven's evil plans. Ipsico 

finds Craven, who is in the wilderness accompanied only by his strange son, Cherokee 

Jack, and kills him. Cherokee Jack dies too in the struggle. 

The Settler's Revenge 

As I have stated, the absence of an adequate governmental presence, along with the 

uneasy coexistence of Indians and settlers, leads to endless scenes of brutality and captivity 

in these frontier novels. While his sympathies are obvious. Bird makes it clear that the 

settlers are not entirely blameless; Richard Slotkin reminds us that the "moral 

condemnation of the frontiersman as an irresponsible fugitive from the social 

responsibilities and moral duties of civilization" goes back to Puritan texts (Regeneration 

396). They have abandoned the refinement and restraint necessary in peaceful times, and 

like their Indian counterparts, have dedicated themselves to avenging injustice, committing 

atrocities against Indiems and each other.^^ It is a world Hobbes would identify with the 

state of nature: 

there is no place for industry; because the fruit thereof is uncertain; and 

consequently no culture of the earth;... no commodious building;... no 

^^Another trope related to natural law is the tentative character of civilization. In contact with more 
primitive cultures, the civilized one will slide back into barbarity if not vigilant. This justifies the 
conquest other cultures, since progress is considered imperadve: once two cultures are in contact, the 
more civilized must overtake and elevate the more primidve. for as Simms cautioned, "The moment that 
dvilizadon pauses in her conquests, she is overrun by the savage. She cannot rest in her conquests. She 
must conquer, not only to improve the savage, but to save herself. Let her pause, with an inferior tribe 
beside her. not acknowledging her sway, and she is overthrown" ("Morals" 241; see also 262-63). 

See James Bryant's "The FaUen World" for a discussi(m of settlers' actions. Bryant takes a Biblical 
approach to Nick, asserting that "all members of the human race appear to be falliUe sons of Adam in a 
fallen worid" (352). 
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arts, no letters; no society; and which is worst of all, continual fear, and 

danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, 

and short (qtd. in Green 136) 

The Gilberts in Hawks have become almost mythical figures, elusive marauders who attack 

unsuspecting white settlers in retaliation for being ousted from their family home.^ Ipsico 

Poe of Belated has taken on many Indian traits, including a new first name (he says he 

traded his true name with an Indian youth) and a tendency to wander, and he does not 

hesitate to injure or kill anyone whom he sees as deserving it, whether Indian, kinsman, or 

both. In Nick, even the "good" characters such as Colonel Bruce and his son Tom have 

embraced violence. Tom (actually the third son named Tom, as the first two were killed by 

Indians) is introduced with the story of his killing and scalping a "young Shawnee" when 

he was only thirteen, and then crying all night because he had let a second Shawnee escape 

(24). Late in the book, we discover Nathan's secret: abiding by his pacifist Quaker 

doctrine, he had refused to participate in frontier warfare and gave his weapons to 

Wenonga, a Shawnee chief, as a gesture of friendship. He then watched, unarmed and 

therefore helpless, as Wenonga used the Quaker's own gun and knife to kill and scalp 

Nathan's wife, mother and five children (note the inclusion of women and children in 

typical captivity narrative style). Nathan is tortured by a sense of personal responsibility 

for his family's deaths, both because he provided the weapons and because he was 

rendered defenseless. His memory of being soaked in his wife's blood~"a wife that 

clasps [my] legs in the writhing of death,~her blood, spouting up to [my] bosom, where 

she has slept"~implicates him almost as if he had committed the murder (226). Too late he 

Shiriey Samuels' short discussioa of Hawks in Romances of the Republic: Women, the Family, and 
Violence in the Literature of the Eariv American Nation. Samuels rightly observes that such novels. 
"Always tinged with regret about the price of liberty,... end up prcHnoting violence" (Samuels 90). 
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saw the fatal error of his peaceful ways, telling Roland, "Thee may think I would have 

snatched a weapon to help them then! Well, thee is right-but it was too late!" (262). 

Since the murder of his family, Nathan has retained his public image as a peaceful 

man but has privately puisued and killed dozens of Indians, embedding the sign of a cross 

in his victims' flesh. Bird presents a detailed scene in which Nathan (disguised as an 

Indian) finally kills and scalps his old enemy; Richard Drinnon describes this episode as 

displaying an "orgiastic delight of violence" (155).^^ In this scheme, Nathan is an outcast 

not because of his violence—when this finally becomes known he is applauded—but 

because of his avowed pacifism. 

As outlined above, in accepting the ways of the frontier the settlers have become 

more like their enemies. The basically-good-but-violent white characters (for example the 

Gilberts in Hawks. Nathan in Nick, and Ipsico in Belated) all have taken on Indian ways, 

but are seen as balancing their brutal acts with some degree of moral sense, retaining at 

least some civilized traits. In Belated, even the honorable Regulator Nelson has taken on 

certain ways of the woods, and criticizes Ipsico for being "too dum particler" in not 

scalping Craven after he kills him; Nathan Slaughter is similarly an avid scalper of Indians 

(688). Bird is less forgiving of the more evil villains, whom he calls "apostate white men, 

renegades from the States, traitors to their country and to civilization," "white Injuns" of 

whom the retrograde Abel Doe admits "there's nothing more despicable" (Nick 306, 313). 

These characters, such as Nick's Braxley and Belated's Craven, not only join the Indians 

to further their schemes, but have lost all sense of honor and obligation to their fellow 

settlers, instead seeking to cheat them of their property. What little "whiteness" they do 

retain makes them more powerful and therefore more menacing; Craven, of mixed race. 

^^Gary Hoppenstand treats Nathan as one of America's first heroic vigilantes in his excellent analysis of 
vigilantism in hfick. "Justifled Bloodshed." 
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combines "a black heart" with "a white eye and hand" which makes him a deadlier 

marksman (Belated 681). 

A main feature of the white man's ethical burden in these texts is the problem of 

how to react to injustice and brutality. This quandary is solved differently in each novel, 

but in general this is what sets up the dialectic between stoical suffering and violent 

revenge.30 Bird presents three solutions to this problem. The most conventional is seen 

in the romantic protagonists of Hawks and Nick. Hyland Gilbert and Roland Forrester, 

respectively. These honcrable men act on the premise of natural subjection, a position Bird 

articulates in Hawks: 

The whole system of social federation is a state of enthrallment and 

captivity, although undoubtedly a wholesome one; and he who publicly 

rejects its fetters, though he may personally enjoy his independence, 

violates that compact which separates the refined from the primitive and 

uncivilized states of existence, and encourages others to rush back upon the 

savage freedom of the latter. (12) 

These two young men, both disenfranchised members of the aristocracy, enter the 

wilderness from the outside world of order, hierarchy and morality. As each attempts to 

maintain a "civilized" demeanor in this state of nature, refusing to defend himself in 

"imcivilized" ways, he is abused and oppressed further Hyland is accused of a murder he 

did not conunit, and Roland is captured by Indians. The growth of each character, and the 

re-establishment of social order (and property), depends on their learning to assert their 

rights rather than suffer in silence. In Hawks, the earlier and milder text, this happens to 

only a degree. Hyland continues to make "honorable" choices even when about to be 

executed for a murder he did not commit: he refuses a Tory commission that might save 

^^^David Punter, concentxatiiig on gothic novels, calls this the "dialectic of persecution" (see Punter chapter 
5). 
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his life, respects the cleariy mistaken wishes of his love interest, and resists his outlaw 

brothers' attempts to save him. His deliverance and revenge thus comes largely from 

without a combination of his brother Oran's acticMis with the imposition of "divine justice" 

in exposing the true killer. In Nick. Roland Forrester is also plagued by an outmoded 

dedication to honcM", which makes him passive in the face of Indian brutality and captivity. 

His dilemma is solved in two ways, both more "radical" than in Hawks. First, Roland 

finally dismisses his passive endurance and his dislike of violence, escaping and helping to 

save his cousin Edith from captivity, killing Indians as he goes. 

Bird's other resolution for Roland illustrates Bird's second solution to the problem 

of stoicism versus revenge. Roland's escape is engineered by Nathan Slaughter, the 

character who has internalized, though not exactly reconciled, the extremes of both passive 

endurance and unlimited violence.^ ^ Nathan, the humble Quaker who passively watched 

his family's massacre, still publicly adheres to his religion's pacifist doctrine, but in private 

he seeks a terrible retribution for the d^truction of his family—'hiding his mission of 

revenge," remarks R. W. B. Lewis, "beneath the conduct of the suffering servant" (107). 

He has become Nick of the Woods, the dreaded Jibbenainosay who brutalizes Indians and 

leaves their corpses marked by a bloody cross. His eventual public brutality is applauded 

during the height of battle; as Stackpole tells him, "old father Bloody... you've got to be 

a man at last" (297). Yet even when his identity is revealed, Nathan remains a self-

imposed outcast who is unable to resolve the two sides of his nature once the crisis is 

over.32 Embarrassed by the "cheers and hearty hurrahs" which follow his exploits, 

3 ̂ In "Gothicism in the Frontier Movel," James Fblsoin discusses the "unlikely symbolic combinations" in 
bodi Nathan and Natty Bumppo. Fbisom writes that Nidc "explores whether Nathan Slaughter is a gentle 
Quaker or an archfiend the wise prophet his Christian name implies or the implacable murderer indicated by 
his surname. The revelation at the novel's amclusion is that Nathan is both: the murderous implacable 
savagery which Nathan would like to apply to the Indians turns out to be as much a projection of the evil 
in his own nature as a statement of the depravity of others" (33). 
^^See Slotkin's Fatal Fnvimmneiit. in which he observes that the frontiersmen of both Bird and Hall are 
"unstable, dangerous, even schizophrenic" anrf that through Nathan's insoluble identity crisis "the 
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Nathan disappears into the wocxls within a month. Bird offers no details about his 

departure, submitting only that he may have left out of embarrassment at his celebrity 

status, or perhaps 'had some still more stirring reason" for leaving (408). The only 

certainty is that neither Nathan nor his alter-ego, the Jibbenainosay, were ever seen again. 

Belated is the most complicated story from this perspective, offering Bird's final 

answer to the question of how to respond to aggression: violent revenge haunted by 

neither remorse nor psychosis.^^ Ipsico Poe is a fully integrated character, with no dark 

secrets. He insists that "Though I have been in many battles, I am by disposition and 

principles a quiet man; I never begin a fight, nor harm even an Indian unless he has done or 

is meditating injury to me or others" (679). And of all Bird's "Indian-haters," he has the 

most complex understanding of border violence, recognizing that whites contribute to the 

problem: "the redsldns, though cruel, perfidious, and often wantonly destructive, have 

sometimes, I must own, been provoked by unnecessary and treacherous outrages of the 

whites" (679). He is from the beginning neither an overly honorable aristocratic hero nor a 

crazed outcast: he is a boy who is immature, jealous, and imprudent With Ipsico as the 

point-of-view character (this is the only first-person narrative of the frontier novels), we 

see the workings of his mind, the effects of violence, the justifications for revenge. His 

passivity at the beginning of the narrative is not due to honor but immaturity; he is duped 

by the clever Craven, his character warped, his jealousies exacerbated, his relationships 

ruined. When he discovers the truth about his "friend" and cousin, he vows revenge, and 

when he finally kills Craven years later he feels fulfilled and unrepentant, much as Nathan 

felt when he killed the chief Wenonga in Nick. But while Nathan was forced back into his 

pre-war role as wandering pacifist, the aging Ipsico enjoys "civic honors" and esteem from 

principles of savagery and civilizatioa. freedom and order. Frontiersman and citizen axe revealed as 
antithetical" (29). 
^^BruceMcCaaaciiie offers a reminder that absence of remorse was anamon to all Forest's prize-winning 
plays, inclnding Bird's. As he notes, "there is little sense of the need for the hero's social and moral 
reiiabilitatioa... because he is presumed to be a law unto tdmself (11). 
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his "friends of the University" in Lexington, and is satisfied with his actions until the end 

of the narrative (690). In a telling scene (completed by Bird's son, a minister), Ipsico 

refutes a reverend's standard arguments about pacifism.34 He maintains that revenge was 

the right thing to do, and dismisses the more moderate ways which have developed in times 

of "peace and security" as "womanish." I quote the end of the novel at length, as it so 

cleariy illustrates the law and morality of the frontier 

"Mr. Poe,' he [the reverend] began, 'you have been a man of blood. 

Do not the lives you have taken lie heavy on your conscience?' 

How should they?* I questioned in turn. . . . They were mostly 

taken in defence of our settlers and of their wives and children. But that I 

and others fought, such as you would scarce be here, nor a fair town like 

this.' 

'I have heard a dreadful tale,' said the minister, 'Of an evil man who 

injured you and yours; how you pursued him far into the wilderness, and 

there slew him. This, I trust, was among the sins of youth for which you 

sought forgiveness?' 

34Tuiat»-rfa histcxy presents a pioblem when trying to determine a movement in Bird's ideological stance. 
Little information is avatlaUe on the writing of this text; Dahl notes that Bird began Bdatcd just after 
finishing >fick in 1837, planned to develop it into two volumes, but failed to complete it (Dahl 102); the 
completed work is only 90 pages long. What is known is that Bird's son Ircderic assisted to some extent; 
Dahl says this occurred after Bird's death, but offers no evidence for this. The work was published by 
Frederic in 1889, in Liopincott's Monthly Magnyinc of which he was then the editor. The bound 
handwritten draft of is mosdy written by the father, with marginal additicMis and complete scenes 
after Ipsico's esciqx from a bear cave—including the final interview with the Reverend—in Frederic's hand. 
All this material is undated, however, and I found no father-son conespcmdeoce to clarify the circumstances 
of their collaborali(»L On top of one page a( the draft, a passage in Frederic's writing reads, "he has not 
lived in vain who has slain a score or two of painted savages, & helped in opening new regions to a more 
humane & oiviliecd progressive race" (U Penn). While I hesitate to rely too strongly cm sections of Bdaied 
not cleariy written by Bird, his son was certainly aware of his father's literary and political ideas, and even 
drafted a work of criticism on Bird's imfinish<^ poem The Cave" which included comments on the role of 
TnHiana in Nick. The final scenes also agree in sentiment with attitudes established eariy in the text, in 
sections definitdy penned by Bird. 
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"Far from it,' I answered ... 'it was the best action of my life. As 

Elijah slew the prophets of Baal, as Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before 

the Lord, so did 1 execute righteousness on one accurst' 

The good man ̂ peaied much shocked. 'But vengeance is His, not 

yours.' 

'He uses human instruments,' I explained, 'and I was one. His 

angel guided my steps, and nerved my arm to strike.' 

'I am noway responsible for Indians, nor for renegades and 

villainous whites. I did not make them, and why the Lord did has often 

puzzled me; but that is His business, not mine. My business was simply to 

chastise them, and cause their iniquities to cease.' 

'But you know we are commanded to love our enemies,' he went 

on. 

That,' I remarked, 'must be meant for the clergy and people who 

stay in the settlements, keeping shop or the like. You may be able to love 

Indians, for you have never seen them bum houses and carry away fresh 

scalps.' 

'At least,' he insisted, 'we must forgive our enemies. My dear 

though erring brother, can you lay your hand on your heart and say you 

forgive that man?' 

*1 have no desire to do so,' I replied, 'nor can I suppose that any 

such profession is required of me. I settled with him as soon as I could, 

and closed the account fc^rever.' 

•But suppose you were to meet him in the Hereafter?' 
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'If I did, I should probably have to punish him again,' I said. . . . 

'Have I not often heard you say from the pulpit that the eternal punishment 

of the wicked was a most comfortable doctrine, and essential to the 

foundations of faith and morals? There was never a wickeder man than 

Craven. You see, I practise what you preach.' 

This ended the discussion. ... He was a person of limited 

understanding, who derived his ideas from books rather than from real life; 

but he could not shake my faith, for I know what I know. (Belated 690-91) 

This passage illustrates just how far Bird has come in his position on frontier 

violence. In Hawks the hero remains passive and relies on the action of others to execute 

justice, in Nick the hero begins to reconcile himself to violence and action; both heroes, 

though, move back to a conventional world of morality and honor once this violence 

reinstitutes order. And, while in Nick. Nathan Slaughter's figure presents not a synthesis 

but a schizophrenic coexistence of violence and passivity, in Belated's Ipsico Poe we 

finally do see such a synthesis in one who insists on his essential goodness (he is sure he 

won't meet the villain Craven in the Hereafter) as well as the righteousness of his acts. He 

has redefined violence as good, as the enactment of God's will. Relying on the version of 

natural law which was soon to evolve into manifest destiny, Ipsico uses the trope of 

passivity to proclaim himself a mere instrument of divine will and therefore "noway 

responsible" even as he kills his cousin. 

Bird's vengeful figures in Nick and Belated clearly fit the profile of the "Indian-

Hater" figure as popularized by Judge Hall's writings in the 1830s, and outlined by Louise 

Bamett in The Ignoble Savage.35 This figure is "inspired by the killing of [his] own Hesh 

^^The figure of the Indian-hater, at least in Bird's adaptations, appears to be an adaptadon of an earlier 
literary tradition of the Wanderer, widi roots in ancient legends, the BiUe, Koran, early European literature, 
especially German (which Bird read avidly), and seen in many Romantic texts, including Coleridge, Shelley, 
Bynm. Maturin, and Monk Lewis. According to David Punter in The Literature of Tenor, the Wandererh^ 
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and blood," and proceeds to "generalize [his] personal grievances into a racial conflict and 

ultimately out-Indian the Indian in revenge," becoming addicted to vengeance (Bamett 

130). Hall had described the complex in "Indian-Hating" as "national antipathy, with the 

addition of private feud and personal injury" (404). The Indian-hater abandons the life of 

cultivation so impcxtant to the natural law tradition (and the argument for Indian removals) 

and reverts to wandering, developing extraordinary wilderness skills. He adopts Indian 

dress and behavior, such as using a tomahawk and scalping his victims. Creators of this 

figure "attempt to make the Indian hater's genocidal mania plausible, and to some degrees 

acceptable, by endowing their protagonists with a tragedy of overwhelming proportions, 

usually the sudden extinction of all immediate family by marauding Indians" (Bamett 132), 

as in Nathan's experience. Sympathy for such tragedy fosters the idea that these men are 

not inherently evil—that "Indian haters are made, not bom" (132). The resultant message, 

according to Bamett, distinguishes between the savagery of the Indian and the Indian hater; 

while both figures "behave in similar ways..., one is by nature evil while the other—bom 

to kindness, sensitivity, and other good attributes—has been corrupted from his natural 

state" (132). As Hall stressed in his account of Colonel John Moredock's lifelong 

vengeance for his family's deaths, "The reader must not infer . . . that colonel Moredock 

was unsocial, ferocious, or by nature cruel. On the contrary, he was a man of warm 

feelings, and excellent disposition" (407-8). 

Still, Bamett observes, the Indian-hater is not entirely socially acceptable. A hero 

in times of crisis, he becomes an outcast in peaceful periods; "In blurring the distinction 

between the two races, the Indian hater, like the renegade, threatens the system;.... the 

atavistic Indian hater makes a mockery of the tenets of white civilization" through his 

committed a teniUe crime for which he is "doomed to a peipetual life oa eaith" (100). He has "long since 
expiated bis sin [and] is. theiefoce. the victim of a tetrible peisecution" (KU). Like the Ladian-bater. 
he receives sympathy for his sufferings but poses a threat to society, "the threat ... of the wholesale 
disturbance of the oatiual oider" (102). 
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violent, "savage" ways which civilized peoples pretend to have given up (139-141). This 

is certainly true in the case of Nathan Slaughter, who returns to his lone wandering after the 

conflict is resolved in Nick: but Belated offers a darker vision, in which the violent Ipsico 

continues to affirm the rightness of his actions and rejoins society, rising in status and 

acceptance later in life. The world of Belated seems much more accepting of such 

violence, even though the man Ipsico killed was himself half-white. 

An important qualification to note in Belated is the recipient of the violence. Craven 

is not a full-biooded Indian, only nmiored to have an Indian mother; in fact, he is a distant 

cousin of Ipsico who is depicted as a white man who has gone wrong and taken on Indian 

ways. So, while Indian hating is strong in Belated, it is disguised by assuming a 

subordinate role to the family conflict And while the text is not exactly sympathetic to 

Indians, again featuring much Indian violence in the background, and including many anti-

Indian sentiments, it is not as unrelenting as Nick. The one individual Indian who enters 

the narrative is not menacing but pathetic, an outcast and "worthless reprobate" dubbed 

"Niggumose" [sic] and "the Beaver" by the Poes. When Ipsico's brother is found dead 

with the Beaver, the Indian is killed in return (by Craven, who had actually killed the 

brother). Ipsico does not exactly regret killing the Beaver, but he does question Craven's 

actions, since by the writing of the narrative he has learned that Craven was the original 

killer. Craven then shoots the unarmed Indian and attacks him with a tomahawk, clearly 

"savage" actions. And, while Ipsico and his companions join in, he admits "we were as 

frantic men bereft of reason, and none more so than Craven, who seemed to feel that one 

Indian's death was but a poor revenge for the murder of such as Gregory. Had the Beaver 

left a family, I suppose we would have killed them all" (634-35). This text thus vacillates 

between a relatively moderate, self-critical view of the settler-Indian relationship, and a 

more extreme, self-righteous notion of "just" revenge. But since the biggest conflict occurs 

not with defenseless Indians but with the powerful and treacherous Craven, and Ipsico's 
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justification for the killing forms the conclusion of the novel, the latter extreme perspective 

outweighs the earlier qualifications. 

The New Law of the Frontier 

Bird is careful to note that the frontier is not entirely lawless, despite the abundance 

of "real" and "white" Indians, and the inadequacy of traditional law to protect settlers and 

their property. In the face of such obstacles a new breed of law arises, called by Nick's 

Ralph Stackpole the "new doctrines of Kentucky" (58). Bird's description of these 

doctrines reflects an early stage in the development of law according to the natural law 

tradition. Surrounded by wilderness and Indians in the state of nature. Bird explains, 

stations were erected in the Kentucky territory, functioning as "places of refuge." 

Established by an individual pioneer, the station developed into a miniature society—Bird 

calls it a "little state"~through the social compact: "each station... was enlarged to receive 

other inhabitants, who were glad to unite with the founder in defending from attack a place 

so necessary to their own safety, and easily conceded him a kind of military authority over 

them" (Nick 60, 13).36 Settlers adhere to this arrangement out of self-preservation; as 

Stackpole swears, "I go for the doctrine that every able-bodied man should sarve [sic] his 

country and his neighbors, and fight their foes; and them that does is men and gentlemen, 

and them that don't is cowards and rascals" (60). To execute the law, quasi-official 

institutions have developed, such as "Lynch law" and the Regulators, of whom Bird 

writes: "It is scarce necessary to inform the reader, that by this term must be understood 

those public-sixrited citizens, amateur jack-ketches, who administer Lynch-law in districts 

^^The worid Bird constructs here follows his contemporaries' view of the widespread consequences of the 
Indian presence on the frontier. Lewis Cass's "Removal the Indians" makes repeated references to natural 
law; "Extensive tracts of land would be held by the Indians in a state of nature. The continuity of 
settlements, and the conununicatioa between them, would be interrupted. Fugitives frran labor and justice 
would seek shelter, and sometimes find it, in these little sovereignties" (103). 
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where regular law is but inefficiently, or not at all, established" (Nick 50).Nelson, 

Belated's honorable Regulator figure, hates gambling and "licentiousness" and takes his 

duties seriously: 

The rude justice of the frontier, in regions yet unreached by processes of 

law, was as much in his hands as in any man's .... [as] he went forth to 

execute its unwritten warrants.... He was proud of the title of Regulator. 

. . ; nor did he ever soil his office with personal passion, or by 

confounding the innocent with the guilty. (668) 

Recoundng the Regulators' pursuit of Craven, Nelson describes their mission as "jest 

peaceably pursuin' a dum scoundrel, to execute the lavt^, or what ought to be the law, unto 

him" (666). 

Nelson's title does not preclude others from enforcing the law, however. More 

prevalent in Nick and Belated are references to the "Lynch law" or "Judge Lynch," 

sometimes executed by Regulators, sometimes by individuals.^^ Stackpole, for all his talk 

about "doctrines," violates basic tenets of the Kentucky code through his addiction to 

stealing horses; he experiences the receiving end of the "Lynch law." The young 

Forresters fmd Stackpole after "the justice of the woods" has caught up with him, perched 

precariously on his stolen horse with a noose around his neck and "JUDGE LYNCH" 

traced in gunpowder on his back (Nick 96-97). While Roland is inclined to support "the 

^^Bird's understanding a[ early Lynch law and the Regulators as arising in times of insu^cient civil 
government is confirmed in James Cutler's Lvnch-Law: An Investigation into the History of Lynching in 
the United States and Frank Shay's Judge Lvnch: His First Hundred Years. See especially Cutler 1-136 for 
a discussion of early lynchings. Cutler observes that lynchings were "very prevalent" on the fitntier 
borders from 1780-1792. the period in which Bird's frontier novels are set; also worth noting is that 
lynchings rose markedly throughout the country in the early 1830s. while Bird was writing these texts 
(Cutler 76.91). 
38Bird ccmsulted both fdends and written texts to find out about Lynch law. His notes for Bdated include a 
query; "Lynch's Law-Find out the origin of it—Black. Grimes,. . . H. Clay, M'Climg" (U Peim). Here 
Bird refers to Dr. Black and John Grimes, the two friends who had supplied him with frontier legends such 
as the one which inspired Hawks; to Whig leader Henry Clay; and to John M'Qimg. authw of Sketches 
of Western Adventure (I assume he refers here to MOung's text rather than the authw himself). 
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laws of the settlements" and let Stackpole hang himself, Edith insists that "the law is 

murderous, its makers and executioners barbarians" and insists on saving him (98). At the 

end of the novel, his thieving habit having returned, Stackpole is declared not guilty of 

horse-stealing because of his past conduct; the jury refuses to convict the man who met 

"another Injun-savage in the woods.. . and licked him to death in the natural way [using 

only his hands]" (407). Revenge in Belated is an even more personal affair. After 

Craven's long train of abuses and crimes against his own relatives—killing Ipsico's brother 

and father, betraying Ipsico, forcing Ipsico's love interest Fanny into a sham marriage, the 

shock of which killed her and her baby in childbirth— Ipsico is told that "the removin' of a 

snake like Craven is a public duty and benefit' and is encouraged by Nelson as well as an 

army commander to kill Craven (662). The choice of words here is significant, echoing the 

Indian "removals" which were carried out under similar rhetoric of duty. Ipsico had used 

the same language when telling of the murder of the Beaven "Nobody blamed us for 

removing such a worthless reprobate as the old Shawnee.... It is a needless trouble to go 

twenty miles or more to court, serving as witnesses and jurymen, just to hang one who can 

be punished with much less labor and expense" (635). 

Bird's £)efense of the Violent Hero 

All the ideas outlined so far in this chapter—the national mission, the frontier as a 

state of nature, the savage Indians creating a state of war, the informal laws established in 

place of absent or ineffective legal entities—point to a common conclusion, mentioned 

throughout the foregoing discussion: that frontier violence is justified. As Ipsico Poe 

contends, "fighting . . . seemed to me the main and proper business of a man; and . . . 

there were grounds for that oixnion" (Belated 675). Pacifism is taken for passivity in this 

context; Nathan Slaughter's Quaker aversion to violence is seen as unpatriotic and 
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sacrilegious, with Roland Forrester accusing him of refusing to protect himself and others 

when "nature and heaven alike call on you" (Nick 134). 

The justification of this violence involves several factors. Most of these factors 

depend to some degree on the brutality of the Indians (or Indian-like villains), on a detailed 

list of their provocations and injustices. This justification also requires the presence of 

three other recurrent heroic traits in these texts (as in all of Bird's work): a sense of honor, 

meaning the heroes are devoted to protecting women, morality and their country even in the 

wilderness; a sense of resignation during c£^}tivity and injustice, similar to what appeared 

in Calavar and The Infidel: and a sense of fate, a reliance on divine will often manifested 

through supernatural means. Together these traits create a portrait of an upstanding, 

restrained and eminently civilized hero who is pushed into violence through extreme 

provocation, the need to defend the rights and morals of his company and country, and 

God's will. 

Most evident in these violent heroes is their honor. This consists of duty to their 

country in the form of patriotism, and duty to their women in the form of protection and 

devotion. As for patriotism, even Hawks's Hyland Gilbert, who starts out a Tory, 

changes his mind about Americans, telling his renegade brother that the American cause is 

indeed "just, and holy, and. . . prevailing" (71); and Captain l.x>ring, his body nearly as 

mutilated from Indian wars as the Captain in Poe's "The Man That Was Used Up," is 

determined throughout the novel that Hyland commemorate on canvas the death of his own 

(Loring's) son from similar wounds. In Nick, Roland Forrester is reluctant to participate 

in the violence, but is given a past as a brave soldier and remains "faithful to the honor and 

integrity of spirit which conducted the men of that day, the mighty fathers of the republic, 

through the vicissitudes of revolution to the rewards of liberty" (379). In the same text the 

young Tom Bruce dies from wounds incurred in valiant fighting against the Indians, but 

holds on until he is sure he has done his "duty" to his companions and to Kentucky; his 
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last words are "Hurrah for Kentucky!" (389). And in Belated, killing "redskins" is 

considered "serving your country and your king" (669).39 After killing Craven, Ipsico 

underscores the honor and rationality of his actions, aligning himself more with a preacher 

than a killer 

had I attacked my enemy in the heat of passion, it would have been like a 

common village brawl, wherein is no glory, but perhaps disgrace. Instead 

of that, I had reasoned with him calmly, and almost discharged the 

preacher's office, bringing home his crimes and giving him opportunity to 

confess them In fact I had acted merely in self-defence. (686) 

The heroic devotion to country is paralleled by, and sometimes identical with, their 

devotion to women. In each text, the most atrocious injustices committed by Indians and 

evil whites lie in the capture or forced marriages of white women, arousing the wrath of the 

white men who, through blood relations or romantic attachment, claim territorial rights to 

the women.^ The fusion of romance with captivity narrative is made playfully explicit in 

Nick in Nathan's equation of captivity and captivation. calling the Piankeshaws 

"captivators" (see, for example, Nick 249, 301)."^! Hawks' white villain. Colonel 

Falconer, has cheated the once-prosperous Gilberts out of their land, sending them into 

rebellious exile amidst a mysterious curse which has caused the death of almost the whole 

family. The curse on the Gilberts turns out to have been rooted in Falconer's secret past 

39nnna Nclsoa points out a similar framing of killing as a patriotic acticm. even a duty, in Simms's The 
Yfmassw. and tiw woks of James Hall (57). 

|ji3 Prndigala nnri Pilgrima- Jay Fliegelman reads tbe widespread use in eighteenth and nineteenth 
century American fiction of the tropes of forced marriages and denials of inheritance as manifestations of 
"Lockean gospel." He argues that such "vioiation[s] of the familial contract" are references to "parental 
tyiaimy" (Fliegelman 36). 
^ ^Michelle Bumham's insights into the coUusioa between the "romance narrative of deferred marital union" 
and the "Hmperialist narrative of Amerindian dispossession" come into play here. Bumham argues that the 
"narrative movement of erotic deferral seduce[s] the reader into a sympathy that obscures the violence of 
racial displacement" (Bumham 96). In Bird's frontier nanatives. we are expected to align ourselves with the 
interests of the heroes and heroines, to feel outraged at the injustices against them, satisfied when the 
enemies are defeated and life can go oo. 
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marriage to Jessie Gilbert, which he then pretended was false so he could marry another, 

richer woman. Jessie died of grief (after bearing a child who turns out to be our hero 

Hyland) and her death led to "the destruction of the family and the alienation of the estate" 

(4). Falconer is involved in another forced marriage a generation later, as Hyland's love 

Catherine Lx)ring reluctantly agrees to marry Falconer's son Henry to alleviate her father's 

financial straits. It is not until the revelation of Falconer's past crimes against women and 

property, which in turn reveals Hyland's true identity as the offspring of a legitimate 

marriage between Falconer and Jessie Gilbert, that rights are vindicated and truly romantic 

alliances cemented. 

Much the same thing happens in Nick and Belated. In the former, the Forrester 

cousins' captivity has been instigated by the treacherous lawyer Braxley, who has found 

and hidden the will which would restore their inheritance. Braxley intends to kill Roland 

and hold Edith captive until she will marry him; he threatens that shell have to marry him 

or the "savage" chief Wenonga. Peter Sands rightly calls Braxley's treatment of Edith "an 

assault on America itselP (75). Belated repeats the formula of the villain's pursuit and 

mistreatment of women. After manipulating the naive Ipsico Poe into severing relations 

with his betrothed Fanny, Craven tricks Fanny into marry him instead, and his marked 

cruelty toward her causes her death. In this more complicated text, rights are not 

completely vindicated; Fanny has died of grief, and Ipsico does not return to his family or 

his farm. But Ipsico does take his revenge, killing Craven and reappropriating his 

"property" when he removes Fanny's ring and a locket of her hair from the villain's 

corpse. 

To return to my discussion of Bird's violent heroes, the sense of honor seems to 

require that these characters frame their reactions to injustice in terms of resignation and 

passivity. The few critics who have written about these texts frequently take issue with this 

tendency, a problem addressed in my chapter 4. Whereas in Bird's earlier romances the 
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Spanish heroes remained passive longer, and indulged in less graphic acts of violence 

when they did take action. Bird allows his Indian-hating heroes to take considerable, 

increasingly violent measures which are described in terms of passivity. Bird accompanies 

their vicious deeds with a fair amount of hedging, though. In Hawks. Hyland is not so 

much violent as a victim of circumstance; he accepts guilt and is ready to hang when 

wrongly accused of murder when the true culprit is revealed. All the violence is perpetrated 

in this text by other characters—his less restrained brothers, for example—with the 

occasional contribution of "fate" which mysteriously guides bullets to kill the real villain. 

In Nick. Roland Forrester remains captive for most of the novel before being rescued and 

jcxning the fight; even so, he mostly follows orders and initiates little violence. Nathan's 

more extreme actions are tinged with the supernatural and the abnormal, as the identity of 

the "Jibbenainosay" is undisclosed for most of the novel, and his murderous rages are 

described as spasms or fits, perhaps brought on by head injuries (including scalping) he 

endured when his family was killed.^^ xhe first-person narrative of Belated offers a more 

intimate perspective on the violent acts, and even when describing a murder Bird stresses a 

resignaticm to higher powers. As Ipsico determines to kill Craven he insists that this is his 

role: "This is what I've been kept for. .. . he's my game, reserved for my knife or bullet" 

(676). After he completes his "mission" he reiterates the divine influence and thanks 

'̂ ^Such fits are characteristic of the Indian-Hater as outlined by Bamett the traumatic memory of  violence 
perpetrated by Indians brings on "a fit of temporary insanity or frenzy" (Bamett 132). Nathan (more 
specifically the medical/psychoiogical/spiritual roots of his schizophrenic combination of violence and 
pacifism) has receivedmore critical attention than any other character of Bird's. See. for example, Richard 
Slotlan's Regenetaliop Through Violence (509-16), Richard Drinnon's Facing West: The Metaphysics of 
Tmiian-Haringand Fmpiie-RuilA'ny (152-58), Albert Keisei's The hdiania American literature (146-51), R. 
W. B. Lewis's The American AHam- Tnnor^nce and Tradition jnthfe Nineteenth Century (107-9), Joan Joffe 
Hall's "Tifick of the Woods; An Inteipietation of the American Wilderness" (175-81), and James Folsom's 
essay "KJothicism in the Western Novel" (33). John Bowen Hamilton, in "Robert Montgomery Bird, 
I'hysician and Novelist." suggests that Bird was drawing on his medical training in creating Nathan, and 
contends that the Quakor's violent fits are sympt(»ns of epilepsy caused by traumatic injury (324-29). He 
cites passages from lectures on epilepsy Bird would deliver only a few years later, which asseit that 
"Apparently purposive acts which require such coordination and sirill in their executitni that responsibility 
may be implied may be petfonned" and The acts of violence committed in these furors are often of an 
extremely brutal nature, the patient pursuing his crime to a most revolting extreme" (327-8). 
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Heaven, "for I knew that I was but an instrument and had been governed and guided to an 

appointed end" (685). 

Another aspect of passivity which Bird's frontier novels play on is the captivity 

narratives' trope of stoicism learned frcMn the Indians.43 ipsico Poe, for example, tells us 

that "I had been in sight of death and torture more than once, and learned from the savages, 

as all frontiersmen, to bear both pain and danger with an air of calm indifference" (Belated 

658). Louise Bamett notes that this stoicism is one of many ways in which whites sought 

to demonstrate their superiority over Indians, in "wilderness skills" learned from the latter 

group (107). Barbara Johnson links this stoic suffering to ideas of grace in Puritan 

captivity narratives: "To be chosen to bear affliction was in some ways a sign of the grace 

of God" (55).^ So Bird is able in these texts to add yet one more layer of meaning to his 

passive hero: the long-suffering servant extolled in Christianity, the citizen facing the 

oppression of cruel tyrants of natural law, the imprisoned hero of the Romantic and Gothic 

traditions, are fused with the image of the white settler enduring captivity and tofaire from a 

savage Indian. But while some of the earlier traditions may have placed more emphasis on 

continued acceptance of oppression, the settler held captive by Indians is not held to these 

standards; he or she is expected to merely appear passive to outwit the captors, waiting to 

save himself or be saved by other whites. 

This sense of passivity and resignation to a higher authority exempts the hero from 

conmiitting too much violence or bloodying his hands too much. It £illows him to rise in 

the reader's esteem (even though we may question his passivity), as he stoically endures 

"Charies Brockden Brown and the Irontiers of Discourse," Elizabeth Jane Wall Hinds points out that 
heroic poweriessness is prevalent in odier "frontier gothics" such as Brown's Onnood. Arthur Mervyn and 
Edgar Huntlv. She observes that Brown. Bird's Philadelphia literary predecessor, often features a 
"progressive domination of character by the suirounding events and locations.... a loss of control and . . . 
concurrent passivity of will" (124). 
'̂ Johnson's dissertation includes a brief discussion of Nick which posits the novel as an illustration of 
I^ederick Jackson Turner's frontier hypothesis, in which settlers adapt Indian survival techniques and whites 
are forced to unite in self-defense. Her analysis is unfortunately undermined by factual eirors. such as her 
assertion that "the captivcs are all dead" (107; see her discussira 103-7). 
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torture and oppression—even better than the Indians themselves. It lets us applaud when he 

fmally does rise to the occasion and avenge himself, thinking "it's about time." And the 

idea of divine will imputes a sense of a higher power at work which intervenes to assert 

justice; this excuses the heroes for their violent actions, redefining them as mere servants 

or instruments enacting Gods' will. This is not too far from the ideology evolving into 

manifest destiny: Americans may have been required to do some dirty work, we are to 

think, but it was all for a good cause, endorsed by God. When Ipsico Poe details his 

abuse and captivity at the hand of Craven to justify his revenge, yet calls himself an 

"instrument" who is "governed" and "guided" by Heaven when he kills Craven, he is 

reenacting the essence of frontier ideology. The thinly disguised parallels between the 

ideologies of Bird's frontier narratives and national expansion suggest a stark interpretation 

of his avowal in Hawks that "we could not declare . . . that the . . . narrative is a mere 

fabrication, for such it is not" (1S35 ed., iii). 
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CHAPTER 6 

LAW AND ORDER; THE FREEDOM OF 

NATURAL SUBJECTION IN BIRD'S SATIRES 

[LJiberty . . . [is] in less danger from the aristocracy . . . than from the 

democracy itself. 

Bird, "My Friends in the Madhouse" 

Toward the end of his literary career Bird explored an even greater variety of genres 

than before. He wrote the satirical picaresque Sheppard Lee (1836) during what was 

otherwise his frontier period, after Hawks and before Nick. Peter Pilgrim. A Rambler's 

Recollections (1838), a collection of essays and short fiction, is varied in nature: some 

pieces are purely satirical, others more allegorical, and some most closely resemble his 

frontier romances. His last fictional work. The Adventures of Robin Day (1839), is 

another picaresque novel, one which mixes satire, romance and autobiography. While 

these three texts form a looser group than those treated in previous chapters (although 

Bird's work is consistently a blend of genres). Bird's focus on outgrowths of the natural 

law tradition, and his engagement with political issues of the day. are as clear as ever. If 

anything, his insistence on the primacy of social order over personal freedom is expressed 

most harshly in these last works. 

First, a few words on Bird's last fictional genre. Barbara Babcock's work on the 

picaresque helps clarify its characteristics and ideological function. In her essay "'Liberty's 

a Whore,'" Babcock defines the picaresque (a term whose English use dates back to only 

1810) as a satire "whose hero is an amusing vagabond or rogue who tells of his life and 

adventures in a loose, episodic fashion" (97). This "base transformation of the romance" 

typically features a "lowlife delinquent" of "low and 'marginal' parentage" in place of a 
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"princely hero" (100-101). Other notable features of the picaresque which appear in Bird 

include a "first-person autobiographical reminiscence," a cast of "reappearing secondary 

characters," and "antisocieties of rogues with whom the picaro associates" who offer "an 

appearance of virtue and a reality of ccMTupti<»i" and are "often more highly structured than 

the dominzint society" (98-99, 103, 107). A continual destabilization and inversion of 

categories, so prevalent in all Bird's texts, is at the heart of Babcock's conception of the 

picaresque; "prisoner reprimands judge, child rebukes parent, wife rules husband, pupil 

instructs teacher, master obeys servant" ("Introduction," 17). 

Babcock's analysis of the ideological function of picaresque inversions in her 

introduction to The Reversible World reveals the extent to which Bird departed from other 

such satires. In typical picaresques, she argues, "the essence of such laughter-producing 

'topsyturvydom' is an attack on control, on closed systems, on . . . 'the irreversibility of 

the order of phenomena'" (17). This is where Bird's satires part ways with a frequently 

subversive genre: he revels in the topsy-turvy, in chaos and disorder, but does this not to 

subvert order but to strengthen it, to illustrate the destructive potential of excessive liberty 

and disorder. ^ My ensuing discussion will answer the question of how Bird appropriates 

the satire for his conservative agenda and renders order out of profound chaos. 

While in his frontier novels Bird's ethical scheme condones white lawlessness and 

brutality against Indians, in his last works, set for the most [)art in relatively civilized areas 

in the early nineteenth century, he criticizes unlawful acts as creating social disorder. With 

While anthropologist Max Gluckman's argument that "rites of reversal... are intended to preserve and 
strengths the established order" have been challenged by Babcock, Natalie Davis and others, in Bird's case 
Gluckman's "safety valve" hypothesis hdds true (Babcock. "Introduction" 22; Davis 153). Bird's approach 
approximates the repressive ideology of early mneteenthrcentury chapbooks analyzed by David Kunzle. For 
Kunzle, such chapbmks illustrate the Tolly of trying to be different from, that is. better than, what nature 
has ordained... [reinforced by] explicit allusions to the folly revolutiooary as|̂ tions, encapsulated by 
the matiin This is what happens to 'silly brutes in their fetters' who 'attempt to rule over their betters'" (in 
Babcock 85-6). 
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the frontier and Indians in the distant background,- at issue are various internal attacks on 

national stability; individual criminals, lynch mobs, corrupt and partisan politicians, and 

the dual threats to slavery-abolitionists and rebellious slaves. Bird incorporates each of 

these destabilizing forces into his ongoing conservative adaptation of natural law. Each 

narrative offers up natural subjection theory as adopted by the Whigs, criticizing the chaos 

engendered by too much individual liberty, and arguing instead for the social freedoms 

protected by law, order, duty and hierarchy (including slavery). In doing so they capture 

the essence of classic natural subjection, echoing Sir Robert Fiimer's seventeenth-century 

argument that "only natural subjection can guarantee order" (Tully 289). 

After providing some background on these texts, I will examine Bird's use of 

various forms of social chaos to build his final fictional defense of natural subjection. In 

doing so, I will discuss his concerns about criminality and justice and his pointed criticisms 

of corrupt and partisan politics in the 1830s. I will then turn to the issue of slavery, 

examining how Bird's continued meditation on bondage—presented here in a satirical 

context—operates to justify Southern slavery when he addresses the "realities" of that 

institution. In these narratives. Bird combines a condemnation of illegal and immoral 

activity with a call for individual acceptance of hierarchy and the rights, duties and 

responsibilities appropriate to one's social rank. I hope to illustrate that until the end of his 

literary career. Bird located natural rights and freedoms in the maintenance of national 

stability and security; he continued to see any assertion of individual freedom which might 

disrupt the established social order as a threat to national freedom, whether in the form of a 

lazy landowner shirking his duties or in the form of an insurgent slave. 

^The frontier and the fight against Indians do play a part in some of these texts; one episode in Robin Day 
(86-132), the entire narrative of "The Bloody Br^-Hom" and a brief mention in "Arkansas Emigrants" 
(both in Pf-tCT Pilgrim) These sections conform to the characteristics and ideological messages seen in my 
previous chapter cm Bird's frontier romances. 
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An Overview of Bird's Satires 

While his satires represent a considerable stylistic departure from his earlier work. 

Bird had early on laid out a series of satirical novels "'to illustrate American character and 

society'" (Dzihl 105). In addition to the published satires included here. Bird also 

developed to various extents Tonv. or the Qrtocrat. on the American class system; Peter 

Jones. Aeronaut, about a voyage to the moon; The North Pole, on a trip to the Arctic; and 

The Letters and Memorials of the Celebrated Mrs. Mimchovv: Illustrating the Progress of 

the New Philosophy, on the New Woman (Dahl 105). Several chapters of Mrs. 

Munchow are included in the University of Pennsylvania's Collection; as mentioned in 

my chapter 3, Bird maintains a focus in this text on political philosophy, particularly what 

he sees as misinterpretations of freedom and equality. Armed with what Bird considers 

erroneous philosophical and philanthropic notions which idealize nature and denigrate 

civilization, Mrs. Munchovy sets out to And herself a primitive child to bring up in the state 

of nature and freedom. Her muddled thinking is evident as she confuses philosophy and 

philanthropy, then lumps together women's rights, slavery and her school expjeriences: "I 

declare, I sludl love philosophy—and philanthropy, too; because my aunt tells me that,-or 

philosophy, I do not know which,~will make all women free; and I hate all slavery,--if it 

is like that we had at the boarding school" (U Penn, folio 1: 37). By the end of the drafted 

version, Mrs. Munchovy has, of course, admitted the error of her ways. 

Sheppard Lee. Bird's first published satire, is more indirect than Mrs. Munchovy in 

its consideration of the natural law tradition, replacing references to nature and civilization 

with an extended meditation on the meaning of freedom and slavery which favors passive 

acceptance of social hierarchyThe objects of satire in Sheppard Lee are many, including 

political campaigns, the spoils system and the financial chaos under Jackson and Van 

3Leonard Richards includes SheopardLee and Peter Pilgrim in his bibliography of anti-abolitionist 
literature; it is possiUe tbat he mistook Peter for Robin Day (Richards 187). 
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Buren, gambling, dilettantism, agriculture, philanthropy, and abolition (Williams. 

"Introduction" li; Dahl 108). Bird published the work anonymously and with a new 

publisher. Harper and Brothers. Sheppard Lee was such a departure in style and genre that 

some friends refused to believe Bird was the author.'^ The book received good reviews but 

sales suffered due to poor economic conditions (Fbust 96). Poe reviewed Shepi?ard in the 

September 1836 Southern Literary Messenger, also failing to recognize Bird as the author 

(Quinn, Edgar 248). His lengthy plot summary rightly recognizes that the episode when 

Lee inhabits the body of a slave supports the text's apologist stance: "In his chapter of 

Nigger Tom, Mr. Lee gives us some very excellent chapters upon abolition and the exciting 

effects of incendiary pamphlets and pictures, among our slaves in the South" (Poe, 

"Sheppard" 399). Poe calls the text "very clever" and "not altogether unoriginal" but 

criticizes its treatment of metempsychosis, in which the hero only partially and "very 

awkwardly" changes identity in each episode (401).^ 

While Poe dismissed Bird's intended message as "very doubtful" (Poe, "Sheppard" 

402), Bird wrote Sheppard Lee with a clear moral in mind: acceptance of one's fate. Early 

notes for what Bird variously titled a "Satirical Extravaganza" and "The Disembodied" state 

"^Bird's friend John Frost wrote the authcx', 
M'Clellen [sic] has taken up an absurd notion that you are the author of a book called 
ShepoaidLee published in New Yoric last summer. He came to me full of his discovery 
last ni^ expecting to find that I knew scnnething about it Knowing that you would be 
amazed at such an imputation and believing he would have you to suspect if possible 
that I had countenanced the (Idea] I write to dear myself of even giving the slightest 
intimation to that effect to him or any one living. (U Penn; qtd. in Fbust 93) 

^Bird's notes c^er an answer to Poe's criticism, a version of which is included in the novel. A slip of paper 
entitled "Memoranda" reads; 

Metaphysics. Many of our propensities, and other peculiarities of spirit, are caused by 
certain peculiarities .. .d[ our [Aiysical structure.... The souls all men are therefore 
more or less influenced by th^ peculiar t)hvsiQues: and were an exchange of souls 
possible between a Socrates & a Diogenes, the souls of both must experience some 
changes; caused by the influences of the new bodies. 

Thus Sheppard explains the constant changes in the character of ^ soul. (U 
Penn) 

The slip is undated, but its proximity to other notes related to tbe drafting Sheppard Lee imply that Bird 
worked out this principle during the drafting rather than in reply to Pbe's criticism. 
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his aim "to illustrate the folly erf" discontented. . . feelings" (U Penn).^ The title character 

is a lazy and dissatisfied New Jersey landowner who dies while searching for lost treasure, 

but discovers he is capable of spiritual transmigration which allows him to revivify and 

inhabit the bodies of other recently deceased men. Endlessly seeking happiness in other 

men's bodies and lives, Sheppard inhabits six different bodies in this text, including an 

aged squire, a wealthy miser, a naive Quaker, two impoverished dandies and a slave, but 

fmds only more misery and oppression each time (with one significant exception 1 will 

address later). Curtis Dahl's list of Bird's ideas for additional adventures includes episodes 

involving "a physician, a patriot, the Fhresident" and others (Dahl 108); I found in Bird's 

notebook on Sheppard Lee a plan to include "the Abolitionist and the Slave holder" as well 

(U Penn). Sheppard returns to his own body at the end of his adventures, vowing to 

become industrious, accept his social position and "make the best of the lot to which 

Heaven has assigned me" (Sheppard 2: 264). 

In 1838, after the success of Nick of the Woods. Bird published Peter Pilgrim, a 

collection of miscellaneous essays and stories, some previously published and many 

written in the early 1830s (Dahl 26).^ Selections include essays on travel, caves and 

serpents, stories of the frontier and psychological satires, but Bird manages to infuse most 

pieces with a clear sense of patriotism and emergent manifest destiny ideology. Framing 

^Elsewhere Bird wrote that "Sheppanfs first cause of unhappiness in his own body is sheer Discontent-and 
envy. He envies states & conditions of existence" (U Penn). 
^""Mammoth Cave" was published in American Monthly lAaoaiinet in May and June 1837, Tale of a 
Snag" in the same magazine in August 1837. and "The Extra Lodger" appeared in the New York Mirror in 
August 1837 (Foost 104. Dahl 137). Dahl links the book's title to S. G. Goodrich's pseudonym Peter 
Pariey (Dahl 113). It is also possiUe that Bird was echoing William Cobbett's alias, Peter Porcupine. 
Acceding to Mott, Cobbett was an Englishman who came to Philadelphia in the 1790s. He puUished a 
political monthly, Pbrcunine's Pblitical Censor, or a Review of P<rfitical Occurrences Relatives to the 
United States (1796-97). and Pbrcunine's Gazette and United States Advertiser (1797-99). His editorials 
were strongly Federalist, so strong diat he alienated even most Federalists. Moa calls him "one of the half 
dozen great English satirists" (Mott, American 130). Cobbett was apparendy enemies, and later good 
friends, with Matthew Carey of Bird's publishing bouse, Carey & Lea (Mott, ffistorv 159-60. In 1799 he 
lost a $5,000 libel lawsuit for harsh criticisnis of the University of Pennsylvania's Benjamin Rush for his 
practice of bleeding. 
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the text as a travelogue concentrating "the revealments and portents of human destiny," the 

introduction promises to replace European mementos of antiquity with purely American 

tales, asserting that "it is in the forest, where man struggles with nature for empire . . . and 

in man, the worker of the marvel, that we must look for the objects of interest to replace 

those the foreign traveller finds" (Peter 1: 15, 19-20). Since this is such a varied collection 

I will only consider those pieces which pertain to my discussion. "Merry the Miner," an 

allegory based on the Kentucky fable of Jonathan Swift and his Blue Jackets (Dahl 114), 

involves an aimless elderly miner who discovers a cave filled with gold and the remains of 

ancient civilizations, with people petrified in the course of everyday actions. Merry 

plunders their riches and is himself nearly petrified; like Sheppard Lee, he learns the value 

of industry and morality. "My Friends in the Madhouse," a satire on psychology and 

politics, features a narrator who visits a madhouse filled with inmates who insist they are 

sane victims of an insane and immoral world.^ Here Bird launches sharp attacks against 

the perversion of democratic ideology through political corruption and partisanism. "The 

Bloody Broad-Horn" is a short frontier romance which hearkens back to Bird's earlier 

work with this genre. The romantic tale is overshadowed by the perils of the frontiersmen, 

"the first invaders of the wilderness" who encounter violent Indian resistance, what Bird 

terms "those dangers and difficulties by which colonization was so seriously retarded, and 

the rich fields of the West left so long in the possession of the savage Red-mem" (Peter 2: 

172-3). Other pieces I will mention include "The Fascinating Power of Reptiles," "A 

Night on Terrapin Rocks," and "Tale erf" a Snag." 

In his last novel, Robin Pay. Bird framed his ideological concerns in terms of a 

persistent questioning of the nature of criminality, accompanied by a continued rhetoric of 

servitude and captivity. The novel is a picaresque tale of a young orphan's experiences 

^Comparison with Poc's "The System of Doctor Tair and Ptofessor Fether (1844) is appropriate here. 
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which include repeated brushes with the law, participation in a volunteer army during the 

war of 1812, enforced disguise as an East Indian slave, capture by pirates, and a final 

discovery of his noble heritage.^ The text is dismissed by Alexander Cowie as a "mediocre 

tale" and by Williams as "of no very great interest or significance" other than biographical 

(Cowie 253; Williams, "Introduction" xxvi).10 Foust concurs that the text is "a rather 

loose-woven yam of improbable adventures," adding that the text. Bird's last fictional 

work, was written during a period of "great physical suffering" (Foust 105). Dahl links 

the satire to Royall Tyler's The Aleerine Captive (1797). since both works feature episodes 

in Philadelphia and the South, medical quackery, piracy and slavery (Dahl 106); the 

influence of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe is also unmistakable. ^ ^ Robin has received only 

cursory attention, exemplified by Williams' complaint that the protagonist "is too unstable a 

mixture of valor and cowardice, shrewdness and stupidity, uprightness and duplicity, to be 

a very good hero" (Williams, "Introduction" xxvii) and Dahl's contention that "Bird has at 

last given up his noble hero in favor of a stronger picaresque one" (Dahl 112). 

Jay Fliegelman, Prodigals and Pilgrims: The American Revolution Against Patriarchal Authority. 1750-
1800 for an important discussion of the "new Lockean gospel" in late eighteenth century ficticm, including 
works by Defoe. Chesterfield, Marmontel, Richardsoa and Sterne, many of whom Bird read. 
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Arbitrary Laws and Honorable Criminals 

As is evident from the above descriptions, morally dubious characters victimized 

by and engaged in corrupt, criminal activities are a major focus in Bird's last works. In the 

lighter atmosphere of these satires, protagonists commit crimes through mistake, minor 

character flaws or just plain laziness, but eventually come to reject such a lifestyle; unlike 

the unrepentant Indian-haters of the frontier narratives, here only the villains refuse to mend 

their ways. These texts feature perhaps Bird's clearest criticisms of criminality and the 

political system, pointing to the reversed definitions of virtue and sin, innocence and 

criminality, just and unjust punishments, and appropriate and inappropriate forms of 

vengeance. In a maimer even more blatant than his earlier works, these portraits of political 

arbitrariness create such blurred moral distinctions that adherence to existing American 

institutions and practices emerges as the only workable solution: not perfect, perhaps, but 

more orderly, and hence more "just," than the arbitrary and chaotic world which dominates 

these texts. 

In his legal inquiries. Bird continually interrogates the very terms of criminality, 

asking what constitutes a crime and a criminal. His picaresque heroes commit unlawful 

acts, as did his vengeful frontier heroes, but they are forced into those actions by 

circumstance—by their own naivete, by their more worldly companions, by crimes 

committed against them, and by the generally immoral world in which they attempt to 

function. These crimes are further mitigated by the arbitrary nature of crime and lawfulness 

in these texts: in many cases these characters [)erform acts which are themselves 

honorable, but are labeled and prosecuted as criminal by others who redefine the law to suit 

their own interests. To this end. Bird presents a variety of what he implies are "real" 

criminals posing as honorable citizens and institutions, including not only hardened 

criminals and freebooters, but hypocritical patriots and politicians. While his frontier 

narratives condoned unlawful means of enforcing the law against treacherous Indians and 
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renegades. Bird takes a harsher stance against citizen-based adaptations of the law in the 

more contemporary, more densely populated, homogenous £md "civilized" settings of his 

satires. As in ail his novels, actions which appear to expose legal hypocrisy and contradict 

social hierarchy are turned into a conservative argument for lawfulness and subjection. 

Through the protagonists of Sheopard Lee and Robin Day. Bird develops the 

notion that one can fall into crime by accident, misfortune, and minor character flaws. 

Sheppard is lazy, disgruntled, and fails to fulfill the duties seen by the Whigs as 

accompanying the right to own slaves and land, but he is clearly not a criminal. 12 His sole 

illegal act at the novel's outset consists of an unintentional violation of local birdihg laws. 

Hnancial misfortune is the source of his supposedly criminal acts; he reaches what he calls 

a "criminal stage of poverty, for all men were resolved to punish me" (Sheppard 1: 29). 

Having fallen behind on his mortgage, he loses his property "on the virtues of a writ of 

Venditioni Extx>nas. or some other absurd and scoundrelly invention of the lawyers" (2: 

34). His crimes, committed in the bodies of the men he inhabits, are either fabrications or 

relatively minor (with the significant exception of the slave insurrection he instigates as 

Tom), and at the end Bird throws doubt on the entire narrative, as Sheppard's family 

insists his adventures were all a dream. 

Robin Day is similarly a victim of circumstance, a poor abused orphan who is 

honorable but naive. Robin's crimes arise because of his disenfranchised state, along with 

his youth and lack of parental guidance. While he commits considerably more crimes than 

Sheppard, he retains an aura of innocence, being a young boy victimized by an immoral 

world and arbitrary law. His participation in the assault on his schoolmaster is defended at 

some length as a reasonable rebellion against a cruel tyrant, yet when he mistakenly 

concludes the schoolmaster has been killed, Robin spends the rest of the novel fleeing "the 

the natural law tradition's emphasis on duties and responsibilities attached to personal hghts and 
freedoms, see Locke 333 and further discussi<Mis in Huyler 92. Dicidnsoa 130. and Howe 30. 
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terrors of the law," wrongly assuming that "the posse comitatus. constable, hangman and 

all" are in hot pursuit (Robin I: 91). He leaves himself open to repeated abuse because of 

his supposed criminal status; he believes that asking for protection would involve revealing 

the supposed murder of M'Goggin, and thus flees from the very constable who is 

appointed to save him (1: 187). During this period of self-imposed exile, Robin is 

victimized as often as he commits a crime. He is robbed twice and accused of the crime; 

he is cheated, lied to, kidnapped and enslaved by his treacherous companions. Despite 

being naive and surrounded by hardened urban criminals, Robin retains a sense of honesty 

and honor, protesting being forced into lying and committing the ultimate honorable action, 

that of saving the young and helpless Isabel from the clutches of his own dishonorable 

friends. 

To complement his [xsrtrayal of Sheppard and Robin as honest men whose criminal 

activities are the result of minor imperfections and unfortunate circumstance. Bird 

undercuts the nature of criminality by redefining some of their "crimes" as acts of true 

honor which are unjustly labeled as crimes by their immoral, self-interested opponents. In 

this way the two protagonists come across as victims not only of circumstance but of 

arbitrary or unjust legal proceedings. Sheppard, in the body of the Quaker Longstraw, 

attempts to calm an enraged mob and is first whitewashed, then tarred and feathered 

(Sheppard 2: 97), He is kidnapped by Southerners who claim to "ma[k]e their living 

according to the law (2:133); his charity is redefined as illegal abolitionist activity. 

Robin encounters similar condemnation of bis supposedly honorable actions by 

unjust governmental bodies. When he hits a black man for what he considers a good 

cause—knocking down a white woman in Philadelphia—he is advised to escape, since a 

magistrate would be sure to impose a steep fine (Robin 1: 125). Later, while imprisoned 

on a pirate ship, Robin faces charges of attempted poisoning, desertion, and robbery. He 

has performed these actions in the course of escaping and saving the captive Isabel (whom 
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he has discovered is his long-lost twin sister), and against an unjust group of pirates to 

whom he has sworn no allegiance; they are clearly honorable acts of resistance against 

criminals. 

Peter Pilgrim's short story "My Friends in the Madhouse" makes clear the difficult^/ 

of following codes of law and honor. The narrator visits a madhouse full of men who 

insist on their sanity; their stories all center around being "martyrs of principle," victimized 

for their virtue (Peter 1: 111). The story Mr. Lawless offers of his experience is typical of 

the inmates' stories, and resembles that of Nick's Nathan Slaughter and Bird's other 

reluctant heroes. A self-proclaimed "man of peace," Mr. Lawless was challenged to a duel 

but refused. He found himself a social outcast, told that his peacefulness was cowardice. 

Lawless sought legal defense, but was rejected even by his lawyer. He found himself torn 

between legal and religious teachings and social acceptance: "I was a mined man—rejected, 

despised, derided, trampled on—and all because I had not imbrued my hands in blood— 

because I had not committed a crime which the fmger of Heaven and the hearts of man had 

pronounced the greatest a mortal could commit" (1: 166). Unable to withstand the social 

pressure. Lawless killed his cheillenger. Instead of gaining acceptance, he was labeled a 

murderer "The moment my enemy fell, society became wise and moral Society drove 

me from my principles, and then punished me for the dereliction" (1: 167). As another 

inmate reflects, "The virtues best rewarded in the world are its vices .. . generosity and 

modesty, integrity and independence, are repaid with neglect, contempt, imposition—nay. 

with vindictive hate" (1:111). 

Implicit in my discussion of the unjust labeling of the protagonists' honorable 

actions as "criminal" is the opposite notion, that "real" criminals pose as law-abiding 

citizens. This occurs on several levels, the most obvious being that of individual 

characters. Robin's treacherous colleague Brown literally poses as the noble Mr. 

Bloodmoney in early sections of Robin Dav. When his identity is exposed he inverts 
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honor and dishonor, legality and legality, displaying a "dare-devil sense of right and 

wrong" and claiming that "a freebooter's life [is] the only life for a gentleman and man of 

honour" (Robin 2: 130, 194). Several pieces in Peter R1 grim feature this same conceit: in 

"Merry the Miner" the title character maintains an assumption of righteousness as he 

plunders a cave's petrified riches, robbing a thief and knocidng off a king's crown and 

sceptre in search of gold (Peter 53, 60). "My Friends in the Madhouse" offers similar 

instances of crime masquerading as virtue, with abolitionists, lawyers and aristocrats all 

conspiring in the inversion of morality. 

The "antisocieties'' of criminals posing as honorable citizens acquire much of their 

power and credibility through informal or noninstitutional legal codes similar to those of the 

Regulators seen in my previous chapter. These codes, operating in the absence of an 

effective governmental body, purport to be "law-abiding* and in harmony with the 

constitution, but are often opposed in fact to the tenets held by the official political 

institutions. The pirates in Robin E)av have devoted their lives to crime, yet their list of 

accusations against Robin—desertion, attempted poisoning, and robbery—reads like a legal 

document, and the pirates call for "justice" to be served according to the "law of the sea" (2: 

242). Mobs plague both Robin and Sheppard Lee; as the Quaker Longstraw, Sheppard is 

tarred and feathered for attempting to mediate a racial conflict (Sheppard 2: 96). His 

captors claim to be protecting the constitution in opposing abolition, and the lynching scene 

is conducted "according to the law," with a "religious respect for law and order" (2: 144). 

A political candidate, heading up the lynch mob, delivers an oration full of hyperbolic 

references to the "love of liberty, the love of law, the love of order, the love of justice" 

l3Tiving in Fhiladelpfaia, Bird had daily reminders that the city was almost as vulnerable to crime and 
ineffective governmental presence as the frontier. R. L. Bloom describes Philadelphia in the 1830s. a 
decade in which tbe population of 188,000 grew into 258,000. Bloom outlines the many "difficulties and 
adversities" attendant this growth, including an active "seamy side" and the "ubiquitous pickpocket" As 
reflected in RoUn, Bloom notes that "The difficulties of law enforcement were further complicated by the 
general incfunpeteoce of the police department Tblice efficiency was nowhere so low as in Philadelphia,' 
wrote one famous native son" (17-18). 
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found in American hearts (2: 151). He cautions the crowd to proceed with an "orderly and 

dignified" lynching to prevent doubts about their love of law and order; he recommends 

the creation of "a great and solemn tribunal" to judge Longstraw with "regularity and 

decorum" (2: 153). The dignified proceeding which follows consists of men voting one by 

one to "hang the incendiary" (2: 154).!^ 

What lends significance to instances of individual and "grass roots" corruption is 

their connection to widespread governmental hypocrisy in these texts; even here. Bird 

depicts profound disorder to bolster his argument for order. Here he aims his harshest 

criticisms at legitimate governmental institutions, exposing the hypocrisy and injustice 

carried out couched in the most patriotic of rhetoric. Politicians, legislators and judges 

come across as the worst criminals of all—they are arbitrary, greedy and they promote 

social chaos in the name of democracy. Sheppard Lee tries politics but is cheated by his 

own allies; he realizes his party is full of "unprincipled men" and "rogues" whose "honesty 

was a song—their patriotism a farce" (Sheppard 1: 33). Merry the Miner, while rifling 

through the belongings of the dead, witnesses judges taking bribes: "he saw one very 

patriarchal looking old gentleman fulminating the terrors of the law, with one hand 

outstretched against an unhappy complainant, whilst the other, extended behind him, was 

receiving a douceur dropped into it by the richer defendant" (Peter 1: 54). He encounters 

the royal palace of an ancient civilization, and characterizes the monarch's supporters as "a 

mighty herd of servility and corruption" (1: 59). Bird links this criticism to contemporary 

life by having Merry committing crimes of greed even as he assures himself he is unlike 

these past civilizations. Mr. Smash of "My Friends in the Madhouse" is a true patriot and 

former Congressman who has been vilified by his fellow legislators, themselves guilty of 

extreme sectionalism and partisanism, for his idealistic attempts at reform. When he 

an undelivered political speech written in 1842. Bird referred to an unjnst trial "which hangs a man 
first and judges him afterwards" as "Irish justice" (U Perm). 
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proposes a bill to limit filibustering, his colleagues resort to the rhetoric of rights as their 

defense, calling Smash's work "a design to subvert the liberty of speech" akin to physical 

bondage; "If the honourable member brought padlocks for their lips, why not fetters for 

their limbs, whips for their backs, daggers for their throats?" (1:119). Proposal after 

proposal, aimed at "defendfingl the rights of citizens," is greeted as an attempt "to reduce 

the nation to bondage" (1: 137, 127). Smash's constituents are similariy shocked by his 

patriotic efforts, he concludes: 

They required, not men of integrity and talent ... to watch over the 

interests of the nation; but trucking parasites, the slaves of their sovereign 

passions, the tools of their imperial whims, to 'play their hand,' ... in the 

gambling contest of interest against interest, section against section, party 

against party, which they have chosen to dignify with the title of legislation. 

(1: 143) 

That Bird's actual views on the dangers of sectionalism are reflected in Smash's 

perspective is evident from his notes. In a small notebook of undated essay fragments in 

the University of Pennsylvania collection, a draft entitled "Partizanism" [sic] begins: 

This is the disease, whose turbulent and deadly nature does more than any 

other in its operation, to debase the manners and minds of Americans, and 

to destroy the purity of their political institutions it divides a nation into 

clans (as if reversing the course of natiu« & civilization,) and builds a wall 

of disgust & hatred between them. (U Penn) 

Included in Bird's 1833 journal is a section entitled "Memoranda" on recent violence he 

attributes to partisanism: 

One of the evils—common to all govts~but left restrained in a Rplc. . . . 

party rancour. . . . The cause of a DartV"ODPOsition--hostilitv--ferocity. 

Assaults (brutal) on Clav—Jackson & Wife. &c. ... In Georgia, Forsyth 
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burned in effigy, & cannonaded at same time (church) for voting for the 

Enforcement (Revenue) Bill: Drayton, Blair, etc. (U Penn)15 

Perhaps the most direct condemnation of all comes in an essay in Peter Pilgrim 

entitled "The Fascinating Power of Reptiles." The bulk of the essay consists of a scholarly 

recounting of certain snakes' power to hypnotize their victims. Bird cites various histories 

and natural histories—including Pliny, accounts of the London Philosophical Transactions 

and Samuel Williams' Natural and Civil History of Vermcait—and weighs different theories 

on the faculty of fascination. Bird shifts in the conclusion from natural history to politics, 

first listing a variety of serpents who prey on unsuspecting victims: gambling, money, 

seducers of innocent girls and widows, and philanthropists. He calls the Patriot the most 

dangerous serpent of all: 

a lank, homely, insignificant-looking creature, yet a reptile more powerful 

to charm, more strong to destroy. ... He crawls through the multitude, 

hissing a song of liberty, a collar round his throat with the name of Patriot 

engraved thereon.... he makes a music that sets all to dancing with joy, 

and to knocking one another upon the head; the while he crawls upon their 

necks, wreathing them together in hideous chains, and, as he wreathes, 

sucking away their blood and substance. (1: 247) 

Bird is not criticizing patriotism itself here, but the hypocritical embrace of the rhetoric of 

patriotism and liberty—he considers himself a "true" patriot in the manner of Mr. Smash, 

one who favors national interests over sectional, order over chaos. He is critical of popular 

versions of democracy, what he called in Sheopard Lee "demagoguism, agrarianism, 

mobocracism, £md all other isms of a vulgar stamp," which cause resentment and myriad 

iSpiiring his 1833 trip to the South. Bird had seen FcH^yth, a U. S. Senator and former Governor of 
Georgia, "burned and in effigy at Macon." When he left Maccm days later by coach. Bird and 
Fors^ were fellow passengers ("Traveling" 37). 
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"political evils" (2: 128). As Mr. Smash observes, based on prevalent riots and lynchings, 

"liberty [is] in less danger from the aristocracy... than from the democracy itselP (Peter 1; 

139). 

Despite his long-winded indictments of criminality and corruption. Bird has given 

up on neither the individual nor governmental institutions. The problem, in other words, 

lies not in the nature of American instimtions but in their abuse, in criminal and corrupt 

application of the principles of democracy. Bird's insistence on the stability and progress 

offered by a strong federal govermnenl, despite its significant imperfections, is clear in the 

drafted essay en partisanism: 

We grant then that the repubcn. insttn. of Amc. have failed to secure an 

exemption from vice and folly; . . . that they have not, while they have 

throned Liberty in her Council halls, seated Justice at her side; but that, on 

the contrary ... the rude stump still defames the harvest field, the forest 

tree still swings over the unsightly cabin of the country man; that the 

freeman of the U. S. like the freeman of England, is full of the demagogue, 

the tool of the fanatic, and ... the enemy of the institutions & principles, 

which he professes to adore; that chains are fastened on the limbs of some 

millions of her citizens, and that the Indian with the solemn treaty of the 

oppression in his hand, is driven from the poor removation [?] in which its 

virtue should have maintained him forever. We grant all this, for it is all 

true. (UPetm) 

Bird's many concessions confirm his awareness of the many moral and political 

contradictions plaguing the developing nation, but he dismisses such "imperfections" as the 

unavoidable character of any human endeavor. He then argues that despite their problems, 

American institutions are the best and most civilized in the world: 
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imperfect as they are, [they] have secured a greater degree of happiness for 

Ae Amc. people than is known by any other people on the face of the globe. 

They have, more than any other institutions, elevated the minds and refined 

the morals of the multitude; they have drawn a borderline between crime 

and virtue, so that the felon dies not in ignorance, and deserves his 

punishment;. . . they have covered the great lakes & the vast rivers, with 

fleets, and carried railways... over the steril [sic] hills, so that, from their 

summits, the traveller looks down on a scene of bustling industry and 

spreading prosperity, such as the world can no where else parallel; and, 

finally, through all the land, excepting only the frontier & the slave states. 

(U Penn) 

According to this picture, American institutions have allowed the nation and its citizens to 

prosper by fostering morality and a notion of "progress" which, defined in Lockean terms 

as spreading "industry* and "prosperity" throughout the land, is implicitly linked to 

geographical expansion. Given the context of the speech (not to mention his overall 

philosophy). Bird's observation that such progress has been impeded in the west and south 

has more to do with those regions' stubborn partisanship than with the injustices 

perpetrated there. 

Freedom and Slavery 

The same careful separation between a defensible institution and indefensible 

abuses of that institution surfaces in Bird's discussions of slavery in these texts. As in his 

earlier works. Bird circles around the concepts of freedom and slavery, oppression and 

rebellion, frequently applying the terminology of slavery to conditions of white servitude 

and even mere dissatisfaction. But in the satirical contexts of Sheppard Lee and Robin 

Day. Bird confronts the actual institution of Southern slavery more directly than in any of 
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his other fiction. Both texts offer pictures of plantation life, detailing the master-slave 

relationship. And in each text the protagonist "becomes" a slave: Sheppard Lee moves into 

the body of a slave through spiritual transmigration, and Robin Day is forced to disguise 

himself as an East Indian and is sold by his "master." In this section I will first establish 

Bird's rhetorical context by reviewing the proslavery platform of the time and its reliance 

on natural subjection theory. I will then outline the forms of metaphorical slavery and 

oppression as api^ied to white characters in these texts; in turning to Bird's depictions of 

actual slavery in the South, I will explore his use of natural subjection in his portrayals of 

Southern slavery. Bird's treatment of each episode reconfirms his earlier stance on natural 

rights, slavery and hierarchy: in the first text, when Sheppard becomes an African slave. 

Bird stresses the easy, carefree life of the slave, and strongly indicts the slave rebellion that 

ensues. In the latter, with a white character involuntarily posing as an East Indian, the 

condition resembles other instances of white servitude: unjust and insulting, it is a clear 

imposition on Robin's rights as a white man. Bird consistently favors preserving the 

institution of slavery and the rights of the white man, condemning what he considers as 

threats to the security of the republic: slave rebellion and the enslavement of a white man. 

Natural Law as Apology 

To restate the obvious. Bird wrote the bulk of his fiction, including these satires, 

when widespread abolitionist activity, public debate, and growing fears of slave 

insurrection threatened the institution of slavery. By 1830, more than fifty U. S. 

newspapers carried antislavery columns, and in 1831 William Lloyd Garrison's famous 

Liberator began publication (Mott 456); the Virginia legislature held well-publicized 

debates over slavery in 1831-32; and fears of slave revolts gained strength after the Nat 

Turner rebellion of 183 L The increasingly heated debate over slavery in the first half of 

the nineteenth century saw both abolitionist and £^logist platforms relying on natural law 
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theory, capitalizing on what Robert Cover calls the "ambiguity" and "vague richness" of 

that tradition (Cover 9)A^ Abolitionists insisted that slavery violated the doctrine of 

universal and inalienable rights; they were answered with sometimes elaborate versions of 

natural subjection which made their way into Bird's satirical comments on slavery. 

As I discussed in chapter 3, major natural law defenses of slavery involved the 

assertion of mainstream natural subjection theory and the reinterpretaticKi of natural rights 

theory itself. The most direct version of this approach was to prove the abolitionists wrong 

by debunking natural freedom and establishing natural subjection in its place. Such 

arguments were unoriginal, having surfaced repeatedly in the centuries of struggle between 

Lockean and Filmerian theory; sections of these arguments which lack direct references to 

Southern slavery are virtually indistinguishable from earlier debates. Albert Taylor Bledsoe 

argued that the abolitionist understanding of natural liberty is in fact "natural tyranny"; 

such "liberty, despoiled of law, is a wild, dark, fierce spirit of licentiousness" (Bledsoe 16, 

32; see also Dew 3(X)). In its place, apologists offered the "enlightened public order" 

offered by submission to social hierarchy, described by William Gilmore Simms as "the 

enjoyment of that place in society to which our moral and intellect entitle us" (Bledsoe 137; 

Simms 258). Like the Whigs, most proslavery writers elevated the public over the private, 

as in Bledsoe's affirmation that "the law seeks . . . simply to protect the members of 

society, and secure the general good. . . . Private liberty . . . lives and moves and has its 

very being in the boscsn of public order" (Bledsoe 36,40-41). That such arguments, all 

from proslavery documents, would fit so seamlessly into my previous section on broader 

concerns of law and order illustrates how easily these writers transformed abstract legal 

^ ^Cover, detailing the Ameiican judtdal straggle with slavery in Justice Accused, asserts that "It would not 
be too far-fetched to view the stray of the American judiciary's articulated straggle with slavery as a set of 
variadrais upon [the] theme of natural law... . almost all were constnicted m or in response to a simple 
proposition: Slavery is coatrary to natural law" (Cover 8). 
^ '̂ This arginnent obviously fails to acknowledge that the maintenance of "public order" actually favors 
certain "private freedoms" of the affluent, while limiting many private freedoms of those less fortunate. 
Thanks to Qyde Mooeyhun for pointing this out 
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debates into apologist discourse: Southern slavery becomes just one more legitimate 

governmental institution, a keeper of public order and a preserver of liberty. It can be 

called, as George McDuffie proclaimed, "the cornerstone of our republican edifice" 

(McDuffie 195). 

In addition to asserting natural subjection theory, proslavery writers went so far as 

to reinterpret and appropriate the tradition of natural rights. Here they argued, for example, 

that the Declaration had been misunderstood; what the Founding Fathers had intended to 

establish was a government founded upon submission and inequality. Thus Simms 

claimed, the Declaration "not only recognized, but insisted upon inequalities—its laws 

declaring, not the fitness of all men for any i^ace, but that all should be seciu^ in the quiet 

possession of their individual right of place" (Simms 258). As noted in my chapter 3, 

Sinmis redefined liberty and slavery based on social hierarchy, submitting as "free" anyone 

who occupies one's "proper place" and a "slave" as anyone forced into a position below his 

capacity (258). 

Metaphorical Slavery 

Bird's presentation of met£q}horical and actual slavery in these texts draws on both 

traditional natural subjection theory and contemporary proslavery arguments. Bird works 

Simms's definitions of freedom and slavery into his scheme of submission and hierarchy, 

so that unhappy white characters are considered enslaved until they fulfill their potential, 

and African slaves are assumed to be happily occupying their proper places. Despite the 

satirical tone, each narrative offers a clear condemnation of the social disorder caused by 

individuals contesting their social position, and an equally unmistakable support of natural 

subjection thecwy and proslavery ideology. 

I ^See McDuffie 194, Simms 217, Dew 459 for a few illustrations of the happy slave argument 
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The central point of the two satires and the key pieces from Peter Pilgrim is the 

equation of freedom with the acceptance of social hierarchy. Each protagonist moves from 

a state of psychological or metaphorical slavery caused by a denial of social responsibility, 

immaturity, or outright criminal acts, to one of independence reached through an acceptance 

of duty, responsibility and social hierarchy. The initial period of slavery is accompanied by 

a revocation of property rights, and frequently by a loss of identity as well. Independence 

is reached in each case by an assumption of social responsibility and acceptance of social 

hierarchy; the protagonist stops his unproductive rambling, complaining and disobedience 

of the law, reclaims his identity, and vows to take proper care of his land and property. In 

attaining their freedom through submission and duty, they embody Simms's claim that 

our natural rights depend entirely utx)n the degree of obedience which we 

pav to the laws of our creation. All our rights, whether from nature or from 

society ... result from the performance of our duties. Unless we perform 

our duties, we have no rights; or they are alienable, in consequence of our 

lachdsse. (Simms 259-60) 

Sheppard Lee's entire adventure is framed as a movement from psychological 

slavery to independence; he begins as a "slave" to his own slave through shirking his 

duties as an owner of land and slaves, and only gains freedom when he becomes 

industrious and responsible at the novel's end. Sheppard's transmigrations lead him to 

experience first-hand a variety of conditions: wealth and poverty, youth and old age, health 

and infirmity, bachelordom and marriage, slaveholder and slave. In almost every case, 

Sheppard is unpleasantly surprised by the misery accompanying the condition. Each 

character he inhabits is himself experiencing the unhappy consequences of moral and/or 

physical excess and irresponsibility. In the case of the two wealthy older men, Sheppard 

finds their financial comfort offset by physical agony and domestic unhappiness. Squire 

Higginson has not only money but asthma, gout and an overbearing wife. Sheppard soon 
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realizes the extent of domestic servitude in a man who "had long since succumbed to the 

superior spirit, wd acknowledged the irresponsible su^n'emacy of his wife;... at home he 

was the most submissive of the henpecked" (1; 105). 19 Abram Skinner, the heartless 

moneylender, is similarly wealthy but consumed by loneliness, physical agony and 

domestic distress. This correlation of elevated social status with personal, bodily misery 

undercuts the difference between privilege and oppression, making the subjective or 

emotional experience more important than the objective or societal in determining one's 

freedom or bondage. In effect, the political is translated into the personal. 

Things are no better when Sheppard occupies the bodies of younger gentlemen, 

where he experiences the miseries of irresponsible bachelorhood. The first, I. Dulmer 

Dawkins, is a fine dandy admired by the ladies, but has squandered all his property 

(including "a row of negro-houses ... down in Southwark") and is accosted by a mob of 

ruthless creditors (1: 159). As Oawkins, Sheppard concludes that "I could receive no 

addition to my woes" (1: 249). In a later episode, Sheppard endures the young gentleman 

Megrim's agonies. Megrim is still wealthy, owning lands, houses, plantations, "a nation 

or two of negroes" and more, but "for that reason, paradoxically, he was more troubled 

than any one else on earth. Labour, pain, and care ... are essential to the true enjoyment 

of life" (2: 223). Although a young man. Megrim's overindulgence has brought on severe 

digestive troubles which make him their "bond-slave and victim" (2: 232). The malady 

induces visions of torture and entrapment, dreams of "sticking fast in a burning chimney, 

scorching and smothering, and now head downwards, in a hollow tree," of being 

"plastered up in a thick wall, with masons hard at work running the superstructure up 

^ Gild's 1842 descriptioafcv a vignette illustratioa for Mrs. Munchow expands on his feais of a nation 
turned upside down ̂  the assertion of female power. 

Foreground—Street A man nursing a baby, while his wife knocks down a lady for 
insulting him; a horsewoman astraddle, gallanting a gentleman on a side saddle; two 
gills fighting, and all the boys screaming for fear. Background. An open Senate 
rhflmher Two wenches keeping the door, and a female Senate, harangued by a female 
Demosthenes, who gesticulates at the expense of her petticoat (qtd. in Fbust 126) 
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higher" (2: 234).-0 The physical woes of a rich man are again likened to slavery; Megrim 

declares "as for independence, the idea was a mockery; the servitude of a galley-slave was 

freedom, unlimited license, compared with my subjection to dyspepsy" (2: 234).-^ 

To balance his satire of the wealthy. Bird exposes the limits of charity in the figure 

of the selfless Quaker, Zachariah Longstraw, making him a figurative slave as the 

consequence of his excess generosity. Each of Longstraw's acts of sacrifice ends in 

failure; he gives away all of his considerable fortune; he protects a fugitive slave who then 

steals from him; he is blamed for an uprising of free blacks, who bum down his house. 

He is finally kidnapped, tarred and feathered, and taken like a slave, arms handcuffed, feet 

in stocks, to the South. His actors label him an abolitionist (which he claims he is not) 

and plan to sell him in Louisiana, debating his monetary value and insisting that such a sale 

is moral and lawful, "a mere trade in flesh and blood" (2: 146,141). 

The resolution of Sheppard Lee involves the assumption of responsibility and the 

restitution of property rights. Near the novel's conclusion, Sheppard discovers his own 

body at a traveling display of embalmed bodies. He joyfully re-enters his proper 

"tenement" and returns home, resolving to work harder and remain satisfied with his lot: 

I have seen enough of the misery of my fellows—those even whom 1 most 

envied ... to teach me that every man has his share of them; that there is 

nothing peculiarly wretched in my own lot, and that I can be happy or not, 

just as I may choose to make myself. For this reason, I shall now bid adieu 

20rhe similarities here to Poe's later The Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1841) and The Cask of 
Amontillado" (1846) are many. See also Bird's "Merry the Miner"; as Merry fln^ himself becoming 
petrified he fln^ a "stony coocretim was gathering round his throat and jaws, and mounting to his lips" 
(Peter 1: 63). Another dose correspondence in the Megrim episode involves the "cure" for Megrim's 
maladies which involves treating the patient as if he were the object of his hallucination; thus when 
Megrim fancies himself a chicken his doctor wrings the patient's neck. Poe addressed the same method of 
treatment in The System of Doctor Tarr and Professw Fether" (1844). As I have noted, Poe reviewed 
Sheppard Lee in 1836. 
^ ^Bird was acquainted with the effects of digestive dtsordera fhxn both the doctor's and patient's perspective. 
He was ill between 1833-35 as a result of a "sedentary and unhygienic mode of life," and temporarily went 
blind due to bad digestion (Fbust 113). 
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to indolence and discontent... [and] cultivate these few acres .. . with my 

own hands. (2: 265) 

Bondage and disenfranchisement, then, are only created by individual laziness and malaise, 

never by institutional oppression. Once Sheppard accepts his station and responsibilities he 

can be free; as he puts it, "If labour and perseverance can do it, I will attain . . . 

independence" (2: 265). 

References to the enslaving tendencies of laziness and the "freedom" of duty and 

industry abound in Peter Pilgrim as well. The clearest case is "Meny the Miner," featuring 

a gold-seeker whose irresponsible rambling has cost him his family, fortune and land. On 

one expedition Merry encounters vast treasure amidst the petrified remains of ancient races, 

their fate described in terms similar to those of the Indian removals: "all flying in terror 

from a destiny which had . . . overtaken them, and all expressing . . . the agony of 

annihilation. It was a fearful picture of fate" (Peter 1:46). The story makes clear that these 

civilizations met such a fate because of greed and corruption, and as the miner falls prey to 

these impulses, he finds himself beoxning petrified as well, a "prisoner" held by "bonds of 

stone" (1: 63). As he repents of his actions to an avenging angel called "Inexorable" he 

melts and escapes; he swears off gold-hunting and, like Sheppard, vows to become 

industrious and "to be content with honest poverty for the remainder of his days" (1: 67). 

The consequences of irresponsibility are made clear in this tale; after years of devotion 

Merry succumbs to temptation, and disappears forever on one of his gold-hunting 

adventures.22 This tale is likely an outgrowth of Bird's unpublished poem. "The Cave," 

22see "A Night on Terrapin Rocks" in Peter Pilgrim for another tale of bondage. A frontiersman bom in 
New York equates urban living with slavery, the prairies with freedam: 

The slavery of a city life, not to speak of the intolerable bondage of trade. I early learned 
to detest; and I as easily made an effort to throw off my chains, and turn savage. You 
know what the philosopher-I believe it is Humboldt—says: It is with the beginning of 
civilization as with its decline: man appears to repent of the restraint which he has 
imposed on himself by entering into society; and he seeks the solitude, and loves it, 
because it restores him to his former freedom.' (Peter 2: 21-2). 
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which was to present a Wanderer's adventures in a cave. Notes and drafts of several 

cantos allude to the petrifaction of past civilizations similar to what Merry encounters. In 

an uncompleted canto on the "Hall of Pillars," the similarities are especially strong. Here, 

an avenging angel destroys a series of pillars representing past civilizations and nations. 

As the angel reaches the pillar representing the U. S., the Wanderer rushes to defend it. 

"Hereupon," comments Frederic Bird, the Wanderer "launches a great curse against all 

whose hands, striking at the foundations of our safety, may give the angel cause to lift his 

hammer" ("Centennial," U Penn). Here Bird's political message is stronger than in 

"Merry"; to the criticism of individual hypocrisy and discontent he adds a condemnation of 

those whose self-interest endangers the entire nation. 

Metaphorical experiences of slavery in Robin Day are presented in a more 

conventional manner. Robin has not squandered money or land, and his lack of 

responsibility is due to his youth and disenfranchisement, but he still lacks a sense of moral 

judgment which contributes to his "enslaving" adventures. The early years of Robin, a 

shipwrecked orphan of unknown identity, feature a series of oppressive domestic situations 

accompanied by frequent references to tyranny, oppression and slavery. He is purchased 

from his first guardian. Mother Moll the "she-barbarian," by an even worse figure. Skipper 

Duck, also known as Day. The "servitude" endured under Mother Moll seems slight next 

to this new "purgatory of bondage" under the skipper (1: 19). Like a slave, Robin is 

considered property, "an item of his [the skipper's] goods and chattels" (1: 18). Robin 

explicitly compares his situation—forced to cook but prevented from eating, continually 

insulted and beaten—to that of a slave, insisting that "there was no tyranny or cruelty that a 

despot could exercise at the expense of his most helpless slave, that he did not make me 

But nature has its own way ai demanding submission. The narrator falls into the r^ds while boating 
above Niagara Falls, teodeied a victim and "fettered biute" by the nature which was to free him. 
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suffer" (1:21). His response reflects that of a slave as well; in his five years with Skipper 

Duck he becomes 

a picture of raggedness, knowledge, emaciation and misery, a creature with 

no more knowledge, intelligence, or spirit than a ferryman's horse, or a sick 

ape. ... the brutality of my skipper had made me almost an idiot: it had 

killed my spiht, and stupefied my mind. (1: 22; see also 1: 36) 

Such meditations on slavery might hint at an abolitionist platform, suggesting that a 

slave's purported lack of spirit and intelligence was the result of slavery itself. But Robin 

is, after all, a white boy (we later learn of his noble Spanish ancestry). When he is rescued 

by the kind Dr. Howard, the kinder conditions in this new household allow "Nature" to 

take its course; his developing gentility is described, appropriately enough given Bird's 

ideological agenda, with the words "destined" and "manifest" in the same sentence (1: 37). 

As he leaves his early period of "captivity and servitude," Robin's experiences 

approach enslavement in more overtly political terms which rely on rhetoric of the 

Revolutionary War and early American politics. Bird provides a lengthy section detailing 

tyrannical treatment at the hands of various schoolmasters; all biographical accounts agree 

on the connection to Bird's own experiences at New Castle Academy (see Foust 13-15; 

Mary Bird 81-2). The schoolmaster beats the pupils daily, and the boys hatch elaborate 

plans to retaliate to "free us from future tyranny" (1: 51). Robin's friend Dicky Dare 

delivers a rousing speech to his schoolmates, one full of revolutionary rhetoric, references 

to chattel slavery and its unjust application to white schoolboys: 

Old Bluff [the schoolmaster] is the biggest old tyrant that ever was, and 

treats us like slaves and Guinea niggers; which is a thing quite unbearable 

and scandalous; because as how, this is a free land, and we are free people, 

. . . and it's agin [sic] all law and constitution for any body to treat any 

body like a slave, except the niggers; which is because the niggers is 



slaves, and not free people. .. . they ha'n't no right, no how, to do no such 

thing in America; because as how, we have n't no kings here, but 

Presidents, which is made by the people, and is the people's servants. . . . 

we're the people, and Old Bluffs only the President; and Old Bluff hasn't 

no right to give it to any of us, until ^ say so; because as how, we're 

freemen.. . and we ought to govern ourselves! (1: 52-3) 

Dicky's proclamations are debated and it is "unanimously resolved" to rebel (1: 54). The 

children succeed in flogging their master and running him out of town, but after a series of 

experiments in gentler forms of pedagogy, the old system is reinstated, on the principle that 

tyranny over schoolboys would instill a strong hatred of oppression. Mister M'Goggin is 

hired as the "destined enslaver" and proceeds to "annihilate every vestige of liberty, and 

make the late republicans slaves indeed" (1: 64, 80). After six months the boys are 

desperate for revenge; when they injure M'Goggin and bum down his house Robin 

becomes a fugitive; he flees under the assumpticHi that they have killed the schoolmaster. 

While his early captivity is considered unavoidable and his rebellion against 

M'Goggin understandable, Robin's supposed criminal record essentially deprives him of 

the right to legal protection. He reminds us repeatedly that^e cannot seek help, and instead 

he fmds himself thrown into one episode of bondage after another. Robin's later escapades 

involve too many instances of captivity to detail here: he is held prisoner by the British 

army, by the Creeks, and by Spanish troops in Florida, referring to himself as some 

version of "none the less a slave" all along (2: 201). 

Women are largely excluded from the texts discussed in this chapter, but Bird does 

make a gesture toward romance as a resolution in Robin Day. Near the end of the novel 

Robin rescues the beautiful Spanish giri Isabel from the pirates, his most courageous and 

noble act of the novel. While he has romantic intentions, his reward is not Isabel herself, 

but identity, family and property. During the rescue Robin discovers that he is himself a 
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noble Spaniard named Juan Aubrey, the twin brother of Isabel and nephew of a wealthy-

Spanish IntendanL He finds himself heir to a large plantation in Cuba, and his elevated 

social position allows him to marry his boyhood love, Nanna. With this newly established 

identity and property, it comes as no surprise when Robin expresses satisfaction with his 

lot in life. The novel's final sentence connects Robin's sentiments more clearly to that of 

Sheppard and Merry, embracing his past afflictions as necessary to his present happiness: 

"I can look back without regret, and review with smiles, the tissue of misfortunes by which 

I was led to such enviable possessions" (2: 267). With this final message Bird achieves 

both a happy ending and a reminder of the virtues of duty and submission; Robin's 

salvation and independence came in the midst, even because of misery and bondage. 

Black Slaves and Proslavery Ideology 

Bird's numerous allusions to the enslavement and oppressicn of white characters in 

these texts so far parallel what he has done in earlier works. What makes these texts 

different is the inclusion of actual instances of chattel slavery alongside the metaphorical 

bondage of the heroes.23 it is in these representations of southern slavery that Bird's 

conservative adaptation of the natural law tradition, and in particular his proslavery stance 

despite his rhetoric of freedom, becomes unmistakable. Slaves are depicted as naturally 

lazy and intellectually inferior, enjoying a carefree life, taking advantage of indulgent 

masters. They are seen as naturally suited to their subservient position, therefore "free" 

according to the logic of Simms and apparently to Bird as well. Slavery, providing 

melodrama, comedy and adventure in association with the white protagonists' travails 

throughout these satires, has become little more than a literary device, the meaning of the 

real institution eroded beyond recognition. By the end. Bird can place his version of 

^^Ooe earlier image of the African slave appears in hfick in the flgnre of Emperor, the cowardly but loyal 
old slave of the Fonesters, who is killed by Indians. 
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slavery in line with other governmental institutions treated in these satires: a necessary and 

humane institution aimed at protecting the rights and freedoms of the society and the nation, 

its only faults the result of human abuse rather than the institution itself. 

Bird depicts an actual master-slave relationship early in Sheppard Lee to substitute 

his preferred definition of slavery as a metaphysical or psychological state for that of an 

absolute condition of enforced servitude. In other words, Sheppard Lee turns his 

interaction with his own slave into a claim that he himself is the slave. This master-slave 

dynamic is typical of those depicted in Bird's work: the slave is more powerful than the 

master, takes unfair advantage of his master's good will, and is so contented vidth his 

condition that he is an adamant supporter of slavery. Sheppard describes his relationship 

with his slave, Jim Jumble, as strained; the latter is unmanageable and "would have all 

things his own way, in spite of me" (1: 23). Sheppard refers to Jim as *a hard master" and 

a "tyrannical old rascal" who makes business decisions "as if he were the master and owner 

of all things" and sometimes even punishes Sheppard (1: 41, 25).-^ Later, as Sheppard 

returns to his house in the body of Squire Higginson, he is the object of Jim's aggression 

as the slave threatens him with a gun and throws a brick at his head. Despite his 

grumbling, we are to read Sheppard's criticisms as reflecting on both master and slave: 

Jim's misbehavior is largely due to Sheppard's insufficient job as a master which creates 

disorder in their relationship, as hinted at by the name "Jumble." 

Because of his supposed power, Jim apparently prefers slavery to freedom. When 

Sheppard tries to free him, Jim "burst into a passion, swore he would be free, and told 

me flatly I was his master, and I should take care of him; and the absurd old fool ended by 

^•^Poe's "The Gold-Bug" features very similar interactions. Since Poe reviewed Sheppard Lee for the 
Southern Literary Messenger, these corespondences have led to critical speculati<ni about Bird's influence 
on Poe's story. See Dayan, "Amorous" 127, Dahl 110, Cowie 794 fn. 116, CampbeU, The Mind of Poe 
172 and fn. 2 - 3. In his biography of Poe. Arthur Hobscm Quinn discusses the parallels between the two 
texts but, citing minor differences, ccHicludes that the OMUiectioa "seems very uncertain" (Quinn. Edgar 394, 
fn. 75). 
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declaring if I made him a free slave man he would have the law on me. Tie would, by ge-

hosh!' (1: 23).25 in these arguments Bird draws directly on proslavery's use of natural 

subjection rhetoric. Sheppard attributes Jim's loyalty to mere laziness—what Thomas Dew 

called "the principle of idleness and dissipation" (Dew 430)—a preference for a comfortable 

life of a slave over the hard work and "precarious subsistence as a free man" (Sheppard 1: 

23). By positing the life of a slave as easier than that of the free laborer. Bird aligns 

himself with the likes of George Fitzhugh, who called the free laborer "a slave, without the 

rights of a slave," and Dew, who called the laborer "already a slave, or rather in a situation 

infinitely worse than slavery" (Htzhugh, "Southern" 295; Dew 322). 

Sheppard's next explanation for Jim Jumble's fear of freedom takes the form of 

another prevailing trope about slavery, the sentimental notion of affection. He asserts: 

"Some little affection for me, as I had grown up from a boy . . . under his own eye, was 

perhaps at the bottom of his resolution" (Sheppard 1: 24). Here he echoes apologists such 

as ChancellcM- William Harper ("The relation of master and slave... is ... naturally one of 

kindness* (Harper 32)), Governor James Hammond ("there are few ties more heartfelt, or 

of more benignant influence, than those which mutually bind the master and the slave" 

(Hammond 161)) and even Poe, who stressed the "degree of loyal devotion on the part of 

the slave" and "the master's reciprocal feeling of parental attachment to his humble 

dependant [sic]"(Poe, "Slavery" 271). 26 Little affection is displayed between Sheppard 

and Jim at this stage; it is not until the novel's end, where Sheppard accepts his proper 

duties as master, that their relationship reflects order and mutual satisfaction. Bird's belief 

Alexander Cowie and Cecil Williams have both noted the similarity between Jim's attitude and that of the 
slave Hector, who Simms calls "the adhesive black" in The Yemassee (391 •2). See Williams, 
"Introduction" Ivi, fn. 132. Simma had sent Bird a copy of TbeYemasaee in October 1835, according to an 
arrangement fw ongoing exchanges set up between their mutual friend, James Lawson. See Mary Simms 
Oliphant's The Lettwa "f WilHam raimoie Simms 67, 72-99, 147, 188 and 383 for letters in which 
Simms discusses this arrangement and Bird's novels. 
^^For a more thorough discussion of the rfaetocic of intimacy and affection, and an analysis of Poe's review, 
see Dayan's "Amorous Bondage: Poe. Ladies, and Slaves," and "Romance and Race." Fliegelman also lists 
affectioa and gratitude among what he calls "the implicit terms of the Lockean contract" (Fliegelman 37). 
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in scx:iai hierarchy as a desirable keeper of social order is evident when Sheppard becomes 

an industrious landowner and a responsible master; Jim is still "saucy* but is now faithful 

and industrious under the example of his master. Once Sheppard accepts his role, the 

master/slave relationship becomes a fruitful and happy one. The effective functioning of 

slavery is portrayed as dependent on both parties accepting their roles and fulfilling their 

duties. 

Bird's depiction of African slaves in Robin is less extensive, offering a glimpse of 

dishonesty and laziness. When Robin is disguised as an East Indian slave (more on this in 

the next section) and forced to join his colleague Brown in a quack medical practice, he 

encounters a slave fallen ill from what is thought to be apoplexy in a cotton field. Robin, 

posing as a psychic interpreter of illness who speaks no English, recommends medicine, 

but Brown disregards his diagnosis, decreeing that the slave needs not medicine but a 

whipping. Even the black overseer is reluctant to administer this "cure," but Brown is 

proven right as the revived slave admits he was lying and swears to never again feign an 

illness (2; 48). 

White Men in Blackface 

The few actual slaves depicted so far have been portrayed as either lazy, tyrannical 

and selfishly loyal to their masters and slavery, as in Jim Jumble, or as untrustworthy and 

dangerous, as in the slave who feigns illness in Robin and the violent free Africans seen in 

Sheppard. Oddly, the most in-depth portrayal of slave life comes through the white 

protagonists' experiences as African or East Indian slaves, conditions created through 

metempsychosis and disguise. As elsewhere. Bird adheres to his natural subjection 

philosophy and Simms's hierarchy-based definitions of freedan and slavery. 

Bird's portrayals of white men disguised as blacks undoubtedly drew on the 

minstrel show, which grew in popularity in the early nineteenth century. His early 
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involvement in theater virtually guaranteed such exposure; not only did Edwin Forrest play 

nonwhite roles in his "aboriginal" dramas and his famed role in Othello, but Eric Lott 

identifies Forrest as "a great fan of minstrelsy" who was "one of the first to 'black up'" in 

1823 (251 fn. 5). Lott's examination of the minstrel show in Love and Theft: Blackface 

Minstrelsy and the American Working Class outlines that tradition's development and 

relation to other popular forms of "public 'masidng'~the assumption through disguise of a 

new or inverted identity"—which arose in the 1820s and 1830s (28).27 His analysis of the 

politics of minstrelsy describes Bird's own project as well. Lott argues that minstrelsy 

functioned as "a mediator of northern class, racial, and ethnic conflict" which "offered a 

way to play with collective fears of a degraded and threatening—and male-Other while at 

the same time maintaining some symbolic control over them" (35, 25). As in Bird's 

fiction, the minstrel show's endless theatrical inversions and slippages transformed 

blackness into a production rather than an innate condition. While Lott is careful to note 

that not all such shows went on to justify slavery, it is this sense of the fictiveness of 

blackness and slavery itself that allow Bird to assert his conservative argument that slavery 

is "amusing, right, and natural" (Lott 3). 

The most extensive discussion of an individual slave and the institution of slavery 

appears when Sheppard inhabits the body of the slave Tom; this plot twist allows for the 

closest thing to a first-person experience of chattel slavery in all Bird's work. The events 

leading up to this episode arc themselves significant Tom is among the slaves who climb a 

tree with a hanging rc^, calling for the killing of the "cussed bobolitionist" Longstraw(2: 

154). Slaves are presented here as enthusiastic participants in the lynching, and, like Jim 

Jumble, adamant opponents of abolition. Tom. "among the most active and zealous" of the 

^^Lott mentions Christmas Eve celebrations and race riots which occurred in 1834 in Philadelphia, both 
activities featuring whites dressing as Macks and Indians (28-9). Bird would have been weU aware of these 
events. 
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group, falls out of the tree in his frenzy and dies. Sheppard passes into Tom's body, 

vowing "It is better to be a slave than dead" (2: 156).28 

Sheppard's first reaction to his situation makes a gesture toward the terrifying 

realities of actual slavery. He is terrified, sure that after all his previous complaints "Now I 

was at last to learn in reality what it was to be the victim of fortune,... the exemplar of 

wretchedness, the true repository of all . . . griefs" (2: 159).Bird quickly inteijectsa 

variety of apologist arguments to assure us that the slave life is easy, better than that of a 

fugitive or free black. As a slave woman tells Sheppard, "poor despise nigga wid no 

massa, jist as despise as any free nigga" (2: 160). Bird's characterization of the master and 

his family as "humane and gentle" reflects the apologist argument of a benign institution. 

The trope of affection (seen in a more cynical form in the Sheppard/Jim relationship) 

reappears here towards both Massa Jodge, whom Sheppard describes as "a great and 

powerful friend, whose protection and kindness I was bound to requite with a loyal 

affection," and to the entire family (2: 175; see also 2: 163). As Alexander Cowie 

observes in The Rise of the American Novel. Bird "realized how much affection subsisted 

between a good owner and his contented charges" (Cowie 256). For the first time 

Sheppard is perfectly content, with no desire to exchange his lot for another. Perhaps, he 

concludes, "there is nothing necessarily adverse to happness in slavery itselP (2; 172). 

Massa Jodge has a gentler temperament than Sheppard did as a master, but the two 

masters share some important faults: laziness and a lack of authority. The master's denial 

of his duties creates a power inversion like that seen in Sheppard and Jim; again we see a 

^^Sheppard's declaradoa here echoes the traditional taking of slaves as prisoners dining wartime; merely 
enslaving the opponents was argued to be more humane than killing them. See Locke on the state of war 
argument (319-23), and Orlando Pattersoo (5,106-15). 
^^Ralph Ellison's inteipretaticHi of blackface cranes to mind here: "When the white man steps behind the 
mask of the [blackface] trickster his freedom is circumscribed by the fear that he is not simply miming a 
personification of his disorder and chaos but that he will be trapped somewhere in the mystery of heU . . . 
and thus lose that freedom which, in the fluid, 'traditionless.' classless and rapidly clumging society, he 
would recognize as the white man's alone" (qtd. in Loa 25). 
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slaveowner called "in some respects, a greater slave than his bondmen," all instances of 

tyranny committed by the slaves unto the master, even as they are "great stickler for their 

own rights and privileges" (2: 176). Bird wrote in his notes for the novel, on a slip of 

paper headed "Sheppard Lee. The Slaves": "The negroes are lazy, their own masters, 

always cheating, and quarreling with their master too who only scolds" (U Penn). 

In his ongoing defense of institutionalized order. Bird apparently saw any portrait 

of Southern slavery as incomplete without some form of rebellion; Sheppard Lee and 

Robin Day both offer such episodes. In Sheppard Lee, the slaves' happy, peaceful 

existence ceases not through any action of their master, but through their discoveiy of an 

abolitionist tract with graphic woodcuts illustrating the suffering of African slaves in the 

manner of Fox's Book of Martyrs. Sheppard, drawing on remnants of his white man's 

education, deciphers the text's use of natural law and universal rights: 

Then followed a demand "how he became, and by what right the master 

claimed him as a slave;' to which the master replied, 'By right of 

purchase,' exhibiting, at the same time, a bill of sale. At this the querist.. . 

bade him show, as the only title a Christian would sanction, 'a bill of sale 
/• 

signed by the negro's Maker!' who alone had the right to dispose of man's 

liberty; and he concluded ... by averring, 'that the claim was fraudulent; 

that the slave was unjustly, treacherously, unrighteously held in bonds; and 

that he was, or of right should be, as free as the master himself.' (2: 186) 

Sheppard's fellow slaves at first resist the tract, but are finally persuaded by the 

pamphlet's appeal to the Declaration of Independence's "free and equal" clause, its 

"strange" notions of "natural freedom and equality" which calls them "the victims of 

his study of anti-abolitionist mobs in the nineteenth century. Leonard Richards references the 
"pamphlet campaign" or "postal campaign" of 1835. the "American Anti-Slavery Society's attempt to flood 
the country with antislavery tracts, newspapers, kerchiefs, medals, emblems, and even blue chocolate 
wra{q>ers." According to Richards, the Society distributed over a million pieces of such literature in 1835 
alone (Richards 52). 
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avarice, the play-things of cruelty, the foot-balls of oppression, the most injured peoples in 

the world" and its warning of a revisitation of "the horrors of Hayti" (2: 187-92). 

Sheppard himself begins to have "sentimental notions" regarding "liberty and equality, the 

dignity of man, the nobleness of freedom" (2: 192). An awareness of injustice leads 

quickly to the desire for vengeance. The slaves come to regard their master with fear and 

hatred, and they plan an insurrection despite Sheppard's concession that they have "no real 

cause" for their dissatisfaction. Sheppard repeatedly insists that slave life on this plantation 

was happy, that the slaves were "contented with their lot in life," that the master and his 

family did nothing to incite the rebellion, and that the abolitionist tract is an evil text which 

breeds discontent and violence where none rightfuJly exists. This view is clear from Bird's 

notes, including one, written on the back of a page of the Nick manuscript, which 

suggested that "when the reformers send their agents and puUications to the South, they do 

not so much sound the cry of liberty among the slaves as raise the tocsin [sic] of revolt and 

the alarm of murder. They send an expedition, they preach a crusade . . . against the men 

of the same soil, the brothers of the same family.'" (qtd. in Williams, "Introduction" 

lvii).31 

Like so many of Bird's heroes, Sheppard loses volition ("unmanning me entirely" 

(2: 205)) and thus avoids the guilt of participation when the slaves rebel, kill the master, 

pursue the master's daughters to their death, and bum the plantation house. Nevertheless, 

he is tried and sentenced to death for stimulating the insurrection. He is promptly hanged 

and buried. Significantly, the first and only act of violence She{^}ard participates in occurs 

while he inhabits the slave Tom's body. And for the first time in the book the nanator does 

^ ^Cecil Williams includes a short but valuaUe discussion of Bird and slavery in his introduction to Nick of 
the Woods (Iv-lviii). There he observes that "Bird was no believer in eitlMV misdirected philanthropy or 
misdirected reform" (Iv). Although I would dispute ^^lliams's contention that Bird "would have preferred 
to see the slaves free." he li^idy concludes that "although he [Bird] was a great believer in human liberty 
and progress, still he was opposed to violent measures of refonn in connection with abolition of slavery or 
elsewhere" (Iviii). 
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not escape death. As Dahl observes, "for Bird the Negro slave of Virginia, though joyous 

and happy and good when a loyal servant to a good master, is a murderous savage when he 

strikes for his freedom" (59). 

Robin Day's encounter with slavery depends on the conventional method of 

disguise instead of Sheppard's supernatural transformation; this incomplete--and 

involuntary—change in identity means also that he is not quite a slave, and Bird's treatment 

of this enslavement differs accordingly. Tricked again by his treacherous friend Brown, 

Robin is forced to disguise himself as an Indian Maji named Chowder Chow~a "blacky of 

the East Injun breed" as Brown puts it—who can "make white black, and black white"^^ 

and dispense false medical services. As Lott might say, "Blackface here is one more con 

game" (Robin 2: 22; Lx>tt 62).^^ Although his complexion is naturally dark, Robin is 

offended at the thought of being thought black and called a slave, but Brown insists this 

disguise is for Robin's "protection." When Brown deserts Robin (still in disguise) on the 

plantation, the boy learns he has been sold, just like a slave. Fearing that revealing his 

identity would expose his criminal record, Robin submits until he can escape. Like 

Sheppard, Robin decides that slavery itself is quite tolerable, and "but for the name would 

^ ^Bird makes a similar mentioD of tunung white into black in two other texts: The Tale of a Snag" and 
his unpublished manuscript of Mrs. Munchow. In The Tale of a Snag" the phrase refers solely to the 
American tendency to invert reality and fancy; in Robin Day it retains this meaning but picks up a racial 
connotation due to the context In Mrs. Munchow the racial reference is even clearer, illustrating the 
supposed follies of the well-intentioned but ideologically confused Mrs. Munchovy, who is: 

not at all satisfied that negroes were to be regarded as one of the degenerated races; but, 
on the contrary, as we bad seen repeated instances, in our own country, of black men 
turning white, and not a single occurrence of a white man tunung black, she was inclined 
to look (^ma the negro as the original stock of the human family, and the whites, reds, 
olives, and browns, as the degenerated races, transformed by disease. (U Peim, folio 2: 
10) 

An 1827 letter from O. Fiazer to Bird ctxnments "I saw Or. Black in London last June, be was . . . mad on 
the subject of slavery, and politicks [sic]~he said good treatment would in time make a negroes [sic] skin 
white, h^ straight" (U Pern). 
33as a physician. Bird was coocemed about the proliferation of quackery at the time. His notes indicate 
that he considered writing an essay on the topic: "On Quackery*—Hts extraordinary prevalence, especially in 
New York" (U Peim). For background on this rising phenomenon, see Bordley and Harvey 41-45 and 
Shyrock, Marine 143. Bordley's discussirai reveals quackery as one more area subject to shades of 
lei^ty, as not all states licensing laws, and even existing laws were rarely enforced (42). 
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have been nothing" (2: 69). When his master makes plans to sell him Robin decides to 

escape, and pute opium in the family's hot chocolate. While in Shepoard Lee (where the 

protagonist literally became a slave) the insurrection ended in the death of the master's 

family, here the opium is detected before anyone is hurt Robin manages to escape 

anyway, and later sees a newspaper ad looking for Chowder Chow, now considered a 

fugitive slave. In this text he is unrepentant, both because no one was killed and because 

he considers himself unjustly enslaved. Bird allows Sheppard, his only "real" black 

character in the Tom episode, to be caught and executed for his role in a slave rebellion; as 

a white boy only disguised as a slave, Robin is let off much easier, with his attempted 

murders rendered harmless and his escape applauded as just one more adventure. 

Robin's brushes with slavery provide the occasion for a defense of freedom and a 

condemnation of bondage, but Bird makes clear that this argument applies only to white 

characters through his depiction of Uack slaves and freemen. During Robin's first visit to 

Philadelphia, he encounters free blacks; they are depicted as having more power than 

whites. As he walks the city streets he is pushed into the gutter three times by unconcerned 

blacks whose looks he interprets to mean "Get out of my way, white man," and he is held 

liable for damages caused to nearby streetsellers' goods (1: 126).^^ He concludes of "the 

coloured gentlemen of fTiiladelphia," one of whom he refers to as a "grinning baboon," 

that 

they were, next to the pigs, the true aristocracy of the town, or, at least, of 

the streets thereof. I perceived that all passers-by of white complexion and 

genteel appearance. . . gave the way to their sable brethren, stepping 

reverentially aside, to let them pass. . . . The insolence of the black 

sidewalk confrontadcMis are likely derived from (or share a common origin widi) the popular 1830s 
minstrel song "Jim Crow"; "An I caution all white dandies, I Not to come in my way. I For if dey insult 
me. I Deyll in de gutter lay" (qtd. in Loa 24). 
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republicans was to me astonishing, though not more so than the general 

submissiveness with which I found it endured. (1: 124) 

While Robin's outrage at his various experiences of bondage is represented as rational and 

justified, the black assertion of equality is depicted in negative terms, as an inversion of 

power involving white submission and black "insolence." Bird was consistently critical of 

the abolitionist atmosphere he witnessed every day in Philadelphia, writing to John 

Groome in January 1837 of his plan to move to Maryland to escape such policies: "our 

blackguards ... are actually debating the propriety of admitting the negroes to the right of 

suffrage, a measure that will drive me out of Pennsylvania, were the alternative the other 

side of the Rocky Mountains" (U Penn). 

Freedom Through Slavery 

The picaresque nature of his satires and the variety inherent to a collection such as 

Peter Pilgrim allows Bird to comment on a wide spectnun of American society, from slaves 

and miners to gentlemen and legislators; and on a wide range of issues connected to 

political philosophy, from criminality and political corruption to patriotism and slavery. In 

true satiric form, he criticizes everything he presents, showing us a nation encountering 

threats to social order at every turn: the distinctions between crime and innocence are 

meaningless, the judicial system is a farce, the legislature is full of hypocrites and self-

serving politicians, and even the institution of slavery is eroded by irresponsible 

slaveowners and insolent slaves. Bird points such criticisms not at these institutions and 

their underlying principles, but at instances of the abuse of such institutions and principles. 

As he writes in a drafted editorial on the right to bear arms, "It is with weapons as with 

wine... the culpability lies not in the use, but in the abuse of them. For the abuse of them 

the law provides a remedy; the use of them it positively, and very properly, sanctions" (U 

Penn). He consistently offers a Whiggian defense of a strong national government, order 
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and hierarchy (including slavery) as the only ways to guarantee "true" liberty. Any 

individual who questions or disrupts this delicate public order, whether gentleman or slave, 

experiences some form of enslavement. Clearly, the only independence and freedom for 

Bird consists in obedience to the law and an acceptance of social hierarchy; work the land, 

live a modest life, be content with your preordained lot, and fulfill the duties required of 

your station. In this sense, as Simms and Bird suggest, we are all equal. 

Bird's satirical impulse might be aligned with his use of the historical narrative in 

the Mexico romances and his "realistic" rendering of Indians in his frontier narratives; in 

each case the social critique and disorder has abated by the end, offering heroic 

reintegration through a romantic resolution or the hero's re-acceptance into society. The 

satires end with the same impulse to reintegration, what Babcock calls an "unsatisfactory 

conclusion" to the picaresque ("Liberty's" 111). Whatever disorder he creates within the 

course of the narrative. Bird is clearly unwilling to leave things in such a mess. His 

"reversible world" is clearly a conservative one; his illustration of instability becomes an 

argument for control, as if to say, "civilization is so tentative—look how easily things can 

go wrong! We must not let this happen." 

Bird's conmientary on Southern slavery in these texts clarifies his long-standing 

use of the rhetoric of natural rights, since here we encounter an actual example of the 

bondage he has discussed for so long. Bird had been concerned about Southern slavery 

throughout his literary career—his 1831 "Secret Records" contain extensive comments on 

the Nat Turner rebellion^S-yet it is probably no accident that he reserved a direct treatment 

of this issue for his satires. Here he can overtly mock various forms of slavery, finding 

humor in a range of dissatisfied and "enslaved" characters, before addressing the 

the end of his 1833 journal, penciled notes with the faint heading "Disquisition" read: "Slavery— 
aboiidon ceitain-inevitaUe—though far ofT—the consequences... miserable" (U Pcnn). See my chapter 3 
for more of Bird's eariy comments on slavery. 
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experiences of African slaves. By treating slavery as a metaphor and a source of satire 

amidst extravagant spiritual transformations and unlikely disguises. Bird makes the 

concepts of freedom and slavery abstract, illusory and even interchangeable; as apologist 

Governor Hammond would argue in 1845, "abstract liberty [is] the merest phantasy that 

ever amused the imagination" (Hammond 104). He can thus submit his own portrait of 

Southern slavery, one borrowing generously from natural subjection and proslavery 

rhetorics: a legitimate institution necessary to preserve social order and the public good, its 

only ills caused by misuse. In this extreme example of rhetoric divorced from reality, it 

seems that anything can happen. Here, almost lost among the elaborate inversions of 

virtually everything—innocence and criminality, patriotism and hypocrisy, dream and 

reality, and even black and white—freedom becomes slavery, slavery becomes freedom, 

and abolition becomes positively dangerous. 
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CHAPTER? 

BIRD'S LAST YEARS, AND A CONCLUSION 

With the publication of Robin Day in 1839, Bird's literary career was virtually 

over, though he continued to write sporadically. He spent the remainder of his life 

pursuing a variety of interests and professions, including farming, lecturing in medical 

school, scientific experimentation, photography, politics and political joumalism. 

Especially in the political arena. Bird enjoyed a position of centrality and influence which 

equaled or surpassed his literary fame. As a close friend of Whig Senator and then 

Secretary of State John Clayton, and as an editor for a leading Whig newspaper from the 

mid 1840s until his death. Bird had ample opportimity to articulate political views inherent 

in his novels. His continued struggle with unscrupulous business partners and the 

increasingly chaotic political and cultural environment in Philadelphia and the entire country 

would have only reinforced his concerns about excessive freedom, chaos and immorality, 

and suppc»ted his insistence on loyalty and submission to preserve order in both personal 

and national affairs. 

A Farming Episode 

Exhausted and ill after finishing Robin Day. Bird gave up a literary life for the 

farm. In late 1838 he purchased a 250-to-300-acre farm on the Elk River below Elkton, in 

eastern Maryland. After a bank draft was denied, he had to rent the farm to tenants before 

occupying it, spending a year in New Castle with Mary and the infant Frederic (Dahl 27). 

He spent 1839 regaining his health and, characteristically, preparing for his agricultural 

ventures: walking, reading, inventing farming machines, "amassing agricultural and 

horticultural lore from all quarters, planning all sorts of charming rural cottages, making all 
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sorts of experiments on sun-dried bricks and water-proof cements and new processes of 

wail-colouring". (Mary Bird 62). 

In March 1840 Bird finally inhabited the farm he now called "Bird's Nest"; 1 Mary 

and Frederic would join him in a few weeks, after he made much-needed repairs. The 

property and farmhouse had endured considerable damage from the recent tenants: fences 

were down, cattle were wandering, parts of the house had been used to store com and were 

attracting rodents. Facing the "Herculean task" of repair. Bird set to work with what Mary 

called "energetic industry" atKi "good taste"; he wrote her that he had "to make fence, build 

pump, split palings, dig post holes, measure land, mark lumber, and the Lord knows 

what" (Mary Bird 63; Bird qtd. in I^ust 116). He was aided by "two good darkies* year-

round, and fourteen more during the oats season (qtd. in Foust 116), but reaped only 

dubious benefit from the "imskillfullness or laziness" of other local woiianen (Mary Bird 

63).^ During the months that followed he repaired the most serious damage to the cabin 

and property, and planted a garden, transforming the farm into a "humble paradise" (65). 

With fresh air, ample exercise and a wholesome country diet. Bird's health reached its 

peak. By June, the farm was flourishing, the com stalks as tall as Bird himself. A severe 

storm in mid-June (which Mary Bird calls both a hurricane and tornado) uprooted trees, 

damaged the house and ravaged the crops, calling for more repairs and replanting. 

Bird continued his agricultural research and iimovation at the farm. Seven of his 

"farm-books" are "full of plans of ploughs and mowing-machines, of threshing-machines 

and straw-cutters" (Mary Bird 62). Foust lists among Bird's many projects experiments 

with hemp crops, comparisons of crop dressing methods, a new process of sulphuring 

manure, opium oil extraction, madder root use, a Bohemian process of apple tree 

propagation, a stump-removing machine, a design for a pig mill and an irmovative brick-

^ He also referred to the farm in Us letters as Cabin Cove. Bending Cove and Bendico (U Penn; Foust 115). 
^Elsewhere, Mary Birdcalls "ourdarldes" lazy as well (Mary Bird68). 
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making prcxess; I also discovered a cookbook containing country recipes (117-18; U 

Penn). He wrote little else during this time, despite Lea & Blanchard's (formerly Carey 8c. 

Lea) enthusiasm for a projected history of the United States. In April 1840 he wrote to 

Mary, "History of the United States, indeed! If I wrote anything, it must be a history of 

my own bothers" (qtd. in Foust 119). At this time he also rejected William E. Burton's 

proposal to perform the never-staged tragedy Pelopidas.^ 

Remote country life was undoubtedly more primitive than the more familiar New 

Castle and Philadelphia. Echoing so many of his fictional characters who turned their 

backs on civilization. Bird wrote McClellan in April 1840 of "tracing daily in myself the 

transformation from a gentleman and cockney to a boor and vulgarian" (U Penn; qtd. 

without identification in Mary Bird 64). Regardless of any such changes, both Birds 

remained aware of their neighbors' comparative backwardness. Bird wrote that the locals 

"are all savages here, western like, live in cabins, without furniture; don't know the name 

or use of any chattel beyond bed, chair, and table; are amazed at a bureau, petrified at a 

pier-table, and come far and near to beg a look at your toilet" (qtd. in Foust 116). Mary 

Bird's memoirs offer many similar observations. According to her, the Bird's Nest 

quickly became a local attraction through its relative grandness and the unexpected success 

of city folk. Her criticisms of the neighbors reveal a disdain for "backwardness" and 

slothfulness: 

Men and women came, the former to wonder how a city gentleman could 

have raised such promising cro()s; the women to witness, with their own 

eyes, the innovation of a milk-house, dug deep and sodded over; and both, 

to stare in stupid astonishment at the glcxies of our furniture! What blessed 

ignorance of sideboards, carpets, book-shelves, and such luxuries! Most of 

^See my Chapter 2 for more details cm Bird's refusal, and Foust 119-21 for Burton's generous terms. 
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these people—the natives, I mean, .. . owned their hundred of acres, and, 

in some instances, slaves, besides; yet were they content to live in a style 

not much superior to that of Irish bog-trotters. Their domestic arrangements 

were of the most primitive kind. . .. They were philosophic, and went on 

the imnciple let well enough (or bad enough) aloie. The words of the wise 

man, 1 went by the field of the slothful,' etc., always reciured to my mind 

in passing their abodes. (66-7) 

With few exceptions—such as one farmer whom she called "the only intelligent 

specimen of mankind" in the area—Mary insists that "our white neighbours were about on a 

par with our black ones. To be sure, they were not such thieves... but they were fully as 

ignorant, and less good-humoured" (71). She tells of hiring a "half-savage orphan girl" 

named Debby to save her from an abusive relative, not unlike the experiences of Robin Day 

in Bird's last novel. Attempts to rescue Debby from "the depths of brutish ignorance" were 

unsuccessful, and the girl ran away in two or three months: 

Vain were the combings and scrubbings, and nice new garments; vain were 

the teachings of the alphabet and catechism ... no, Debby never could 

distinguish between straight I and round O; Debby never could elevate her 

thoughts to the concepti(Xi of a God. Her delight was to eat with the blacks, 

certainly her superiors; to play with the pigs, almost her equals. . . . Poor 

Debby never could reccmcile herself to Christian civilization. (71-2) 

The Birds had intended to build a new house on the property, and had collected 

stones for its foundations and walls. But this plan was thwarted by financial worries; in 

difficult economic times. Bird's novels were showing fewer returns than expected, and the 

storm had destroyed any hopes of income from their crops.^^ With cold weather coming 

^As Mary Bird put it, "It was no time to sell books ... remuneration at the best so meagre, except in the 
caseoftbeUndeToms. etc. "(Mary Bird 74). The Birds had read Stowe's I8S3 novel sometime before the 
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and both husband and wife now suffering from ague, the Birds decided against spending 

the winter in the cabin; instead, they returned to New Castle at the end of September, 

1840. Before leaving Bird sadly wrote, "Here we could, and might have been, so happy, 

had my beggarly fate been a little more propitious Had I money enough for removing 

the evils here, which money could remove, I would not leave this farm on any account" 

(qtd. in Mary Bird 75).^ They held onto the farm until 1848, but would never live there 

again. 

Medicine and Science 

Back in New Castle, Bird considered his next step. He was apparently tempted to 

go west, but stayed in the area to take care of his ailing mother, who would die in early 

1848 (Mary Bird 76). Instead, in May 1841 he accepted a position as chair of the Institutes 

of Medicine and Materia Medica at the Pennsylvania Medical College which had been 

established two years earlier.^ Among the faculty were several longtime friends: Drs. 

George McClellan, Samuel George Morton, and Bird's former teacher, Walter Johnson 

(Foust 123; Mary Bird 79). Bird lectured at the College during the winters of 1841-42 and 

1842-43, until the college was disbanded in 1844 (Foust 125).^ He stayed in Philadelphia 

during his lectures, while his family remained in New Castle. 

autlKx's death; two letters from Redeiic to his father ccntain the comments "There was a book of 
the City Library at our house. Vol. 1st of XFncle Tom's Cabin'" and "I am reading Vol. II of 'Uncle Tom's 
Cabin.' We borrowed it of K" (U Peon). 
^Mary Birdadds This farm, which Dr. Bird was afterwards obliged to sell, has since verified his wisdom 
and foresight in its purchase. The judicious application of capital has developed its natural advantages, and 
it is now, I understi^ the seat of a flourishing settlement, and has ptobaUy made the fortune of its owner" 
(Mary Bird 75). 
^According to 19th century physician Daniel Drake, materia medica included dw'̂ acts and principles which 
relate to the operation of tte various medicinal agents on the human body, both in health and disease; 
together with their natural history and phaimacological preparation"* (qtd. in Rothstein 91). 
^Bordley and Harvey observe that between 1840-70 "many new medical schools were established. Most of 
them were small, badly plannefl. and pooriy staffied and had a shnt life" (Botdley and Harvey 20). 
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Bird had accepted this position to make money, and was frustrated by low 

enrollment8 He complained to Mary that his class in December 1841 was 

very small, under eighty, I believe. ... Of course I shall make very little 

money; and of course also I am disheartened.... I certainly do unutterably 

detest this living and drudging a whole winter in separation, and all for 

nothing. The work expended on my lectures would have written my Hist 

of U. S.; but I don't know, indeed, that the history would have paid me 

any better, these hard times. Oh. for a little ease, and quiet, and laziness" 

(qtd. in Fbust 124). 

Despite his early discouragement. Bird was popular with his students, who twice asked 

him to offer the valedictory address (Dahl 28). John Bowen Hamilton's analysis of 

medicine in Bird's fiction includes excerpts from his surviving lectures (326-8). 

After the College closed. Bird returned to New Castle, conducting a variety of 

chemical experiments. His study had been turned into a laboratory, "covered with books 

and papers, tools all sorts, bottles, chemicals, tubes and crucibles, specimens of all sorts 

from land and water, and all most scrupulously labelled, though they were reckoned by 

thousands" (Mary Bird 83). Noteworthy investigations concerned the "manufacture of 

nitre and saltpetre" and a "superior" but inexpensive form of magnesia (83; Foust 131). 

The latter project was apparently nearing j^oducticffi when he gave it up for lack of facilities 

and to purchase part of the North American and United States Gazette in Philadelphia 

(Mary Bird 83). 

^Foust ^timates total enroUment at the medical school at 250 in 1841 (Fbust 123). While I have not 
ascertained the policies at Pennsylvania Medical College, many medical schools at the time had faculty 
members paid direcdy by the students—the more students, the more money. As Bordley and Harvey note, 
most schools "were still ccMitrolIed and usually owned by practitioners who devoted part of their time to 
teaching in return for fees paid by students who bought tickets to their lectures" (Bordley and Harvey 20; 
see also Rothstein 94-5). 
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In New Castle, Bird dabbled with writing for a few years. In the mid 1840s he 

revised his four major dramas, Pelopidas. The Gladiator. Oralloossa. and The Broker of 

Bogota, and began work on the never-completed satire Mrs. Mimchovv (Mary Bird 82; 

Foust 126). He researched "a history of the annexation of Texas and the Mexican War," 

one chapter of which remains in the U Penn Collection (Mary Bird 82; Foust 126-7). He 

apparently discussed writing a tragedy with Poe, though the plan was never developed 

(Allen 2; 574). Mary Bird recalls that her husband collected newspaper clippings of 

"crimes and accidents" with the idea of "giving them to the worid in book-form, with the 

hope of a beneficial moral effect, but the humiliating and revolting rapidity with which the 

volume grew in one or two years, deterred him from the enterprise" (Mary Bird 89). 

Philadelphia alone would have given him cause for alarm. Writing from the 1844 Whig 

convention in Baltimore, Bird warned his young son of the dangers in the City of Brotherly 

Love: 

I leam from the newspapers that there are wicked men up there, who are 

fighting and shooting, and killing one another. It is a very bad business; 

and I desire that you will keep out of their way; for, though I do not 

apprehend you would shoot anybody, yet somebody might shoot you. 

(qtd. in Foust 128) 

The "difficulties and adversities" accompanying Philadelphia's phenomenal growth 

included a famously ineffectual police department and a high crime rate.^ Studies by 

Leonard Richards and Michael Feldberg detailing numerous Philadelphia riots during the 

1830s and 1840s confirm that Bird's concern was justified. 

Bird received an assortment of opportunities to make money at this point, but 

rejected most His historian friend John Frost, working for Godev's Magazine, asked him 

^In the 1830s the populatioa grew from 188,000 to 258,000; by the end of the 1840s it bad reached 
360,000 (Bloran 17; Feldberg 6). 
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in April 1844 to write a series of articles on South American history. In March 1846, Lea 

and Blanchard were still pressuring him to complete a history of the U. S., offering $4,000 

in installments for the work. Bird's friends kept him informed of other job openings as 

well. Frost urged him to take a position at the Philadelphia High School, as chair of 

Classical Literature (Foust 132). Clayton wrote him in March that a position as a 

Prothonotary, a chief clerk in a law court, "will be offered you," though the plan failed 

(qtd. in Foust 132). In April he became a director of New Castle's Farmer's Bank, an 

appointed position (132). 

In IDecember 1846, Bird published what became a renowned article in the North 

American, one which provided recommendations on the organization of the Smithsonian 

Institute. Later changes in the Institute followed Bird's plan, whether coincidentally or not 

(Mary Bird 82-3; Foust 133). More importantly for Bird, his article gained him the 

attention of the Institute's newly appointed Secretary, Professor Joseph Henry. Clayton 

wrote Bird in January 1847 of Henry's interest in working with Bird; Foust notes that "it 

seems Professor Henry wanted him as an associate; that his appointment had been moved; 

and that Henry was to be 'the scientific man' and Bird 'the literary man' of the institution" 

(Foust 133). Foust explains the failure of these plans by Bird's purchase of the North 

American (133); Editor C. Seymour Thompson's footnote in Mary Bird's biography 

attributes the course of events to political maneuvering (83, fn. 42). 

1 ̂ Thompson writes. 
Senator Qaytoaendeavated to procure for tdm [Bird] the positi<n of Assistant Secretary 
(and Librarian) oi the Smithsonian . . . under Jose|A Henry. . . . Strong influence, 
however, was exerted on behalf of Charles C Jewett, thni librarian of Brown University, 
and he was appointed on Henry's recommendation. Henry bad previously stated to 
QaytoD that "te wished to get rid of Jewitt [sic] and Mr. Choate's demands on him,' and 
gave him to understand that he wanted Bird, and Clayton felt certain, he wrote to Bird, 
that it was 'the nri|pnfll crmHitirwi' of Heniy's election that Jewitt should be appointed by 
him!' (Mary Bird 83, fn. 42) 
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Bird in Politics 

At the same time that Bird returned to medicine and science, he also explored the 

possibility of a new careen politics. Here he would crystallize the convictions seen in his 

fiction, and prepare for his final career of political journalism. Bird became actively 

involved in politics because of a man with whom he formed a close friendship in the early 

1840s. In 1842, Delaware Senator John M. Clayton moved to New Castle. ^ 1 An old 

school friend of Bird's friend Dr. McCIellan, Clayton soon became friends with the 

author. Clayton was a staunch Whig, and under his influence Bird declared his own 

allegiance to that party; as Foust comments, "its principles of reform he had long stood 

for, its leaders he now came to know and admire" (Foust 125). According to his wife. 

Bird's recent financial disappointments had rendered him ripe for political involvement 

(Mary Bird 81), and he was tempted when Clayton spawned a movement in 1842 to 

nominate him as candidate for Congressional Representative and later the U. S. Senate. 

Bird drafted an acceptance speech which pointed to a long family residence in Delaware ar.d 

boasted that "I am a Whig, and a very good one" (U Pfenn; qtd. in Foust 125). Here he 

recorded a moment (unmentioned elsewhere) about the dawning of his political awareness. 

Bird claims that his Whig sympathies date back to the age of eighteen, before the formation 

of the party. Of his political enlightenment, he writes. 

I take no account of my political juvenilities till the year 1824, when (being 

then a strapping lad 18 years old), my ill luck sent me to the Statehouse 

Yard, in Philadelphia, to witness a great indignation meeting of 10 or 

^ ^Clayton served as U. S. Senator from 1829-36, 1845-49, and 1853-56; as E)elaware's Chief Justice 
between 1837-39; and as Secretary of State under Taylor. 1849-50 (Dahl 29). 
1 ̂ TbompscMi's footnote in Mary Bird's biography explains that Qayton and McQellan both graduated from 
Yale, the fcnmer in 1815 and the latter a year later (Mary Bird 80, fn. 39). 
^3poust Haimn that Bird "took the stump in his own behalf." but in his editorial notes to Mary Bird's 
biography, Thompson asserts that Foust is in error here. The acceptance speech was drafted but not 
delivered (Mazy Bird 81. fa 40). 

Severd of the letters quoted here also ̂ >pear in Kilman 226-27. 



12,000 Jackson men, met to express their fury at the election ... of J. Q. 

Adams over Andrew Jackson. These were the wicked times in politics; and 

those were the boys who talked of sending a Committee of 10.000 armed 

men to Washington, to drive out Mr. Adams from the Presidential chair, 

and put in Gen. Jackson, bv force: And these, too, were the honest lads 

who got up the cry of Bribery and Corruption as the supposed means by 

which Mr. Adams gained his election. In fact, the cry was first publicly 

uttered at that frantic meeting, and I, perhaps, was the first Whig that heard 

it uttered—at all counts, that was the first time I ever heard it 1 had wormed 

myself into the middle of the mob, to get as nigh as possible to the orator, a 

flaming demagogue, who was haranguing the meeting on this very subject, 

... when the Spirit of Whiggism (the name was not then invented, but we 

knew and professed the thing) suddenly entered my breast, and lifting up 

my voice, I assured the meeting what their orator said was "all a"—I believe 

I used a bad word—in fact, I told them "it was all a d—d lie!" That was my 

first shot fired at the enemy—a bombshell let off in their very camp; and the 

only wonder is (considering the nature of a Jackson Mob, in those days) 

that it did not blow me into 40,000 pieces. (U Penn) 

Mary opposed Bird's candidacy from the beginning, writing him "1 do not believe it 

will be to your advantage to enter into a political contest, or even to win political honours. . 

. . I am very sure you would be wearied and disgusted before the election was over, and 

still more so before you had been a month at Washington" (qtd. in Mary Bird 81, fn. 40). 

She was opposed to the political lifestyle as well, disdaining "that scandalous set that 

disgrace the House" (qtd. in Foust 126). Bird's reply expressed agreement ("my feelings 

are against the matter—they are with you entirely"), yet stressed the prestige and financial 

benefits which would accompany a congressional seat "Itisapointof bread and butter; a 
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temporary make-shift" (qtd. in Mary Bird 81, fn. 40). By the convention Bird had tired of 

the current representative's indecision about whether he would run again; though that 

politician, George B. Rodney, ultimately refused a renomination. Bird had withdrawn as 

well. Crediting his wife's good advice, he declared, "I shall avoid the honour, and trust to 

Fortune in another line" (qtd. in Mary Bird 81, fn. 40). 

Having decided against a career in politics. Bird campaigned two years later in 

support of other Whig congressional candidates in the 1844 election. He made numerous 

political speeches across Delaware attacking the Locofocos and supporting Clayton, who 

was running for Vice President, and Henry Clay, the Whig Presidential candidate whom he 

called "that nature's gentleman"; drafts remain in the U Penn Collection. One incomplete 

draft offers contrasting definitions of Locofocos and Whigs by opposing change to law, 

private gain to public well-being. Locofocos, Bird claims, aim "at private benefit. . . and 

by any means which can effect the purpose, no matter how bad and unlawful" (U Penn). 

He further condemns the party for a "dangerous contempt of law and order,~a love of 

novelty, of change, of convulsion." After a lengthy condemnation in which he compares 

the Locofocos to the Jacobin party "which ruined France and enslaved it... in the name of 

Liberty," he proceeds to characterize the Whigs. "Its aim ... is the public good, the 

universal good of the American people,~of the country, the whole country, and nothing 

but the country! The Whig party proposes no novelties of legislation; it aims at no rash 

and untried experiments .... No novelties of legislation; no experiments" (U Penn). 

Another speech, addressed to inhabitants of the Brandywine Hundred, appeals to Whig 

history; Bird links his colleagues to "our forefathers, the Whigs of the Revolution," who 

resisted "the bayonets of British enslaver" (U Penn). Appealing to the Whig interest in 

progress and civilization, he contends that "if Locofocoism gets the upper hand in the 

country,... we shall all be reduced to roots and acorns" (U Penn). He warns that a Whig 
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loss will endanger fundamental rights: "all that we value of public or private good, our 

honour, our prosperity, our happiness, our liberties, will be lost" (U Penn). 

In addition to his many campaign speeches. Bird attended the 1844 Whig 

convention in Baltimore as "Clayton's personal representative" (Foust 128). He helped 

New Castle's Maj. Thomas Stockton get elected as Governor of Delaware, primarily by 

writing a short campaign biography entitled Sketch of the Life. Public Services, and 

Characters, of Major Thomas Stockton. He began a memoir of Clayton as well, but did 

not complete it. He wrote to his six-year-old son "Freddy" in October of a Pennsylvania 

candidate's likely defeat, and his determination to get Stocktcm elected: 

It does not appear that your friend. Gen. Markle, has 'got in.' There are too 

many Locofocos in Pennsylvania; and they are not sufficiendy grateful to 

the old soldier who fought their battle, and kept the savage Indians from 

scalping their wives and children. There is more gratitude among your 

fellow-citizens of Delaware; and we intend that your other military friend, 

Maj. Stockton, shall get in, and be Governor of the State; and I wish you 

had a vote to give him. (U Penn) 

A bhef account of Stockton's military exploits in the War of 1812 is followed by a lengthy defense of 
the against charges of beating a deserter to death and defaulting on a loan. Bird supplies wiinen 
testimonials by Winfield Scott, General Patterson and the supposedly dead man to prove Stockton's 
innocence. Stockton is claimed by all (even his political opponents) to be what Scott termed "a good 
discifdinaiian" whose leadership was comparable to "that of a judicious parent, distributing rewards and 
pomshments with exactness and soimd discredon" (qtd. in Bird, Sketch 8). Bird ends his sketch by 
reminding his readers that they can repay Stockton for his military heroism, which had saved many 
soldiers' lives, with their votes: 

A Roman soldier who saved the life of his comrade in batde, was always rewarded by his 
grateful countrymen with the civic crown. Are we. the freemen of America, less generous 
than the old Romans? Have we no civic crowns for him who has saved the lives of many 
American citizens? Let every man in Delaware consider his vote a dvic crown, and place 
that on the head rf the deserving soldier. (Bird. Sketch 22) 

The U Peim CoUection omtains a clipping from a letter to the editor in the March 10, 1846 ediuon of the 
DelawareJntgnai asking who wrote the biography of Stockton and claiming "without it the Whigs would 
have lost their Governor" (U Peim). 
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After the Whig defeats in 1844, Bird mainly stayed out of the political arena, though 

remaining a local authority on legislative matters. Maiy Bird recalls that "The villagers used 

to call upon him repeatedly for advice and help, especially if writing were to be done, and it 

seemed to me that every petition or memorial to Congress or the Legislature, as indeed ail 

like documents, must be prepared by him" (82). 

The Politics of Journalism 

Despite his withdrawal from active politics. Bird remained close friends with 

Clayton, who wrote him in August 1848, "I love you better than any man on earth except 

my own children and while my heart shall pulsate that feeling will never abate" (qtd. in 

Foust 131). The Senator both financed Bird's entry into political joumedism and influenced 

the course of that venture. With Clayton's help. Bird purchased a third share of 

Philadelphia's Whig daily newspaper, the North American and United States Gazette, in 

late June 1847.15 Cla3rton, enthusiastic about both the journal and the author, rather 

forcibly loaned Bird over $30,000 for this venture; the total cost of the sh£u% was $27,000 

(Mary Bird 84; Foust 134; see Bloom 90 for specifics on the fmances). The North 

American had begun publication in 1839 as a political and religious newspaper which 

claimed to be "Impartial, but not neutral." It saw several changes in ownership before Bird 

joined the staff. In 1847 the journal was owned by George Graham of Graham's 

Magazine and Morton McMichael, former sheriff and future mayor of Philadelphia. Robert 

T. Conrad, a playwright, poet, and judge who would also later become mayor, had been an 

^ ^Accoding to Mott, sixty percent of daily papen in 1852 were Whig in orientation (Mott, American 254 
fn. 4; see also Bloom 32. fn. 49). For a detailed history of the North American see R. L. Bloom's two-
volume dissertation. The Philadelirfiia 'North American': A History. 1839-1925 (1952). A revised chapter 
on Bird's editorial w<»1c is available in Bloom's article in The Pennsvivania Magazine of History and 
Biography. "Robert Mcmtgixnery Bird, Editor." Unless otherwise noted, all citations to Bloom refer to his 
dissertation. 
^^See Bloom 22-28 for an overview of journalistic expansion in the U. S. and Philadelphia during the 
1830s. For a more in-deoth study, see Mott's American Journalism 215-328. 
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editor since 1845, and would remain as political editor during Bird's tenure. R. L. 

Bloom's lengthy dissertation on the history of the North American counts Bird among its 

more "capable" editors; he further includes the author among the relatively select group of 

honorable editors in all of Philadelphia (10,31). Bloom credits Bird with the paper's 

"editorial distinction" during his time, and quotes contemporary Alexander McCure as 

calling the North American "the first daily journal in Philadelphia with an editorial staff that 

compared favorably with the staff of the best New Yoric journal" (92). 

The merging of the North American and the United States Gazette, formerly two 

separate Whig publications, occurred at the same time that Bird bought his shares. At 

the same time the paper made cosmetic and technological improvements, becoming the first 

American newspaper to rely on the telegraph in 1846 (Bloom 78). The first issue after the 

merger (and Bird's addition) repeated the paper's determination "above all ... to defend 

the great conservative interests of the country, and to stand faithfully by the cause of 

religion and virtue" (qtd. in Bloom 85). The reputation of the newspaper is reflected by 

Mott's claim that "it is difficult to overestimate the respect in which the North American 

was held by the mercantile and educated classes" (Mott, American 260; also qtd. in Bloom 

40). Bloom notes that "Like other journals of its type, its circulation among the masses 

was not extensive, but it was read by leaders of ail parties and thus was among those which 

^ ^Bloom that Coorad used the pseudooyms Peter Pilgnm and Sheppard Lee, cleariy based on Bird's 
works (Blocan 69). I have not seen the editoiials be refers to; unless this was a ploy to confuse readers, it 
is more likely that Bird would use such pseudonyms. 
^ ^Bloom charactenzes the North Apie""*"'* editmals as ranging Trom the banal, insipid, crass and obtuse 
to the prudent, sagacious, sapient and pungent" (Blomn 8). Noting that "distoitioa, misrepresentation and 
quasi-slander" were dominant in political editcxials in the 1830s, though beginning to improve by the 
1840s, Bloom adds that "By any standard it would be difficult to class as public slanderers and libellers 
publishers of the caliber and rectitude of Joseph R. Chandler, Zachariah P^son. Joseph C. Neal, Robert 
M. Bird, Alexander Cummings, and perh^ John W. Foniey and Morton Mc^fichael" (Bloom 31). 
1 ̂ According to Fredeiic HudsoD, by this time the North American had absorbed several other publications 
as well: The Petinaylvnnin Packer, or the General Advertiser (established I77I), The American Daily 
Advertiser (1784), the Gazette of the United States (1789), the Evening Advertiser (1793). the True 
Amm^n (1820), the fTiromcle ri820\ The Union (1820). and the Commercial Herald (1840) 
(Hudson 183). Its merging with the Advertiser allowed the paper to claim that it was the "oldest daily on 
the North American ctMitinent" (Blocm 9). 
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'largely controlled the convictions of the country'" (68). The paper's general platform 

supported "the protective tariff, elastic currency and federal internal improvements" (20), 

and during Bird's tenure it became, if anything, "more solidly into the Whig party line" 

(81). Under the later partnership of Bird and McMichaei, Bloom characterizes the North 

American as "a spokesman for the neo-aristocratic mercantile classes of ante-bellum 

Philadelphia and the rapidly rising industrial interests of the 'Gilded Age,'" working to 

"sustain the rule of the industro-financial interests" (10; see also 72). 

Bird began work in July 1847. He was not a complete newcomer in journalism, 

having worked at the American Monthly Magazine in 1837, contributed articles to various 

newspapers and magazines, and considered establishing periodicals of his own. His 

undated notes in the U Penn Collection include a prospectus for a magazine called "The 

Adelphi" which was to include "materials of a character peculiarly American. . . . [and] 

become a more legitimate representative of national taste and feeling," along with 

observations on size, subscription, and cost for "The Weekly Magazette" and the "New 

Whig Monthly" (U Penn). The idealistic mission behind his journalism is reflected in his 

notes for an article entitled "Periodical Literature:" 

The good effects of newspapers—Spread of intelligence & information, . . . 

inculcating proper principles of morals, & love of country. . . . Particularly 

beneficial in U. S. when the people read nothing else. ... In other 

countries besides these effects, they have advanced the cause of liberty & 

human nature.... The worst feature in their character is their partisanism. 

(U Penn) 

Bird found the realities of the NcMth American to be quite different from his lofty 

goals. The demands of editorial work were heightened by what Foust calls "an utterly 

unbusinesslike management" (136). His colleagues all seemed to be absorbed in things 

other than the editing of a newspaper Conrad had his literary and legal careers to look 
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after; Graham was involved in risky copper speculations, and McMichael devoted his 

energies to management Attempting to make up for their inattention. Bird literally worked 

day and night, writing Clayton "I do, I may say, all the writing of the paper (the Judge 

[Conrad] has scarcely furnished three articles in three months) and my whole time from 8 

A. M. to 1 next A. M. every day is laboriously occupied in my duties: and relaxation or 

pleasure of any kind are things I never know" (qtd. in Foust 144; Bloom 91). By 

December 1847 he was ill again, and by the next June was making notes about the 

inequitable distribution of work. Of "the circumstances" he wrote: 

I have devoted myself to the N. A. to the entire exclusion of the private 

business and personal interests. I have had distinct offers for literary work 

which I could have performed within the year, employing half my time in it, 

amounting to $2500; with various contingent offers: so that I might easily 

have made arrangements for private business requirements four or five 

hours a day which would have brought me the interest of the bond 

[presumably, the loan from Clayton]--a very tempting opportunity. 

Declined all, however, to give all time to the paper in the hope that this 

sacrifice would ultimately be compensated by increased character, business, 

and profits. The circumstances of the last three or four months have been 

unfavorable to my hopes and to all [such] prospects .. . ; and as the second 

year approaches presenting to me a spectacle of doubt and gloom. 

The question is what inducement have I to continue longer, under 

my particular circumstances laboring as it seems in vain under a load of 

difficulty and anxiety, which no efforts or sacrifice of mind, unaided by a 

common effort and sacrifice of all, can make available? (qtd. in Foust 139) 

He concluded, under "the result," that 
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The anxieties of the last three months have prevented my keeping the run of 

accts. I have not had lime enough or tranquillity enough scarcely to do my 

writing. If the result be at the end of the year, to leave me with an increased 

instead of a diminished burden, it is clear that I cannot go on at such a rate, 

(qtd. in Foust 139-40)20 

Matters quickly worsened. Graham's copper speculations had proved disastrous, 

causing him to sell the North American in early 1848 to a new owner, Samuel Dewees 

Patterson. Graham remained on the editorial staff, however, and continued to undermine 

the success of the paper. Bird's letters to Graham expose the scope of the latter's 

misdeeds. In late June 1848 Bird admonished him that "The credit of the firm is impaired, 

its solvency publicly doubted, its character seriously injured, and its influence greatly 

lessened," and urged him to lay off his speculations and "return to real business" (qtd. in 

Foust 138). By July 7, Bird had discovered that Graham had secretly used the firm's name 

on private checks and bank drafts. In a letter written just three days later, he confronted the 

miscreant parmer with evideiK% of further corruption: selling the firm's checks to brokers 

and using its credit to obtain discounts amounting to $32,000 (138). 

Actions taken that simmier apparently satisfied Bird enough to retain his position. 

In July 1848, McMichael learned that Graham had secretly used the paper's name to 

acquire $2,500 from a New York businessman, Elijah Van Syckel. At this point Graham 

was completely removed, his remaining shares sold to Van Syckel and Thomas 

McElrath.^^ In August the firm was reorganized and renamed McMichael & Bird, with 

clear rules on account keeping and labor distribution (Foust 140). Kilman credits Bird with 

20jq another undated note. Bird wrote: "Better far to wind up~to sell out and close the acc't at any saciiflce. 
. . . I must begin to money immediately, or retire; above all I can run no more risks. I have no 
optica in the matter" (qtd. bi Bloom 110). 
^ ^Bloom notes that Graham's speculations also forced the sale of his own popular nrahnm's Magazine in 
1848 (Bloom 114). 
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prompting these new business ethics and "possibly saving one of Philadelphia's major 

papers from scandal or ruin" (Kilman 236). Even with this episode finally over. Bird 

considered selling his share in the journal; a drafted advertisement reads "For Sale—an 

interest in an old well established «& highly profitable commercial newspaper" (qtd. in 

Bloom 114). 

During this demanding period Bird, now recognized as an influential Whig editor, 

was also commissioned to write a campaign biography for Presidential candidate Zachary 

Taylor. The North American's Washington correspondent James Harvey informed him in 

mid June 1848 that "Crittenden [John J. Crittenden of Kentuclcy] applied to me this 

morning to get you to write a sketch of Taylor, his battles, & the various accidents 

connected with his life"; Georgia politicians Robert Toombs and Alexander Stephens 

added their support for the plan (qtd. in Bloom 92). Harvey promised that Bird would 

accept and pressured his colleague, noting "I need not tell you that it is highly important for 

you & the N. A. to be concerned in this matter" (qtd. in Bloom 92). Bird quickly 

complied, although the project added to his already formidable duties. The biography 

appeared in seven two-column installments of the North American from mid-June to mid-

July (136). Taylor was a slave-owner and had participated in expansionist activities, 

though the biography minimized these facts for its Whig readers who might oppose such 

actions (136). Bird's only rewards came in the form of praise and thanks when Harvey 

read the entire manuscript less than a month later. 

Mary Bird characterizes her husband's work during this time as consisting of 

"Truth, Integrity, and Self-Denial" (85). She recalls that her husband refused to publish a 

series of articles on "a prominent railroad interest" since he owned stock in that company; 

when he sold those shares only weeks later he agreed to the publication of the series (87). 

Upon discovering the paper's business envelopes bearing "inflated circulation figures," he 

had them destroyed (Kilman 238). Fbust describes Bird's editorials as reflecting "what 
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might be expected of a loyal American of Whig principles and broad literary culture" (140). 

Bird's editorials were unabashed in their political stance; he wrote in a November 1848 

piece of the journal's clear Whig platform that "For our own part we have neither 

explanations nor apologies to offer. At no time has our paper been more patriotically 

employed" (qtd. in Bloom 96). As in his fiction and political speeches, he favored tradition 

over chaotic change, insisting in August 1847 that "We are content with the country as it is-

-the Constitution as it is, the Union as it is" (qtd. in Bloom 96). He maintained a position 

of "stout independence" toward England, rejecting British criticisms of U. S. international 

policy; of sympathy toward Mexico during that country's political turbulence; of 

admiration toward Qayton and his treaty; and of "a strong and intelligent advocacy of local 

affairs, of home trade, of home arts and instimtions" (Fbust 141-42). Bloom notes that 

Bird was influential in certain Whig factions, but suggests that his "dislike for editorial 

vituperation, which to many rendered him colorless, militated against his exercising a 

highly positive influence" (117). He wrote daily editorials until ten days before his death, 

his wife noting that even those written "During the pressure of his last illness... were of a 

most pleasant, lively nature" (Mary Bird 89). 

It is difficult to determine whether Bird's positions expressed in his editorials reflect 

his own opinions, those of the paper, or those of his patron and creditor, Clayton. 

Correspondence between Bird and Clayton indicates that the politician remained secretly 

involved in what was published. Bird's requests for information were unambiguous: 

"Pray drop me a line—if only a line—to give me a hint what the d—I the Whigs are going to 

do with Taylor," he wrote in 1848, six months before Taylor was elected President (qtd. in 

Bloom 101). In response to such entreaties, Qayton sent Bird many "Private and 

Ccmfidential" letters—with frequent (and ignored) orders to bum the letters—full of "bits of 

advice, suggestions, proposals, recommendations and caveats" (Bloom 100). Clayton, 

who became Secretary of State under Tayl<x in 1849, was privy to the most secret political 
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information, and such insider knowledge gave the North American a substantial edge on its 

competitors.22 On several occasions he sent Bird copies of significant letters and speeches 

which were unavailable to other presses, including a copy of an unpublished Senatorial 

speech by Taylor on the British treaty of April 1851 (101). He also sent material with 

specific directions for publication. The day after Taylor's nomination in June 1848, for 

example, Clayton instructed Bird, 

Do me a favor. Republish from the files of the North American of 1847 . . 

. the short speech I made in the Senate in defense of General Taylor. . . . 

Send a copy marked to the National Intelligencer with a request in writing 

on the paper to publish it That paper never did publish it (qtd. in Bloom 

106) 

Claytcm also felt free to offer his approval or disapproval of the North American's 

political coverage.23 He wrote Bird in eariy August 1848 that the journal was "universally 

acknowledged to be the ablest Whig paper that has ever been published. Its infiuence . . . 

is almost overwhelming" (U Penn). But his frustrations with the paper were frequent. 

One source of conflict was McMichael's editorial endorsements of Presidential candidate 

Henry Clay; Clayton strongly opposed that candidate and termed McMichael's behavior 

"foolish. "24- At times he merely relayed his colleagues' responses, as in his May 1848 

caution that "the complaints against the paper are very violent" among Congressional 

Whigs (qtd. in Bloom 101). He also shared his personal reactions, more than once calling 

for Bird to quit the paper "It will ruin you if you do not [quit]. It would damn any party it 

^^Bloom 100-101 lists amnerous instances of Qaytoa's hints, of which I have included only a few notable 
examples. 

rely heavily on Bloom's dissertation in this overview of Qaytoa's involvement with the North 
Ameri"*" Kilman 237-40 has a brief discussion of this topic, also relying primarily on Bloom. 
'̂̂ McMichael's fiery editorials attacked Qa^s opponents, of whom Qayton was a leading member, as "the 

aristocracy of die patty ... actuated in part, peifa^, by a desire to dictate, and jealousy of the masses" (qtd. 
in Bloom 104). Qayton responded to this May 1848 accusation by writing Bird 1 fear you wiQ have cause 
to regret it In my humble opinion the Editors owe the Whigs of the Congress ... a very explicit 
apology" (qtd. in Bloom 105). 
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professes to aid" (qtd. in Bloom 102). In December 1848 he complained about an editorial 

expressing approval of John Calhoun, "In God's name, who did write such a pack of 

stuff?" (qtd. in Bloom 102). 

The paper's Washington correspondent, James Harvey, inspired the most heated 

responses from Clayton. Harvey apparently had his own connections, prompting threats 

of a Senate investigation through the confidential information he reported. In early August 

1848, after several months of increasing frustration with Harvey's criticisms of his faction, 

Clayton wrote Bird; 

For you I have & shall ever cherish the warmest feelings of friendship and 

regard—But this newspaper must no longer be sent to me or my family 

Is it not a d~d pretty piece of rascality to get me to aid in circulating 

this newspaper among all my constituents . . . and then employ it to tell 

them I am a scoundrel and have 'compromised principles?' This newspaper 

shall never enter my dwelling again. 

Ever faithfully your friend 

(but damn the newspaper) 

Jno. M Clayton 

(qtd. in Bloom 108) 

Matters cahned tempoFariiy, but when Harvey was denied a State Department appointment 

his criticisms of that department became even harsher. In a January 1850 letter, Clayton 

issued Bird an impassioned ultimatum: 

I entreat you for God's sake & my sake & your sake to recall Mr. Harvey 

from Washington. If you do not I shall go mad. His constant exposures of 

the secrets of my department has [sic] disgraced me. 
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I will never forgive you or McMichael if Mr. Harvey is not 

forthwith called away. I must resign at once if he remains a letter writer 

he re .  . . .  

P. S. I might as well be in Hell as have him here. (qtd. in Bloom 109) 

Whatever Bird's personal feelings about Harvey, the reporter retained his position 

with the North American: in this case, at least, the paper consistently failed to oblige 

Clayton's wishes.25 Clayton apparently failed to enforce any aspect of his ultimatum, and 

in January 1852 he was still complaining about Harvey; "But why does Mr. McM. permit 

that fellow Harvey to disgrace the paper as he daily does with this most fulsome adulation 

of the man [Webster! who hates us all? The mercenary fellow.... has sunk the paper so 

far that I am sick of it" (qtd. in Bloom 109). Harvey stayed with the paper until 1861, 

when he was offered a diplomatic post under Lincoln. 

Bird never forgot his fmancial obligation to Clayton, and expressed frequent 

concern that he was unable to repay the loan more quickly. For his part, Clayton put 

minimal pressure—Hnancial, at least—on the author. During Bird's initial period of 

disillusionment with the journal at the end of 1847, Clayton reassured him that "If you 

discover your newspaper speculation is a bad one, break it off at once and get out of it. I 

will submit to a severe loss rather than see you unhappy" (qtd. in Bloom 97). Discovering 

that Bird had been ill, Qaytcxi repeated in a letter only days later, "Let the loan & money all 

go to the devil. All I ask of you is to save your life.... I will bear any loss (if there be an 

loss) but one—that is the loss of your life" (qtd. in Bloom 98).26 

It was important to both Bird and Clayton that their financial deal remain a secret 

Bloom notes that such political backing was the norm at the time, remarking that 

^^Harvey's endurance was possiUy due to his perceived flnancial worth; Harvey's note in the U Penn 
Collection promises to secure "a large amount of public advertising" in Washingtcn (Blocxn 109). 
26K,iniiin 241 contains a similar discussion Qayton's generosity to Bird. 
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"Apparently, the newspaper—as 'indispensable' as it was to American life-rarely supported 

its owner 'without the assistance of political patronage'" (Bloom 28). He notes that Whig 

publications were particularly likely to enjoy such backing, but they rarely admitted it 

(29).-^ When suspicions of Clayton's involvement with the North American surfaced in 

the spring of 1849, the Senator quickly covered his tracks. "I have thought of a mode of 

getting out of the scrape," he wrote Bird, "I have assigned your [loan] to James F. Clayton 

[his brother].... Knowing this, you can now say that it is untrue that you owe me 

anything or that I have the slightest interest in the paper" (qtd. in Bloom 98). He conceded 

that Bird might acknowledge a past loan "for which you felt kindly to me-but now say 

boldly that you owe me nothing but good will" (qtd. in Bloom 99). He insisted that the 

author must reveal this scheme to no one, not McMichael, not even his own wife. 

Publicly, the North American strongly denied Clayton's "interest in or "connexion with" its 

publication, other than mere "friendly relations with its editors" and the bond of party 

affiUation (99). 

Clayton was also instrumental in increasing the NcMth American's circulation. An 

undated letter from Clayton and Representative Truman Smith to Whig leaders identified 

the journal as "sound to the core" on "leading Whig principles," and requested the lener's 

recipients to "transmit to the publishers, the names of those persons residing in your district 

who will be likely either to subscribe for it themselves or to induce subscriptions from 

others." The letter promised to send free examination copies to all prospective subscribers, 

to "greatly advance the interests of the Whig cause" (U Penn; qtd. in Bloom 94). 

^Qayton's reluctance to bave his affiliatioo with the North American known was not unprecedented in the 
history of that paper. Bloom reveals that the journal was actually established by William Welsh, a 
"prosperous Philadelphia merchant, puUic-spiiited citizen, pfailandm^st and ^scopal layman." Welsh 
provided almost all the financial resources when the paper was established in 1839, and in 1870 confirmed 
that he was its "sole proprietor until 1845,'" but he never allowed his rde to be revealed in the paper itself 
(Bloom 37 and 43). 
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The Politics of Slavery 

As I have noted, the Whig platform was conservative and favored established 

mercantile interests, national power and social hierarchy over democratic ideals of more 

widespread suffrage and states' rights. But as Daniel Howe stresses in The Political 

Culture of the American Whies. "All Whigs did not share all aspects of the party's 

consciousness, and Whigs could disagree over the application of their principles" (3). 

Such discord—what Bird called in an 1850 letter "the devil of division" (U Penn)-existed 

in the North American on a nimiber of issues: on Clay's compromise, on the Mexican war, 

on manifest destiny and on slavery.28 That disagreement over slavery, reflected by Bird's 

private apologetics and the North American's free-soil stance, would become increasingly 

divisive. The Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 caused Whigs to stake out opposing positions, 

with followers of Daniel Webster and Henry Clay uniting to support Clay's compromise 

with its soft position on slavery, and William Seward and his supporters upholding 

abolition.29 The journal opposed Clay's compromise, avowing in a July editorial that it 

would not be reconciled "to the abandonment of that great principle of freedom, which in 

common with all true Whigs—all true men of Pennsylvania, we have bound ourselves to 

support" (qtd. in Bloom 143). That position was based as much on political maneuvering 

as on ideals, as the slavery issue was inextricable from the power struggle between the 

North and South—an expansion of slavery would mean an expansion in Southern political 

and economic power of all kinds. The North American thus declared in 1846, "The great 

question is, shall we become the dependants [sic] and vassals of a Southern political 

^An undated draft of an editorial begins "What are we to do with Mexico?" and concentrates on the 
divisiveness of the issue: "one half going, without any qualificaticxi. for taking and keeping, the other half 
going against.—not only because of their unwillingness to make American citizens of Mexicans, 
guenilleros and eieasers. in their present uncivilized and hostile conditions, and, possibly, to introduce new 
slave states into the Union" (U Penn). 

^^See Howe 147-8 for Clay's original compromise and its fate, and 203-8 for Seward's position on slavery. 
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ascendancy?'" (qtd. in Bloom 139). The heightening party discord over slavery caused the 

dissolution of the Whigs in 1854, the year Bird died. The North American went 

Republican and therefore abolitionist; another Whig faction, the Know-Nothings, declared 

slavery "the best guarantee of conunon justice and of future peace, to abide by and maintain 

the existing laws upon the subject of Slavery" (Mueller 217). 

Bird's own views on slavery as emotions escalated in the 1840-S€)s suggest that he 

retained his proslavery sympathies even while he worked for a mainly free-soil paper and 

foresaw the violent demise of that institution. Bird wrote Qaytcm in July 1848 that "I don't 

think any compromise will be accepted by the North. It is now the age of liberty—of the 

very fanaticism of liberty; and Slavery will not be allowed to increase in the U. S. or 

elsewhere. ... I believe the South . . . has reached the end of her rope,~that her day is 

over" (U Penn). He maintained that the City of Brotherly Love was essentially anti-

abolition, despite the many societies and conventicxis which would suggest otherwise. He 

explained abolition's success as an angry backlash against extreme Southern politicians 

rather than an acceptance of liberationist politics. On April 25, 1848, Bird wrote Clayton 

about black speakers at a Sympathy Meeting the previous day, calling the event "the most 

astonishing and pregnant event of the times." He noted that 

The whole thing, as it regards the blackies, was an impromptu  . . . .  f ive  

different blacks in succession . . . whites, who heard them without any 

sneering, or unwillingness,—with every ap[)earance, in fact, of kindness + 

respect They spoke, I am told, with... perfect tact & propriety. . . . 

A week ago, such a thing would have been an impossibility; and I 

fancy, it would be an impossibility to-day. The feeling in Wiilad* has always 

been hostile to the blacks, who have been often cruelly used by mobs. The 

question is, how came such a display to be permitted yesterday? There is 

but one opinion among men of Sense—it was the effect of the extraordinary 
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debates in the Senate and House on the 20th, in which the frenzy and 

insolence of the Southern ultrarites assumed a character of offensiveness so 

strange and portentous. In these debates, northern feeling was outraged as 

it was never outraged before, and a revolution began that can never perhaps 

be checked. (U Penn) 

Writing of a similar event two years later. Bird wrote Qayton that: 

The Southern men are mad:—Calhoun is mad, . . . they are all mad. They 

dare, they defy, they insult, they goad,~they compel the people of the 

North to rise £igainst them. If they will have dismemberment [of the Union] 

& civil war, they will get them: and within 6 months after the first gun is 

fired, there will not be a slave left on the continenL All the worid is now up 

in arms against the slaveholders of the South, except their brethren of the 

Free States~& they are determined that thev also shall be against them. . .. 

But what I meant to say, was that this negro speaking yesterday, 

was an evidence of the feeling around in Philad* .. . which permitted this 

extraordinary display as a quid i?ro quo.. . .There is no real sympathy here, 

& never was, in favor of abolition: but the conviction is universal that the 

South has given abolition the advantage—that it assailed & violently misused 

Hale & Giddings,30 for once without cause or provocation—and that it is 

determined, now that it possesses 15 States, two thirds of the territory, . . . 

to force a fight: in which amiable wish, the North, & this moment of 

^ '̂Probably John P. Hale and Joshua Giddings. Hale, a New Hampshire native, supported slavery in the 
i830s but became an adamant Free-Soiler in the 40s, and was nominated as that party's presidential 
ranHirfate in 1852 (Richatds 163-4). Giddings, a Petmsylvanian and Congressman from 1838-59 and an 
outspoken opponent d slavery, was the target of numerous political and i^ysical attacks from Southern 
Congressmen; he was threatened with a bowie knife in 18^. with a cane and a gun in a single day in 
1845, and in 1848 was accosted by a mob in Washington (Howe 170) 
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rampant liberty, will be, quickly enough, ready to gratify iL I'll be hanged, 

if we are not on the verge of a Revolution!! . . . . 

The best thing for us, after all, would be the emancipation of the 

negroes & universal insurrection, blood, fire of S Domingo; which 

would remove a bone of contention, chill Southern . . . disunion, and help 

the Prest's plan immediately. (U Penn) 

Decline and IDeath 

While pditics and journalism dominated his life during his last years. Bird kept up 

with other interests as well. In 1851 he consulted Clayton about suing Forrest over the 

copyright to his plays; the Senator counseled against legal action for lack of evidence 

(Fbust 146). The following year he began negotiations with J. S. Redfield concerning a 

new edition of Nick of the Woods; illness forced him to interrupt this business and Uravei 

West In 1853 he wrote a preface to the new edition, which appeared that year. His 

preface, defending his portrayal of the dirty-shirted Indian as "truth itself" as opposed to 

the "beautiful unrealities and fictions" of his contemporaries, suggests that his views on 

Indians had not softened with time (Bird, Nick 1853, iv). In January 1853 he was 

approached by George Boker about a Dramatic Authors' Bill then pending in Congress. In 

his reply, what Foust calls Bird's "last recorded utterance regarding the dramatist's 

profession," Bird strongly supports Boker's efforts (Foust 147). As in his earlier 

comments. Bird frames dramatic copyright as a property right, and contends that the lack of 

such protection has discouraged the development of American drama. Of his personal 

experience he reflects that "I am very sure, if there had been such a law in existence twenty 

years ago, I should not have abandoned dramatic writing, as I did, in what was the moment 

of success and the period of youthful vigor & enthusiasm" (U Penn; portions qtd. in Foust 

150). 
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Bird's health, never stable, began to decline in the early 1850s, with "attacks-

increasing in frequency and severity under an unrelenting schedule at the North American 

interrupted only by brief visits to Buena Vista, Clayton's Delaware farm (Mary Bird 90; 

Foust 145). After three such episodes in 1853, he allowed himself to rest and travel. He 

stayed a week at Cape May ("to [the family's] unspeakable amazement" (Mary Bird 90)), 

made a later, longer trip West; and the next year spent all of August with his family at the 

Delaware Water Gap.^ 1 Bird wrote four editorials describing the Gap and, prompted by 

"some female members of his family party" who were attempting to sketch the landscape, 

he took up drawing again himself after what a sixteen-year hiatus (90). Bird returned to 

many earlier sketches at this time, and measured his work against photographs he took on 

this trip: "Upon comparison of his hasty sketches with the operations, at the same spot, of 

that master artist, the sun, as revealed by the camera he carried with him, the outlines were 

identical" (90). This explains why, as Traister has observed, some of Bird's watercolors 

contain two dates, one in the 1820s or 1830s, the other in the 1850s (Traister case9). 

Mary Bird documents her husband's interest in early photography, but her brief 

comments have been virtually the sole source of infomiation on this aspect of Bird's life.32 

3 ^Mary Bird dates these attacks and travels in 18S2, Foust in 1853 (Mary Bird 90, Foust 150). I use 
Foust's estimate since Bird's visit would thus coincide with his four fall 1853 editorials which detail the 
Delaware Water Gap. 
32she writes, 

E>hotography was full of attractions for him. He hailed with delight the beautiful 
discovery, the embodiment of his own vague and poetical ideas, and watched the 
successive steps of its development with unflagging interest He saw in it the efficient 
hand-maid of the artist... In that view, and to that end, he devoted most of his leisure 
moments for several of his later years, arriving, with his limited time and impeifect 
material!*, at an approximation to the results that now confer such honor upon French 
enterprise, taste, and research. ... a benefit, as from the first he believed, to hundreds, 
eventually destined to become, by its adaptation to many purposes, a most agreeable 
means of support, espedally to women, for whom his sympathies were deeply enlisted, 
and who. be saw. would derive from the application of {rfwtography. as fnnn the sewing 
marhine... a release from the drudgery a( the needle a^ other pursuits uncimgenial and 
unsuited to the requirements of an immcvtal spirit Though no advocate of Women's 
Rights, as declared and set forth in Women's conventions, none ever was more solicitous 
to see woman placed in her i»operpositi(HL (Mary Bird 79-80) 
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In 1992, Philadelphia's Library Company purchased from Bird's great-grandson a 

substantial, previously unknown collection of the author's photographic work consisting of 

" 191 paper prints, paper negatives, and manuscripts, all from the early ISSOs" (Finkel 55; 

also qtd. in Traister birdphotos).^^ According to that descendant, also a Robert Bird, this 

material was a surprise even to him when he discovered it in his attic. Curator Kenneth 

Finkel's description in the Library Company's 1992 annual report notes that the 

photographs and negatives show "views made mostly at Bird's Filbert Street home, from 

January 1852 to August 1853-up the street, down the street, across the street and the back 

roof. Inside the house . . . Dr. Bird copied oil paintings, engravings, daguerreotypes, 

even paper money" (56). The collection includes two live portraits (one of which appears 

on Traister's website) as well as the photographs of Delaware Water Gap in August 1853. 

While daguerreotypist Marcus Aurelius Root wrote in The Camera and the Pencil 

(1864) that Bird was "'probably the ablest writer on sun-painting in the United States,'" 

Hnkel notes thcit "neither Root nor any historian of photography ever made mention of 

Bird's experiments" (55).^ The photographs and manuscripts contained in this collection 

have led the Library Company to identify Bird as the translator of an early photographic 

text, Gustave Le Gray's Nouveau Trai^ thforique et pratique de photoeraohie sur papier et 

sur verre (^1851), which Finkel describes as "a treatise on the paper negative process 

invented by Englishman William Henry Fox Talbot" (56). The translation was published 

in Philadelphia in 1853, entitled Plain Directions for Obtaining Photographic Pictures (56). 

Bird's mention of sun-painting in Sheppard Lee indicates that his interest in photography 

^^Finkel further details the prints and negatives as "100 paper negatives and 76 paper positives including 15 
negative-positive pairs" (H^el 55). 
'̂̂ Root's daguerreotype of Bird has become the standard portrait of the author, and is included in Fbust, as 

well as on £)ahi's jacket cover. It can also be found in the U Peon CoUecticMi. 
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began at least 20 years before this translation, however. His wife offers a reminder of this 

in her memoir, alluding to that novel's 

prophetic intimation of the Daguerrean discovery—a favorite idea of his, that 

the reflection should be fastened down on the mirror, and there remain 

imperishable. Although delivered in the imperfect jargon of a German quack 

professor, the idea is there, plain enough, and this, several years before this 

wonderful process was made known to the world by the discoveries of 

Daguerre and others. (54)35 

Unsavory changes planned for 1854 at the North American counteracted any good 

Bird's travel and painting may have done, however. The journal proposed to increase the 

size of the paper (currently an eight-page folio), sell a one-sixth share of the firm, and 

change owners. Bird opposed the changes, insisting they would threaten the paper's 

quality, cut profits, and expose the firm to additional corruption (Foust 151). The changes 

were made anyway, without consulting Bird- According to Foust, on 

a chance examination of the firm's accounts he [Bird] found a state of 

affairs that must be regarded as a directly contributing cause of his death. 

The share in question had been secretly disposed of; fake entries of 

expenditures and receipts had been made to his disadvantage; and the paper 

against his wish and without his knowledge was being enlarged. (151) 

Bird died in Philadelphia on January 23, 1854, not long after that discovery. He would 

have turned 49 in less than two weeks. His final illness had lasted roughly ten days; he 

^^ShepoaidLee's wild inventor. Dr. Feuerteufel, boasts in heavily German-inflected English of his attempts 
at capturing "reality" through methods such as embalment and early photography; 

How mosh petter dat dan de imitadon! Suppose you have <te painter who take de looking-
glass, and when you look in him, glue down de reflecdon daie fw ever!-de natural colour, 
de natural drawing, delight and de shade? How mosh petter dat dan de picture in dirty oil 
and ochre! (I tell you, py-the-py, zhendemens, I do s^y ̂  art, and I hopes some day to 
make de grand discoaver~to put you reflecdon on de proper substance, like de looking-
glass. dat shall hold on to de coloun, and hold 'em on for ever!) (Bird. SheppardLee 2: 
250) 
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had become feeble and disoriented, and finally died of "effusion on the brain." His 

January 24 obituary in the North American observed, "With all his love for elegant 

literature he had ever been a severe student of science and philosophy" (U Penn). He was 

buried three days later in Philadelphia's Laurel Hill Cemetery. 

Bird's wife and family did not hesitate to blame his death on the constant upheaval 

at the North American.The day after Bird died, his brother-in-law, Edward Mayer, 

wrote Clayton that during the author's fmal illness, "It was then discovered that he had 

been through his illness morbidly anxious and concerned about business matters" (qtd. in 

Foust 152). More of Edward's reflections (these undated) are appended by the editor to 

Mary's memoir. Acccs^ding to Mayer, days before his death Bird had divulged 

the particulars of business troubles which he said had greatly annoyed him 

during the previous six months, and which had contributed to make him ill. 

. . . they might, as suggested, be after ail means of making him more 

careful of his own interests hereafter and more iustlv suspicious of his 

fellows, but he spoke despairingly, as if events had occurred that had settled 

his fate. (qtd. in Mary Bird 91) 

Mary Bird wrote to Edward in July 1854 that her husband "wore himself out in the service 

of The North American. Its labors and more especially its trouUes killed him. Of this I am 

as firmly convinced as that I survive him, and that he was cut off just as he was begimiing 

to reap the reward of his toil" (qtd. in Foust 151, fn. 1). An additional note, which she 

omitted from her manuscript but Thompson included, alludes to this situation and offers an 

explicitly religious version of the acceptance of suffering so prevalent in her husband's 

fictioa-

3^Mary Bird's memoir leaves off before her husband's deadi, although indirect comments make it clear it 
was written after he died. 
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His papers reveal the cares that tore his bosom, tho' his lips scarce even 

adverted to the theme. Silently these cares—far more than the labours—did 

their work, and completed it at just the time that the flourishing condition of 

the pE^ser promised a speedy realization of his hopes. These are undoubted 

facts, but facts which perhaps it were as well for me to bury in my own 

breast Although impossible to refer to them without the deepest pain, I 

trust I do without bitterness—recognizing over and beyond the wickedness 

or folly of the weak instruments of ill, the superintending Hand of Almighty 

Wisdom and Goodness, that permitted these trials for the purification of the 

character and preparation of the heart for, I humbly trust, the blessings that 

await the righteous. (Mary Bird 91-2) 

Bird left no will; his property included "a small lot" in New Castle which generated 

no income, whatever earnings might come from his literary works, and his share in the 

North American. He owed Clayton at least $20,000 from the 1847 loan, and a brother 

$2,000 (Foust 153). Mary retained the North American share, and earned almost $4,100 

in 1856 and the first half of 1857; she used this to make payments to Clayton (Bloom 

153). The Senator died in 1856, and his will contained a codicil to deal leniently with 

Bird's widow.37 jhe following year she received nothing, since the journal apparently 

had done pooriy. In July 1858 she wrote a letter explaining to the executors of Clayton's 

estate that she would be unable to continue her payments. By October she wrote 

McMichael that "The straits aixi embarrassments into which I have been plunged by the 

failure of a twelve-month dividend from the N. American have set me resolving in my mind 

37QaytoQ>s 1852 will specified that "after my death my execulofs shall not press the said bond or demand 
the money thereon, or any p<xtion diereof so as to distress my friend therefore, but tmly demand payment of 
such simis from time to time therecMi as he may be able to pay without sacnfidng his interest in the North 
American & United States Gazette. In a w(»d, I wish liberd indulgences extended to him... as long as he 
lives" (qtd. in Bloom 98, fn. 24). Bird died before Cayton. but this lenience was extended to Mary Bird as 
well. Mary and Frederic paid $7,000 of the remaining $21,000 debt by the summer of 1856 (Bloom 98. 
fn. 24). 
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all possible means of extricating [myself] - • • from these difficulties" (qtd. in Bloom 154). 

McMichael failed to respond. She began negotiating to sell McMichael her share, helped 

by Clayton's executor. While she figured the worth of her share at $20,000 or more, after 

months of hesitation and negotiation, she finally disposed of her share for $ 16,000. The 

money went direcdy from McMichael to Clayton's executors (156). 

Mary Bird shared many of her husband's attitudes about hard work and the 

acceptance of suffering, both during their marriage and after his death. Thompson 

emphasizes her virtuous endurance, her "unlimited, unselfish devotion, placing their 

[Bird's and Frederic's] welfare and happiness above all other considerations, unfailingly 

patient under trials, difficulties, and disappointments" (Mary Bird 94). She eptomized 

these traits in an 1849 letter to Bird which affirmed "It is evidently not our vain wishes but 

a wise Providence that shapes our course, and I doubt not that course will be best, 

especially if we do not struggle against it" (qtd. in Mary Bird 94). She witnessed the civil 

war her husband had predicted, and died in November, 1868. 

Frederic graduated from the University of Pennsylvania and went on to Union 

Theological Seminary in New York, being ordained as a Lutheran minister in 1861, an 

Episcopal minister in 1869 (Lowe 394).^® He held "various pastorates and 

professorships," including a five-year position as chaplain and professor of psychology. 

Christian evidence and rhetoric at Lehigh University. Frederic worked as editor of 

Chandler's Encyclopedia in 1898 and Lippincott's Magazine from 1893-98, where he 

published his father's A Belated Revenge. He published two of his own novels under the 

pseudonym Robert Timsol: A Pessimist in Theory and Practice (1888) and An Alien from 

the Commonwealth: The Romance of an Odd Young Man (1889). He also became known 

for collecting and writing hymns. He died in 1908. Subsequent generations have 

3®LOWC'S piece documents Frederic's 1878 conespondcnce with Matthew Arnold concerning religious 
matters. 
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remained in the region; Bird's great-grandson and namesake still lives in Wilmington, 

Delaware, dealing graciously with scholars interested in his formerly prominent but now 

obscure ancestor. 

What does a review of Bird's life contribute to an understanding of his fiction? 

First and most obvious, his entire career demonstrates the central position he occupied in 

the literary, cultural and political spheres of his day. His diverse interests and talents put 

him in touch with prominent figures, movements and developments in literature, medicine, 

science, politics. Journalism, art, and even photography. He was in a position to gauge 

and influence both popular and elite opinion in a variety of areas. 

But aside from his centrality and wide sphere of influence. Bird's professional 

achievements were accompanied by constant financial disappointments. Despite many 

opportunities for and attempts at commercial success, he never recovered from the 

precarious economic position into which his father's premature death had plunged the 

family. He suffered from a combination of unscrupulous colleagues, from Edwin Forrest 

to George Graham, and an astonishing string of bad luck—becoming a doctor when that 

profession ceased to guarantee an adequate income, writing popular plays which received 

no copyright protection, publishing thousands of pages of fiction during an economic 

depression, and dying, saddled with considerable debt, just as the North American began 

to see profits. Even his farm crops ripened just in time to be destroyed by extreme 

weather. Financial concerns influenced the careers he chose and abandoned, required 

frequent separations from his family, and no doubt helped ruin his health and hasten his 

death. 

It would be inaccurate to say, then, that Bird was a privileged writer, and his 

monetary worries doubtless contributed to the shape and content of his fiction. At the same 

time, his writing assumes a privileged standpoint, articulating the ideologies of the class he 
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could claim due to education and heritage, but from which he was ultimately excluded 

because of his financial straits. His lack of money and acute awareness of political and 

personal injustice did nothing to change his political convictions, or rather, made him all the 

more adamant in his beliefs. Under similar circimistances, Edgar Allan Poe and George 

Lippard turned to drugs and strange, subversive tales, and dramatist John Augustus Stone 

to suicide. Bird was perhaps better off, having a degree and a family to fall back on. But 

he was also of a different breed—traditional, optimistic, patriotic, a believer in the value of 

hard work, and conservative to the core. Aside from a few unguarded expressions of 

frustration. Bird did not question the social conditions which made his life so difficult, 

criticizing not the institutions but their abuse by corrupt and incompetent politicians and 

individuals. He saw himself as a member of an elite social group, merely one with 

temporarily empty pockets. When he had a chance to make a political contribution, he 

sought not to institute reform (other than in minor issues such as copyright law), but to 

preserve tradition. His unwavering dedication to conservative social causes and the 

philosophy of natural submission, despite his ongoing personal disappointments, is 

perhaps the clearest affirmation of his belief in national over individual rights, social over 

personal freedom. He accepted that his life was constrained in ways not so different from 

the episodic captivities of his fictional characters, yet he sought to maintain a system in 

which he believed even as it made his life more difflcult 

Conclusion 

In the spirit of Bird's inversions, I will end at the beginning—my very first 

encounter with Bird. In the fall of 1992, while working on my M. A. at the University of 

Arizona, I enrolled in a Poe seminar taught by Joan Dayan. In keeping with her 

interdisciplinary approach to POe (and texts in general), Dayan supplemented Poe's texts 

with natural histories and proslavery tracts. Halfway through the semester, Dayan 
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assigned Poe's review of Sheppard Lee, and elements of that satire's plot caught my eye. 

During the previous year I had worked on the problem of spiritual possession in other 

texts, from David Lynch's television series Twin Peaks to popular American depictions of 

Haitian zombies in the 1920s and 1930s; I could see from Poe's comments that Bird was 

experimenting with the trope of possession as well. When I expressed interest, Dayan had 

the satire photocopied from microfilm. In my seminar paper on Sheppard Lee that fall, I 

set out to examine "how the literary use of metempsychosis operates in relation to 

contemporary national concerns about slavery." 

My interpretation of Sheppard Lee in this earlier work on Bird shares much with 

my current one; as I skim the seminar paper I see numerous references to a "chaos of 

transformation" and proslavery ideology. With a narrow focus on metempsychotic 

transformations in a single text, however, I could only make fairly limited and tentative 

conclusions about Bird's agenda. I was forced to treat the text in relative isolation, 

acknowledging its unmistakable oxnments en slavery but unable to identify its complicated 

engagement with the many issues troubling the nation in the 1830s. Numerous drafts of 

the essay were plagued by excessive paraphrase as I resisted applying the latest critical 

approaches to this project, but lacked the contextual knowledge I felt was more appropriate. 

Having read only Sheppard Lee and the readily available biographies of Bird, I was 

vaguely aware that freedom and slavery preoccupied Bird throughout his career, but I had 

no clear idea of how such themes were manifested in his other novels, or how Sheppard fit 

into the entire body of Bird's work. And while, thanks to Dayan's seminar, I was able to 

comment on Bird's use of proslavery ideology and to suggest several Poe stories which 

might be influenced by Bird,^^ I was unaUe to go much further in determining his role in a 

particular. I exjdoied resemblances between ShepoardLee and Poe's "Some Words with a Mummy" 
(1845). "The Man That Was Used Up" (1839). "The G<dd-Bug" (1843) (a connection which, as I have 
mentioned elsewhere, has been noted by several critics including Dayan). I noted strong parallels between 
Poe's The System of Doctor Tair and Professor Fether" (1844) and two Bird texts, Sheppard Lee and "My 
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literaiy, political or philosophical tradition. 1 could see that Bird was inverting a rhetoric of 

freedom with a rhetoric of submission, but I didn't know where this idea originated, 

whether it was unique or typical in his time, or what resonance it might have for his 

contemporary readers. 

After reading all of Bird's novels, much of his other literary work, and a fair 

amount of his notes, letters and editorials; acquainting myself with the natural law 

tradition, with the arguments underlying nineteenth-century Indian policies and apologies 

for slavery, and with various literary, historical, political and biographical contexts, I feel 

that I have fit together substantial portions of an intricate puzzle. Some pieces are missing 

(such as religious and scientific justifications for submission), some may have been lost 

forever (such as Bird's Metamora). but I can now discern an overall pattern, the major 

features of a portrait of Bird and his world. Each discipline I have drawn on is itself 

worthy of in-depth and valuable study; when used in combination, however, important 

connections and cross-currents become unmistakable. Natural law justifies both rebellion 

and colonization, and feeds into Indian policy, slavery debates (on both sides of each 

argument), and manifest destiny, which in turn feed each other. These, and other political 

and philosophical agendas, work their way into literary texts, which themselves influence 

popular opinion zmd shape individual lives and ideologies, and feed back into the political 

and philosophical realms. I am of course interested in specific assertions about Bird, his 

texts and concerns, but the insights made possible by simultaneously examining various 

intellectual and political contexts seem to me much more valuable in what they reveal about 

I^ends in the Madhouse." Qeariy. these Poe stcnies were all written after he had read and reviewed 
SheppardLee. (The only analogous Poe tale which predates Bird's satire is "Loss of Breath" (1832); only a 
vague resemblance exists between POe's treatment of metempsychosis in his 1832 "Metzengerstein" and 
Shepoard.) Specifically. I concluded that the two writers used similar inversions to opposite ends: Poe 
"reveals the interchangeability <rf' categories in order to weaken and questicm their meanings, while Bird 
weakens these same categories in order to interchange them." 
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the individual author, his colleagues, his times, and perhaps the rich possibilities of 

American literary studies. 

As I noted in my introduction, since the beginning of this project I have grappled 

with the question "Why Bird?," wondering what contribution a full-length study of this 

forgotten writer might make. One answer has to do with Bird's place in nineteenth-century 

American studies. On the level of local ante-bellum politics, he reminds us that 

Philadelphia (and the North generally) was not all abolitionist, that not all Whigs (or all 

Northerners) were antislavery. The sentiments expressed in his novels issued not from a 

callused or rabidly racist Southerner, but from a rational and even kind man who spent 

most of his life in or near the City of Brotherly Love, a national icon of freedom and 

equality. He maintained (correctly) that many Philadelphians shared his views on slavery. 

Though the common views he expressed openly are less blatant in the works of 

contemporaries which have outlived his and become canonical, his very prominence and 

centrality implicate his colleagues in his politics, immersed as they all were in the prevailing 

ideologies I have outlined. He was liked, respected and read by many more famous literary 

figures whose reputations have eluded or survived later discussions of their politics: 

Cooper, Whitman, Poe, Simms, Twain,^ certainly Melville and probably Hawthorne. 

Bird proUematizes our perception of nineteenth-century American literature and politics as 

constructed through a canon com^xised of texts containing more acceptable, or at least more 

predictable, politics~or in which the politics are so disguised or complicated we have 

overlooked or misinterpreted them. The likes of Cooper, Melville, Hawthorne and 

"^^wain's T Jfe nn the Missisaippi iocludes an allusion to Nick of the Woods which assumes his readers' 
familiarity with Bird's text A carpenter in Twain's text boasts that he has spent his life avenging the 
murder of his betrothed. He claims to have killed 60 people, and to have left the forehead of each victim 
with "a peculiar mark~a cross, deeply indsed." Only later is this story revealed as false, and Twain tells us: 
This ass had been reading the 'Abbenainosay,' no doubt, and had had his poor romantic head turned by it; 
but as I had not yet seen the book then, I took his inventions for truth, a^ did not suspect that he was a 
plagiarist" (qtd. in Williams, "Introductioa" xlviii). 
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Emerson have survived to shape our understanding of noble American (or at least 

Northern) sentiments; Simms has remained, rather tentatively, as a regional writer who 

reflects what we would expect from a Southerner. Bird fits into neither of these categories: 

his no longer acceptable politics are not we expect from a mainstream Philadelphia writer, 

and they are largely undisguised. The ways in which he complicates the assumed binaries 

of nineteenth-century U. S. politics—North/South, liberal/conservative—is what makes Bird 

so important Bird, in his literary output, embodies much about his time; he may seem 

uniquely conflicted or backward or even bigoted now, but certainly was not so in his day. 

Another answer to the question of Bird's significance lies in the complex role of 

philosophy in politics and literature. Bird did not see himself as a serious philosopher, and 

made no original contribution to political philosophy, but he addressed explicitly 

philosophical concerns about freedom and rights, civilization and progress in virtually all 

his writing, from his early diaries and letters to his fiction to his last editorials. His wide 

reading and numerous personal oxitacts acquainted him with not only the tradition of such 

philosophical notions, but also with their popular interpretation and practical application. 

He was thus able to join consciously in the conservative adaptation of the natiu^ law 

tradition, rendering into fiction popular arguments for natural subjection in a variety of 

tumultuous historical and political contexts, from the Spanish conquest of Mexico to the 

early American frcmtier to the Philadelphia of his own day. His novels recast a rhetoric of 

freedom and a philosophy of subjection as complementary arguments. His insistence that 

slavery and submission preserve order and social freedom, while the chaos and instability 

of unrestricted individual liberties endanger the entire nation, illustrate the malleability of 

both philosophical and literary traditions when made to serve a particular political agenda. 

A study of Bird through the contexts of the natural law tradition and his 

contemporary political world enhances an understanding of each element, making sense of 

his elaborate fictional discourses on freedom, illustrating one more episode in the 
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continuing evolution of natural law theory, and contextualizing the debates over f)olitical 

policies regarding slavery, Indian policy and national expansion. It allows for overtly 

political and philosophical interpretations of the themes of captivity and servitude, liberty 

and rebellion that transcend the trappings of a particular genre, appearing in his plays of 

Old World insurrection, in traditional Gothic garb in his Mexico romances, in the endless 

captivities of his frontier narratives, and finally resurfacing as an object of derision in his 

satires. More interesting to me than any insight into the separate arenas of literature, 

philosophy and politics, however, is the intersection of elements which this approach 

makes clear. Here their mutual influence is undeniable, with each discourse leading into 

and overlapping the other, sometimes peacefully coexisting, sometimes roughly jockeying 

for position as Bird attempted to address them all. 

The rhetorical juggling act performed by Bird and his contemporaries goes on. Our 

thinking about ourselves as individuals and as a nation is still structured by the natural law 

tradition, seen in incessant references to the Declaration of Independence, public 

schoolchildren's daily pledges of allegiance to a country that offers "liberty and justice for 

all," and our hand-on-heart homage at every major baseball game to "the land of the free 

and the home of the brave." As in Bird's day, the image of the U. S. as a nation of 

freedom and equality is also contested, often in terms which draw eerily on Filmerian 

natural subjection: Aren't the poor, after all, lazy and deserving of their poverty? Aren't 

the rich really hard-working leaders who deserve their status? Shouldn't we all do the 

work we're "naturally" best at? Such arguments occupy a clear place in the natural law 

tradition, and are almost indistinguishaUe from nineteenth century debates over rights. The 

slippery nature of natural rights has not led us out of the rhetorical morass in which 

"freedom," "rights" and "subjection" are tossed around to expose and disguise inequality, 

to combat and promote injustice. As in Bird's day, the terms of the debate are essentially 
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devoid of meaning, rendered incapable of any stable relationship to rhetorical use or 

political application. 

In the course of my research and writing, one assumption I began with has been 

both confirmed and clarified: the cross-pollination of philosophy, politics, popular 

ideology and literature is inevitable, ongoing and productive, but also elusive, problematic 

and worthy of continual interrogation. Much of contemporary American literary studies is 

focused on illuminating the margins, colorizing and feminizing the canon, displacing the 

centrality of figures like Hawthorne, and Melville. This is an important endeavor; 

however, scholars such as Barbara Babcock, Donna Haraway and bell hooks have 

illustrated the deceptive nature of celebrations of the marginal in both popular culture and 

academia.^1 As in Bird, what appears to be an embrace of race, class or gender in the 

service of social justice can actually perform the opposite task, setting up difference in 

order to contain and erase it, assuring that the "symbolically central" will remain "socially 

peripheral," to borrow Babcock's phrases ("Introduction," 32). I have focused on a figure 

who has been displaced to the margins in our time after occupying the center in his own, in 

order to throw a different light on the enduring "giants" of the canon and their legacy to us. 

Bird's immersion in political and philosophical discourse suggests that his canonical 

colleagues were not as typical, as apolitical or perhaps as liberatory as we have assumed. 

Bird died only seven years before the Civil War began, and he saw in the discord of 

the 1840s and 1850s the beginnings ctf such a national crisis. His life and thought were 

products of a turbulent but fruitful period in American history and literature, shaped by and 

illustrating a painful national adolescence in which the country continued its pull away from 

England and established its own history, identity, and agenda; a time of transition. 

^Sce. for example, Babcock's "A New Mexican Rebecca': Imaging Pueblo Women"; Haraway's Primate 
Visions, hooks's Yearning. 
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contradiction, chaos, and emotionally and often physically violent debate over slavery, 

Indian policy, expansionism, Jacksonian democracy and women's rights. His writing is 

rooted in the concerns of his day; both disturbed by a multitude of real threats to social 

order and haunted by more abstract tensions such as the rhetorical convolutions occurring 

in the slavery debates. He added his voice to the discussion of both concrete and abstract 

matters, propounding in his novels an acceptance of social hierarchy for the sake of 

national unity. Qeariy, we can interpret Bird's exhortations of liberty and his enactments 

of profound chaos and disorder as a conservative answer to what he considered a 

"fanaticism of liberty." His novels take the risk of suggesting subversiveness, but only in 

the ultimate service of hierarchy and stasis. No matter what issue he takes on—the conquest 

of the Aztecs, frontier violence, nullification, urban crime, and especially Southern 

slavery—he provides some version of natural subjection as the answer. 

Writing to Clayton from the office of the North American in May 1847, Bird 

confessed to "a strong impression upon my mind that the world has turned upside-down, 

or inside-out, and that we are all living in the midst of the millennium,—the lion and the 

iamb, the devils and the angels, and all the wise man and the madmen lying down together-

-but not in peace and amity* (U Penn). This menacing picture of extreme disorder is what 

Bird enacts in a more convoluted (some might say confused or inarticulate) form in his 

fiction—not to suggest the virtues of change and liberation, but to illustrate their dangers, 

what he describes in "^ferry the Miner" as "a confusion of terror that reduced all to equality 

and fellowship in misery" (Peter 1: 48). Making sense out of apparent nonsense, a 

contextual, interdisciplinary reading of Bird's novels clarifies the lengths (or depths) to 

which fiction can go in enacting a sense of confusion and chaos which is more 

overpowering, more terrifying than that found in history or philosophy alone. Bird's 

image of disorder is neither productive nor subversive, but one from which the nation must 

be redeemed. 
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Bird's literary reputation may not have survived the ravages of time, but his novels 

and their ideological premises clearly contributed to the joint projects of building a nation 

and a national literature. Pennsylvania Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker recalled that "as 

a boy he sat up all night" reading Nick of the Woods, and he was surely not alone (qtd. in 

Foust 155, fn. 1). The thinly disguised agendas of Bird's novels allow them to function as 

what Tompkins calls "blueprint[s] for survival"—texts which attempt to solve "social and 

political predicaments" (xvii). In other words, his fiction and other writing are not only 

products of the politics and philosophy of their day, but also contributed to the creation and 

maintenance of conservative U. S. ideologies that continue to exert influence today. 

Simms's articulation of these inseparable aims aptly describes Bird: "It is by such artists, 

indeed, that nations live" (Views 36). 
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